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THE SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY OF CITIES:
DIVERSITY AND THE MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE

Cities are a locus of human diversity, where people of varying wealth and
status share an association within a particular urban boundary. Despite the
common geography, sharp social divisions characterize many cities. High
levels of urban violence bear witness to the difficult challenge of creating
socially cohesive and inclusive cities. The devastated inner cities of many
large American urban centres exemplify the failure of urban development.
With an enlightened, democratic approach to policy reform, however, cities
can achieve social sustainability.

Some cities have been more successful than others in creating environ-
ments conducive to the cohabitation of a diverse population. In this collec-
tion of original essays, case studies of ten cities (Montreal and Toronto in
Canada, Miami and Baltimore in the United States, Geneva and Rotterdam
in Europe, Sao Paulo and San Salvador in South America, and Nairobi and
Cape Town in Africa) are presented and analysed in terms of social sustain-
ability. The volume as a whole looks at the policies, institutions, and plan-
ning and social processes that can have the effect of integrating diverse
groups and cultural practices in a just and equitable fashion.

The authors conclude that policies conducive to social sustainability
should, among other things, seek to promote fiscal equalization, to weave
communities within the metropolis into a cohesive whole, and to provide
transport systems that ensure equal access to public services and work-
places, all within the framework of an open and democratic local governing
structure.
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Foreword

HUMANIZING THE CITY:
A VIEW FROM UNESCO'S MOST PROGRAMME

Within its own fields of competence, and especially in the Social and
Human Sciences sector, UNESCO's message on urban issues is both
moral and intellectual: cities must serve the people who live in them.
For UNESCO, the real challenge is to improve the conditions in which
urban growth takes place in order to build cities of peace, democracy,
and development.

The cities of the twenty-first century must place the citizen at the
centre of public policy, reinvent the concept of the city, and realize the
many ways of sharing in urban life.

The impact of globalization on urban systems and the strategic role
of large cities in the world economy are among the factors now jeopar-
dizing the quality of urban living. There is an urgent need to offset the
tendency to subordinate cities to the needs of business and the econ-
omy - which are important in their own right - by devising an ethical
approach that takes into account the needs of the individual, based on
a better balance between men and women, and cities and nature, in
which the quality of the environment is primordial and which allows
for town-dwellers to make city life a shared experience.

Giving cities a human face is more than a Utopian dream: it can be
achieved when the initiatives of the inhabitants, as both users and
builders, are encouraged and supported.

Our goal is to implement policies that will awaken the creative
capacities of all those - men, women, and young people - who live
in cities. We must create the city of the democratic age, in which
the ideals of emancipation, equality, freedom, and solidarity can be
achieved for everyone.
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UNESCO has identified five challenges to be taken up in promoting
a city of solidarity and citizenship:

1 To act against intolerance and prevent the development of social
apartheid between the 'city of the citizens' and the 'city of the
excluded';

2 To affirm solidarity as a fundamental value of democracy and
human rights by inventing a city of solidarity through the encour-
agement of cultural and social pluralism and the promotion of inte-
gration through social policies, particularly employment policies;

3 To promote a culture of peace: democracy was born in cities, and in
cities it is most under threat from tensions of all kinds and from the
forces of disintegration. It is also in the city that a new social con-
tract must be worked out;

4 Development and peace are intimately linked: with cities increas-
ingly becoming the scene of conflicts, UNESCO is implementing a
'culture of peace' program that includes social-development activi-
ties aimed at peace-building, particularly in cities in recovery after a
period of conflict;

5 To turn city-dwellers into citizens through education in citizenship:
citizens must be given the means to express themselves in public
and have an impact on their city. They must be placed at the centre
of choices and decisions for the creation of a multifaceted city by
measures to promote democratic discussion and participation.

Intellectually, the mission of UNESCO's Social and Human Sciences
sector is to contribute to generating and transferring social knowledge
to policy-makers and civil society.

For this purpose, the Management of Social Transformations
(MOST) Programme was created in 1994 with the goals of (a) improv-
ing understanding by generating policy-relevant knowledge on three
major issues of our time: managing multi-ethnicity and multicultural-
ism, city governance, and coping with the impact of globalization; and
(b) improving the communication between researchers and decision-
makers. The program is overseen by an intergovernmental council and
an independent scientific steering committee. A small secretariat coor-
dinates the program from UNESCO Headquarters, and national MOST
liaison committees (to date established in thirty-five countries) relate
the program to national social-science and policy communities.

The MOST Programme is basically a cooperative framework for the
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promotion of high-quality, policy-relevant, comparative international
social-science research, and national decision making through im-
proved use of social-science knowledge. In a world where many of the
social, economic, demographic, environmental, and technological pro-
cesses have become transnational and global, we believe this to be a
useful undertaking.

The particular theme of 'cities as arenas of accelerated social trans-
formations' resulted from various consultations with specialists, as
well as regional, thematic, and statutory meetings.1 The choice of such
a theme shows MOST's salient interest in understanding how social
transformations affect the city of today and tomorrow.

The research projects selected by MOST have as their goal a
comparative and international analysis of some of these changes (such
as urban governance, urban social sustainability, and the issues of
environment and gender in cities). In the restructuring process of con-
temporary urban spaces, at stake is not only changes in terms of mor-
phology, terminology, or practices, but also the relationships between
such changes and the underlying social, cultural, economic, and politi-
cal processes.

Understanding social processes that take place in urban centres is a
prerequisite for guiding and changing urban development. Based on
MOST's goal to produce policy-relevant knowledge and UNESCO's
task to cooperate in the implementation of the plan of action of Habitat
II, activities in the urban field have focused particularly on social, eco-
nomic, and political urban governance. This approach is of relevance
to decision-makers and stakeholders in the relationships between the
state and civil society. It involves the implementation of both 'bottom-
up' and 'top-down' strategies to favour active participation of all those
concerned in open negotiations, transparent decision-making mecha-
nisms, and the formulation of urban-management policies.

Urban governance and management of urban areas within MOST
have branched out into three subareas - namely, scientific research and
networking; action-oriented projects on sustainable and integrated
urban-development strategies geared towards a participatory approach
and the revitalization of inner cities; and training and capacity-building
for city professionals.

I am particularly glad that the international project 'Towards
Socially Sustainable Cities: Building a Knowledge Base for Urban Man-
agement/ which generated this book, has developed within MOST.
The project was initially coordinated by Richard Stren, of the Centre
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for Urban and Community Studies, University of Toronto, and Mario
Polese, of Montreal Inter-University Group (MIG), Cities and Develop-
ment, and subsequently by Antoine Bailly, of the Faculty of Economic
and Social Sciences, University of Geneva. It is one of the best and par-
ticularly relevant activities of the MOST Programme. I would like to
express my deep gratitude to the above-mentioned coordinators, as
well as to all those who participated in the project, and also extend my
appreciation to Genevieve Domenach-Chich, Chief of the Cities and
Human Habitat Unit, who monitored this project from the MOST side.

Ali Kazancigil
Executive Secretary, MOST Programme
Director, Division of Social Science, Research and Policy, UNESCO

Note

1 Notably the first MOST workshop on the theme 'cities' in Vienna, in 1994,
and the 1994 session of the Intergovernmental Committee of MOST. Cf.
Celine Sachs-Jeantet 1995.

Reference
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1 Understanding the New Sociocultural
Dynamics of Cities: Comparative
Urban Policy in a Global Context

RICHARD STREN and MARIO POLESE

Of Viennese Coffee Houses, a Bridge in Herzegovina,
and the Socio-ethnic Diversity of Cities

The idea of a project dealing with the management of the social and
cultural diversity of cities was born in February 1994 in a cafe in
Vienna, following the first Management of Social Transformations
(MOST) Programme workshop on the theme of 'cities/ That Vienna
should be the birthplace of this project is entirely appropriate, for few
cities, certainly few in Europe, better exemplify the essential meaning
and challenge of what we call 'social sustainability/ As we shall
explain, 'social sustainability' refers to policies and institutions that have
the overall effect of integrating diverse groups and cultural practices in a just
and equitable fashion. This is an important and challenging goal for all
cities in the closing days of the twentieth century. Later in this intro-
ductory chapter we discuss the more precise meaning of 'social sus-
tainability/ but first we explore some of its historical and analytical
antecedents.

The Vienna of the Coffee House

By most measures, fin de siecle Vienna was an extraordinary success
story; that is, if we define 'success' to mean an urban environment con-
ducive to the compatible cohabitation of culturally and socially diverse
groups, while at the same time encouraging social integration. Few
cities were more culturally diverse than the old Habsburg capital.
Peoples from all corners of the Austro-Hungarian Empire flocked to
Vienna: Germans, Czechs, Hungarians, Croats, Italians, Slovenes, Slo-
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vaks, Serbs, Poles, not forgetting Jews, Ruthenians, and Romanians
from the far-flung eastern provinces of Galicia, Bukovina, and Transyl-
vania. Count Metternich, a powerful Habsburg diplomat of the nine-
teenth century, is reputed to have once said that 'the Orient begins at
the Landstrasse' (a street in eastern Vienna), referring to the traditional
role of Vienna as the point of juncture between Catholic (and Protes-
tant) Western Europe, and the Greek Orthodox and Ottoman Muslim
East.

Despite this diversity and clash of cultures, or perhaps because of it,
Vienna succeeded in developing a definite sense of common identity,
of which the extraordinary cultural creativity of its inhabitants (in
music, art, and science) during that period is the most visible manifes-
tation. From most accounts, turn-of-the-century Vienna was a rela-
tively safe city, a tolerant city - indeed a very pleasant city to live in -
by the standards of the time. The Viennese coffee house, as a social
institution, with its relaxed air and seeming openness to all, came to
symbolize that era - an era that began to draw to a close at the start of
the 1920s.

In our time, it has become fashionable to look back with nostalgia on
this urban 'paradise lost/ giving rise to a Vienna-centred literature, of
which Stefan Zweig's (1944) work was to be the first of many. In retro-
spect, Vienna's unique, seemingly inclusive, urban culture showed
itself to be very fragile in the face of crisis. This cosmopolitan and toler-
ant city (or so it appeared outwardly) succumbed with little resistance
to the Nazi regime. There is little evidence to show that opposition to
racist policies and laws was any greater in Vienna than anywhere else
within the German Reich.

Today, half a century later, Vienna faces new challenges, with the
disappearance of the Iron Curtain, as it finds itself again a magnet for
the populations of Central Europe and Metternich's 'Orient.' If the
story of Vienna tells us anything, it is that we are still very far from
understanding the underlying mechanisms, both past and present,
that make diverse urban societies truly sustainable and inclusive. Out-
ward appearances can be deceiving. It is a field of study that the
researcher must approach with humility.

A Bridge (That Was) in Herzegovina

It is also entirely appropriate that this project should fall under the
MOST Programme within UNESCO. Although MOST is the acronym
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for an English designation ('Management of Social Transformations'),
'most' equally means 'bridge' in many Slavic languages. By an unin-
tentional twist of events, by evoking the current fate of the city of
Mostar in Bosnia-Herzegovina, MOST again compels us to reflect on
the fragility of cities as sustainable social structures. The town of
Mostar, for example, takes its name from an old Turkish bridge (stary
[old] most] that for three centuries bound the ethnically diverse parts of
the city together. For centuries, Muslims, Catholics (Croats), and
Orthodox (Serbs) lived together. The bridge survived both the First
and the Second World War. It became a symbol.

Today the old bridge is gone, blown up by one of the belligerent par-
ties in the recent war. The city is now totally segregated: Croats on one
side of the river and Muslims on the other, most Serbs having since
fled to other parts. If the reader will grant us poetic licence, the ulti-
mate objective of this project may be described as the construction of
(durable) urban bridges. Too many bridges have been destroyed in this
century. Mostar is not unique. There are many cities in the Eastern
Mediterranean that were once multicultural but are now either mono-
cultural (or at least much less heterogeneous) or sharply divided. Alex-
andria, Istanbul, and Beirut immediately spring to mind. Perhaps there
was something in the political philosophy of the old Ottoman Empire
(as in the Habsburg Empire) that bred a respect for diversity. But these
were national or, rather, imperial policies. The uniqueness of the
approach taken in this book - as we are about to explain - lies in the
emphasis we place on the role of local policies, as distinct from national
policies, in creating socially sustainable cities for the future.

A Diverse Tale of Many Cities

This book, and the project that gave rise to it, build on an internation-
ally comparative approach, comprising a diversity of situations. We
have chosen ten cities for our study, two each in Canada, the United
States, Western Europe, Africa, and Latin America. Let us begin with a
few words on the cultural and social attributes of the ten cities that rep-
resent our universe for comparison.1

Starting with North America, Montreal and Toronto, in Canada, are
at the same time very much alike and very different. Both harbour
large immigrant populations, but Toronto stands out in having proba-
bly the highest proportion of foreign-born residents (approximately
42 per cent) of any major city in the Western world.2 Few cities in mod-
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ern times have faced greater challenges with respect to the integration
of immigrants into urban life. Montreal, on the other hand, is a unique
example of the (largely peaceful) cohabitation of two peoples over two
centuries (French and English) within an increasingly diverse popula-
tion consisting of groups from many other cultural and linguistic ori-
gins. Montreal is perhaps the only truly functionally bilingual city
among major Western cities.

Turning to the United States, we examine Miami and Baltimore.
Miami is today the most concentrated point of urban contact between
the Anglo-Saxon and Hispanic worlds, acting also as a major point of
entry for other groups (West Indians and Haitians, for example). In
terms of its economic functions, specifically as a financial centre,
Miami is as much a Latin American and Caribbean city as an American
one. Miami comes the closest in the United States to being a function-
ally bilingual city. Baltimore, on the line between the American 'North'
and 'South,' was one of the country's leading port and industrial cities
until the 1950s. After that, it lost population to the suburbs (like many
other American cities), and began to experience the effects of severe
social and political polarization. The most important dimension of this
polarization is reflected in a central city that in the late 1990s has a pop-
ulation that is almost two-thirds black, and a suburban region in which
87 per cent of the white population lives. Sustainability in Baltimore is
largely a problem of responding simultaneously to central city poverty
and decline, and to the overarching problem of race relations.

In Europe, we focus on Geneva, Switzerland, and Rotterdam,
Holland. Because of the great diversity of political and administrative
traditions, we will discover that European local authorities have
approached the challenge of social sustainability in very different
ways. Switzerland, most notably Geneva, has continued for decades to
act as a magnet for foreigners. The very local and decentralized nature
of entry and residence controls makes the Genevan case different from
that of other European jurisdictions. Rotterdam has become increas-
ingly cosmopolitan and multiracial in recent years, in part because of
the traditional openness of Dutch society, with its long maritime his-
tory, but also because of the influx of migrants from former colonial
territories, such as Surinam and Indonesia, and from European Union
countries as well as from North Africa and the Eastern Mediterranean.

The situation experienced by cities in developing countries is differ-
ent again, chiefly because of the lack of local resources and rapid rates
of urban growth, but also because of the traditional weakness of local
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government and civil society. In Latin America, where we examine Sao
Paulo and San Salvador, the challenge is not so much one of conflicts
arising from cultural and racial diversity (although these are factors,
specifically in Sao Paulo, in our case), but of harsh social inequalities.
On average, the poorest 20 per cent of the Brazilian and Central Amer-
ican populations (excluding Costa Rica) receive between 2.1 and
2.7 per cent of national income, compared with 5.7 per cent in Canada
and 8.2 per cent in the Netherlands (World Bank 1994, table 30). In
sum, income disparities are between two and four times greater in the
former than in the latter group of countries. Sao Paulo, today the
largest city in the developing world (with a population estimated at
17.8 million by the end of the century), has for decades been the chief
magnet for internal migration in Brazil, throwing together the popula-
tions of the more prosperous south and the desperately poor (and
more African) northeast. In recent years, following the return to
democracy in the country and the new constitution of 1988, Sao Paulo
has been witness to a unique experience in local political reform and
urban planning. San Salvador, El Salvador's metropolis, has been over-
whelmed by rural migrants in recent years; its population has more
than tripled since 1960 and is now well over 1.5 million; that is, larger
than that of Vienna, Rotterdam, or Geneva. San Salvador is now at the
centre of a difficult healing process, as the country emerges from a long
and ugly (and largely class-based) civil war.

In Africa, we have chosen Nairobi and Cape Town. Both are cities
with significant divisions of race and class; they also face rapid rates of
population growth. Nairobi, not unlike San Salvador, continues to
attract rural migrants at an impressive rate, but from a much more cul-
turally and linguistically diverse hinterland, as well as drawing refu-
gees from the strife-torn regions to its north (Ethiopia, Somalia).
Nairobi has a largely African population, but with a continuing Euro-
pean community (due to its colonial history and current international
status) and an important South Asian (largely citizen) community.
Nairobi's rate of growth is even more rapid than that of San Salvador,
approximately doubling every ten years. Cape Town, our last city, is a
unique story of cultural and racial diversity. First settled by Europeans
in the seventeenth century, it has always had a hybrid population: Hol-
landers, Huguenots, Hottentots, Javanese, Malays, English, Jews, and
Africans. One of the consequences of this mix has been the evolution of
a new people, the (Cape) Coloured, who, at least until recently, have
formed the most numerous group. Like Montreal, it is a bilingual city
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(English and Afrikaans), but it will perhaps soon become trilingual
(with Xhosa) as the African population grows.

But Cape Town also, in some ways, recalls the story of Vienna.
Before the 1950s it, like fin de siecle Vienna, had acquired a certain repu-
tation for tolerance and civility, at least within South Africa, despite
continuing racial inequality. Yet rather than moving forward to greater
equality, Cape Town fell prey, like the rest of South Africa, to apart-
heid, destroying bridges built over many generations of cohabitation.
Civil rights were abolished, neighbourhoods demolished, and substan-
tial populations resettled. Today, after the dimantling of apartheid, the
time has come for rebuilding bridges and adding new ones. Perhaps
nowhere is it clearer than in post-apartheid Cape Town that those
bridges must be local ones, addressing issues of everyday urban life:
new zoning, housing, and land-tenure ordinances must be imple-
mented; urban transport systems must be redesigned and job locations
reconsidered; new structures of urban governance and metropolitan
integration need to be put into place.

Each of these cities represents a challenge (in some cases, many chal-
lenges) to social sustainability, but at the same time a particular histori-
cal, institutional, and social context within which policies must be
developed and carried out. Some of these challenges are global,
although interesting patterns of response at the local level are emerg-
ing, as we suggest below. By analysing these local responses, we can
begin to build the elements of a comparative approach to social sus-
tainability in urban management - an approach that, to date, has not
been adequately considered.

Building Inclusive Cities: The Challenge of the Next Century

Cities, by definition, are places where large numbers of people live in
close proximity to, and association with, one another. Throughout his-
tory, urban populations of vastly differing social, cultural, and ethnic
backgrounds have learned to live together, or at least to coexist within
a common local economic and institutional system, but with varying
degrees of success, as we have noted above. Geographical proximity
has been a source both of social stress and of social innovation - the lat-
ter is the chief strength of the city, the former its greatest challenge. In
his major recent book, Cities and Civilizations, Sir Peter Hall argues that,
contrary to gloomy predictions of decline, many of the largest cities of
the Western world have also served as platforms for the highest levels
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of innovation and creativity. While 'no one kind of city, nor any one
size of city, has a monopoly on creativity or the good life ... the biggest
and most cosmopolitan cities, for all their evident disadvantages and
obvious problems, have throughout history been the places that
ignited the sacred flame of the human intelligence and the human
imagination' (Hall 1998, 7).

In the 1990s, in the context of massive global forces that move tech-
nology, culture, capital, and labour across national boundaries on an
ever-broadening scale, cities are becoming focal arenas of social trans-
formation. Indeed, it is in the world's cities - increasingly home to the
majority of the population (the demographers tell us that around the
year 2007 half the world's population will be urban) - that many of the
major questions and challenges of our civilization are being raised.
Perhaps paradoxically, some of the largest and most developed cities
are in the throes of the most rapid change. A recent description of Los
Angeles stresses the transformative influences of social diversity:

Most studies of world city formation have emphasized the concentration
of global financial control functions. For the exceedingly heterogeneous
world city of Los Angeles, this focus must be expanded to include not
only the huge industrial base ... but even more emphatically the extra-
ordinarily global labor force, especially in the corona of diverse ethnic
communities that surrounds and sustains the downtown financial, com-
mercial, and government complex. This inner ring is the heartland of the
Los Angeles Cosmopolis, a special type of world city where the very
nature of urban cosmopolitanism, glocalization, and modern world city-
ness is currently being redefined. (Soja 1996,443)

Many social scientists have observed that, even as cities develop,
and as differences widen among regional urban systems, the degree of
social inequality, cultural conflict, and political fragmentation experi-
enced within urban boundaries has increased, and even sharpened,
over the last decade or more. These discontinuities are related to many
factors, but among the most powerful of these must be the combina-
tion of increasing international migration, public-sector cutbacks, and
labour-market restructuring arising from technological change and
international economic integration. In the developed world, cities face
massive social, demographic, and lifestyle changes as well as ethnic
transformation through immigration. While some cities in developing
regions become poorer - and more insecure - many of their most able
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and best-trained citizens leave for distant shores. Once they arrive in
the north, however, new immigrants often must cope with adaptation
to new cultural realities; to local populations with varying levels of tol-
erance for newcomers under uncertain economic conditions; and to
increasing feelings of anxiety over crime, unemployment, and disease.

Even in cities in the developing world that are not receiving interna-
tional migrants, pressures of population growth, internal migration,
and sometimes economic development, exceed the ability of urban
managers to supply adequate infrastructure and public services in
order to keep the urban economy functioning efficiently. The failure of
public management at the city level not only leads to the privatization
of many public services (such as water supply, waste management,
education, and health), but also contributes to the consolidation of spa-
tial and ethnic communities to resist deterioration, to respond to dis-
crimination while preserving cultures and languages, and to cope with
a more fragmented local environment. The struggle to survive - felt
most intensely by the poorest and most disadvantaged of the urban
populations in both the north and the south - is a result of both height-
ened environmental hazards and more desperate living conditions; but
this struggle also contributes to further environmental degradation.

At the same time as these challenges are being faced, many new, and
even hopeful, patterns are emerging. For example, international migra-
tion has made some cities in the northern hemisphere measurably
more vibrant culturally, while at the same time infusing their stagnant
economies with new sources of both investment capital and entrepre-
neurial talent. The cases of Montreal, Miami, and Toronto, cited above,
are certainly examples of this. And for many cities in the south, the
burgeoning of the informal sector has led to a revitalization of the pop-
ular economy; the reinforcement of social networks that provide a
haven for those who are otherwise left behind by formal, bureaucratic
structures of government and employment; and a source of new initia-
tives in housing, urban planning, food distribution, transport, and the
production and sale of consumer goods. Sao Paulo and San Salvador
would certainly fall into this category.

The emergence of this social economy coincides with a powerful
drive in many countries of Africa, Asia, and Latin America, and even
in industrialized nations, to restructure and democratize local govern-
ment, and to wrest control of local urban communities away from
national political forces that limit urban political activity.3 Along with
these trends - expressed in popular social movements, new cultural
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forms, and an enhanced awareness of the importance of gender in
everyday life - innovative approaches to urban management are
developing. These approaches are at once more broadly consultative
and inclusive than was the case in the past, in both the north and many
southern regions, and beginning to pay more attention to the social,
cultural, and institutional realities that give deeper meaning to urban
life. Important examples of these approaches featured in the chapters
that follow include the setting up of a National Low-Cost Housing
Fund in Brazil as a result of pressures from non-governmental organi-
zations (NGOs), human rights groups, and a wide variety of citizen
housing movements; the emergence in Nairobi, Kenya, of the Nairobi
Action Plan, promulgated by the popularly organized Nairobi City
Convention in 1993; and the reorganizing of the local government sys-
tem in South Africa to incorporate formerly white municipalities and
non-white townships within the same democratically elected councils.
In northern cities such as Toronto, Rotterdam, and Montreal, there are
continuous attempts to reorganize metropolitan government in order
to reduce the differences between more advantaged and less advan-
taged areas, and in order to incorporate, within a common institutional
and local policy framework, newly developing and fringe areas of the
larger urban region.

A New Approach to Local Policy Analysis

The manner in which the modern city is organized and managed as a
social entity is both a response to local circumstances and a statement -
often to be understood in a national context - of important objectives
on behalf of the society as a whole. Understanding these patterns and
their variations across cultures and regions can reveal a great deal
about the strengths and weaknesses of particular cities, but also about
the larger society in which cities are placed. In an increasingly interna-
tionalizing (some would say 'globalizing') world, large cities play a
crucial role, whether they are 'global cities' (such as Tokyo, London,
and New York),4 'megacities' (Gilbert 1996),5 or 'world cities' - a term
made popular by John Friedmann.6 The World Bank (1991, 14) holds
that, in general, cities 'are the locus of productive economic activities
and hope for the future.' For Jordi Borja and Manuel Castells (1997,90),
cities are the 'protagonists of our epoch/ taking an increasingly promi-
nent and active role in politics, economics, the media, and cultural life.
They then go farther, arguing that the management of ethnic and cul-
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tural diversity is one of the central functions of large cities today: 'our
societies, in all latitudes, are and will be multicultural, and the cities
(especially the large cities) are the places in which the greatest diver-
sity is concentrated. Learning to live with this situation, succeeding in
managing cultural exchange on the basis of ethnic difference and rem-
edying the inequalities arising from discrimination are essential
aspects of the new local policy in the conditions arising out of the new
global interdependence' (1997, 89).

Few studies have looked comparatively at the range of local policies
and political choices available to large cities in our globalizing world.
Fewer still have attempted - again, comparatively - to sketch out the
structural basis of local policies in relation to the challenge of cultural
and ethnic diversity. But some recent comparative analysis has begun
to lay the groundwork for a more systematic approach to local policy.
Thus, an important recent book edited by Nigel Harris and Ida Fabri-
cius (1996) looks at the effects of structural adjustment on eleven cities
in the north and the south. On the one hand, as Harris argues, cities in
both the north and the south have reacted to structural adjustment and
the ensuing 'package' of macro-economic reforms (privatization,
downsizing of the public sector, loosening of regulations, freeing of
exchange rates) by taking a more active role in thinking about their
future; creating new public/private coalitions; developing plans for
the improvement of modern urban infrastructure; and promoting
themselves internationally through conventions, sports, and cultural
events (Harris 1996). On the other hand, one of the synthesis chapters
in the same book points out that the comparison does not yield easy
conclusions:

Although there have been many attempts to identify good practice by city
governments, and by public-private partnerships, in confronting the
problems that result from economic structural adjustment, the transfer of
policies from one context to another is a process with some dangers. Dif-
fering resource levels, political and administrative structures, and even
geographical locations may mean that an approach or a policy successful
in one city may be less successful, or just infeasible, elsewhere. Although
the problems of cities undergoing structural adjustment may be easy to
identify and fairly ubiquitous - a decline in manufacturing, rising unem-
ployment, inner-city decay and dereliction in industrial and port areas,
and strong negative social effects - a single policy prescription is unlikely
to meet the needs of all, or even most cities. (Lever 1996,93)
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The response of cities to structural adjustment reflects, at a broader
level, the response of cities to global economic forces. Here, there is a
burgeoning literature. One important stream of work looks at the way
cities have organized themselves and designed local policies in the
context of globalization and economic restructuring processes. For
some writers, this is a 'new localism/ in the context of which cities all
over the world organize themselves politically to opt for certain solu-
tions to the challenges of attracting new investment and employment
creation. One important premise of this approach is that - far from los-
ing their importance to national or supranational entities - cities have
become crucial decision-making agents in a more complex, interdepen-
dent system.

Advising cities on how they can 'cope' with global challenges has
become a growth industry. In her widely read book World Class, Rosa-
beth Moss Kanter (a former editor of the Harvard Business Review)
explores the responses of local governments in partnership with busi-
ness since the 1980s (Kanter 1995). Based on impressive research in five
major urban areas of the United States (Seattle, Miami, Cleveland, Bos-
ton, and Greenville/Spartanburg in South Carolina), she argues that
cities that are successful in meeting global challenges (i.e., those that
are 'world class') must excel in at least one of three main roles: as
'thinkers' (developers of concepts and ideas), as 'makers' (manufactur-
ers or producers), or as 'traders' (making connections between cultures
and countries). Institutions, political coalitions, and local infrastructure
must be organized to reflect the best way of achieving the optimal
approach.

In a recent comparative study - in this case, of fifteen medium-sized
American cities - Susan Clarke and Gary Gaile (1998) take a closer and
'more nuanced' look at the urban response to global economic restruc-
turing. Their findings stress the new reality of the local-policy context
as it has been differentially shaped by a variety of external and internal
forces. Taking their cue from Robert Reich (1991), whose book The Work
of Nations shows how nations must change their policy agenda in the
face of a new global capitalism, Clarke and Gaile argue that the 'work
of cities' must also change. Not only will decision-making power shift
from national arenas to both supranational and local/regional arenas,
but the successful communities will be those that are able to 'reinvent
local citizenship' through policies which value and reward education
and training, at the same time mitigating social polarization and segre-
gation. But in this enabling - and also risky - environment, cities will
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choose contextually specific paths, 'in part because their constitutional,
economic, and social features vary, but also in response to political con-
figurations at the local level. [Thus] there is no "silver bullet" promis-
ing successful local adaptation to a global era' (Clarke and Gaile 1998,
8). But if no single solution can apply to all cities, then more compara-
tive knowledge about the key factors that make urban policies success-
ful or unsuccessful - within both specific and generalizable contexts -
is urgently required by the international social-science community.

Until now, much social theory dealing with major issues of social
and economic change has tended to remain at a macro-level, often
ageographic and aspatial. But as Clarke and Gaile and other writers
have begun to realize in recent years, people live in real places. And as
Henri Lefebvre has maintained, local places connect with society:
'Space is permeated with social relations; it is not only supported by
social relations, but it is also producing and produced by social rela-
tions/7 Policy analysis has equally all too often ignored the day-to-day
realities of territorially based management issues. Yet, the capacity of
urban environments to be 'inclusive,' and to promote social sustain-
ability, will to a significant degree depend on such seemingly prosaic
matters as the design of streets, the removal of garbage, the pricing of
public transport, the adequate registration of property rights, the loca-
tion of employment nodes, the management of school districts, as is
pointed out in the case of post-apartheid Cape Town. These policies
work with, and through, social structures and institutions. Our empha-
sis must be on local policies and on local institutions, even though the
broader forces conditioning the dynamic of urban change incorporate
complex elements from larger and more inclusive systems. In the case-
study chapters that follow, we have concentrated on a number of spe-
cific policy areas, each of which has a particular institutional expres-
sion in the cities chosen. As these institutions - and the local policies
that function through and around them - interact with territorial fac-
tors, we can begin to understand some of the major elements of urban
social sustainability. But what, precisely, do we mean by social sustain-
ability?

Analysing the Social Sustainability of Cities

Since the publication of Our Common Future, the Brundtland Report on
Environment and Development in 1987, the idea of 'sustainable devel-
opment' has become a widely accepted objective of countries in both
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the north and the south. In Our Common Future, sustainable develop-
ment was defined as 'development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs' (World Commission on Environment and Development
1987, 43). Behind this apparently ambivalent terminology was a major
conflict: between environmentalists concerned to safeguard the bio-
sphere, and proponents of economic growth concerned to increase and
expand production. A considerable literature has accumulated since
the late 1980s, dealing with approaches to the sustainable development
of countries and sectors - including cities.8 But with a sharper focus on
the global context of cities that is characteristic of the late 1990s, an
additional factor has entered the discussion: the social geography of
cities, and the relation of this social geography to the matrix of factors
that serve as prerequisites to, and policy reflections of, sustainable
development in relation to the natural environment.

The connection between social factors and the environment is partic-
ularly clear in the development discourse. Thus, the approach of many
southern countries to the urban environmental challenge forms part
of what is often called the 'brown agenda' - meaning that, in poor
countries, environmental considerations cannot be approached solely
through such 'green' concerns as biodiversity, the protection of the
ozone layer, and the creation of wildlife and forest preserves, but must
first be channelled through far-reaching programs to reduce poverty -
in particular, urban poverty. This means urban infrastructure, educa-
tion, and improved health programs for the urban poor as a bare mini-
mum. But programs to improve the life chances of the urban poor and
other disadvantaged groups must be premised on their effective incor-
poration into the body politic, and on the validation of their social and
cultural institutions as well. Without social policy, there can be no
effective environmental policy.

The same argument can be made for cities in the north, where it has
been shown9 that the poor, and the socially and culturally marginal,
live under conditions most at risk for environmental hazards. To be
environmentally sustainable, cities must also be socially sustainable.
We can therefore state our central premise in the following way: For
the management of a city to be successful (all other factors being
equal), its policies need to be conducive to 'social sustainability.' Social
sustainability for a city is defined as development (and/or growth) that is
compatible with the harmonious evolution of civil society, fostering an envi-
ronment conducive to the compatible cohabitation of culturally and socially
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diverse groups while at the same time encouraging social integration, with
improvements in the quality of life for all segments of the population.

Social sustainability is strongly reflected in the degree to which ine-
qualities and social discontinuity are reduced. And, as international
research has revealed, not only do socially sustainable policies reduce
urban decay and violence, but they may also serve to distinguish
between cities that can effectively respond to globalizing trends and
those that cannot.

To achieve social sustainability, cities must reduce both the level of
exclusion of marginal and/or disadvantaged groups, and the degree of
social and spatial fragmentation that both encourages and reflects this
exclusionary pattern. Social sustainability, in this respect, may be seen
as the polar opposite of exclusion, both in territorial and social terms.
Urban policies conducive to social sustainability must, among other things,
seek to bring people together, to weave the various parts of the city into a cohe-
sive whole, and to increase accessibility (spatial and otherwise) to public ser-
vices and employment, within the framework, ideally, of a local governance
structure which is democratic, efficient, and equitable. This is all about
building durable urban 'bridges/ as we have said, capable of standing
the test of time. In the following section, we discuss six policy areas
that are central to the ability of cities to deal effectively and equitably
with social and cultural diversity.

Six Policy Areas: The Institutional-Territorial Nexus

To understand social sustainability in a comparative framework, we
have chosen to examine six major policy areas that are normally (at
least in part) the responsibility of local levels of government dealing
with large or medium-size cities. These policy areas (governance,
social and cultural policy, infrastructure and public services, urban
land and housing, urban transport, and employment and economic
revitalization) cover the major functions of most local goverments: rep-
resentation and the maintenance of order, social support, the operation
of infrastructure and public services, land regulation and develop-
ment, and the encouragement of local economic development. The
specificity of our approach lies not so much with the choice of particu-
lar policy areas - which are fairly classic in urban studies because they
incorporate most of what local governments generally do - but with
our attempt to link them to social sustainability. Our basic working
hypothesis is that the social sustainability of cities is affected not only by
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nationwide aspatial policies (social legislation, fiscal policy, immigration laws,
and the like) but also, if not chiefly, by policy decisions and implementation at
the local level, often in sectors which a priori appear to be relatively banal and
prosaic. Local affairs do matter.

1. Governance

The governance of cities and local communities has become a major
issue over the last decade. By 'governance' we mean the relationship
between governments and state agencies, on the one hand; and com-
munities and social groups, on the other. 'Governance' is thus a
broader and more inclusive term than 'government,' just as 'local gov-
ernance' is a more inclusive term than 'local government,' in that it
encompasses the activities of a range of groups - political, social, and
governmental - as well as their interrelationships. 'Local governance'
thus subsumes the operations of local governments, their relationships
with the societies within which they operate, and even the technical
area of 'urban management,' the term that has come to connote the
actual management of local government services and infrastructure.

The emergence of 'local governance' as a key issue in the discussion
of policies for human settlements over the last decade may be ascribed
to four major factors:

• the elaboration and implementation of a policy of decentralization
by many formerly centralized countries;

• the breaking down of one-party states, and governmental systems,
that were in the hands of military groups, toward a system of demo-
cratic elections at both the national and the local levels;

• the increased importance of urban social movements, combined
with the growth of a worldwide environmental movement that has
produced a tendency to place greater emphasis on local control and
involvement in decisions having to do with land use and industrial
emissions;

• the emergence of local 'policy communities,' or networks of govern-
mental officials, representatives of groups in civil society, research-
ers, and other experts in local questions, which tend to coalesce in
response to problems in local communities.

It should be understood that these trends have had an impact on cit-
ies in both the north and the south. The trends have interacted with
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each other as well. In the case of decentralization, for example, proba-
bly the most important single factor influencing the devolution of
power and administrative authority to cities in francophone African
countries was the French initiative to decentralize from the national to
the departmental level, beginning with the law of 2 March 1982.
According to observers, this legal decentralization has now become
part of the French political 'game/ and thus has been incorporated
into its political culture.10 Local elections in French departments and
communes are much more important now than they were two dec-
ades ago. This sea change has had a profound effect on municipal
policy in francophone countries outside France, although other factors
- such as the movement towards democratic, multiparty government,
and the influence of donor agencies - have played a role as well. In
any case, decentralization is 'currently a worldwide phenomenon'
(Prud'homme 1989, 71) to be found in northern countries (such as
France, Italy, and Denmark) as well as in many southern countries
(such as Brazil and the Philippines).

There is a lively, ongoing discussion about the proper meaning of the
term 'governance.' As we have stated above, we would prefer to
understand the concept as a relationship, rather than as a variable.
Many commentators have escaped from the neutrality of such a defini-
tion to focus on what they call 'good governance/ While we must be
careful not to reproduce in such a value-laden concept all the sociocul-
tural and institutional prerequisites of government in northern coun-
tries, the notion of 'good governance' carries with it a premise of
institutional design that is at once open and accountable to civil society
in general, and effective in terms of financial management and policy
implementation. Good governance involves an effective balance
between the raising of revenue and the proper expenditure of this rev-
enue on services and investments that are based on accountable deci-
sions. This model, in turn, implies that many levels of government,
and many local stakeholders and social groups, will be involved. Thus,
questions of governance raise numerous issues on the impact of differ-
ent local government structures, on urban finance, on local-central
relations, on the relative access of different groups to the decision-mak-
ing process, and on generalized attitudes to government performance.
To the extent that groups are openly brought into this process, experi-
ence suggests that local environmental issues can more effectively be
addressed, and the urban political system can more effectively deal
with sensitive issues such as race relations, and the role of the state in
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relation to the poor. 'Good governance' may also lay the groundwork
for creative intellectual activity, a prerequisite for managing large cities
in the late twentieth century.

Three of the case studies in the book specifically address questions
of governance, although most of the cases at least implicitly deal with
some aspects of the relationship between local government and civil
society. In the Miami case study, for example, we are presented with an
intriguing argument: in a city where the control over local criminal
activities has become a key issue in electoral politics (because of the
implications of violent crime for the city's position as a trading, invest-
ment, and tourist centre), Jonathan Simon suggests, local officials have
labelled certain groups (especially the low-income black population) as
being prone to violence and crime, and effectively governed in puni-
tive terms rather than through measures of constructive social policy.
This approach to governance responds to real problems of bringing
about the effective integration of vastly disparate socio-economic
groups within a neo-conservative ideological framework, but, as the
author argues, the dangers include disenfranchising and alienating
large numbers of minority citizens, the creation of 'gated communities'
that ignore the laws of the larger municipal authorities, and the gener-
ation of 'a large and more powerful managerial apparatus which
threatens to limit individual rights and the free and open access to
public spaces long deemed essential to the reproduction of democratic
will.'

The case of Toronto, Canada's largest and commercially most impor-
tant city, is in some important respects a mirror image of the Miami sit-
uation as described here. While it has a large immigrant population,
Toronto has a very low crime rate (at least as compared with American
cities of similar size) and has achieved a good residential and occupa-
tional level of integration for its major groups. While some difficulties
have occurred (for example, in the ineffective integration of some
recent refugee groups), overall the governance system has worked to
disperse major ethnic and cultural groups around the city, and to pro-
vide opportunities for them to take part in the economic prosperity of
the larger metropolitan area. As Frances Frisken, L.S. Bourne, Gunter
Gad, and Robert Murdie argue, some of this is a result of public poli-
cies: for example, the promotion of mixed-income public housing in
dispersed areas around the city; and the support for an extensive, one-
fare public transit system that links the suburbs with the downtown
core. But another major structural condition for success has been the
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continued economic and social vitality of the downtown core, a factor
attributable at least as much to historical patterns of immigration
(largely in the hands of the national government) as to the prescient
policies of the local government.

The success of Toronto, a relatively wealthy northern city, in dealing
with social diversity underlines the importance of two major factors: a
relatively buoyant economy, and an open, transparent system of gover-
nance that has been able to respond to the needs of a constantly chang-
ing society. Nairobi, Kenya's capital city, illustrates a very different and
less successful adaptation to social change. In the first place, Nairobi is
located in one of Africa's (and the world's) poorest countries. In spite
of its having the highest level of industrial and commercial develop-
ment in Kenya, the overall resources which the Nairobi City Council
can mobilize on a per-capita basis for services and infrastructure are
very limited, by international standards. But a socially diverse, and
increasingly politically conscious population has begun both to resist
government restrictions against informal housing, commerce, and
agriculture, and to demand higher levels of service and accountability
at the local and national levels. As Diana Lee-Smith and Davinder
Lamba show, the city will remain deadlocked politically so long as the
locally elected city councillors are severely limited by the controls exer-
cised by the central government. Political controls are also in place to
limit the activities of residents in informal slum areas, citizens' groups,
and NGOs. But as Nairobi lives through what the authors see as a
'social transformation,' the pressures on the governing regime, and on
the institutional structure, to respond to new realities are intense.

2. Social and Cultural Policies

If 'governance' refers to the relationship between civil society and for-
mal institutions of government, we must equally pay attention to the
nature of social organization that makes this relationship possible. In
his now-classic study of territorial decentralization in Italy, the political
scientist Robert Putnam (1993) places considerable emphasis on the
prerequisite of what he calls 'social capital.' In Putnam's usage, social
capital refers to 'features of social organization, such as trust, norms,
and networks, that can improve the efficiency of society by facilitating
coordinated actions' (p. 167). As have others, Putnam is able to show
that territorial decentralization operates best in regions of Italy where
there is a long tradition of social trust and organization; by contrast,
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regions that have a weak tradition of social cooperation cannot easily
manage their own affairs. Subsequently, and using the same logic, Put-
nam (1995) has argued that a decline in civic engagement in the United
States may very well be associated with a parallel decline in participa-
tion in a wide range of associational activities, due at least in part to
the advent of television. The same line of argument is subtly deployed
by the late Christopher Lasch (1996), who suggests that American
democracy is being undermined by the behaviour and value of its
elites. While Lasch's larger argument is complex, one important ele-
ment in his analysis is the decline of 'institutions that promote general
conversation across class lines/ But, he continues,

civic life requires settings in which people meet as equals, without regard
to race, class, or national origins. Thanks to the decay of civic institutions
ranging from political parties to public parks and informal meeting
places, conversation has become almost as specialized as the production
of knowledge. Social classes speak to themselves in a dialect of their own,
inaccessible to outsiders; they mingle with each other only on ceremonial
occasions and official holidays. Parades and other such spectacles do not
make up for the absence of informal gatherings. Even the pub and the cof-
fee shop, which at first appear to have nothing to do with politics or the
civic arts, make their contribution to the kind of wide-ranging, free-
wheeling conversation on which democracy thrives, and now even they
are threatened with extinction as neighborhood hangouts give way to
shopping malls, fast-food chains, and takeouts. Our approach to eating
and drinking is less and less mixed with ritual and ceremony. It has
become strictly functional: We eat and drink on the run. Our fast-paced
habits leave neither time nor - more important - places for good talk,
even in cities the whole point of which, it might be argued, is to promote
it. (Lasch 1996,117-18)

In a wide-ranging study, Francis Fukuyama (1995) argues that the
decline of social capital in the contemporary United States is a serious
disadvantage to that country in an age of competitive international
capitalism. In general, social capital and whether or not it is actually a
diminishing asset in the United States is a subject of lively scholarly
contestation.11

Whatever one concludes about the viability and political importance
of close social ties, it is at least an arguable proposition that govern-
ment policy can either strengthen or undermine the ability of cities
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and local communities to accumulate social capital. The sustainability
of cities and the quality of life they provide for all their citizens are
shaped not only by the quality and distribution of 'hard' public ser-
vices (such as water, sanitation, roads, and transport), but by policies
that address social activities. These social activities, by the very nature
of modern life, are often undergirded by cultural institutions that give
support both at the level of individual ethnic and regional groups (for
example, language training for immigrants, support for ethnic lan-
guage training after hours in public schools, employment counselling
to those seeking work in a new country for the first time), and at the
level of the whole urban community. Support (or lack of support) for
theatres, symphony orchestras, museums and art galleries, ballet com-
panies, exhibitions of local artists, and community cultural centres
may play an important role both in creating a sense of urban pride and
common purpose, and in attracting, and keeping, the kinds of highly
paid international professionals that accompany the development of
large-scale financial institutions which are emerging in the global
economy.12

Support for cultural institutions, and the diverse impact these insti-
tutions may have on various ethnic and immigrant groups in the com-
munity, may also translate into commercial advantage. Every summer
for twenty-eight years, for example, the city of Toronto has played host
to a major festival known as Caribana - involving an organized parade
of elaborate Caribbean floats and costumes, accompanied by other fes-
tivities such as displays of dances, a picnic, and musical shows - that
attracts hundreds of thousands of tourists to the city from all around
eastern North America. A survey in 1990 showed that 55 per cent of
those attending the festival came from outside the city of Toronto (Dec-
ima Research 1991,10). Over the last several years, the average number
of people watching the parade has been estimated at 1.2 million.
Another cultural festival that attracts tourists and many local people is
a 'caravan' held over a nine-day period in June, at which more than
thirty different ethnic groups prominently represented in the city offer
food, crafts and visual displays, and entertainment to guests in some
forty 'pavilions' scattered throughout the city. Overall, the Toronto
Convention and Visitors' Association estimates that there are at least
153 yearly 'multicultural events' taking place throughout the city.13

These kinds of events not only tend to validate the cultural legitimacy
of a wide variety of different groups in a polyglot city, but add density
to the texture of local economic activity as well.
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3. Social Infrastructure and Public Services

Social infrastructure (such as creches, schools, hospitals and clinics,
and community centres) and public services (such as water, telecom-
munications, public transport, and electricity) are extremely important
in the day-to-day operation of urban communities. First, the proper
functioning of these services has an economic impact - good services
and infrastructure attract investment, and poor or decaying infrastruc-
ture and badly functioning services result in costs to existing busi-
nesses. A classic study of Nigerian infrastructure by Kyu Sik Lee and
Alex Anas (1989) shows how unreliable services and infrastructure
impose high costs on manufacturers. For example, the authors point
out, Virtually every manufacturing firm in Lagos has its own electric
power generator to cope with the unreliable public power supply.
These firms invest 10 to 35 percent of their capital in power generation
alone and incur additional capital and operating expenses to substitute
for other unreliable public services' (Lee and Anas 1989, quoted in
World Bank 1991, 38). In Nigeria and many other low-income coun-
tries, manufacturers' high costs of operation prevent innovation and
adoption of new technology and make it difficult for them to compete
in international markets (World Bank 1991, 38).

But, second, aside from the obvious economic costs of poor services
and infrastructure, there is also the problem of relative access by differ-
ent economic and social groups. In many developing countries, the
poorest and most recently arrived migrants live on the outskirts of the
large cities, where infrastructure (such as water, paved streets, electrical
supply) is minimal or absent, and where access to public transport and
such social infrastructure as hospitals and schools is extremely limited.
Municipalities facing this gap in the provision of services and infra-
structure must now face the severe problem of finance, in that the poor,
peripheral areas rarely generate the local tax resources, or the fees for
service, that would sustain a major program of infrastructural invest-
ment. The problem often becomes more severe with the tendency
throughout the world towards privatization of public services. In the
end, those who most need the services are least able to pay for them.

The case of Montreal offers an interesting illustration of possible
ways by which government - in this case national, provincial, as well
as local government - policies have (albeit not always intentionally)
diffused the connection between poverty and ethnic concentration. As
Anne-Marie Seguin and Annick Germain explain in chapter 2, new
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forms of poverty are very much present in the city, particularly in the
central areas of the urban agglomeration. But, that the characteristics of
poverty have not attached themselves primarily, or even noticeably, to
one group rather than another in a city in which immigration from out-
side the country has created an overlay to the continuing contestation
between French and Anglo-Saxon cultural choice, is - as economists
would say - a non-trivial accomplishment. As the authors suggest, two
aspects of neighbourhood life seem to explain the extensive interethnic
mixing that is a hallmark of the lively quality of urban existence in
Montreal: a strong associational life by ethnic communities, and a well-
placed (and well-used) network of public spaces (including metro sta-
tions, parks, and commercial centres). While national and provincial
governments have contributed - through support for health and edu-
cational facilities - to the evening-out of opportunities for the rich and
poor, local policies have supported the construction of an excellent
public transit system (by North American standards), the dispersion of
low-cost public housing, and the reinvestment in central-city housing -
often in poor areas - by contractors who have built for the middle-
income market. A particular form of housing common in the central
area of Montreal, known as the 'plex/ keeps resident landlords in place
while providing one or two floors of rental accommodation for tenants
who are often newcomers or immigrants. But whether Montreal can
continue to be a socially sustainable city is a question that the authors
leave open.

In South Africa, the particular problem of the 'dual city' - by which
wealthy, well-endowed formerly 'white' municipalities must somehow
work together with poor, formerly non-white townships almost totally
bereft of services and infrastructure - will demand both sacrifice and
forbearance if post-apartheid municipalities are to function effectively.
In his discussion of Cape Town, John Abbott addresses this problem
squarely. While the city has gone through the necessary political
reforms by bringing formerly rich and poor municipalities into the
same political system, and achieving a sensible balance between met-
ropolitan and local-government functions, Abbott questions whether
the current development focus of the metropolitan government will be
sufficient to overcome past inequities. Examining the cases of master
planning, transport planning, and housing, Abbott argues that the city
has a long way to go. Like many other cities in Southern Africa, Cape
Town has a strong tradition of physical planning; but in order to
advance goals of social integration, a more sensitive approach to such
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issues as informal employment, and a more direct and thorough
understanding of social problems must be achieved.

An additional complicating factor relates to gender. Studies are
beginning to show that, during the period of structural adjustment and
the current period of economic stagnation in many countries, those
most affected have been poor women. While more women are working
in the informal sector, their real wages have declined, and they are
much more vulnerable than before.14 Policies undertaken by munici-
palities need to add gender sensitivity to a sensitivity to the social and
cultural needs of poor migrant groups, all within an economic frame-
work in which resources at the centre are shrinking, and resources at
the local level are very restricted.

4. Urban Land and Housing

Control over patterns of land and housing is a central function of
urban-based management systems almost everywhere in the world.
The manner in which housing and land markets function is a very
important determinant of the capacity of households to choose where
to live, and therefore of their ability to build up tangible future assets
and make a commitment to the urban area in question. Successful poli-
cies in this field will have a strong relationship with the integration of
immigrant groups into city life, with the development of a viable
approach for environmental sustainability, and with the maintenance
of viable neighbourhood life. Decreasing public funds in many nations
have made it more difficult to implement public strategies for dealing
with social exclusion in housing. Comparative research will, in part,
aim at investigating the success (or lack of it) of local authorities in
devising strategies for combating (or, on the contrary, contributing to)
housing segregation and poverty.

One rather positive experience with housing policy is related in the
chapter on Sao Paulo, Brazil. Tracing Brazil's experience with eco-
nomic development during the aborted 'miracle' years under the mili-
tary, Ana Amelia da Silva chronicles the extremes of wealth and
poverty that characterize the country's largest city. Reflecting the high
levels of precariousness within which many must exist, the city
includes a huge homeless population, experiences (at least in the poor-
est areas) very high levels of violence and criminality, and cannot guar-
antee to large numbers of its citizens the most minimal access to
education and health facilities. But emerging from the late 1980s, and
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from the movement towards democracy ushered in by the 1988 consti-
tution, a new party - the Workers' Party - was elected to govern in
the period from 1989 to 1992. The new mayor, Luiza Erundina, faced
many challenges and conflicts, none more serious than conflicts over
land and the housing. By promoting a housing policy that focused on
developing collective responsibility on the part of the low-income
communities for the land and the housing being built for them, the
government succeeded in creating 40,000 low-income units by the end
of its short term in office. The policy remained contentious during the
life of the Erundina administration, so that, when a new political
regime came to power in 1992, the earlier policy was discontinued in
favour of investment in infrastructure projects such as new highways,
tunnels, and high-rise apartments. Although the author is critical
of the post-Erundina administration, she argues that the democratic
reforms that swept Brazil by the early 1990s at least offered the possi-
bility of creating 'a public space where the rights to citizenship can be
extended to those situated on the "borders" of Brazilian society/

Land-tenure and zoning ordinances are of crucial importance in
understanding the underlying territorial mechanisms that create exclu-
sion. Apartheid Cape Town is an extreme example of enforced (policy-
driven) exclusion. Exclusion (i.e., of non-whites from the central areas)
was largely achieved via strictly enforced zoning by-laws that deter-
mined who could live where and land-tenure regulations that defined
who could own land in which areas. This is indeed an extreme case,
although the cities of the U.S. South, including Baltimore and Miami,
have similar histories, the exclusionary effects of which are still visible
today, as in Cape Town. In more (apparently) liberal and modern soci-
eties, the exclusion (of supposedly undesirable groups) is often
achieved through the subtle use of zoning by-laws and building regu-
lations. If regulations are such, for example, for land-frontage (green-
space) requirements and use of building materials, that only the well-
off are able to build on the land, then the de facto impact is to exclude
lower-income families. These kinds of practices are all too prevalent in
U.S. cities and are in turn linked to the issue of municipal autonomy.

The issue of land tenure (as opposed to housing per se) is especially
crucial in developing cities. The vicious cycle of poverty and exclusion
may in large part be understood in terms of the relative security (or
rather, insecurity) of access to urban land. Simplified somewhat, the
process may be summarized as follows. First, ownership of land on the
urban fringe is ill defined with no clear property rights or with overlap-
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ping property rights. This is often a reflection of the incapacity of local
government, in the face of rapid rural in-migration, to provide available
land for urbanization at a sufficiently rapid pace. The results are all too
evident in the outskirts of cities such as Nairobi and San Salvador, but
also Cape Town and Sao Paulo. Because, in turn, tenure is insecure, the
tenants, often living in makeshift housing, are open to political black-
mail. Indeed, keeping tenure insecure is often an indirect means of exer-
cising control over politically weak (and thus excluded) populations.
Tenure becomes an object of political trading and influence.

The insecurity of tenure also makes it difficult for the municipality to
harness local resources in the form of property taxes. Real-estate taxes
cannot be levied unless property rights are clearly established. This
failure to raise local revenues in turn means that the municipality is
unable to provide the necessary services to newly urbanized areas:
roads, sanitation, water, and so on (see also the other policy areas).
These services are thus often procured, if at all, via informal means,
which will generally be substandard and again be open to political-
influence trading. The poor level of services will mean that the margin-
alized populations who live in these zones are actually paying more, in
relative terms, for housing than are more well-established segments of
the population. The insecurity of tenure also means that fewer oppor-
tunities to amass savings via investments in land and housing (in
essence, creating assets for future generations) will be available to
these marginalized populations. The 'formal' land market may equally
be kept out of their reach by the type of zoning and building regula-
tions discussed earlier. The result is a cycle of poverty and territorial
exclusion that can be broken only via the introduction of new ways of
managing urban land.

In developed cities, housing policies (frequently with the best of
intentions) may in fact indirectly foster exclusion. Rent control, often
aimed at helping the poor, may create a new privileged class (those
who got there first), while at the same time impeding improvements in
the 'controlled' housing stock and also fostering a parallel black mar-
ket; that is, to the extent that the controlled price no longer reflects
market prices. In the same vein, social or public housing, often equally
aimed at helping the poor, may in fact indirectly foster segregation and
exclusion. In so far as public-housing developments end up concen-
trating large populations of the same class (or ethnic group), they may
in fact create ghettos. The 'exclusionary' effect will in part depend on
the level of territorial concentration of such developments and the
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bureaucratic (or political) process by which access to public housing is
determined.

At the same time, housing policy may operate to mitigate tendencies
towards economic decline and social polarization, tendencies that are
often a consequence - even in developed countries - of increasing glo-
balization. Thus, Frans Dieleman and Robert Kloosterman, describing
Rotterdam as a 'post-industrial city' and a 'gateway to the global econ-
omy,' show in detail how jobs declined in the aggregate from the 1970s
through the early 1980s, while at the same time economic restructuring
caused a shift from manufacturing to service employment. But as the
economy of the city stagnated during the 1980s, the financial support
system - heavily subsidized by the national government - was able to
bolster social-policy initiatives to cushion the shock. In the current situ-
ation, immigrant groups are very strongly overrepresented among the
unemployed in both Rotterdam and Amsterdam. But what the authors
call 'the corporatist Dutch welfare state' has avoided the worst social
consequences of such a situation by supplying housing, education,
police services, and public transport at a relatively 'decent' level to the
neighbourhoods where immigrants live. In addition, the Rotterdam
municipal government has undertaken a number of initiatives to
improve employment opportunities for the socially excluded. Low-
income groups are also significant beneficiaries of a large stock of pub-
licly owned rental housing, and, although direct subsidies to social
housing have been cut, the central government has found other fund-
ing mechanisms to keep rent levels low for poor households. How
long this welfare-state approach to maintaining social cohesion can be
sustained will depend a lot on the local sense of togetherness in the
city, and on new political arrangements at the regional level.

5. Urban Transport and Accessibility

Transport in most cities is both a public service (through municipal or
state-controlled transport companies) and a mixture of private activity
and public facilities (through pedestrian walkways, bicycle paths and
rights of way, public roads for private cars and other vehicles). The
organization and management of urban transport will have a major
impact on the relative access of various sectors of the population to
employment; and it will affect access to land and housing as well. The
design of urban transport systems, for example, is a key factor in defin-
ing the access of women to labour markets and to urban services. In an
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urban setting, the spatial organization of various infrastructure invest-
ments and amenities, some of which may impose obstacles to the
movement of persons (such as railway or highway overpasses or
industrial parks), may have a profound impact on the level of social
segregation.

Taking again the recent history of Cape Town as our extreme case (of
exclusion), aparthied was founded not only on zoning laws and land
tenure restrictions, but also on the functioning of an 'efficient' urban
transport system allowing whites and non-whites to live in distinct
areas, often separated by great distances. It is one of the ironies of
transport systems that they serve both to bring people together and to
divide them. This is nowhere more true than in urban areas. Modern
advances in transport technology, especially the introduction of the
automobile (more on this below), have increased the opportunities for
social and ethnic segregation by allowing households to 'choose' their
place of residence from a much wider geographical range, and to live
farther away from groups with which they do not wish to interact. Per-
haps in no other policy area are the indirect (and often unforeseen)
consequences of policy choices on exclusion as important as in urban
transportation.

Of major importance is the impact of policy on intermodal competi-
tion, that is, on the relative position of alternative modes of transport.
Policies that give priority to the use of the automobile (as opposed to
public transport) can have very negative effects on the fight against
exclusion. The process, all too prevalent in American cities, may be
described thus. As local (or national) governments put more money
into urban road and highway infrastructures, relatively fewer funds
are available for public transport systems. The relative use of automo-
biles increases, in turn decreasing the demand for other modes of
transport, further decreasing the quality of public transport (also
increasing its unit costs). Decreased demand makes public transport
less profitable (i.e., more expensive to run) for public or private opera-
tors. Generally, for public transport to be 'affordable/ minimum levels
of demand must be maintained, given the high fixed costs of most sys-
tems. A bus or tram line can be maintained only if a sufficient number
of people use it. By implicitly subsidizing the use of the private auto-
mobile, policy-makers will often end up gravely weakening (if not
totally destroying) collective means of transportation. Automobile
users in cities are seldom made to pay the full social cost of their
behaviour: road pricing is still in its infancy as a policy option and
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often difficult to apply (especially in cities in developing countries).
The true costs of congestion and pollution are almost never charged.

The effects of the implicit subsidization of the automobile, however,
go much further. Unless counterbalanced by other urban planning mea-
sures (such as zoning and density requirements), residential expansion
based on the (almost) exclusive use of the automobile will lead to the
development of dispersed, low-density settlement patterns. This in
turn can have two deleterious effects: first, the dispersed (low-density)
nature of settlement will make it even more costly to reintroduce public
transport systems should the population desire them. Indeed, it may
make the use of public transport almost impossible. Second, it may cre-
ate settlement patterns where people of different classes and different
hues live very far apart. The result is an urban agglomeration where
geographic mobility (except for short distances) requires the use of an
automobile and where the poor and rich (or black and white) never
meet, at least not in transport vehicles, and hardly ever see each other.

The exclusionary effects of patterns of urbanization of this nature are
not difficult to imagine. They are observable in many American cities
such as Miami, but are also beginning to appear in many Latin Ameri-
can cities; San Salvador is by no means an atypical case. The poorest
elements of the population, most not able to own and maintain an
automobile, will cling to neighbourhoods close to the centre of the city
or other employment nodes, while the better-off will create their own
residential zones. What there is of a public transport system will often
be of low quality and will, with some exceptions, be generally reserved
for the poorer sections of the population (creating another reason why
the middle class will try to avoid public transport). In cities in develop-
ing countries, the use of mini-buses (colectivos in Spanish) will often
play a useful role in filling the void, but this solution remains feasible
only so long as demand remains sufficiently high, that is, only so long
as the use of the automobile is limited to a small percentage of the pop-
ulation. As the use of the automobile rises, the mini-bus may also per-
ish unless adequate urban transport policies are introduced.

The most excluded elements of society become veritable captives of
their neighbourhoods. If the automobile is indeed a prerequisite for
mobility, then women (and the elderly) are hit especially hard: the first
group because mobility now means the need to own two autos (the
male generally monopolizing the first), clearly beyond the means of
most households; the second group simply because driving becomes
impractical after a certain age. Yet, these (negative) outcomes are by no
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means inevitable. Many cities in our sample have gone a long way in
implementing 'inclusive' transport policies that seek to lift as many
restrictions as possible on the geographic mobility of the less well-off
and the disabled (Montreal, Toronto, Geneva). Here again, much can
be learned by comparing experiences.

6. Employment, Economic Revitalization, and the Building of
Inclusive Public Spaces

The supply of remunerative employment in a city, while largely an
effect of national and international economic forces, can also be
affected by local policies. Given a city's particular demographic struc-
ture, how urban space is organized, zoned, or otherwise planned will
have an important impact on the overall access of urban residents to
employment. Urban governments provide employment in themselves,
but their policies to attract industry and encourage medium and small
enterprises (whether these policies are direct or indirect), and to regu-
larize labour markets through local schemes or through cooperation
with the national government, will also have a considerable effect on
employment, and therefore on the overall economic performance of
cities. To the extent that the local demand for employment lags behind
the supply, cities will find themselves with more severe problems of
crime, and with higher taxes and welfare expenditures. Comparative
analysis must examine the impact of technological change on the spa-
tial structure of employment within the city. Why have some urban
regions been more successful than others in maintaining employment
in the central parts of the city, avoiding inner-city decay?

Local decisions can have an important impact on the location of
employment. Here again, poorly informed policies can have a major
(but often unintentional) effect on the process of exclusion. Where
commercial spaces are located and the manner in which they are
planned will very much determine who works with whom and who
shops where - in sum, who interacts with whom. It is one of the func-
tions of a city-centre (or downtown) to be a meeting place, a bridge, a
place where groups from various backgrounds and classes come
together. In modern society, shopping and working are among the
most important functions. The places where people shop and/or work
will also often be near the places where they gather for other purposes
(see 'cultural infrastructure,' above). The banks of the Seine would be
bleak if there were no commercial activity, if the centre of Paris were
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not also an important place of employment. By the same token, the
social dynamics of public spaces (such as parks and squares) cannot be
separated from the workplaces nearby.

Decisions surrounding the location and development of commercial
space can set in motion a process of either inclusion or exclusion. San
Salvador currently appears to offer an unfortunate example of a pro-
cess of spatial polarization of employment and commercial activity. By
leaving the old commercial centre largely unattended (already dam-
aged by an earthquake), but, more important, by promoting the devel-
opment of new commercial zones and office parks in other areas
(farther west), local authorities have in fact created two San Salvadors:
the old centre, largely left to the poor, filled with street vendors and
informal markets (and some informal industry); a new centre to the
west, with modern shopping malls, offices, parking spaces, and a high
proportion of white-collar employment. Basically, two economic
worlds coexist within the same urban agglomeration, separated by
both social and geographic space. It is difficult to argue that this is con-
ducive to social sustainability. As Mario Lungo argues in chapter 9,
however, it is not only economic revitalization that is needed. Rather,
he calls for an integrated recovery plan, which combines physical
reconstruction with the restoration of public space and residential
functions. The effectiveness of such a plan can be assured only by an
urban-management system that is more democratic and participatory.

A good northern example of the promotion of policies for the eco-
nomic revitalization of the central city is contained in the chapter on
Baltimore. An apparent textbook case of the successful redevelopment
of the downtown harbour area, Baltimore attracted praise for its tour-
ism strategy, and was ceaselessly promoted as a 'Renaissance City' by
its mayor during the 1970s and 1980s. But by the mid-1990s, the glitter
had worn off, and the city was revealed for what some felt it had
always been - three cities. One was a city of luxury hotels, sports stadi-
ums, and waterfront tourist facilities such as the Hard Rock Cafe and
Planet Hollywood restaurant. Another was the growing and prosper-
ous suburbs where both the white and the black middle class had been
settling since the 1950s. But the third was what Marc Levine calls the
'Underclass City/ composed of 'desolate neighbourhoods marked by
social exclusion, high rates of crime and drug abuse, deepening ghetto
poverty, and dilapidated or abandoned housing/ As is the case in
many other North American cities that have used prestige projects as a
lure for outside investment, the Baltimore development strategy pro-
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duced a 'casino economy' that utterly failed to connect with the needs
of the increasingly marginal residents of the inner city. In reflecting on
this experience, the author raises questions about aesthetics, about
social justice, and about fiscal sustainability. The chapter concludes
that the city needs a culture of 'socially just regionalism' to overcome
'the polarizing effects of U.S.-style metropolitan fragmentation/

San Salvador and Baltimore are very different from other cities stud-
ied in this volume, which have, it would appear, been much more suc-
cessful in promoting an integrated economic space and labour market,
essentially through the explicit promotion of a strong and economi-
cally diversified city-centre. In the cases of cities such as Geneva and
Montreal, there is little doubt that the centre remains the centre, the
meeting place of workers, shoppers, and strollers from all parts of the
larger agglomeration. While, as Antoine Bailly reminds us in the case
of Geneva, wealth does not ensure social sustainability, the successful
organization of city-centre economies should be a major objective of
planning, and are often the direct result of policy decisions concerning
employment location and promotion. A strong central city does not
preclude the existence of industrial districts in more outlying areas,
provided access is assured. The successful creation of a truly integrated
urban labour market, conducive to social integration, requires coordi-
nation between the various policy areas discussed here: in particular
urban land planning, infrastructure, and governance. As was stated
earlier, social sustainability, to be successful, requires that we go
beyond a purely sectoral approach.

Finally, what may often appear as very banal matters in terms of
employment codes and commercial regulations and by-laws can again
have important impacts on the process of exclusion: the pricing and
licensing of street vendors; the licensing of open-air activities; the leas-
ing of public market space; the pricing and servicing of industrial
parks; regulations surrounding trucking and storage; and so on. To this
we may add the physical impact of industrial developments on the
division of social space. Industrial zones also act as physical barriers.
Environmental regulations with respect to pollution and industrial
waste (collection and disposal) will equally have an impact, both on
the location of economic activity and on the relative quality of life in
different parts of the agglomeration.

In sum, then, what we are proposing in this volume is a closer look at
the many and intricate ways in which local policies affect - or might
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affect - social sustainability. At the threshold of the twenty-first cen-
tury, massive urbanization and increasing social diversity are two cen-
tral, and ineluctable, trends. How cities manage diversity, so that
cultural and social variety becomes a driving force behind, rather than
an impediment to, development, is one of the most important ques-
tions we can pose. As the essays in this book illustrate, each city has its
own history of dealing with these social trajectories; what is appropri-
ate, or even what has failed in one, may be instructive to others, but it
can never be fully determinant. Not only are cities growing and chang-
ing, but policies are responsive over time, and contexts are fluid. We
need case studies of how cities deal with their diversities, but we also
need a more nuanced and complex perspective on this important phe-
nomenon. As all the chapters in this volume are written by researchers
who live and work in the countries or cities they describe, we hope that
at least part of this perplexing, worldwide reality will begin to emerge.

Notes

Others who have contributed to earlier versions of this text are: Annick Ger-
main, Anne-Marie Seguin (both of INRS-Urbanisation) and Jeanne Wolfe (of
McGill University).

1 The choice of the ten cities in our sample was based on three major criteria:
(a) our sense of which cities were representative of a range of social and
planning problems in the five major countries and regions we were able to
discuss; (b) our access to scholars and/or local institutions that had a 'track
record' in the study of this general area, and their agreement to attend
meetings and to write a paper in English on the subject; and (c) our subjec-
tive judgment that their work would be of high quality and of interest to an
international audience. Clearly, a large list of other cities might also have
satisfied criteria (a) and (c), but logistical and funding factors influenced
the choice of cities according to criterion (b).

2 The term 'city/ as it is used here, refers to the entire metropolitan area, or
census metropolitan area, as the term is employed by Statistics Canada.

3 As The Economist put it in a special survey, 'city halls around the world are
beginning to feel the effect of an unheralded revolution. New mayors with
new policies are coming in. National governments are starting to loosen
their grip. The result is a yeasty period of experimentation which may yet
prove that the problems of cities can be overcome' (The Economist 1995,17).
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4 On the notion of 'global' cities, see the path-breaking study by Saskia
Sassen (1991). More recently the same author has argued that, in spite of
the powerful economic and social forces of globalization, questions of
governance (including regulation) and accountability in cities that are the
sites of the localization of these forces are very much open to the influence
of democratic policies (Sassen 1998).

5 While noting that there are many definitions of the 'megacity/ Gilbert says
that most are based on large size. His own criterion draws from the United
Nations Department of International Economic and Social Affairs
(UNDIESA) definition, first enunciated in 1986: cities that are expected to
have populations of at least 8 million inhabitants by the year 2000.

6 On 'world cities' see John Friedmann and Goetz Wolff 1982; Friedmann
1986; and Paul Knox and Peter Taylor 1995. Knox defines world cities as
'centres of transnational corporate headquarters, of their business services,
of international finance, of transnational institutions, and of telecommuni-
cations and information processing. They are basing points and control
centres for the independent skein of financial and cultural flows which,
together, support and sustain the globalization of industry' (1995,6).

7 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, tr. Donald Nicholson-Smith
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991), p. 286; cited in Dolores Hayden 1995, p. 41.

8 See, for example, two books co-edited and co-written by one of the present
authors: Richard Stren, Rodney White, and Joseph Whitney 1992; and
Richard Gilbert, Don Stevenson, Herbert Girardet, and Richard Stren 1996.
Many other books and articles have dealt with similar and complementary
themes.

9 See, for example, Willem van Vliet- 1992, pp. 169-204.
10 An authoritative survey of local administration in France concludes that

'the decentralization of laws of 1982 and 1983 brought with them a major
change in both the legal framework and the relations between the state and
local authorities ... Recalling the sharp criticisms of the reform, which cer-
tain experts thought were well taken at the time, we must admit, ten years
later, that those who were most sharply critical of the measures taken have
become veritable apologists of the same measures. Decentralization seems
thus to have been unanimously accepted' (Terrazzoni 1993,166).

11 For arguments that challenge Putnam's premise that social capital in the
United States is in decline, see Schudson 1998 and Wuthnow 1998.

12 On the emergence of this new class of transnational professionals and their
impact on cultural institutions, see Sassen 1991.

13 Metropolitan Toronto Convention and Visitors Association (1995). Many of
these events are religious in nature, but most are open to the general public.
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14 See, for example, Giovanni Andrea Cornia, Richard Jolly, and Frances
Stewart 1987, especially chapter 1; and articles in the special issue of
Environment and Urbanization (1995).
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2 The Social Sustainability of
Montreal: A Local or a State Matter?

ANNE-MARIE SEGUIN and ANNICK GERMAIN

This book is about building inclusive cities through local policy. Local
affairs do matter, or so Mario Polese and Richard Stren write in chapter
1. For the past two decades, decentralization has been regarded highly
in many advanced industrial countries. Notable among its many per-
ceived advantages is the potential to increase efficiency in the delivery
of public services, making them more accessible to the population
while enhancing local democracy. According to this vision of decen-
tralization, local power appears headed for a bright future.

To what point, however, should we encourage decentralization?
And, even more important, what should we decentralize? For some,
control and management of social services, including health and
education, and certain aspects of economic development should be
transferred to the local level. Local leaders frequently support this
position, looking to decentralization as a means to achieve greater
managerial autonomy. The approach also suggests that cities should be
given a larger role in the establishment of policies to protect the social
fabric from the negative effects of development. In other words, the
local level is assumed to be the most efficient for maintaining a socially
sustainable milieu.

Opinions on decentralization, however, are still far from consensus.
Some researchers point out that decentralized systems have not yet
provided evidence of their ability to guarantee equity and social jus-
tice, and many believe that decentralization is just a subtle way for
higher levels of government to reduce spending on the welfare state
(Derycke and Gilbert 1988; Lemieux 1996). In a sense, equity must
become a precondition for local autonomy.

In this chapter we review arguments praising the merits of decen-
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tralization and of local power by exploring the importance of different
levels of government in the production of a socially sustainable
metropolis. We will do this by examining the role of policies applicable
at the local scale but emanating from government at separate levels.

Let us first examine what we mean by a socially sustainable city.
With the exception of that proposed by Polese and Stren, most defi-
nitions of similar concepts tend to stress what social cohesion is not
rather than what it is. This is especially obvious in American literature
on urban underclass neighbourhoods, which are perceived as synony-
mous with areas of social marginalization (Wackant and Wilson 1989;
Hughes 1990; Greene 1991; Herpin 1993; Massey 1994). Social margin-
alization or social exclusion comprises several dimensions: economic,
political, and social. Social exclusion implies deprivation of financial
resources, and limited access to basic collective social goods and ser-
vices. Social exclusion also harbours the notion of social 'disaffiliation'
(Castel 1991); in other words, a socially excluded individual is some-
one removed, or symbolically exiled, from kinship and social networks
that would provide a sense of security and belonging within a family, a
neighbourhood, a city, or a workplace. Finally, social exclusion can
mean the loss of one's sense of belonging through the loss of citizen-
ship (Taboada Leonetti 1995; Strobel 1996).

Starting with these defining elements of social exclusion, we can
deduce the characteristics of a socially sustainable city. Such a city's
inhabitants should be assured a basic level of financial resources, as
well as access to public goods and services in areas such as education,
health, and culture; the socially sustainable city would also stimulate
social integration by providing dynamic arenas for social and commu-
nity interaction. In larger cities, the possibility for individuals and
groups of different ethnocultural backgrounds or socio-economic sta-
tus to share urban space without experiencing marked sociospatial
segregation could also serve as an accurate index of social sustainabil-
ity. At one time, family, religion, and employment provided individu-
als with a sense of social integration and belonging. Postmodern
societies, however, splintered by the gradual erosion of these social
institutions, have come to be defined by a social-cohesion crisis
(Ghorra-Gobin 1996). In this way, the integration of differences has
become a sensitive issue. As pointed out by Jean Remy and Liliane
Voye (1992), the social model of harmony born from hierarchy has
given way to a social model of competition for equality. This reversal
of fortune has exacerbated tensions on the issue of the treatment of dif-
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ferences. The 'social question' no longer boils down to issues of distrib-
utive justice, as was the case in the 1960s; rather, it is henceforth
inextricably bound to how well economic and sociocultural differences
can coexist.

The case of Montreal illustrates many of the issues presented above.
First, Montreal exhibits many of the paradigmatic attributes of a
socially sustainable city while simultaneously facing difficult chal-
lenges: poverty and unemployment, as well as an ever-increasing
share of immigrants admitted to the province of Quebec, to say noth-
ing of what is referred to as the 'national question' of provincial-
federal relations between Quebec and Canada. Furthermore, the com-
plexity of Montreal's urban society draws upon its historical duality
between French-speaking Catholics and Anglo-Protestants.

In this chapter, we will argue that Montreal's social sustainability
derives from a combination of factors, the most important being gov-
ernmental (primarily provincial) intervention in key areas, notably in
financial support to health services, to education, and to the very poor.
While municipal and regional policies have played, and continue to
play, a role in these areas, they are of less significance. In addition to
these political and administrative factors, the role of history has been
very important in the development of Montreal's social sustainability,
although historical factors are only briefly discussed here.

After introducing the Montreal metropolitan area, we focus on
examining the city's social fabric in order to argue that, despite rela-
tively high poverty levels, Montreal has not developed any ghettos or
socially marginalized neighbourhoods such as those found in a num-
ber of American cities.

We then highlight some of the factors that have contributed to the
relative success of Montreal in terms of social sustainability by looking
into the respective roles of different levels of government, while giving
special attention to national policies addressing social equity. Finally,
we recall some historical factors that may also have played a part in
making Montreal what it is today.

A City, an Island, and a Region

Founded in 1642 by Messieurs et Dames de la Societe Notre-Dame de
Montreal, the city was born of a missionary project, the conversion of
the Amerindians of New France. Following the conquest of the colony
by the armies of the British Empire in 1760, Montreal became a bilin-
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gual city (with anglophones in the majority between 1831 and 1866)
and a city of many cultures. From the middle of the nineteenth century,
Montreal developed into the industrial cradle of what would become,
in 1867, the Canadian confederation. It remained Canada's unrivalled
metropolis until the middle of the twentieth century, being surpassed
by Toronto in the 1960s. Montreal, in geo-economic terms, went from
being the metropolis of Canada to the metropolis of the predominantly
French-speaking province of Quebec.

Since the 1960s, Montreal's population growth has been much
slower than in the first half of the twentieth century. This moderate
growth rate distinguishes it from Toronto and Vancouver (although
Vancouver is still smaller than Montreal in population size), but the
demographic slowdown has, in many ways, allowed the preservation
of its urban and social fabric. Montreal is, in fact, a metropolis of aver-
age size, mostly devoid of the inconveniences often associated with
large cities. The sense of community in many of its neighbourhoods
and in the city-centre has undoubtedly benefited from its relative
demographic stability.

The suburbanization processes throughout this century have
resulted in Montreal spreading out beyond the original Island of Mon-
treal to create a polynucleated urban agglomeration. Greater Montreal
is a city-region of, in 1996, 3,326,510 inhabitants.1 It is highly frag-
mented, with 113 municipalities of different sizes each defending its
own autonomy, especially since the dominant municipality, the City of
Montreal, has 1,017,669 inhabitants, or almost a third of Greater Mont-
real's total. The population heart of the metropolitan area is the Island
of Montreal, on which are twenty-nine municipalities, including the
central city. These were joined in 1969 in a federation called the Mont-
real Urban Community (MUC), which had 1,775,846 inhabitants in
1996. The second-largest island, Jesus Island, is located just to the
north, and forms the territory of the municipality of Laval, the second-
largest municipality in the province of Quebec, after Montreal.

The scope of the MUC's responsibility is relatively limited: property-
tax evaluation, public security, food inspections, and the establishment
of regional-development plans. Over the course of time, the MUC has
intervened in other areas: the battle against pollution, water purifica-
tion, public transportation, and the establishment and improvement of
regional parks. Collectively, the other municipalities of the metropoli-
tan area form another supra-municipal structure, the regional county
municipalities (MRCs); these are quite limited in their powers and
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Table 2.1: Incidence of Low Income by Area, Montreal, 1990

Montreal Metropolitan Area
City of Montreal
MUC-East
MUC-West (West Island)
Laval
North Shore
Longueuil
Rest of the South Shore

Low-income
pop'n./Total
pop'n. (%)

22.0
33.3
25.7
18.3
16.1
14.1
24.3
11.7

Low-income
families/Total
families (%)

18.5
27.9
22.5
15.3
13.8
13.1
21.5
10.4

Low-income
unatt.persons/
Total unatt.
persons (%)

44.9
49.8
47.8
37.3
39.2
42.0
41.1
35.8

Source: Data from Census of Canada, 1991, electronic product, compiled by the authors

spheres of action, their primary role being the establishment of
regional development plans. The Montreal metropolitan region is of
enormous importance in Quebec as it represents 45.3 per cent of the
entire provincial population.

Poverty and the Social Division of Urban Space

Over the past several years, the Montreal metropolitan area has been
severely stricken by poverty. In 1990, according to Statistics Canada,2

low-income people represented a staggering 22 per cent of the total
population.3 Nineteen per cent of all families and 45 per cent of unat-
tached individuals in Montreal's metropolitan area were categorized
as low income. In other words, more than one in five people, just under
one in five families, and slightly fewer than one in two unattached
individuals lived in relative poverty.

Geographically speaking, this low-income population was not
evenly spread across the metropolitan region. Data from 1990 indicate
a very neat social division in Montreal's metropolitan spatial layout.
The central city (we refer here to the city of Montreal) is clearly distin-
guished from the rest of the metropolitan area; more than one-quarter
of its families and half of its population of unattached individuals are
poor (see table 2.1 for detailed data, and figure 2.1 for location of the
urban areas). Poverty is also slightly overrepresented in the city of
Longueuil and in the eastern part of the island of Montreal (MUC-



Figure 2.1 Montreal Metropolitan Area, 1991
Source: INRS-Urbanisation
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East). Laval, the western part of the island of Montreal (MUC-West),
the North Shore, and the rest of the South Shore, the other largest com-
ponents of the agglomeration, show poverty levels lower than those
for the overall region. This means that the burden of supporting poor
populations is not evenly distributed across the metropolitan area.

The social division of the metropolitan area appears even more
clearly at a more disaggregated level, that of census tracts (figure 2.2).4

The central city stands out with a concentration of census tracts show-
ing a significant proportion of low-income groups. In 1990, for the
metropolitan area, 115 of the 130 census tracts with 40 per cent or more
of low-income persons in their population were located in the central
city, which also exhibited a high proportion of the sectors with a low-
income population of 30 per cent to 39 per cent. These census-tract cat-
egories are almost absent in the outlying suburbs (Seguin and Termote
1997).

It could readily be expected that the high level of economically dis-
advantaged people in Montreal's population and the concentration of
low-income households in certain areas would have a negative impact
on the social sustainability of the metropolis. How, therefore, can
Montreal be considered a socially sustainable city? One factor among
others is the fact that this social division based on income masks a
complex reality that merits closer scrutiny.

Poor Neighbourhoods Are Still Socially Mixed

On an aggregate basis, areas of poverty have a relatively heterogeneous
population profile, reflecting the social diversity of these localities. If we
combine the Census Metropolitan Area's (CMA's) census tracts that
show a low-income rate of 40 per cent or higher, we see that the popu-
lation profile within these areas does not differ strongly from the overall
metropolitan profile. Montreal's poor neighbourhoods are not charac-
terized by a homogeneous population of unemployed, inactive, or
uneducated people, or of single-parent families (single mothers), or of
recent immigrants. In fact, for the following variables - male and female
activity rates, male and female unemployment rates, the percentage of
persons aged fifteen and over with less than a Grade 10 or less than a
Grade 14 level of education, the percentage of single-parent families in
total households, and the percentage in the population of recent immi-
grants (living in the country for less than ten years) - if we aggregate all
the poorest census tracts (those with a low-income rate of 40 per cent or



Figure 2.2 Percentage of Low-Income Population in Total Population in 1990 by Census Tract, Montreal Metropoli-
tan Area
Source: INRS-Urbanisation
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more) and compare the value obtained for each variable with the value
for the overall metropolitan area, the gap between the two values is
always of ten points or less (Seguin 1998). These findings, which ini-
tially seem surprising, are an index to the social diversity prevalent in
the poorest areas of Montreal. They are also consistent with studies that
have uncovered the existence of new forms of poverty in Quebec (Trem-
blay 1990; Conseil des Affaires Sociales 1991).

These new forms of poverty are the result of many factors. One
major factor is the increasing instability of employment, manifested in
involuntary part-time employment, short-term contractual employ-
ment, and de-skilling. Second, as the average age of the population
rises, so do poverty levels; as people live longer, many exhaust their
savings during retirement. The trend towards the prolongation of edu-
cation is another source of poverty; as students extend their academic
careers, more and more poor households are student households.
Finally, the inadequacy of the minimum wage is a new trigger of pov-
erty; many low-income households are those of minimum-wage work-
ers. We can see from these factors that the population of Montreal's
poor neighbourhoods is not composed entirely of socially marginal-
ized or excluded individuals, but is quite heterogeneous.

We will now examine the question of immigration in Montreal,
where, as in many European and North American metropolitan areas,
international immigration poses new challenges to social cohesion.

Living with Ethnic and Cultural Diversity

Metropolitan areas of industrialized countries have pride in their cos-
mopolitan character, but the size and composition of migratory flows,
as well as national policies and attitudes, have made immigration into
a highly contentious issue over the past two decades. The growing
concentration of immigrants in large cities increases the frequency of
contact between individuals of different cultural backgrounds, and the
question of shared space arises as a central issue. This pattern is under-
scored by the increasing diversity of immigrants' national and ethnoc-
ultural origins. Montreal makes a particularly interesting subject for
the study of cosmopolitanism because of its higher level of multi-eth-
nicity coupled with its status as the metropolis of a divided society.
Montreal's history is framed by a narrative of contention and opposi-
tion between French and Anglo-Saxon cultures. The debates surround-
ing the issue of national unity, as well as the cultural and linguistic
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divisiveness that thread throughout Montreal's history, have come to
bear heavily on immigration issues and, notably, around the French or
English language choice of the immigrants.

Until the 1970s, Montreal's cosmopolitanism developed peacefully,
far from the usual cultural, linguistic, and political controversy. The
situation is very different today. The last referendum on Quebec inde-
pendence, in 1995, revealed the lack of consensus among franco-
phones, anglophones, and New Quebecois, a situation exposing the
Island of Montreal as an electoral entity separate from the rest of the
province.

It was only at the end of the 1960s that Quebec began to realize the
impact of immigration on the evolution of the linguistic profile. In the
second half of the 1970s, the Quebec government adopted legislative
measures specifically intended to stop the anglicization of immigrants;
Bill 101 made attendance at French elementary and secondary schools
compulsory for all children settled in the province, with the exception
of children whose parents were educated in English in Quebec or in
another Canadian province. Bill 101 is now well accepted. It reversed
the trend of minority attendance at English-language schools. The leg-
islative changes did not, however, eliminate the ambivalence permeat-
ing the context in which immigrants develop their strategies for
integration into a host society that remains dominated, particularly in
Montreal, by tension between two cultural and liguistic worlds. The
central role of immigrants in maintaining the French character of Que-
bec is also amplified by demographic changes leading to a serious
decline in the French-speaking population that can be countered only
by vigorous policies to encourage an increase in fertility rates along
with very high levels of international immigration.

Quebec has a high rate of international immigration, and 88 per cent
of the province's immigrants reside in the Montreal metropolitan area.
The City of Montreal represents the reception area for 40 per cent of the
immigrants admitted to Quebec, and almost a quarter of the city's
inhabitants are of foreign origin - in other words, born outside Canada
(Ministere des Affaires Internationales, de 1'Immigration et des Com-
munautes Culturelles [MAIICC 1994]). There are many indications that
Montreal's ethnic mix colours daily life in a positive way, suggesting
that immigration is, so far, a success story.

Let us first briefly explore the evolution and governing framework
of Montreal's multi-ethnicity. Until the end of the nineteenth century,
98 per cent of Montreal's population was of either French or British ori-
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gin. Unlike many cities in North America, Montreal was not recog-
nized as cosmopolitan, but rather as a city populated by British,
Scottish, Irish, and French inhabitants. At that time, each cultural
group was organized in distinct social and institutional networks, each
living in segregated areas of the city, a clearly fragmented ethnocul-
tural landscape. Montreal's cosmopolitanism built upon this splintered
urban and social bedrock, first triggered at the turn of the twentieth
century by the arrival of European immigrants, and later nourished by
primarily non-European waves of immigration which started during
the mid-1970s. This 'new' immigration left a marked imprint on Mont-
real's ethnic landscape. While European immigrants (notably Jews
from Eastern Europe, Italians, Greeks, and Portuguese) have jointly
contributed to the creation of 'ethnic neighbourhoods' that sometimes
function as economic enclaves (Olson 1991) within the heart of Mont-
real, migratory waves over the past two decades have promoted the
multi-ethnic character of urban neighbourhoods which have spread
more widely across the metropolitan area.5

Today, immigrants (and more generally individuals of ethnic origin
other than French or British) live in a wide range of housing types
(Germain and Blanc 1998). Multi-ethnic areas can be poor neighbour-
hoods in the centre of the agglomeration, or affluent suburbs, or a
whole gamut of situations in between. However, these areas are far less
common in suburbs at the periphery of the metropolitan area, where
French-Canadian middle-class families still form the majority (Mon-
geau and Seguin 1993). Therefore, while there is a division of metro-
politan space along ethnic lines, there is also a progressive spread-
ing out of immigration, especially 'new wave' immigrants, which is
causing shifts in the established residential patterns associated with
immigration.

Several studies have attempted to identify patterns of interethnic
mixing in a variety of contexts. One of these studies explores the
modes of interethnic coexistence in seven neighbourhoods, among the
most multi-ethnic of the metropolitan region (Germain et al. 1995); it
analyses two aspects of neighbourhood life - participation in commu-
nity life and forms of social interaction in public spaces. Without
repeating our results, let us simply say that detailed analysis of volun-
tary associations involved in each of the neighbourhoods - and more
specifically of the community networks that have developed in most of
them - reveal the importance of ethnic groups in community action.
Ethnic groups are often the first to set up community structures to help
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out economically disadvantaged, marginalized, or recent immigrant
residents of their neighbourhood. Today, neighbourhoods in Montreal
boast a number of associations run by ethnic groups, which cater either
exclusively to their own community or to the larger population as well.
In the past few years, these as well as non-immigrant associations have
worked at coordinating their actions. This dynamism is not surpris-
ing as Montreal possesses a well-established and vigorous associative
tradition.

Regarding forms of sociability in public spaces (such as parks, public
squares, subway stations, commercial thoroughfares, commercial cen-
tres, and the like - in short, meeting places), systematic observation of
the social life in some thirty public spaces reveals a common pattern
that could be described as a peaceful but distant cohabitation of users
of diverse ethnic origins. In these spaces, residents seem to respect a
code of civility, which enables them to enjoy the diversity of social con-
tact offered within these spaces, while maintaining distance from other
users. Social interactions are found to be segmented along ethnic lines,
with the exception of pre-school children.

This points to the existence of a modus Vivendi that is not exempt
from sporadic tensions, but that nevertheless allows for generally
peaceable and non-conflictual sharing of public space. Community
groups also play an active role in the resolution of those difficulties
that do arise, especially in densely populated urban areas, when peo-
ple of diverse origins are brought together.

On a different note, to the extent that one finds immigrants in the
poorest districts of the city, and given that Montreal exhibits at least
some residential concentration of several different ethnic groups
(McNicoll 1993) - a process that promotes the emergence of an increas-
ing number of multi-ethnic neighbourhoods - we cannot speak of eth-
nic ghettos, in the literal sense of the term. Furthermore, over the years
immigrants have had a higher economic success rate than that of Cana-
dian-born Quebecers (Gagne 1989). Consequently, no direct correlation
can be established between immigration and social exclusion. Immi-
grants seem to find their place in the labour market; they are not con-
fined to specific areas; and neighbourhoods where they live are often
charged with a dynamic and flourishing social life (Germain et al.
1995). A recent study reveals, however, that newly landed immigrants
have experienced a lower level of economic integration (Gagne 1995).
This fact is not unrelated to the narrowing of the labour market that
affects all workers, regardless of their origin, or to the relative inac-
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cessibility of the public sector to those who are not long-established
francophones.

Factors Contributing to Montreal's Social Sustainability

Despite the presence of a significant low-income population and the
social divisions fragmenting the metropolitan area, and despite the fact
that new waves of immigrants are faced with increasing difficulties in
their attempts to achieve economic integration, Montreal can still be
described as a socially sustainable city. How can we explain this
paradox?

A combination of political and historical factors seem to be working
together to prevent inner-city neighbourhoods and other poor districts
from becoming areas of exclusion. First, Montreal's social sustainabil-
ity owes a great deal to both federal and provincial aspatial policies,
that have provided for a decent level of redistribution of social wealth
within both the province and the country. This redistribution process
has taken different forms: financial assistance to the poor; the financ-
ing of health and education services, and various infrastructure
investments necessary for the maintenance and improvement of older
urban residential areas. The local government has also played a
smaller, but nonetheless important, role in the redistribution process
through the establishment of policies related to housing and the gen-
eral quality of life, and through the planning and development of a
public transport system that is significantly more efficient than those
of many other metropolitan areas in North America. The social sus-
tainability of the Montreal urban area results, therefore, at least in
part, from the effects of aspatial policies; and Montreal thus illustrates
the proposition that local problems are not always remedied by exclu-
sively local means.

The Localized Effects of National Policies

Pierre Strobel (1996, 202) insists on the importance of social protection
in the battle against social exclusion. This opinion is relevant in the
case of Montreal. Let us first recall that, at the beginning of this cen-
tury, state intervention was very limited and that social institutions
were controlled by both public and private local agencies. The situa-
tion began to change in the 1930s, as municipalities were assailed by
the economic ravages of the 1929 stock market crash, and suffered
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from the results of speculative policies born of the boosterism that had
permeated local politics since the end of the nineteenth century.

In Quebec, it was not until the 1960s and 1970s, with the entrench-
ment of important measures of financial support for low-income
households, that an actual system of social protection was developed.
This social safety net was set in place at both the provincial and the
federal level of government through different programs, regardless of
matrimonial status, type of household, race, ethnic or national origin.
It continues to be a fundamental agent in the battle against exclusion.
The centralization of its management6 and of its finances allows the
poor access to the same level of support wherever they live. A further
result is that the concentration of low-income populations in certain
municipalities has not significantly burdened municipal budgets.

Health and Education

The role of national policies is not confined to financial support for the
very poor. Areas as important as health care and education are also
completely (as with health care) or in large part (as with education)
financed by superior levels of government.7 Also, like the rest of the
population, disadvantaged households have free access to a universal
health-care system. And, even though some services that used to be
covered by health insurance now have to paid for by the users, and
despite the increasing frequency with which private health services are
used, no major social disparity can be said to plague the health-care
system.8

In the education system, all children have equal access to public
schools that provide a virtually cost-free education up to the university
level.9 And while both public and private universities charge tuition
fees, they, too, are in large part financially supported by the state.
While Quebec's tuition fees are still among the lowest in the country,
the cost of tuition has increased substantially over the last few years. In
addition to the public school system, a network of private primary,
secondary, and college-level schools are also funded, in major part, by
the state, even though they are less accessible to families from more
modest financial backgrounds. Public and private education programs
should not differ much from one another, since, theoretically speaking,
the standards and the content of course material'must conform to the
regulations imposed by the Quebec Ministry of Education. Moreover,
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the provincial government has launched different programs on the
Island of Montreal, designed to provide stronger support to schools in
low-income areas10 or to schools catering to a large proportion of
immigrant students. These programs aim to ensure that differences in
children's social environments will not threaten the quality of educa-
tion or the students' achievement levels.

The efforts aimed at reducing provincial- and federal-government
expenditures since the mid-1990s have, however, put a number of ser-
vices in jeopardy. Consequently, the quality of health-care programs
has deteriorated over the years, and critics fear that this type of degen-
eration might affect other areas of government programs. Is it possible
that the underlying qualities of Montreal's social sustainability will be
threatened by government cutbacks?

The redistribution of social wealth supported by higher levels of
government has until recently enabled the poor to satisfy their basic
needs, to gain access to education and to benefit from a public system
of health care. This redistribution has had a significant impact on the
residential geography of the middle class. In countries, provinces, or
those U.S. states where support to the poor and to health and educa-
tion is subsidized by local or regional governments (municipalities or
counties, for example), middle- and upper-class households tend to
move away from areas or municipalities where the poor are concen-
trated in order to reduce their own fiscal burden, whether based on
property tax or on income tax. They consider the poor as creating
social expenditures, while contributing little to government revenue
through either property or income taxes (Ashton 1978). However, in
the province of Quebec, and therefore in Montreal, since social security,
health care and education, which represent such substantial elements
in the budget of modern states, are financed by higher levels of gov-
ernment, moving is not an answer for families seeking to reduce their
fiscal contribution by a significant margin. This situation has no doubt
worked towards maintaining a social mix in the central city. Con-
versely, it has also undoubtedly helped to make suburban municipali-
ties more likely to allow or tolerate a certain level of social diversity by
accepting, for instance, the construction of private rental housing for
modest-income families. Policies of higher levels of government, there-
fore, while they are essentially aspatial, have yielded spatial conse-
quences by preventing stronger social divisions within the metro-
politan region and, most of all, a drastic social fragmentation of space.
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It is likely that a 'municipal welfare state'11 would have created a very
different situation.

Infrastructure and Housing

Higher levels of government have also contributed to the battle against
social exclusion by establishing financial support programs for collec-
tive services and facilities such as public libraries, sports facilities, and
local cultural and community centres.12 These programs have pro-
vided the central city and other low-income areas with high-quality
public facilities that, without the programs, would have been exclu-
sively destined for wealthier municipalities.

In addition, higher levels of government have indirectly contributed
to upholding a vibrant associational life in many neighbourhoods,
including poorer areas in Montreal and other municipalities, through
financial-support programs for community groups, which have fre-
quently taken over the former role of religious organizations in activi-
ties designed to help the poor. Community organizations, since the end
of the 1960s, have also been very active in urban social movements.
Acting on behalf of the poor, they have been vocal advocates to local
governments, especially for the renovation of older, rundown neigh-
bourhoods.

The impact of higher levels of government on the central city and
other older municipalities has also been felt through housing policies,
which can be divided into two categories: those that focus on helping
families with relatively modest incomes gain access to home owner-
ship, and those that concentrate on the renovation and restoration of
the environment and housing in older, declining neighbourhoods. The
first set of these policies has generally had a negative impact on old
neighbourhoods by indirectly encouraging urban expansion and
prompting many families to move to the outer suburbs where housing
is cheaper, thereby draining part of the rental housing stock's clientele
from the central city and from other contiguous, and equally vulnera-
ble, municipalities.

The second set of policies, geared towards the restoration of older
buildings and the renovation of neighbourhoods, has conversely had a
beneficial impact. Not only have these policies succeeded in improving
the quality of housing in old, and therefore often low-income, neigh-
bourhoods, but they have also contributed to the social diversity of
these areas. The projects have provided neighbourhoods with qualities
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desirable to middle-class families, thereby dissuading them from mov-
ing away (Seguin 1992). In terms of housing policies, therefore, senior-
government intervention has been both beneficial and detrimental to
the battle against exclusion. We should add, however, that while the
provincial housing authority (Regie du Logement du Quebec) is
mainly responsible for the arbitration of rent increases, it has probably
also helped to maintain housing prices at a reasonable and affordable
rate. Without the housing authority's intervention, poor families are
likely to have been relegated to a limited segment of the rental-housing
market.

Public policy concerned with immigration, at both the federal and
the provincial level since 1978, has also helped to maintain Montreal's
social sustainability. Immigrants (more specifically permanent resi-
dents)13 have access to income support as well as to the public school
system and the public health-care network. Given the high rate of
unemployment affecting the whole of the population (immigrants as
much as non-immigrants), and given the consequent strain on social
programs, the large numbers of newly arrived immigrants14 could
have exacerbated tensions with local citizens; this potential situation,
however, is not reflected in recent opinion polls (Joly 1996).

Federal and provincial authorities have only rarely intervened
directly in immigrants' urban settlement patterns, as they have in the
case of specific refugee groups. Finally, given the stagnation of Mont-
real's employment situation, and the fact that immigrant mobility is not
restricted within Canada, many have opted to move to other provinces.

The Role of Local Urban Management

This section will focus on the central city of Montreal. Montreal
adopted an urban plan only in 1992; it is therefore not a 'planned' city,
in the strict sense of the term. Nevertheless, Montreal's development
has largely been directed by policies that have sometimes strengthened
and at other times undercut the city's social sustainability. Several
types of policy intervention are examined here, in the areas of public
transportation, urban renewal, and housing, for the most part social
housing.

In the early 1960s, the City of Montreal embarked, unaided, on the
construction of a subway system, which, with subsequent financial
support from the provincial government, has undergone several
phases of expansion. Since 1970, public transportation has been under
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the jurisdiction of the MUC. Parallel to the development of the subway,
authorities opted for maintaining bus networks and, more recently, for
creating a suburban train network. By North American standards, the
metropolitan area is well served by public transportation (Bussiere and
Dallaire 1994), but the Quebec government's massive withdrawal of
financial support over the last few years has put a great deal of pres-
sure on the regional authority of the MUC, which is responsible for
operating costs, for a significant portion of maintenance costs, as well
as for equipment-replacement costs (Frisken 1994). As the hub of the
subway system is located in the downtown core, and given that buses
and suburban trains feed into subway stations, the construction of the
subway system has allowed the downtown core to retain a high pro-
portion of the region's employment, especially in higher-level services
(Coffey, Polese, and Drolet 1996). In contrast to the general North
American trend of economic activities moving away from the city-
centre to the suburbs, Montreal's downtown area has preserved its
status as the city's commercial and entertainment nucleus. Moreover,
the quality of the public transportation system gives lower-income
populations better access to the range of employment available
throughout the Island of Montreal and surrounding municipalities.

Municipal interventions in the City of Montreal's most vulnerable
areas have taken a variety of forms, beginning with urban-renewal
projects in the 1960s and in the early 1970s. The impact of these inter-
ventionist projects have, fortunately, been fairly limited. This is
undoubtedly due, at least in part, to the lack of financial involvement
by large foreign real-estate investors, but also because Montreal had at
the time a relatively slow rate of both demographic and economic
growth. The urban-renewal movement gave way to a different
approach towards the mid-1970s: the restoration and improvement of
rundown housing stock and old neighbourhoods that a decade earlier
would have been destined for total demolition.

From the middle of the 1970s, the City of Montreal, along with other
older municipalities containing old and deteriorated neighbourhoods,
has benefited from several federal and/or provincial programs geared
to improve older residential areas; programs, that is, for the restoration
of rented or owner-occupied buildings. Montreal and other cities were
also able to take advantage of district renovation programs (Societe
d'Habitation du Quebec [SHQ] 1988). While these were frequently
locally managed, municipalities invested very little in their operation.
Community groups played an important role here, demanding that
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program funds be invested in the improvement and rehabilitation of
residential areas for the benefit of the poor.

Starting in the 1980s, the City of Montreal has also developed its
own housing policies, with the main objective being to retain or bring
back the middle-class population to the central city (Ville de Montreal
1990). One city-funded program, Operation 20,000 Logements, made
available to building contractors vacant lots scattered throughout the
city, as a means of aggressively encouraging housing construction.
More recently, a paramunicipal agency responsible for housing and
development in Montreal has been mandated to acquire residential
buildings heading for rapid social and/or physical deterioration, in
order to restore them and assure their proper management and care.
Frequently undertaken in poorer areas, this type of interventionist pro-
gram has prevented the decay of large apartment blocks and rental
buildings whose deterioration would have had a very negative impact
on their surroundings through declines in property value and harm to
the social fabric.

Similarly, since the beginning of the 1980s the City of Montreal has
introduced a series of measures designed to encourage contractors to
invest in the central city, and to lure middle-class families back into the
central area. As an incentive, the city has set up property-tax refund
programs for buyers of new residential units. More recently, in selected
districts, Montreal has offered a $10,000 grant for each newly built resi-
dential unit, in the hope of reducing the sale price to levels competitive
with those in suburban areas. These incentives were heavily criticized,
mostly by pressure groups who believed them to benefit the middle
classes disproportionately, and to the detriment of rehabilitation pro-
grams for rundown neighbourhoods. In time, and in a context where
decentralization is becoming an increasingly important issue, and
given the minimal growth rate of new families in the urban region, the
presence of a more credit-worthy clientele will prove to be a positive
factor for inner-city neighbourhoods. This clientele will help to replen-
ish municipal coffers while simultaneously contributing to the pros-
perity of neighbourhood businesses. It is also important to note that
the moratorium on the conversion of rental properties to co-ownership
(condominiums), only very recently lifted, has operated as a safeguard,
helping to maintain a stock of good-quality rental housing and to
protect renters who cannot afford to purchase their units.

In terms of social housing, the City of Montreal's decision15 to dis-
perse the low-cost public housing projects known as HLMs (habitations
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a layer modique) throughout the municipality, has clearly contributed in
a positive way to the evolution of old neighbourhoods. In Quebec,
HLMs accommodate very poor families who rely almost exclusively
on social-welfare programs or on old-age pensions16 as their sole
source of income. Concentrating these households in certain areas of
the city would have greatly impoverished those districts. Following
construction in the 1960s of two large-scale projects (800 and 500 hous-
ing units each), the city opted for more modest projects, which it
attempted to disperse throughout the municipality. From the begin-
ning of the 1980s, the city has encouraged two kinds of housing
projects: very small ones (of 10, 20, or 30 units) that fit into the existing
urban fabric, and larger projects consisting of 100-150 units each. The
latter are receiving more and more criticism as they lead to the concen-
tration of approximately 400-500 very poor people, leading to prob-
lems of integration in these socially mixed environments (Dansereau
and Seguin 1995).

As far as the management of ethnic diversity is concerned, munici-
palities are somewhat new to the field. Over the last few years, some
municipalities, like the City of Montreal and the City of Brossard on
the South Shore, have been attempting to introduce measures to
facilitate the integration of immigrants. Among these measures,
employment-equity programs17 have had very limited results, notably
because they were set in motion at a time when the municipal govern-
ment had suspended the hiring of new personnel.

The Weight of Historical Factors

In parallel with the social policies imposed by the higher levels of gov-
ernment and local policies in the area of housing and development,
Montreal's social sustainability seems to owe much to factors that, for
want of a more precise term, we can call 'historical/ These factors are
multifaceted. We have already discussed the city's relatively slow rate
of demographic growth since the beginning of the 1960s, a rate that has
ensured the relative constancy of the social and urban fabric, while
unrestrained growth in other large metropolitan areas has scarcely
been able to avoid eroding the social fabric.

Residential characteristics and urban morphology are also both wor-
thy of mention. Contrary to the experience of American cities, major
Canadian urban areas have succeeded in protecting the density and
vibrancy of their central cities. In Montreal, central districts that saw
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their population decline until the 1980s, surround a vast downtown
core that operates as the central destination for the majority of Mont-
real residents for employment, leisure, and university education.
Moreover, before 1950, residential areas were dominated by a very
characteristic form of housing - the 'plex/ which consists of row hous-
ing, with dwellings stacked on two or three levels. This structure has
become exemplary of vernacular Montreal architecture. At the end of
the nineteenth century, the plex type of housing was prevalent mostly
in the affluent neighbourhoods of the Anglo-Protestant bourgeoisie,
but in the first half of the twentieth century it became the dominant
architectural form (with certain variations) in all central districts. The
landlord often lives on the ground floor, while the first and second
floors each consist of either one or two units that are rented out. This
residential model has encouraged social diversity in the central city,
while providing a relatively cost-efficient housing formula. The model
demands that the landlord be credit-worthy and financially secure; the
tenants, by contrast, could be on the lower rungs of the economic hier-
archy. A further benefit of this formula is that, because it involves the
presence of resident landlords, it has also contributed to the protection
of the social and residential environment of older city districts.

Overall, the housing stock of the central city is characterized by a
large supply of housing at relatively moderate or low cost. The great
fluidity of the Montreal real-estate market has been ensured by the
high level of residential mobility of Montrealers and by high vacancy
rates in rental properties over the last few years. This fluidity is not
unrelated to the virtual absence of ghettos, and probably also facilitates
the moving process for newly landed immigrants. However, the avail-
ability of relatively low-cost rental housing has also undoubtedly
slowed the entry of middle-class households, and especially single-
person households, to property ownership, for which they often have
to leave the central city.

Finally, a well-established neighbourhood life, combined with an
ethnically segmented urban fabric, has contributed to the formation of
a multi-ethnic mosaic expressing a rich mixture of cultures. This rela-
tively comfortable coexistence is perhaps due to the fact that in Mont-
real, unlike in the French system, immigration has no colonial
connotation; rather, immigrants come from a broad spectrum of cul-
tural backgrounds. Moreover, there is no racial tension comparable to
that found in the United States. On a more negative note, the linguistic
controversies associated with the national-unity debate tend to surface
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when immigration issues are at stake, especially around election time,
and frequently involve the overpoliticization of immigrant integration
issues. However, these controversies have only rarely degenerated into
violent confrontation during the last twenty or so years.

We could also add that, generally speaking, Canada's crime rate is
consistently much lower than that of the United States. Statistical dis-
parity testifies to fundamental differences between the Canadian and
American national characters. While American mythology exalts the
primacy of the individual, Canada's national identity is built upon
conservative principles of peace, order, and good government. Of
course, there is much more historical evidence to explain the two coun-
tries' divergent experience of violence. The discussion lies outside the
scope of this chapter, but we mention these factors to support our cen-
tral thesis that the role of central governments is instrumental in the
maintenance of urban social sustainability.

Conclusion

The social sustainability of cities is the product of many contributing
factors. We have focused in recent years on the role and effectiveness of
local policies, but in doing so we may have lost sight of the decisive
role of central governments in protecting our cities' social fabric. The
case of Montreal provides an interesting illustration of the debate sur-
rounding decentralization. In a metropolitan context marked by a high
degree of municipal fragmentation, the Montreal example highlights
the benefits of a centralized system in its provision of social equity and
protection, factors crucial to the development of social sustainability.
The aspatial policies of higher levels of government in Canada,
designed to provide an adequate social safety net, a universal system
of health care and education, housing programs, and the like, seem to
have had beneficial effects on the social division of urban space to the
extent that Montreal is not marked by zones of social exclusion. If
some segmentation of social groups is evident in the Montreal urban
area, with poverty concentrated in the central city, it is also evident that
these same districts boast a significant level of social diversity.

These conditions have also undoubtedly allowed immigrants to take
their place in Montreal's urban landscape without too many difficulties.
Since legislation was adopted to impose French as the only official lan-
guage in Quebec, and language laws have forced immigrants to send
their children to French-speaking schools, Montrealers seem to have
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adopted an attitude of accommodation in their day-to-day lives. The
city's French character coexists with de facto bilingualism, and younger
generations (especially first-generation immigrants) are eagerly experi-
menting with trilingualism. But Montreal remains a sensitive area of
national debate. In fact, the image of division projected by political dis-
course on the principles upon which the cohesion of Quebec society is
built conflicts with the modus vivendi prevailing in the daily neighbour-
hood life of Montrealers. In other words, Montreal has sown the seeds of
cosmopolitanism, and interethnic cohabitation is relatively peaceful. Of
course, the city is not entirely without discriminatory or intolerant atti-
tudes, but analysis so far does not suggest a socially fragmented milieu.

While various historical factors have contributed to the relatively
harmonious pattern of ethnic integration, it has been possible in this
chapter only to touch upon these as support for our argument. Our
core contention, however, challenges the overly optimistic assessment
of the potential benefits of decentralization for urban social sustain-
ability.

Today, decentralization appears in a mostly detrimental context, as
central governments pull out of many social programs in response to
the budgetary pressures of deficit reduction. Decentralization is there-
fore only rarely associated with issues of local democracy; it is more
commonly tied to the exploitation of local civil society's available
resources (Germain 1996a). As a consequence, the conditions that pro-
mote social equity, specifically the redistribution of resources, are often
neglected.

As Quebec's population ages and the effects of the baby boom
diminish, the working-age population will decline. We can no longer
count on a demographic balance. Negotiations over resource allocation
cannot be left to local governments as these are generally more conser-
vative than policy-makers at either the provincial or the federal level of
government.

Nor can we ignore the historic features of the Trente Glorieuses, the
period that witnessed the development of the welfare state in Que-
bec, a system that contrasted sharply with previous approaches to the
management of the social fabric. The public policies in effect since the
beginning of the 1960s are inextricably linked to the sustained levels
of economic growth and the remarkable expansion of the state appa-
ratus characteristic of this period. To a large extent, the discourse sur-
rounding decentralization is born from this period of abundance.
Today, however, the content of this discourse is much altered. Per-
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haps we are entering a new era, one still cloaked in the shadows of
the unknown, yet charged with the promise of unprecedented change.
In this context, can Montreal continue to be a socially sustainable
metropolis?

Notes

1 Population figure for the Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) as defined by
Statistics Canada.

2 This and the following section draw many ideas from Anne-Marie Seguin
1998.

3 Every four years Statistics Canada conducts a survey of expenditure pat-
terns of Canadian families called the Family Expenditure Survey (FAMEX).
Low-income cut-offs are based on FAMEX data, from which the Canadian
average family expenditure on food, shelter, and clothing is calculated. This
is expressed as a percentage of pre-tax income. Base-year low-income cut-
offs are set where families spend 20 percentage points more of their income
than the Canadian average on food, shelter, and clothing. The FAMEX data
are then analysed to determine the income levels where families spend this
percentage on the basics (i.e., the overall Canada percentage plus 20 per-
centage points). These income levels, differentiated by size of area of resi-
dence and by family size, become the base-year low-income cut-offs. Low-
income cut-offs are updated annually by the Consumer Price Index (annual
average, all-items) (Statistics Canada 1997).

4 According to the 1991 census, the metropolitan region contained 738 census
tracts. Each of these corresponds to a small fraction of the metropolitan
region, and contains approximately 500 to 2,000 households.

5 The 1996 census showed the proportion of immigrants in the Montreal area
to be 17.8 per cent, while the proportions in the Toronto and Vancouver
metropolitan regions were 42 per cent and 35 per cent, respectively.

6 We must, however, note a small exception. The City of Montreal exercises
local management responsibility for the distribution of allowances from the
office of income security to eligible households within its area of jurisdic-
tion. The standards, level of allowance, and eligibility criteria are, however,
established by the provincial government.

7 In education, for example, of the budgets allowed to local-authority school
boards responsible for the management of education in 1996-7, 80 per cent
came from the Quebec Ministry of Education (Maheu 1998), 13 per cent
from property taxes, and 7 per cent from other sources. Here, it is important
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to specify that the standard and content of teaching material is defined by
the ministry. We can therefore speak of a centralized intervention process,
where only the management function is delegated to local authorities. In
health, all of Quebec's inhabitants can consult a doctor of their choice, at no
charge. The regional health offices are responsible for dividing funds
among hospitals and among the local community health clinics (LCHCs).
However, the criteria, standards, and financing are decided by the Ministry
of Health and Social Services. The health system is, therefore, centralized;
only its management is decentralized (Lemieux 1996). It is important to add
that the ministry has a weighting system, allocating a higher per-capita rate
to the LCHCs located in Montreal's inner-city neighbourhoods. This differ-
entiation has sparked a number of demands from other communities, nota-
bly from the LCHC on Montreal's South Shore, where the population is
more affluent.

8 The establishment of private health clinics that impose service charges is
still rare. It does not allow us to conclude that one health-care system is
restricted to the rich, and one to the poor. In general, the health-care system
remains accessible to everyone, at no direct cost.

9 In 1996-7,96 per cent of pre-school children, as well as 92 per cent of
primary and secondary school students, attended a public institution
(Ministere de 1'Education du Quebec [MEQ] 1998).

10 Inclusion in the list of schools in distressed areas is an important political
issue that divides local authorities. It is therefore the school board of
the Island of Montreal that draws up the map of distressed areas, but,
to prevent any stigmatization, special budgets for students living in
distressed areas are allocated directly to the schools that they attend
(Germain 1996b).

11 The term is borrowed from Dominique Mathieu (1993).
12 These programs cover the costs of construction and the acquisition of basic

facilities and equipment. Operating and maintenance costs are generally
covered by the municipalities, which also decide on location.

13 Those who request refugee status are also covered by a federal health insur-
ance plan, and their children have free access to public schools. They are
not, however, eligible for income-security payments. Under exceptional
circumstances, the minister may ensure that they receive money from the
income-security plan when necessary. In reality, in Quebec, 85 per cent of
those who claim refugee status receive this income, although the assistance
is not theirs as a matter of law. Immigrants who have been sponsored by a
member of their family in Canada have access to the income-security plan,
but only if they prove that they have taken steps to obtain help from their
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relatives. If the relative defaults, the income-security office will make pay-
ments at a basic level and will try to obtain an undertaking for repayment
in the future.

14 Since the end of the 1980s, the immigration rate has been relatively high in
order to compensate for Quebec's low birth rate, one of the lowest in the
world. However, the immigration rate does not ensure the renewal of the
Quebec population.

15 Here, it is important to note that, while the construction of low-cost public
housing was, until recent years, financially backed by senior levels of
government, it was, and continues to be, managed by the local level. While
cities are requested to contribute something, the operating costs of these
programs are also primarily covered by senior levels of government.

16 Lack of economic resources is the first criterion for determining which
households can access an HLM. Furthermore, rent levels are set at 25 per
cent of the total income of all members of the household, with no upper
limit. This has the effect of driving away those households that have
improved their economic situation, as they can find housing at lower cost
in the private rental market.

17 Civil-service positions at the provincial and municipal levels are, for all
practical purposes, reserved to long-established French-speaking people;
and these positions represent a very high proportion of the employment
created since 1970.
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3 Governance and Social
Sustainability: The Toronto
Experience

FRANCES FRISKEN, L.S. BOURNE, GUNTER GAD,
and ROBERT A. MURDIE

Within North America, Toronto often serves as a model of effective
urban governance primarily because of three characteristics that imply
a high level of social sustainability: the economic vitality and social
well-being of its downtown business and residential districts; a public
transit system that has performed more effectively and efficiently than
all others in North America; and the relatively uniform quality of local
public goods and services provided in all parts of the metropolitan
region. These three characteristics make Toronto an ideal setting in
which to investigate the contributions that governance, broadly
defined, can make to urban social sustainability.

Any such investigation must take account of the different scales at
which Toronto can be defined. Until recently, the name Toronto' could
signify one of three quite different geographical entities (see figure 3.1).
The first was the old City of Toronto, the historic core city of a rapidly
expanding urban region. Incorporated as a city in 1834, this municipal-
ity grew by annexing adjacent suburban districts until 1914 (Lemon
1985). After that date its boundaries remained unchanged until the end
of 1997. It is this Toronto that stirs admiration in visitors for its vibrant
downtown business district (still the primary employment centre for
the Toronto area) and its well-kept middle-class neighbourhoods.
Unlike the deteriorated 'inner cities' found in many urban regions in
the United States, it does not have extensive slums characterized by
physical deterioration, disinvestment, and social malfunction (Board
of Trade of Metropolitan Toronto 1996, 195-6; Lemon 1996, 142-294;
Precourt and Faircloth 1996).

The second Toronto was the Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto
(commonly referred to as 'Metro'), a two-tier federation of thirteen



Figure 3.1 The Greater Toronto Area
Source: City of Toronto UPDS Graphics and Presentations
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municipalities created in 1953 to provide physical infrastructure to rap-
idly growing suburban districts out of pooled local tax revenues. In
1966 the government of the Province of Ontario consolidated the thir-
teen municipalities into six (Etobicoke, North York, Scarborough, York,
East York, and the City of Toronto; see figure 3.1). Then, in 1998, it
merged Metro with its six constituent municipalities into a new,
greatly enlarged City of Toronto. The old City of Toronto disappeared
as a legal entity.1 Because this chapter is concerned primarily with how
Toronto acquired its reputation as a socially sustainable city, it refers to
the political structure of Metro before the 1998 merger. Thus it treats
Metro as an entity distinct both from the old City of Toronto and from
the inner ring of five older suburban municipalities (the within-Metro
suburbs) that surrounded the core city before the merger took place.

The third Toronto is the much larger Toronto urban region. This
entity has no legal existence at present; it serves only as a basis for col-
lecting data and analysing trends and issues associated with Toronto-
related expansion. It is defined in two major ways. The definition most
commonly used by Toronto area governments since the mid-1980s
depicts a Greater Toronto Area (GTA) composed of five upper-tier
regional municipalities (identified as Halton, Peel, York, Durham, and
Toronto - the former Metro - in figure 3.1). Another definition, based
on journey-to-work criteria, is that used by Statistics Canada to
describe the Toronto Census Metropolitan Area (CMA). While CMA
boundaries have moved outward since the concept was first used in
1951, the statistical region as defined in 1996 was still somewhat
smaller in area and population than the five-region GTA.

In this chapter we treat Toronto' as an urban region comprising
three zones of analysis, the inner core (referred to here as the old City
of Toronto), the five municipalities that made up the rest of Metropoli-
tan Toronto before 1998 (the older, within-Metro suburbs), and the four
outer suburban regions or outer suburbs, containing twenty-four local
municipalities. Our analysis suggests that a system of governance
comprising local, metropolitan/regional, and provincial government
institutions has contributed to conditions conducive to social sustain-
ability in the Toronto area in a number of important ways. As the area
has expanded outward, however, that system has undergone changes
that appear to be eroding Toronto's ability to remain socially sustain-
able. To understand why this might be the case, it is necessary to con-
sider the various ways in which a government system might address
problems that work against social integration and social harmony.
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Requirements for Socially Responsive Local Governance:
Alternative Perspectives

The identification of cities and city-regions as significant actors in the
global economy has led some writers to suggest that it is now local
governments, or systems of local government, that are most responsi-
ble for deciding the social character and quality of life in their jurisdic-
tions. Such writers can justify their case for local action by drawing on
a tradition of urban political analysis that maintains that municipal
governments, being chosen by and accountable to citizens in their local
communities, are the governments that are best able and most likely to
do what is needed to integrate socially and culturally diverse groups
into harmonious communities. This socially benign view of local gov-
ernment also supports the idea that representatives of the many and
varied municipalities that make up metropolitan areas can agree
among themselves about ways to reduce threats to social sustainability.

The evidence suggests, however, that few local governments are
inclined to initiate or agree to policies intended to make life easier for
the less advantaged members of the metropolitan community. Instead,
research has discovered a generalized tendency for local governments
to use their powers (particularly their powers to control land use and
to regulate buildings) to discourage or exclude activities or types of
residents considered 'undesirable' for financial or social reasons, and
to attract only those people and activities likely to benefit the munici-
pality (Danielson 1976). Three motives seem to underlie this type of
behaviour. One is the desire of municipal governments to enhance
their tax bases, or at least to protect them from demands for new ser-
vices or from changes that might pose a threat to property values. A
second is a desire not to drive residents away to other municipalities
where taxes are lower, and to avoid attracting new residents by offer-
ing services they cannot get elsewhere. The third is a politically moti-
vated concern to protect local residents (and voters) from perceived
threats to the preferred (usually middle-class) lifestyle of homeowning
majorities (Filion 1992; Hawley 1976).

Suburban governments and many city neighbourhoods are particu-
larly resistant to senior government policies intended to promote a
city-wide or region-wide distribution of low-rent housing, or to under-
take such policies on their own, as a way to end the isolation of the
urban poor in ghetto conditions and to promote their integration with
the rest of the urban community. This resistance has been well docu-
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mented in the United States, where a 'fair share' distribution of low-
rent and socially assisted housing within metropolitan areas has been
identified as important to improving the life chances of the urban poor,
and reducing problems of physical decay and social disharmony in
older cities. Policies having a similar purpose are those aimed at offset-
ting disparities in municipal tax bases (through local revenue sharing
or a sharing of some portion of the local tax base) and transportation
policies that allow people without automobiles to move easily between
residential and employment sites in all parts of an urban region
(Peirce, Johnson, and Hall 1993; Downs 1994; Rusk 1995; Dodge 1996).

If a national or state/provincial government decides that it wants
any or all of these matters dealt with in the interest of distributing the
costs and benefits of urban growth and change more equitably
throughout a metropolitan region, and if it becomes clear that few of
an area's municipalities are prepared to act on them, it may either exer-
cise its legal right to make policies on its own, or create some form of
metropolitan or regional government and give it the authority to do
what it wants done. The latter approach is the one most favoured by
urban political analysts because it keeps decisions affecting the physi-
cal and social development of an expanding city-region in the hands of
people who represent local constituencies and who deal specifically
with issues that affect people in their daily lives.

In principle, metropolitan governments can take a wide variety of
forms, ranging from a unified, monolithic structure with full authority
to manage the affairs of an entire region, to loosely structured gather-
ings of public officials who can decide what needs to be done and
make recommendations to municipal or senior governments. Ulti-
mately, however, it is the government responsible for municipal insti-
tutions (which in the case of Toronto is the provincial government of
Ontario) that determines how much will be done in an urban region to
promote social sustainability. If it decides to do nothing - that is, if it
lets municipal governments deal as best they can with the social prob-
lems they cannot avoid, and avoid as many problems as possible by
shifting them to other municipalities - it is making a choice that will be
just as important for that region's social character as if it had acted
more purposefully.

The Toronto area is a good setting in which to examine what differ-
ent approaches to metropolitan governance are likely to mean for
urban social sustainability. It has undergone a succession of changes in
its system of governance that have meant different levels of involve-
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ment by central (provincial), regional, and municipal institutions at
different times. In this chapter, we assess the ways in which the three
levels of government have dealt with the three activities earlier
described as important to achieving social sustainability in metropoli-
tan areas: promoting a relatively uniform quality of public goods
through local revenue-sharing; the distribution of social housing on a
'fair share' basis; and providing a transit choice for those area residents
without access to an automobile or who cannot drive. Before looking at
how these policies have evolved in the Toronto area, however, we con-
sider the extent to which that area has experienced the social and spa-
tial fragmentation that such policies are expected to alleviate.

How the Greater Toronto Area Has Evolved

Population Growth

Toronto is Canada's largest urban region, having pulled ahead of the
Montreal area in 1976. It has been growing steadily in both areal extent
and population since 1951. By 1996, the five-region GTA encompassed
over 7,200 square kilometres and the GTA's population was more than
4.6 million (see figure 3.1 and table 3.1). Between 1986 and 1996, the
GTA's population increased by 24 per cent. As noted in table 3.1, this
growth was not uniform across the region. Population in the outer
(regional) suburbs increased by almost 50 per cent during this period,
while growth in the inner core (City of Toronto) and the older within-
Metro suburbs (Scarborough, East York, North York, York, and Etobi-
coke) was much more modest. Two trends are particularly noteworthy
in the context of this chapter. First, Metro's share of the GTA popula-
tion has continued to drop over time, from 71.6 per cent in 1971 to 58.7
per cent in 1986 and 51.5 per cent in 1996. Second, in contrast to many
American metropolitan areas that have suffered serious declines in the
populations of their core areas, the population of Toronto's inner core
increased slightly (by 6.8 per cent) during the 1986-96 decade. This
increase is largely attributable to the construction of new housing,
especially high-rise condominiums and socially assisted non-profit
and co-operative units.

A Changing Socio-economic Structure

Within this rapidly expanding urban envelope, a major restructuring
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Table 3.1 Population Growth in the GTA and Its Components, 1986-1996

Population (in OOOs)

GTA
Regional suburbs
Metro Toronto

City of Toronto
Scarborough
East York
North York
York
Etobicoke

1986

3,733
1,540
2,192

612
485
101
556
135
303

1991

4,236
1,960
2,276

635
525
103
563
140
310

1996

4,628
2,243
2,385

654
559
108
590
147
329

% change
1986-96

24.0
45.7
8.8
6.8

15.3
6.6
6.0
8.2
8.5

Source: Census of Canada

of the social and economic landscape has occurred, both within the
geographical area of the former Metro Toronto and within the outer
suburban regions. In 1961 'blue collar' workers accounted for 40 per
cent of the old City of Toronto's resident labour force, and 36 per cent
of the resident labour force of the within-Metro suburbs and outer sub-
urbs combined. By 1991 the percentage of 'blue collar' workers had
fallen to 15 per cent in the old City of Toronto, compared with 21 per
cent in the suburbs. The situation for persons in managerial/profes-
sional occupations changed in the opposite direction. Persons in these
occupations living in the old city rose from 16 per cent in 1961 to 42 per
cent in 1991, but only from 25 per cent to 33 per cent in the old and new
suburbs combined. While changes in the service, clerical, and sales
occupations were less dramatic, these occupations also accounted for a
lower share of the resident labour force in the old City of Toronto than
in the suburbs.

Shifts in the distribution of the resident labour force, combined with
changes in household composition, help explain the persistent eco-
nomic and social well-being of the Toronto core. The old City of Tor-
onto's average census family income in 1991, while below the average
for sixteen of the twenty-four municipalities in the GTA's four outer
regions, was the highest in Metro.2 Its average family income had
increased relative to the Metro average (from 91 to 108 per cent) since
1971 while that of all other Metro municipalities had declined.3 Its
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average per-capita income not only was higher than that in any other
Metro municipality, but also exceeded the average for all but five
municipalities in the GTA. Only average household income was
slightly lower than Metro's and considerably below that of the GTA as
a whole, undoubtedly because the City of Toronto had a much higher
percentage of one-person households (37.8 per cent) than did Metro
(27.4 per cent) or the entire GTA (21.4 per cent). Even so, Toronto was
the only central city in Canada not to experience a decline in house-
hold income relative to the rest of its Census Metropolitan Area (CMA)
between 1970 and 1990 (Bourne 1997,139).

There was and still is substantial poverty in the core city nonetheless
(Bourne 1997; Murdie 1996,1998). The 22.4 per cent of the old City of
Toronto population classified as 'low income' by Statistics Canada in
1991 exceeded that of Metro as a whole (18.9 per cent) and was consid-
erably higher than the proportion (8.3 per cent) living in the four subur-
ban regions (Metropolitan Toronto Planning Department, Research and
Special Studies Division [n.d.], 77). Only the City of York, an older inner
suburb, had a similar proportion of persons in this category. In contrast
to the old City of Toronto, however, York also had the lowest average
income in Metro. The old City of Toronto, moreover, had the highest
index of income disparity, measured as the ratio of low-income to high-
income households, and thus the highest level of social polarization.

Changes in the social geography of Metropolitan Toronto have thus
resulted in a complex pattern. While many of Toronto's most disadvan-
taged residents still lived in the old City of Toronto, this core city dif-
fered in important respects from the image of the impoverished and
socially troubled 'inner city' so prominent in writings about North
American cities. Further analysis shows, however, that within-Metro
suburbs had suffered a relative decline in socio-economic status in
terms of average household income and of characteristics of the resi-
dent labour force while the rest of the Census Metropolitan Area
(CMA) experienced a relative increase. In combination those changes
suggested a troubling increase in social polarization both within the
core city and between the old and new suburbs within the CMA. This
polarization, in turn, raises concerns about increased social friction in
the future.

Social and Ethnic Transformation

The decline in the relative socio-economic status of within-Metro sub-
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urbs resulted in part from a steady increase in the number of low-
income immigrants and refugees living there. The Toronto CMA, Can-
ada's most important immigrant reception area, has been the intended
destination for approximately 30 per cent of all immigrants to Canada
in each year since 1971.4 By 1996, 42 per cent of the area's population
was born outside the country, an increase from 38 per cent in 1991. The
origins of Canada's and Toronto's immigrant population had also
changed dramatically. Until the late 1960s most (roughly 80 per cent) of
Toronto's immigrants were from Britain and other European countries.
Since then there has been a substantial increase in immigrants and ref-
ugees from South, East, and Southeast Asia; the Caribbean; Africa; and
Central and South America (see figure 3.2). By the 1990s, over 80 per
cent of immigrants were from these non-traditional sources.

Recent immigrants have settled in all parts of the former Metro and,
lately, in many of the newer suburbs outside Metro. This settlement
pattern contrasts with that of older groups, such as Italians and Portu-
guese, that first settled near the downtown core before moving to the
suburbs. The shift in the spatial distribution of new immigrants has
resulted from several factors, including the changing characteristics
of immigrants and the development of a wider variety of housing
tenure in the suburbs. Business immigrants from Hong Kong, for
example, have the resources to move directly into relatively high-
priced housing in the newer suburbs. In contrast, low-income immi-
grants and refugees have little choice in housing and are often forced
to live in public housing or lower-rent private dwellings that were
built on relatively inexpensive suburban land inside Metro during the
1960s and 1970s.

Changing Structure and Distribution of Employment

According to census figures, employment expanded considerably in
the Toronto CMA between 1971 and 1991, from about 1.16 million to
2.02 million jobs. While job growth occurred in all parts of the metro-
politan area, it was more vigorous outside than inside the former
Metro. Consequently, the old City of Toronto's share of total CMA jobs
declined sharply, from 48 per cent to 31 per cent, between 1971 and
1991. The share of total CMA jobs in the within-Metro suburbs fell
slightly, from 35 per cent to 33.7 per cent, and the share in the outer
suburbs more than doubled, from 17 per cent to 35.5 per cent. This pat-
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Figure 3.2 Place of Birth by Period of Immigration, Toronto CMA, 1996

tern of relative employment decentralization persisted during the
recession that began in 1989. While the old City of Toronto and within-
Metro suburbs lost a large number of jobs and had not yet recovered to
the 1989 level by late 1997, the outer suburbs lost fewer jobs and
regained them more quickly.

Not only did different 'industries' or sectors of the economy grow at
widely varying rates between 1971 and 1991, but their growth and
decline were distributed unevenly within the Toronto region. The City
of Toronto, the City of York, and the Borough of East York suffered
heavy losses in manufacturing, resulting in an absolute decline of man-
ufacturing jobs for Metro Toronto as a whole. At the same time, strong
growth in the transportation/utilities and the trade sectors in within-
Metro suburbs more than compensated for losses in these sectors in the
City of Toronto. While Metro as a whole showed a considerable
increase in jobs in sectors with a strong blue-collar component, that
increase occurred outside the old City and the two innermost suburbs.

Source: Census of Canada, 1996
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The sectors composed mainly of white-collar work showed absolute
increases in both the City of Toronto and the rest of Metro.

In the outer suburban ring, jobs in manufacturing showed strong
growth over the same period, continuing the outward movement of
manufacturing that began in the 1960s. All other economic sectors also
grew strongly in this outer ring, especially other sectors with a high
content of blue-collar work (construction, transportation, and utilities)
or those oriented towards the expanding residential population (trade
and community services). The only sectors where absolute growth was
relatively small were the finance, insurance, and real estate (FIRE) sec-
tor and the business-services sector. These remain the most spatially
concentrated sectors (in the downtown core and a few suburban
nodes) of the regional economy.

Changes in both the sectoral and occupational structures of the econ-
omy have produced clearly recognizable trends in the geography of
job quality. 'High-level' (i.e., professional/managerial) jobs are concen-
trated in the core of the region, with the old City of Toronto having
nearly 39 per cent of these jobs but only 31 per cent of all jobs, while
the continuous deconcentration and decentralization of the manufac-
turing sector has led to a dispersal of blue collar employment. Fully 45
per cent of these blue collar jobs are now found in the outer suburbs
and 36 per cent in the within-Metro suburbs.

Overview

Within the rapidly expanding Toronto urban region, the diverse social
landscape of the urbanized core has been refined, replicated, and
extended into suburban areas, including newer suburbs outside Metro-
politan Toronto. The region has also undergone a dramatic shift in
ethnocultural composition, especially in terms of rapidly increasing
numbers of new visible minorities, largely because of steady immi-
gration. These changes are evident in the patterns of two social indices:
the distribution of average household income and poverty levels (see
figure 3.3), and the concentration of immigrant and low-income popu-
lations (see figure 3.4). Here we can clearly observe the social trans-
formation of the suburbs, particularly that brought about by the
emergence of new concentrations of low-income households, recent
immigrants, and non-traditional families. While this social transforma-
tion has been particularly apparent in the 'old/ or within-Metro, sub-
urbs, it has also been occurring rapidly in many parts of the outer



Figure 3.3 Low-Income Households in the Toronto CMA, 1991,
by Enumeration Area
Source: Ranu Basu, from Census of Canada, 1991



Figure 3.4 Enumeration Areas with Both a High Proportion of Low-Income
Households and a High Proportion of Recent Immigrants, Toronto CMA, 1991
Source: Ranu Basu, from Census of Canada, 1991
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suburban ring. The areas of most concern are those where high levels of
immigration coincide with concentrations of low-income populations.

As for employment restructuring, the old City of Toronto still had
the most favourable job-to-resident ratio of any municipality in the
Toronto CMA in 1991. Its jobs were increasingly in offices, however,
and tended to be higher-paying. Also, they were concentrated in the
central area and other nodes along the north-south subway line. At the
same time, lower-paying jobs as a proportion of all jobs tended to be
increasing slowly in both the within-Metro suburbs and the outer sub-
urbs, where employment also tended to be much more dispersed.

Despite increasing socio-economic diversity and the decentralization
and dispersion of blue-collar employment, differences in income levels
between central and outer municipalities have so far remained rela-
tively low by North American standards. It is now time to ask how gov-
ernmental arrangements and policies influenced the development of
this socio-economic structure, and how governments have responded
to the challenges to social sustainability posed by changes occurring
within the social and economic spheres.

The Contributions of Governance to Toronto's Spatial Structure

Background

The government of the Province of Ontario exercises its constitutional
authority for municipal governance through legislation, through the
guidelines and regulations administered by its various departments,
and through an appointed, quasi-judicial agency, the Ontario Munici-
pal Board (OMB). This body has authority to approve municipal capi-
tal expenditures and to settle disputes related to aspects of municipal
administration, including land-use planning. It was the OMB that rec-
ommended the creation of Metropolitan Toronto in 1953 as a way to
deal with the area's rapid growth (Ontario Municipal Board 1953).
Issues of municipal finance were prominent, then as later, in discus-
sions leading to the area's political reorganization. Many of these
issues related to the tax on municipal property (land and buildings),
the principal type of own-source revenue available to Canadian
municipalities. Prominent among them were large intermunicipal vari-
ations in taxable wealth, as indicated by variations in the assessed
value of residential and commercial properties, and thus in the ability
of municipalities to finance local services and public education.
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Despite its innovative features, the two-tier system of local adminis-
tration recommended for Metro Toronto by the OMB, and largely
implemented by the province, fell far short of being the unified
arrangement favoured by proponents of metropolitan government.
Metro Council became responsible for property assessment, major
physical infrastructure, metropolitan parks, and the administration of
justice. Thirteen municipal councils continued to provide physical ser-
vices within their own boundaries, and looked after local parks, social
welfare, public health, fire protection, libraries, and property-tax collec-
tion. The Metropolitan Toronto School Board took over some aspects of
education finance, but eleven local boards operated the schools, deriv-
ing most of their revenues from local property taxes. Other services
were provided by appointed boards and commissions: the Toronto
Transit Commission; a Metropolitan Toronto Planning Board and local
planning boards; a Metropolitan Toronto Housing Authority and a City
of Toronto Housing Authority; and, after 1957, a Board of Police Com-
missioners with a majority of provincial members.

Because it remained institutionally fragmented, Metro Toronto's abil-
ity to function depended on the willingness of the locally elected and
appointed officials who served on its various units to cooperate in
devising common policies. Cooperation did occur during Metro's early
years, when metropolitan institutions moved rapidly to provide much-
needed physical infrastructure to the rapidly growing suburbs. It broke
down, however, when local representatives on the Metropolitan Tor-
onto Council and Metropolitan Toronto School Board began to debate
ways to deal with growing gaps in spending on local services (particu-
larly social assistance and public education) resulting from persistent
intermunicipal disparities in property assessment. Metro institutions
also showed little interest in enlarging Metro's area of jurisdiction to
take in developing suburban districts outside its boundaries.

It was the provincial government that began to respond to inter-
municipal disparities and Toronto-area expansion in the 1960s with
regional planning initiatives, local-government restructuring, increased
grants to local governments, and the takeover of some local functions.
Its interventions resulted in a governmental system for the Toronto area
that was even more fragmented than the system that presided over
Metro's development in the 1950s. As will be shown below, it also man-
aged several important issues of regional administration very differ-
ently outside Metro Toronto than these had been managed for Metro
alone.
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Tax Sharing

From the beginning, the Metropolitan Toronto Council covered the
costs of functions assigned to it by levying charges on member munici-
palities based on the size of their property assessments. In other words,
assessment-rich municipalities paid more per capita into Metro than
did poorer ones. This arrangement allowed Metro to proceed quickly
with the construction of new physical infrastructure. It did not make
the thirteen municipalities more equal in their own tax resources, how-
ever, or in their ability to provide those services for which they
remained responsible. In the decade after Metro's 1953 creation, the
thirteen municipalities became more unequal in their per-capita assess-
ments and in their spending on local services (Royal Commission on
Metropolitan Toronto 1965, 172). Both Metro Council and the Metro
Toronto School Board debated this issue at length without agreeing to
act on it. The provincial government then took the initiative when it
reorganized Metro Toronto in 1966. It reduced the number of lower-tier
units from thirteen to six by consolidating some of the smaller munici-
palities into larger ones (see figure 3.1). It also transferred responsibil-
ity for social services from local councils to the metropolitan council
and empowered the restructured Metropolitan Toronto School Board
to finance public education out of pooled local taxes.

The redistribution of property-tax revenues for social services and
public education not only helped to reduce disparities in these ser-
vices, but also allowed the governments of Metro's poorer municipali-
ties to provide a higher standard of local services than they would
have been able to provide otherwise. And it did so without obvious
harm to the City of Toronto, which not only had the highest total
assessment per capita after Metro's restructuring in 1966, but also
experienced an increase in that assessment base relative to other Metro
municipalities after that date.

Between 1969 and 1974, the provincial government consolidated
local school districts and municipalities into larger units, and created
two-tier regional municipalities in many parts of the province. These
changes applied the principle of tax sharing to regional municipalities
separately, but not to the five-region GTA as a whole (see figure 3.1). In
1997 the provincial government announced a new round of changes to
local governments that involved taking education off the residential
tax base altogether. In exchange, municipalities took over all, or large
shares of, the costs of local services, including social services, for which
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the province had been paying between 50 and 100 per cent of total
costs. Coming as it did immediately after the provincial government's
decision to amalgamate Metro into a single city, this announcement
both strengthened opposition to amalgamation and created intense
anxiety about Metro's long-term well-being. In response to objections
(some coming from its own supporters), the province restored nearly
20 per cent of the cost of education to the residential property tax,
reduced some of the social-service costs to be 'downloaded' onto local
governments, and set aside money to repair social housing.

Despite these changes to the downloading legislation, city officials
continued to insist that the shift of social-service costs to municipalities
implied higher relative costs for the new City of Toronto than for most
other Ontario municipalities. After strong lobbying from prominent
Metro interests, the Commissioner of Community and Social Services,
the Board of Trade, and some of the government's more prominent
supporters, the Minister of Municipal Affairs said the government
would find a way to pool local property taxes across the GTA to pay
for the local share of social services and public health. This announce-
ment brought immediate objections from suburban officials, who
maintained that they should not have to pay for services that would
benefit a disproportionately large share of Metro residents. The gov-
ernment changed course once again, saying that only the costs of wel-
fare and social housing would be pooled; municipal governments
would be separately responsible for providing all other social services
(including public health, ambulance services, and child welfare). The
government has also said that the Greater Toronto (GT) Transit com-
muter system will be financed out of a pool of local tax revenues from
across the entire region (including Hamilton-Wentworth, the regional
municipality to the west of Halton).

Concerns about the implications of provincial downloading for
Toronto's financial well-being and social sustainability rests on an
awareness of the increasing differences between the new city's socio-
economic structure and that of the suburban regions, in particular the
relative decline in the socio-economic status of the within-Metro sub-
urbs compared to the outer suburbs. Past government policies contrib-
uted to those differences by helping to make Metro the principal
provider of lower-priced rental housing in the GTA. Recent provincial
government policies have ensured that the new City of Toronto will
retain that role.
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The Provision and Spatial Distribution of Low-Cost Housing

The City of Toronto helped initiate deliberations leading to the creation
of Metropolitan Toronto in 1953 in part because of its concern that resi-
dential overcrowding in central neighbourhoods was impeding the
redevelopment and renewal of the downtown core (Rose 1972,10-19).
The city had initiated Canada's first family public housing develop-
ment (Regent Park North) immediately after the Second World War,
and faced the prospect of having to accommodate most of the area's
poorest households unless low-cost housing were built in the suburbs.
Suburban governments had little or no interest in sponsoring public
housing, however, nor in providing the social and community services
that low-income residents were likely to need.

In creating Metropolitan Toronto, the provincial government gave
both Metro Council and local councils the right to negotiate with federal
and provincial authorities for public-housing assistance. Little public
housing was built during Metro's first ten years, but Metro planners did
persuade reluctant suburban governments to identify or agree to poten-
tial sites. Thus, when the provincial government created the Ontario
Housing Corporation (OHC) in 1964 to use recently announced federal
funds to invigorate the public-housing program, the groundwork had
been laid. By 1973, with 24 per cent of the province's population, Metro
had about 60 per cent of its total supply of family public housing (Rose
1980,175). Two-thirds of that housing was in the within-Metro suburbs,
which by then also contained two-thirds of Metro's population.

Because suburban governments would approve higher-density
forms of housing in only a few districts, and because federal and
Ontario governments placed severe constraints on unit costs, most
public housing took the form of concentrated clusters of apartment
buildings, usually high-rise and often on isolated sites. These same dis-
tricts also absorbed much of the private low-rental housing and lower-
priced condominiums built in the suburbs. These are the districts that
now house some of Metro's lowest-income residents, including recent
immigrants and refugees.

The location of a significant proportion of the public-housing stock
outside the City of Toronto indirectly helped maintain the attractive-
ness of the inner city for commercial redevelopment and residential
rehabilitation. It also prevented the entrapment of the area's poorer
residents in inner-city ghettoes, as was happening in many American
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cities during this period. At the same time, however, formulae used for
its allocation resulted in high concentrations of low-income, often
single-parent and/or new immigrant families in high-rise towers and
other forms of high-density housing in the suburbs. This trend pro-
duced a political backlash among suburban residents, making munici-
pal councils both inside and outside Metro increasingly reluctant to
approve any type of higher-density housing for rental use.

Much less rental housing was built in the outer suburban regions
than in Metro, and little of it was public housing. Although the OHC
was a provincial, not a Metro agency, it did not have a mandate to
decide where public housing should go. It acted only on requests from
municipal governments, and few such requests came from municipali-
ties outside Metro. A mid-1970s shift in social-housing assistance to
non-profit and cooperative housing for families with a range of
incomes did little to change the situation. The only municipalities to
take advantage of the new programs were the City of Toronto, Metro
Toronto, and the Regional Municipality of Peel. Not until the late 1980s
did the other three regional municipalities initiate social-housing pro-
grams, and then only in response to evidence of local need. Thus, by
1992 Metropolitan Toronto, with 58 per cent of the GTA's total housing
stock, had 97 per cent of all public-housing units in the GTA and nearly
80 per cent of the GTA's stock of rent-geared-to-income housing (Met-
ropolitan Toronto Planning Department 1993, table 2.3).

Since then, an end to federal and provincial financial assistance has
brought new social-housing construction to a halt. The Ontario gov-
ernment has said it will make municipal governments fully responsi-
ble for administering social housing and paying that share of operating
costs (mainly rent subsidies) not covered by the federal government. It
has done away with unpopular legislation, enacted and then strength-
ened by previous governments, requiring new residential develop-
ments anywhere in the province to include a specified component of
'affordable' housing. It has also revoked legislation giving homeown-
ers the right to convert parts of their homes to accessory rental apart-
ments without first seeking municipal approval. Suburban municipal
governments are again free to restrict residential development in their
communities to single-family homes on separate lots, or higher-priced
townhouses and condominium apartments.

While the core city/outer suburb differences in housing quality and
tenure mix are still small in comparison with those found in many met-
ropolitan areas in the United States, they nonetheless suggest that the
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new City of Toronto will be home to a growing share of GTA house-
holds who either cannot afford to purchase housing or cannot afford to
pay high-end-of-market rents. How well members of such households
are able to participate in the expanding regional economy will depend
to a significant degree on the quality of local public services, and on
how well the transportation system serves their travel needs.

Core-Oriented Rapid Transit

Like the public-housing program, Metro Toronto's public transit sys-
tem began with a City of Toronto initiative - a 1946 decision to replace
a heavily used streetcar line on Yonge Street, Toronto's main north-
south artery, with a full-capacity subway. After the city-owned Toronto
Transportation Commission was reconstituted in 1953 as a metropoli-
tan agency, the Toronto Transit Commission (TTC), the metropolitan
council took over and increased that agency's capital debt so that the
TTC could acquire several suburban bus lines and integrate them with
the city system.

Because of the immediate success of the Yonge Street subway, transit
occupied a more important place in planning proposals for Metro Tor-
onto than it did in plans prepared for most other North American
urban regions in the 1950s and 1960s. Nonetheless, Metro planners
assigned subways a limited and well-defined role in the long-range
transportation system: to carry passengers between densely populated
central neighbourhoods and the downtown core (Metropolitan Tor-
onto Planning Board 1959, S4). The private automobile would serve the
more dispersed trips made outside that district. This philosophy
underwent gradual change in succeeding years, however, as a result of
political struggles within Metro Council that culminated in Metro and
provincial government decisions to pay the full capital costs (on a 25-
75 per cent basis) and to cover the operating deficits (on a 50-50 per
cent basis) of the transit system. These decisions allowed the TTC to
extend subway lines into the suburbs and to introduce new suburban
bus lines to bring passengers to subway stations. They also prompted
Metro Council (which had a majority of suburban members after 1966)
to replace a zone fare system with a single, uniform, Metro-wide fare,
and with unlimited transfer rights among vehicles travelling within
Metro. As a result of these changes, it became both easier and cheaper
for suburban residents to travel to jobs in downtown Toronto. It also
became easier for City of Toronto residents to travel by transit to jobs
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and other sites, such as university campuses, in the within-Metro sub-
urbs. While new subway and bus lines were seldom designed to
improve transit services within and between suburbs, they did provide
most Metro residents with the option of using transit to get to other
parts of Metro if they had no travel alternatives.

Despite its large financial contributions to transit, the provincial gov-
ernment left it up to municipal governments to decide how to operate
their transit systems and invest capital subsidies. In Metro, where
suburban representatives formed a majority on Council after 1966, the
role of rapid transit underwent gradual redefinition. No longer was it
to be just a way to get people to downtown Toronto; it was also to
aid the development of, and then provide access to, suburban office/
commercial nodes or 'town centres/ Metro planners incorporated this
'nodal' concept into proposed revisions to the 'unofficial' Metropolitan
Toronto plan during the 1970s.5 They also proposed additions to the
rapid-transit network that would serve these nodes, enhance service in
and between the within-Metro suburbs, and bring subway lines to
Metro's boundaries.

Members of Metro Council could not agree where new transit lines
should go and which should have priority. They could agree, however,
that Metro should not have to pay for subway extensions that bene-
fited people living in outer suburban municipalities. Thus the transit
plan ('Network 2011') that Metro Council approved in 1986, six years
after it had endorsed the nodal concept, depicted separate subway
spurs heading east and west from points on the north-south subway to
developing or proposed suburban nodes within Metro. All these lines
stopped well short of the Metro boundaries. Four years later, in 1990,
the provincial government countered with its own proposal for a
transportation network ('Let's Move') for the whole Toronto area that
included Network 2011, but with three of its lines extended to the
Metro boundary (Ontario Ministry of Transportation 1990). It allowed
Metro to proceed with construction of two of its preferred lines, how-
ever, in the interest of job creation.

The provincial government was more actively involved in the devel-
opment of the regional GO Transit commuter system (now GT Transit),
to which it contributed 100 per cent of capital and operating costs not
covered by fare-box revenues. GO rail and bus routes, which increased
steadily throughout the 1970s, originated in downtown Toronto or at
terminals on the Metro subway system, and were designed primarily
to bring outer suburban commuters into the city.6 Thus, they both rein-
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forced the core orientation of the TTC system and supported residen-
tial development in the outer suburbs.

Because of its own and local concerns about potential costs, the pro-
vincial government did not create regional transit authorities when it
set up regional governments in the early 1970s. By the 1980s, therefore,
there were fourteen separate local bus systems operating in the four
suburban regions. Only a few of them had direct connections to the GO
system or carried passengers across the Metro boundary to TTC sub-
way terminals. Those that provided such services did so to help com-
muters make the trip to and from downtown Toronto, not to help
Metro residents travel to dispersed suburban job sites. Moreover, GO
services operated on a fare-by-distance basis, in contrast to Metro's
uniform-fare system. Efforts to integrate transit services and rational-
ize fare structures began in the early 1970s and have continued into the
1990s, with only limited success. Municipal officials and local transit
operators, worried about potential cost increases and loss of control,
were never cooperative, and the provincial government was unwilling
to impose its own solution.

The recent situation for public transit in the Toronto area has
changed dramatically, and its future has become even more uncertain,
as a result of changes made by the provincial government to transit
financing and administration. In 1996 the government withdrew its
financial support from one of the two new Metro subway lines on
which work had already begun. Then in 1997 it made municipalities
fully responsible for all future capital and operating costs of public
transit, including the full costs of GO Transit. These decisions left the
GTA with a transit system strongly oriented to downtown Toronto but
poorly equipped to transport either city or suburban residents to non-
central locations. Because transit riders and potential riders are an
unorganized minority with little or no representation on most munici-
pal councils, their travel requirements will likely count for little when
weighed against the advantages (to those councils) of spending local
tax dollars on services with wider voter appeal. These same decisions
also mean that transit systems will have fewer financial resources on
which to draw to improve their systems and the level of accessibility
provided to residents of the GTA.

Summary

Metro-wide distribution of low-cost housing, relatively uniform local
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services, and an integrated public transit system contributed to the
social and economic health of the old City of Toronto and to its abil-
ity to sustain social cohesion and interaction. They did so by helping
to keep the core city an attractive site for new commercial and resi-
dential investment.7 These features also enabled some of Metro's
lower-income residents, including recent immigrants, to live closer to
decentralized job sites in within-Metro suburbs and to travel by tran-
sit to all parts of Metro for a single fare. They did not end poverty or
inequalities, however, although they helped make these conditions
less visible to visitors from outside the area and to many Metro resi-
dents. Nonetheless, policies that used pooled tax resources to pro-
vide a relatively uniform standard of municipal services and public
schooling throughout Metro Toronto were critically important to the
social well-being of those living in lower-priced suburban housing.
Suburban public transit also benefited from the use of pooled taxes
for area-wide purposes in so far as Metro's capital expenditures on
subways resulted in improvements to suburban bus services. In both
cases, those policies acted to reduce social inequalities when mea-
sured in 'real' income.

Metropolitan Toronto institutions were important in developing and
implementing the policies that helped determine Metro's character
and quality of life. They seldom did so on their own initiative, how-
ever, nor did their existence necessarily stimulate intermunicipal coop-
eration. Local politicians who served on Metro decision-making bodies
were more likely to resist than support any policy change or innova-
tion that implied the transfer of benefits and costs from some munici-
palities to others. It was typically central (provincial) government
intervention, in the form of local government restructuring, legislated
requirements, regulations, grants, or direct takeover of a service that
brought such policies into effect. While that intervention only partially
counteracted the unequal distribution of advantages and disadvan-
tages among different parts of Metro Toronto, it went further than
municipal governments, or their representatives on metropolitan insti-
tutions, were ever willing to go on their own.

As a result of tax-pooling, housing, and public-transit policies, the
City of Toronto and within-Metro suburbs gradually became more
alike in their population characteristics, though not in their taxable
assessments. While this convergence was taking place, Metro Toronto
began to diverge from the newer suburban regions in two important
ways: average family income declined relative to that of the GTA as a
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whole while it increased in the suburban regions, and Metro's popula-
tion became much more diverse in social and ethnocultural terms.

Metro's divergence from the suburban regions occurred as develop-
ment in those regions followed patterns similar to those found in met-
ropolitan areas throughout North America, although at somewhat
higher densities and in relatively more compact form. These outer sub-
urbs are now characterized by: (1) a predominance of privately owned
single-family homes on individual lots and a limited supply of lower-
priced housing either for rent or for sale; (2) large homogeneous
employment districts (industrial or office parks, commercial zones)
typically isolated from residential areas; and (3) relatively poor local
transit connections to the regional commuter system, to rapid transit
stations within Metro, or between suburban residential and employ-
ment districts. Yet it is the suburban employment districts that are
absorbing most of the new job growth in the Toronto area, including a
disproportionately large share of the blue-collar jobs. There is thus a
growing spatial mismatch between housing and transportation
options for less-well-off GTA residents, on the one hand, and the distri-
bution of employment opportunities, on the other. If core residential
districts remain attractive to higher-income households, the majority
of the GTA's less-affluent residents will be accommodated in pockets
of 'affordable' housing, including concentrations of social housing and
private low-rental units, in the less attractive parts of the new City of
Toronto (the old city and within-Metro suburbs) with little or no transit
access to emerging job concentrations in the outer suburbs.

The Political Dynamic and Its Implications

Toronto's experience is consistent with the argument that local govern-
ments on their own are unlikely to pursue policies that maintain social
sustainability in an urban region. In fact, most local governments in
both Metropolitan Toronto and the outer suburbs have resisted or
opposed such policies if they implied extra costs for their taxpayers or
if they considered them to be inconsistent with the community charac-
ter to which their residents aspired. The enactment and implementa-
tion of such policies required the intervention of a senior government
with the authority to decide the structure and responsibilities of
municipal institutions - in this case the government of the Province of
Ontario. In recent years, however, the provincial government has
weakened or withdrawn its legal and financial support for the types of
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policies that helped in the past to harmonize residential, travel and job
opportunities within Metropolitan Toronto.8 Moreover, it has acqui-
esced in, or even encouraged, suburban policies that foster dispersed
development patterns (sprawl) and that largely exclude any type of
housing that is affordable to the less affluent members of the urban
community.

The most common explanation for the provincial government's
behaviour is the neo-conservative ideology and the electoral commit-
ments of the Progressive Conservatives, who came to office in 1995. This
explanation implies that a future government coming to power with a
different ideology and a different agenda might adopt policies that are
more conducive to promoting social integration and maintaining social
harmony within the GTA. Support for this assumption comes from the
fact that two earlier governments, one headed by the provincial Liberal
party, the other by the provincial New Democratic Party, had begun to
adopt policies to encourage more compact, more socially mixed and
more transit-supportive forms of suburban development.

A longer-term perspective suggests, however, that the underlying
political dynamic shaping Toronto area governance cannot simply be
attributed to the vagaries of party politics and political ideology, or
even to the recent ascendancy of neo-conservative ideas in urban pol-
icy making. Provincial policies for the extended Toronto metropolitan
area began to diverge from those implemented in Metropolitan Tor-
onto in the 1960s, when the province became directly involved in
administering or funding services (including social housing and public
transit) that had previously been left to local governments, and when it
began to create two-tier systems of regional government in the outer
suburbs. That divergence contributed to the differences between the
inner and outer parts of the GTA that are becoming increasingly appar-
ent today. The motives underlying provincial policies for the outer
suburbs were nonetheless similar to the motives that prompted the
decision to create Metropolitan Toronto - an interest in ensuring that
the metropolitan area had the services needed to support continued
economic growth, a desire to minimize the costs of new local services
to the provincial budget by enhancing the capacity of local govern-
ments to pay for them, and a perceived need to respond to political
pressures to act on one or more immediate problems (such as transpor-
tation congestion and a housing shortage). To retain electoral support,
the government also had to adopt policies that did not alienate too
many voters.
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It was not always easy or even possible to reconcile these motives,
but the government's efforts to do so changed as the urban area
expanded. An interest in preserving the economic and social health of
the core city was most evident in policies adopted during Metro's first
two decades, when the City of Toronto was still the area's primary
employment centre and a strong magnet for new economic growth.
With provincial urging or support, Metro pursued policies that helped
to counteract the tendency of individual municipalities to act in ways
that would confine and isolate the region's poorer residents in older
central districts. These policies not only benefited the city, but also
gave the area's poorer households access to a broader range of hous-
ing, schools, transportation, employment, and other opportunities
located within Metro.

These policies undoubtedly did contribute to social well-being. They
did not, however, take account of the way that policies for the rest of
the metropolitan area were affecting, or were likely to affect, the oppor-
tunities available to those households as development shifted to the
outer suburbs. Moreover, the concentration of social housing (and low-
cost private housing) at high densities in relatively few districts hard-
ened community attitudes against all forms of lower-priced housing.
These attitudes have been especially influential in the outer suburbs,
where there have been few attempts to provide an affordable housing
mix. As outer suburban municipalities gain population relative to
Metro, any political party that wants to win election in Ontario will
have to take such attitudes into account.9 Furthermore, continued job
growth in the suburbs can be taken to mean that the region's economic
future lies primarily in the suburbs, and that is where new public
investments should be made. Some suburban governments already
argue this point of view. As suburban populations and economies con-
tinue to grow, such arguments and the attitudes on which they are
based are likely to become increasingly persuasive, both with senior
governments and within regional forums.

The only regional forum the provincial government has been willing
to create is a Greater Toronto Services Board (GTSB) with a mandate to
decide what cross-boundary services are needed and how their costs
should be allocated among local governments. That body, formally
established in January 1999, is composed entirely of local officials, and
its performance will depend on the willingness of those officials to
tackle regional issues cooperatively. It has only one prescribed func-
tion: to oversee the operation of GT Transit, for which it must collect
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money from the area's local governments to pay operating deficits.
Otherwise its job is to 'promote and facilitate coordinated decision
making among the municipalities of the Greater Toronto Area' (Gov-
ernment of Ontario 1998).

The new City of Toronto government must therefore overcome for-
midable obstacles if it is to function successfully in this highly com-
petitive and often unsympathetic environment in a manner that is
conducive to social sustainability. In the absence of provincial support,
it will have to find ways to house a growing proportion of the GTA's
neediest residents and provide them with most of the services they
need to become productive members of Canadian society and the
regional economy. To do this successfully, it will have to avoid actions
likely to increase social polarization both within the city and between
the city and the suburban regions. It will have to find ways to keep the
new city relatively safe, vibrant and appealing to business and middle-
class homeowners. It will also have to find ways to ensure that public
goods and services continue to be provided in a relatively equitable
fashion.

To accomplish these tasks, the new city's officials will have to con-
vince the federal government, the provincial government, and other
municipal governments in the GTA that policies likely to result in the
core city's impoverishment are in nobody's long-term interest. Given
the pressures and constraints felt by all local governments in the region,
and the short time horizons that guide municipal decisions, it is doubt-
ful that the city government and city supporters can build their case
entirely on abstract assertions of the importance of the core city to the
regional economy. Metro's experience suggests that the economic and
social well-being of a core city remains important in the eyes of local
governments in an urban region only if those governments derive short-
term and easily perceptible benefits from policies that also help the city.

Notes

This chapter is a condensed version of an earlier research paper (Frisken,
Bourne, Gad, and Murdie 1997). Because of restrictions on space, most of the
tables and figures in the earlier report could not be included here.

1 The Canadian constitution gives Canada's ten provincial governments
exclusive jurisdiction over 'municipal institutions.'
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2 At time of writing, only population and immigration counts were avail-
able from the 1996 census. For other types of data, 1991 figures have been
used.

3 Based on census data included with Social Planning Council of Metropolitan
Toronto 1975, Map 5, and by Board of Trade of Metropolitan Toronto 1996,
130.

4 Figures on immigration are collected by Citizenship and Immigration Can-
ada for the Toronto area.

5 Metro Council had refused to ask the province to give its plan legal, or 'offi-
cial/ status after debating it in 1966.

6 The GO system carried about 36 million passengers in 1997, compared with
the 385 million carried by the TTC.

7 Because of space limitations we have not been able to include a discussion of
the contribution made by Canada's health-care system, for which costs are
shared by the federal and provincial governments, to lessening the social
impacts of income disparities throughout the GTA.

8 The one exception is public education, over which the province wants to
exercise full control. In the United States, the declining quality of city schools
has been identified as an important reason for the suburban migration of the
urban middle class. Thus, the way the provincial government administers
the public schools, including the extent to which its policies take account of
the special needs of Metro's low-income and immigrant populations, is
likely to be important to the new City of Toronto's ability to retain a socially
mixed population.

9 The New Democratic Party (NDP) government (1990-5) ignored community
sentiments when it adopted planning legislation that both supported higher
suburban densities and promoted the inclusion of an affordable-housing
component in new developments. While it is impossible to attribute the
results of an election to any one cause, it is worth noting that the NDP not
only lost heavily to the Progressive Conservatives in the 1995 election, but
lost every seat it had held in the four suburban regions.
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4 Miami: Governing the City
through Crime

JONATHAN SIMON

Crime and the Postmodern City

Crime is often recognized as one of our oldest 'urban problems' (Silver
1967,1). Indeed, in many respects crime has been a constitutive feature
of the modern city. Representing crime helped give rise to the mass
urban newspaper of the nineteenth century (Leps 1992). Analysing
crime was a primary focus of the new social science of sociology as it
began to establish itself as a distinctively urban discourse at the begin-
ning of the twentieth century (Durkheim 1933; Park, Burgess and
McKenzie 1925). Fighting crime has frequently been the context for
important efforts at urban reconstruction, including initiatives to clear
'slums,' construct great avenues (Chevalier 1973), and reorganize
municipal boundaries and political structures (Monkonnen 1988).

In the postmodern city, crime looms larger than ever (Harvey 1989;
Jameson 1992). For much of the twentieth century, fighting crime
meant addressing deeper social problems such as industrialization,
immigration, and segregation. Today, it is increasingly the case that
crime itself, and the host of responses to it, have become a locus for
regulating urban life, influencing the siting of housing, transportation,
and commercial development. It is obvious that crime poses a threat to
the social sustainability of cities. No urban leader in the world needs to
be convinced of that. What is less well understood is how crime, and
our responses to it, form a general field of effects on urban existence.
The tendency of political leaders in the United States to exploit this
field - to 'govern through crime' - is an independent threat to the
social sustainability of our cities. This chapter explores that issue
through a case study of Miami.
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Miami offers a view of crime as it plays out among an array of other
forces that are likely to become more central to cities throughout the
United States (and other advanced post-industrial societies), including
immigration, deindustrialization, and the hyper-extension of the news
and entertainment industry.

Global City on the Edge

Miami, which celebrated its centenary in 1996, has been transformed in
the last three decades from a declining centre for domestic tourism and
retirement living, to a dynamic centre of international trade and global
tourism. The engine of this transformation has been massive immigra-
tion, mainly from the Caribbean and Central America. The process
began in the early 1960s with refugees from Fidel Castro's revolution in
Cuba. This influx brought more than 100,000 Cubans, disproportion-
ately middle- and upper-class individuals with considerable social cap-
ital (although much of their financial capital was abandoned in Cuba).
'Little Havana/ near downtown Miami, established itself as the centre
of anti-Castro activities and a hub of small-scale commercial growth. In
time the cultural and linguistic influence of the growing Cuban popu-
lation began to attract Latin American business and tourism.

Immigration continued after a hiatus created by cold-war tensions,
and more than 300,000 more Cubans entered the United States
between 1965 and 1973 (Fortes and Stepick 1993,104). Although efforts
were made by the American government to settle many of these refu-
gees away from south Florida, a majority found their way back. In 1979
more than 80 per cent of all Cubans in the U.S. resided in the greater
Miami area (Fortes and Stepick 1993,104). A third great wave of immi-
gration took place in 1980, this time with astounding rapidity. In less
than six months more than 100,000 additional Cubans entered Miami
in a massive boatlift spurred by Fidel Castro's decision to open the
port of Mariel in April of that year. The same summer saw a peak in
the slower but steady influx of Haitians fleeing the Duvalier dictator-
ship and the hemisphere's worst economy. Despite aggressive efforts
by the federal government to suppress this immigration throughout
the 1980s (Taylor 1995), a 'Little Haiti' established itself in Miami, par-
alleling the growth of 'Little Havana' two decades earlier.

The initial effects of the 1980 wave (which continued on a much
smaller scale throughout the 1980s) were largely negative. A major riot
in the city's African-American community took place shortly after the
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influx.1 A wave of highly publicized crimes followed the relocation of
hundreds of young and desperate Cuban refugees to Miami Beach,
which had a concentration of vulnerable retirees. The sense of danger
was enhanced by Cuban propaganda that portrayed the Mariel refu-
gees as consisting of criminals, mental patients, and deviants. Schools
and other public services staggered under the weight of such a huge
and comparatively poor immigrant population.

As Alejandro Fortes and Alex Stepick (1993) describe in their
brilliant study of Miami, the Mariel moment also reconfigured the
city's political and economic circumstances. The Anglo (white, non-
Hispanic) community had welcomed the economic stimulation of the
1960s and 1970s immigration waves, which left them firmly in control.
Anglos felt far more threatened by the Mariel wave, which took place
in the midst of a period of economic stagnation and was both poorer
and more African in phenotype than were the earlier immigrants.2 The
backlash, sparked by the leading newspaper, included an English-only
law adopted by the voters of Miami-Dade County (of which Miami is
the seat and largest city),3 and increased white-flight to Broward and
Palm Beach counties, which lie north of Miami along the coast. Stung
by this response, Miami's Cuban population, which had long focused
on cold-war anti-Castro politics to the exclusion of local politics,
became mobilized. Large numbers became citizens for the first time,
and this increase in voters gave Cuban-American politicians a leading
role in the city's governance.4 The influx of Spanish-speaking immi-
grants (joined by Central Americans later in the 1980s) also provided a
new working class to fuel the Cuban economic enclave.

Miami today belongs among the world's emerging 'global cities'
(Sassen 1993). Its bilingual population has attracted major trading and
investment companies focused on the Latin American market. Its large
immigrant population provides the new labour for the various kinds
of service economies global cities typically generate.5 Tourism, tradi-
tionally drawing on the northeastern United States, now attracts both
Latin Americans and Europeans in large numbers (as well as domestic
tourists with a preference for the Miami's cultural diversity). This has
revived declining entertainment areas, most famously Miami Beach.
While generating enormous benefits, the processes of globalization
have also left Miami with perhaps the most complex ethnic politics of
any city in the nation. The traditional hierarchy, running from white
Protestant native-born English speakers at the top, to African-
Americans and non-Christian foreign-born non-English speakers at
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the bottom, has been transformed by both global capital investment
and immigration into an even more complicated and volatile structure
(Fortes and Stepick 1993, 86).

The City of Miami proper had a population of about 350,000 at the
time of the last census. The city spreads in a semicircle from where the
Miami River opens into Biscayne Bay (see Figure 4.1). Traditional U.S.
metropolitan areas have taken the shape of an older hub city sur-
rounded by a ring of newer suburbs. In contrast, the Miami metropoli-
tan area may be thought of as a set of suburb-like resort communities
that were founded during the same period (1896-1930) and eventually
fused together into a contiguous urban sprawl (Fortes and Stepick
1993, 81).

In the 1950s a county-wide government structure was created by
popular referendum for Miami-Dade County (the location of Miami)
over vigorous opposition from most of the twenty-six separate munici-
palities that had incorporated since 1896. As a result, Miami-Dade
County government controls many of the functions traditionally held
by municipalities, including schools, building codes, road planning,
and construction. In addition, like other counties, Miami-Dade pro-
vides police and fire service outside the larger municipalities. In the
wake of the political changes brought on by Mariel, there has been a
continuing struggle over governance structure as neighbourhoods of
various class and ethnic composition seek to establish greater control
by incorporating. Most recently, on 4 September, 1997, a proposition
to disincorporate the city of Miami was defeated. The drive was
prompted by a series of scandals involving corruption by highly
placed city officials. Critics of the disincorporation proposition argued
that the move was intended to dump Miami's large poor population
into the county while allowing the city's wealthier neighbourhoods to
incorporate as separate municipalities. Other critics saw it as an effort
to attack the power of a Hispanic majority city, although Miami-Dade
County itself now has a Hispanic majority.

Miami-Dade County is part of a larger Standard Metropolitan Statis-
tical Area, along with Broward and Palm Beach counties to the north.
But in popular consciousness there is a far more significant line
between Miami-Dade County and its neighbours than might be true in
other extended metropolitan areas. Miami-Dade's Hispanic majority
sets it apart. Indeed, much of the growth of Broward and Palm Beach
counties has come as a result of white-flight from Miami-Dade. Anglos
made up just under a majority of Miami-Dade's population in 1980. By



Figure 4.1 Miami, Showing Areas of Predominantly Black and Spanish-origin
Population, 1990
Source: INRS-urbanisation, based on 1990 census maps supplied by Metro-
Dade Planning Department Research Division
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1990, they made up only slightly above 30 per cent of the county's pop-
ulation. Hispanics (consisting of any race, but mainly categorized as
White) made up 36 per cent of Miami-Dade's population in 1980, and
over 49 per cent by 1990. Blacks (consisting mainly of African Ameri-
cans, but also Haitians, other Afro-Caribbeans, and Afro-Cubans)
made up 17 per cent of the count in 1980, and just under 20 per cent in
1990 (Fortes and Stepick 1993, 211).

Governing through Crime

When urban scholars a generation ago debated the question of 'who
governs' cities, the principal alternatives were elected officials and
business elites. Here, governing invokes a broader array of authorities
both within and outside the formal boundaries of political institutions
- not just the state, but employers, educators, helping professionals,
parents, and even individuals. Michel Foucault's definition of power
provides a useful reference point: 'To govern, in this sense, is to struc-
ture the possible field of action of others' (Foucault 1982,220).

To speak of governing through crime may invoke the image of cities
that are ruled with methods that approximate criminal assault, such as
murderous death squads and disappearances. Regrettably, cities have
existed and continue to exist in such conditions in parts of the world,
but we should see such coercive standards as limiting cases rather than
as typifying the relationship between crime and governance. Increas-
ingly, authorities that seek to shape the conduct of urban populations
do so in relationship to the problem of crime. This takes many forms,
including: the population of offenders as exhibited in the correctional
system; crime itself experienced directly or more commonly through
the media; fear of crime; and popular identification with the experi-
ence of victimization. Each of these factors poses specific challenges to
the sustainability of cities and the opportunities available for govern-
ing them. From this perspective it makes sense to speak of governing
cities through crime when crime and our responses to it become the
occasions and the institutional contexts in which we undertake to
guide the conduct of urban life.

Correctional Populations

The most obvious way in which contemporary American society is
governed through crime is the unprecedented growth of the popula-
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tion under correctional custody. In 1995, nearly 2.8 per cent of the adult
resident population was in some form of custody (Bureau of Justice
Statistics 1996). The expansion of correctional custody has been even
more distinct in particular communities. In the mid-1990s more than 10
per cent of African-American males, and more than 30 per cent of all
young African-American males, were in some form of custody (Mauer
and Ruling 1995).

National correctional statistics are not broken down by urban char-
acter of the offender, but it is well accepted that the urban population is
overrepresented in correctional populations by a dramatic amount. A
study of Baltimore and Washington, DC, in the late 1980s found nearly
half of all young black men in the correctional system, or wanted by
warrant, at a time when aggregate national figures stood at one in four.
Nearly 1 per cent of the entire Miami-Dade County population (adults
and children) was in the custody of the Florida Department of Correc-
tions in 1995.6

In American urban poverty zones, an absolute majority of the young
men are involved in the correctional system on any given day. From a
formal legal perspective, this should provide a greater degree of regu-
latory control than would otherwise be available. Those in prison are
removed from the community altogether. Even those under correc-
tional supervision in the community usually lose most of their consti-
tutional rights against police surveillance and arrest, and since many
households in these communities include a correctional subject, this
loss of rights is generalized to many others.7 In practice, however,
the growing correctional population signals a genuine crisis for the
regulation of cities. Prisons ultimately return the vast majority of their
inhabitants to the community. Once back in the neighbourhood, the ex-
prisoner poses both a direct and an indirect challenge to sustainable
neighbourhoods.

Directly, because the cognitive and behavioural skills inculcated by
life in America's prisons only intensify the proclivity towards antiso-
cial conduct that led to punishment in the first place (Abbott 1981; Sil-
berman 1995). Indirectly, because the labelling effects of conviction and
punishment have drastic consequences for the likelihood of future
employment (Freeman 1996). Employment is the most significant
source of regulation in the lives of most urban populations. In the
United States in particular, because of the predominance of market
relations, work also produces the income necessary for access to other
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sources of self-government, such as marriage and long-term residential
stability (if not property ownership). As a result, correctional power
tends to be self-undermining. Like some cancer drugs, it combats
malignancy but only at the price of destroying the natural immunity of
the body (Simon 1993). Not surprisingly, in many states more than half
of those released from prison in recent years have returned to prison
(Simon 1993).

The results for sustainable cities are visible to anyone who ventures
into the poverty zones of cities like Miami. During the middle of the
day, the streets are full of large numbers of young males with neither
work nor schooling to occupy their time. For centuries such persons
have provided the recruits for gang formation, opportunistic crime,
and civil disorders. Miami has experienced all three in recent years.

Gangs have been a part of the urban scene in the United States since
at least the early twentieth century, and probably well before (Thrasher
1927). Experts have long seen them as a breeding ground for future
crime as well as a source of 'disorganization' in already troubled com-
munities (Shaw 1929). Since the mid-1980s they have become associ-
ated with crime directly, especially illegal drug sales and the lethal gun
play generated by that trade. Prison, ironically, has become a major
recruiting ground for gangs and an intensification of their forms of sol-
idarity. These new American urban gangs are being directly trans-
ferred through immigrants in cities such as Los Angeles and Miami to
cities in countries such as El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Mexico.

Opportunistic street crime has emerged as a major problem in
Miami since 1980. Mostly it takes the form of burglaries and armed
robberies. These crimes are particularly burdensome to Miami as a city,
which capitalizes heavily on tourism and those moving to improve
their lifestyle. Many of Miami's most exciting entertainment districts
are in close proximity to areas of poverty, including Miami Beach and
Coconut Grove.

Urban uprisings are perhaps the single most dangerous threat that
the formation of a large criminalized population poses to the sustain-
ability of cities. After a large number of such events during the 1960s,
American cities seemed to enjoy a reprieve from them during the 1970s
and early 1980s. Some criminologists argued that the new and lethal
gang formations described above were the new form of 'quiet riots.'
But in the early 1990s the spectre of violent uprisings re-emerged. The
Los Angeles riot of May 1992 was the most violent in American history.
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Miami seemed to have missed the quiet phase altogether, suffering
three major riots between 1980 and 1990 (Dunn and Stepick 1992).

As in the 1960s, recent urban riots have involved community
responses to perceived assaults by law enforcement. Perhaps the most
famous was the videotaped beating of Rodney King by Los Angeles
police officers. It was the acquittal of those officers of state criminal
charges in 1992 that set off the May 1992 uprising. Similar incidents lay
behind all three of Miami's riots during the 1980s.

Crime

Putting people in prison or on probation is obviously a way of govern-
ing them - as is crime, in a less obvious way. Crime governs when peo-
ple's decisions on where to go in the city to live, work, and consume
are mediated by perceptions of crime risk. Crime governs when whole
neighbourhoods are dominated by criminal organizations that estab-
lish norms of behaviour for others. Crime governs when schoolchil-
dren, welfare beneficiaries, and public employees are regulated by the
effort to prevent crime.

Contrary to what many contemporary observers believe, a pervasive
sense of crime in cities is not new. Urban citizens in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries experienced themselves 'as threatened by
agglomerations of the criminal, vicious, and violent' (Silver 1967, 3).
This was driven in part by an ideology among the elite classes incapa-
ble of differentiating the poor from the criminal. But it was also based
on the real difficulties of managing conflict in rapidly growing cities
undisciplined by industry and police. Historians now believe that
European and North American cities experienced a secular decrease in
violent crime from the middle of the nineteenth century on, as work
discipline and professionalized police helped pacify the urban masses
(Lane 1979; Monkonnen 1981). This pattern abruptly changed in the
mid-1960s. Crime, and violent crime in particular, grew rapidly. While
this growth levelled off in the 1970s, it has remained high.

Behind the grim image of violent crime-ridden America are different
experiences. For the majority of Americans who now live in the post-
Second World War urban neighbourhoods often called 'suburbs,' crime
rates have declined since the 1970s. This decline has been quite signifi-
cant for property crime, while violent crime remains as rare in these
neighbourhoods as it is in Western Europe (Zimring 1997). In contrast,
older inner city areas have endured continuing high levels of property
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crime and several cycles of escalating violent crime throughout the
1980s and early 1990s.8

In Miami this has recently taken the form of coding the city's free-
way grid to mark areas implicitly as dangerous. In response to a series
of tourist murders in the early 1990s, the city implemented a program
designed to help tourists find their way from the airport to the seaside
resorts without getting lost in the poverty areas in between. The pro-
gram placed large solar symbols on the freeway exits appropriate for
travel to the beach. Unfortunately, beaches lie at the end of virtually
every Florida freeway, so that at some interchanges virtually all of the
links are marked with the sun sign. The difficulties of the sun symbol
reflect the political constraints on putting up the signs that would no
doubt do the job - international distress symbols discouraging tourists
from exiting the freeway into high-crime areas of the city. In effect, of
course, the absence of a solar symbol does the same thing. The city is
being physically coded for crime safety.

Miami has experienced a high rate of crime, even in comparison with
other large cities. Miami-Dade County experienced a rate of more than
12,000 serious crimes per 100,000 residents in 1991, compared with
9,730 in Los Angeles County and 8,475 in Cook County (Chicago).9 The
consequences of these high crime levels for urban governability in the
1980s and 1990s have been disastrous. The reality and perception of
criminal violence have marked these neighbourhoods as 'high-risk'
zones with a resulting depressant effect on private investment of all
kinds. This has, in turn, exacerbated the decline in employment, and
with it the major source of social control for any community (Wilson
1996). The resulting stigma, however, has spread to whole cities, and
even to their older suburbs. The image of violent street crimes helps
paint urban life as inherently degrading and dangerous, and thus fuels
a growing anti-urban bias in national politics. That bias, which has
become dominant in U.S. politics since the 1980s, has led to a significant
retreat in the concern of national and state governments for the fate of
traditional urban areas. Even within metropolitan regions, the stigma
of crime has helped fuel a growing movement by more affluent areas to
seek separation from the larger frameworks of metropolitan govern-
ment. Residents have also responded to the high levels of crime, many
by leaving the city altogether. The retreat of much of the Anglo middle
class to Broward and other areas to the north, and the growing move-
ment to disaggregate wealthy neighbourhoods from Miami's county-
government framework, have both taken their toll.10
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Fear of Crime

Criminal victimization and penal supervision by the state may be
highly concentrated on only part of the U.S. urban population. But in
another dimension, fear of crime, things are far more equal. Most sub-
urban districts of larger metropolitan areas have enjoyed declining
property-crime rates and continuing low rates of violent crime
throughout the 1980s and 1990s, but at the same time they experienced
an escalating fear of crime. Playing on these fears has now become one
of the dominant strategies of the media and political candidates.
Choices about where to live, where to work, where to go to school,
where to shop and play are made with crime perception in mind.
Indeed, crime or its relative absence, increasingly marks the political
imagination of urban space, once demarcated largely by such notions
as race, ethnicity, and social function.

Urban leaders in the United States are increasingly aware of how
fear of crime, in distinction to crime itself, can undermine sustainable
cities. Fear of crime not only leads many residents to abandon cen-
tral cities for outlying suburbs, but reduces the role that remaining res-
idents play in their communities. Fearful of becoming victims, resi-
dents often abandon the convenience of local businesses for the
perceived safety of suburban shopping malls. As a consequence, both
homeowners and business owners are reluctant to sink more invest-
ment in properties whose value may be permanently limited by fear of
crime.

Miami residents have, in fact, experienced somewhat higher rates of
crime than have residents of many other cities, but fear of crime has
outstripped its reality. The media promote crime fear by excessive and
sensationalized accounts of local crimes. This has been especially true
of television stations that compete with each other to bring the more
violent incidents to the screen fastest. While most of these crimes
involve assaults against family members or estranged lovers, the per-
ception that violent crime is all around is nonetheless communicated.
Miami's major newspaper, the Miami Herald, runs constant features
about different aspects of crime in Miami. Recently, for example, a
multipart series was published on guns and juveniles. The stories
highlighted the large percentage of teenagers who claimed to have had
possession of a firearm at some time or another. Only deep in the mul-
ticolumn story did the reader learn that the vast majority of these teens
had handled weapons belonging to their parents, and in their homes.
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Another recent series titled 'Crime and No Time' touted the allegedly
liberal habits of Miami-Dade judges as a major problem in the county.

The Citizen as Victim

Finally, the priority of crime is reflected in the role it plays in defining
the purposes and tasks of the state. As significant portions of the mod-
ern social-welfare state have been delegitimized and dismantled, fight-
ing crime is one of the few things around which a solid consensus can
be relied on for political initiatives of all sorts. As a result, crime vic-
timization has taken on a new priority as a model of the relationship
between citizen and state. In the short term this may provide political
support for politicians who effectively manipulate the symbols of iden-
tification with crime victims (e.g., support for the death penalty).
Mayor Alex Penelas, the first Cuban-American mayor of the whole of
Miami-Dade County (a position just strengthened greatly by a major
reform of county government), initiated his rule by launching a cam-
paign of aggressive street stops and arrests directed at young males in
the predominantly African-American 'Liberty City' community.11

At the same time, the transformation of the state into a policing body
risks undermining the forms of participatory civic culture that effective
government depends on. In an important study of regional govern-
ments in Italy, Robert Putnam (1993) and his colleagues discovered that
those regions with the most ineffective governments were characterized
by a growing demand for harsh and punitive crime-control policies. In
such regions citizens looked to the state as an enforcer and a protector
but did little to participate actively in making government effective.

Crime and the Crisis of Governance

In the short term, governing through crime may become a compelling
way of increasing the legitimacy of various authorities struggling to
control the city, but in the long run the increasing salience of crime
endangers the social sustainability of cities. In the remainder of this
chapter, we consider some of the factors that may be driving the
increasing salience of crime as a locus of governing cities.

The priority of governing through crime might sensibly be thought
to arise in response to a genuine increase in the experience of victim-
ization. As suggested above, the long curve of declining violence in
Western societies seems to have ended in the 1940s. But the steepest
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increases in crime, and violent crime in particular, came in the 1950s
and 1960s. Crime rates since appear to have fluctuated within a rela-
tively shallow range. In 1973 (the first year for which adequate victim-
ization data are available), 123.6 victimizations occurred for every
100,000 Americans. In 1992 the figure was 91.7. Violent incidents
occurred at the rate of 32.6 per 100,000 Americans in 1973, peaked in
1975 at 35.3, and declined to 32.1 in 1992 (Bureau of the Census 1996).

The demand for punishment, however, escalated in the midst of this
flat period. Even a political lag would not explain why the demand has
actually grown stronger throughout the last decade and half. In 1980,
69 per cent of a random sample of Americans agreed that too little was
spent on fighting crime. Fourteen years later, after a massive and
expensive prison-building boom, 75 per cent agreed (Bureau of Justice
Statistics 1995, Table 2.27).

This gap may be explained by a variety of factors. Crimes reported
to the police, unlike victimization, have shown an increase during
the 1980s and early 1990s reflecting an increasingly aggressive law
enforcement stance and perhaps greater willingness by the public to
call the police. While criminologists tend to favour victimization data
as a more accurate measure of underlying crime, the media and politi-
cal discourse often focus on crime reported to the police. An even less
accurate view is created by the preponderance of crime stories in the
media. Crime journalism has definitely grown during the last two
decades and may help to sustain the impression of an ever-growing
problem with crime. This is especially true of violent crime, which the
media always tend to favour in their coverage. But while media repre-
sentation of crime is clearly a major factor in the politics of crime, it
provides just as much of a question as an answer. In either event we
need to understand why crime is such a compelling story about our-
selves, and its quantitative increase alone will not explain that.

But even if crime rates do not seem to explain directly the domi-
nance of crime-control strategies in governing cities, they do represent
a stubborn indicator of the inability of governance institutions to
achieve goals that they themselves have labelled as compelling. Hav-
ing defined crime as the major threat to Americans, governments at all
levels now find themselves discredited by the fact that, after billions in
dollars of spending on crime-control measures, crime rates are close to
what they were in the early 1970s. This has been particularly tough on
city governments, which are most identified with the crime problem
and have the fewest resources to respond to it.
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This is especially true of the 'war on drugs' that American politicians
declared in the early 1980s. No problem has proved less tractable (Gor-
don 1994). Nearly half of the increase in prison population between
1985 and the present is due to an increase in the severity of anti-drug
laws (Donziger 1996; Miller 1996). This initiative has come largely from
the federal government, but it has co-opted and coerced the state gov-
ernments into committing extensive resources to fighting drugs as
crime.

While largely insoluble with current techniques, the drug problem
has managed to stigmatize America's large cities, which are regularly
portrayed as the contagion centres from which drugs spread slowly
towards the virtuous heartland of American life. Terms like 'crack
houses' have become widely recognized symbols for America's urban
plight. They conjure up images of abandoned homes and apartments
in which acts of uncontrollable danger occur. Cities such as Miami,
New York, and Los Angeles are regularly labelled drug-source cities in
the media and court decisions.

Right-wing politicians in the United States who saw the drug issue
as a way to stigmatize the permissive left initially deployed the rheto-
ric of the war on drugs. It is tempting to see the entire growth of gov-
erning through crime as a reflection of the political success of these
conservative forces from the late 1970s through the early 1990s (at
least) in the United States and other mature industrial societies. Con-
servatives might be thought (based on their rhetoric) to favour the
criminal law as a tool of state governance, and highly punitive private
norms as the preferred strategy in other settings for governance. From
this perspective, the crime-and-violence surge of the 1960s can be seen
as mobilizing support for conservative policies and vindicating the
conservative critique of liberal governments as overly 'permissive.'

There is doubtless some link between the conservative ascendancy
and the trend towards governing through crime. In a recent study of
English-speaking societies, John Sutton (1997) found that a preponder-
ance of 'right-wing' cabinet ministers in government was positively
correlated with the growth of prison populations. But there are also
reasons to doubt that governing through crime is fundamentally an
accident of conservative political victories. For one thing, contempo-
rary liberals also find themselves drawn towards punishment as a
locus for governance. Laws and institutional rules punishing racist
speech, domestic violence, sexual harassment, and pornography, for
example, have become major agenda items for some liberals. Likewise,
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the election of a more liberal national administration in the United
States in 1992 did little to slow the growth of governing through crime,
while many recent conservative administrations, including that of Brit-
ain's Margaret Thatcher, chose not to emphasize crime control as a
major strategy of governing. Indeed, twentieth-century conservatives
often embraced non-criminal approaches to governance as an alterna-
tive to social instability (Gilbert 1972). It is indeed interesting that in a
period of conservative ascendancy during which the right has articu-
lated aspirations to govern through patriotism, work, and family, as
well as crime, it is largely with respect to crime and punishment that
there has been significant legislative success.12

Even if conservative ideology does not drive the trend towards gov-
erning through crime, conservatives in the United States and else-
where have benefited politically from their ability to articulate more
convincingly a tough anti-crime approach. Conservative politicians
began in the 1960s to make the argument now shared by many of their
fellow citizens that traditional and traditionally modernist13 sources of
social control were weakening. Liberal politicians, such as Bill Clinton
in the United States and Tony Blair in Britain, have achieved success in
part by affirming this belief that social control is breaking down, and
that emphasizing crime and punishment is the most promising strat-
egy for checking that.

Even during the ascendancy of conservative political parties in
national politics, many city governments remained left of centre. Yet
the social and economic forces affecting cities are more likely to be
shaped by policies of strong national governments than by the far
weaker and poorer local governments. Indeed, American cities have
become showcases for the conservative critique of liberal government
as places where crime and welfare both grow. More recently, cities in
the United States have experienced the rise of a new set of 'tough on
crime' mayors, many of them Republicans, who have explicitly made
governing through crime their major emphasis.

A third element, the breakdown of the welfare state and related
strategies for social management, may mediate the link between con-
servative governments and governing through crime. During the mid-
dle of the twentieth century, mature industrial nations enjoyed a
period of affluence and stability associated with a variety of gover-
nance strategies focused on coordinating labour and business, assuring
income, and providing mass access to education. Many scholars have
examined the rise of these governance strategies and the new political
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technologies they deployed, including insurance, case work, and social
statistics (Gilbert 1972; Donzelot 1979; Garland 1985; Harvey 1989;
Rose 1990).

Lately we seem, to be experiencing a crisis of these modes of gov
nance. The United States and other advanced industrial societies have
found themselves re-evaluating systems of collective risk distribution,
such as welfare, public education, unemployment insurance, and
workers' compensation. The failure of modest national health insur-
ance in the United States in 1993 was a potent reminder of how mud-
dled the basic narratives and rationalities supporting these governance
modalities have become.14

Governing through crime, at its broadest, might be looked at as a
response to this crisis, in two respects. First, it reaches back to real or
imagined strategies for maintaining order in the past before govern-
ments shifted from the deterrence of the criminal law to welfare modes
of governance. Second, it reaches forward towards new platforms to
govern a social order that truly is undergoing remarkable demo-
graphic and economic change.15 The former is the primary focus of
conservative political discourse about crime, which advocates the
reimposition of social discipline and the revalorization of traditional
hierarchies. The latter has become the central focus of an emerging
'neo-liberal' political discourse, which sees the individual as a more
efficient locus of responsibility than groups or the state (Rose 1996).
The real strength of governing through crime may well be its ability to
promise both simultaneously.

Cities were the great laboratories of the collectivist or welfare regime
of government. It was primarily to stabilize the conditions of the urban
working classes that forms of social insurance for work accidents and
unemployment were first deployed during the early twentieth century.
Indeed, city boundaries worked to link wealthy and poor into a com-
mon system of education, transportation, and security. It is no accident
that the high point of welfare government in the United States corre-
sponded to a time of tremendous emphasis on revitalizing cities, while
the crisis of welfarism has corresponded to a growth in anti-urban sen-
timent. More materially, cities which became concentration zones for
welfare clients of all sorts now are facing the task of managing these
populations with little or no help from national governments.

If the city was the natural model of welfarist government and its
rationales, the suburb is the clear home of both neo-conservative and
neo-liberal alternatives. Suburban real estate has been sold with quite
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explicit appeals to those frightened by contemporary problems to
return to the virtues of a more tradition-centred society (although they
are often built over the real rural residues of such societies). Likewise,
the very nature of urban life makes it difficult to refocus governance on
individual choice. Not surprisingly the rise of neo-liberal strategies has
corresponded to an open abandonment of strategies aimed at helping
cities, such as public transportation, education, and municipal employ-
ment. Instead, the focus becomes one of helping to create incentives for
people to exit troubled neighbourhoods, schools, and industries.

Governing through crime, however, is not an inevitable concomitant
to the dismantling of the welfare state. Some countries that have suc-
cessfully adopted such policies have done so without generating rising
levels of crime and punishment, including Britain until recently, and
Canada. But at least in the United States, where cultural and historical
factors may give crime an added significance - as a site of governance
- governing through crime may be a way of reinforcing this renewed
imposition of disciplinary responsibility on individuals. The criminal
law, with its emphasis on individual responsibility and accountability,
is a perfect object lesson in the logics necessary for the new gover-
nance.

The symbolic politics of city and suburb have also increasingly been
invested with a racial meaning. Cities are increasingly seen as the
home of African Americans and other populations defined as disliked
and distrusted by the white suburban plurality that dominates politics
at the national level. Race and ethnic prejudice bring their own strong
connection to crime. The problem of race has been intertwined in the
practices of crime and punishment since the beginning of European
settlement of North America. Today the real and imaginary links of
violence (and street crime generally)16 with young African-American
men is helping to drive the imperative of governing through crime.
Whether voters acknowledge it to pollsters or not, it is hard to ignore
the continuities between the present situation and a traditional prefer-
ence for governing predominantly African-American populations in
distinct and distinctly less respectable ways. Indeed, the close proxim-
ity between the virtual disappearance of explicit white supremacist
politics in the United States and the arrival of crime as the major issue
of national elections is strongly suggestive of a substitution.

As American cities have experienced increasing concentrations of
minority racial and ethnic groups, they have also been increasingly
defined by crime. Indeed, where the presence of race was once used to
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demarcate the important boundaries of cities, crime now codes zones
of access and danger.

Conclusion: Crime and the Future of Sustainable Cities

Urban experts have long recognized crime as one of the dominant
challenges to sustainable cities. We must now recognize (at least in
the United States) that crime has become a far more general frame-
work through which a panoply of urban problems are defined and
responded to. We are governing our cities through crime. This chapter
has emphasized four dimensions of this governance framework.

First, an unprecedented portion of the urban population in the
United States is now directly governed through the criminal justice sys-
tem. Second, the extraordinary levels of victimization experienced by
inner-city residents have increasingly come to define cities generally as
dangerous and ungovernable. These communities have experienced a
virtual collapse of social and economic organization as employers have
moved out. Not only have the great industrial enterprises left, but
many poverty sections of large cities, and some whole smaller cities,
now exist without sit-down restaurants, movie theatres, or service pro-
viders. The institutions that remain, such as schools and churches, find
themselves more and more caught up in responding to crime. Such
school initiatives as integration and educational achievement have
been pushed off the agenda by such issues as drug testing, metal detec-
tors, curfews, and uniforms. In a very real sense, the organizing forces
of these communities are either criminals, or organizations arrayed to
fight crime. Third, fear of crime cuts across class and race boundaries.
The new urban landscape (including the suburbs) is being shaped by
this fear, which touches issues ranging from transportation siting to the
design of residential and office spaces, and even to the organization of
local government. Fourth, the rise of victims as an increasingly compel-
ling magnet for political identification leads citizens to define their rela-
tionship to the state around the problem of crime.

Governing through crime in the broad sense used here is not the
goal of any coherent political force or interest group in society. Rather,
quite separate concerns and objectives drive each piece of this complex
whole. By forcing them together, however awkwardly, I mean to call
attention to the way in which they are forming a mutually reinforcing
structure that no one would support and that endangers the future of
cities that are not only livable but democratic.
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The trend towards governing through crime poses a serious danger
of undermining democracy in the United States and elsewhere through
a number of interacting processes:

• The most direct danger is through disenfranchising large numbers of
minority citizens from participation in the electoral process and,
more important, from almost any hope of rejoining the fully legal
economy. In both respects the concentration of these populations in
our urban centres means that cities are both politically and economi-
cally weakened.

• The communities whose sons and fathers are disproportionately the
subject of this incarceration must find themselves alienated from the
institutions of justice and from the democratic will reflected in the
laws that condemn so many of them. The United States has openly
discussed this concern since the aftermath of the OJ. Simpson mur-
der trial in Los Angeles. This primary alienation from official repre-
sentations of virtue and justice inevitably diminishes the very power
of the law to suppress crime. More generally, the resistance it gives
rise to increases the cost of non-compliance in all institutions operat-
ing in cities, including schools, businesses, and government itself.

• Fear of crime encourages citizens with resources to abandon the
forms of local government they once shared with poorer popula-
tions. These forms have long been key to democratic governance
under the American constitution. This has been going on for a long
time through suburbanization, but it has recently intensified
through the creation of wholly private 'gated' communities, and the
secession of middle-class neighbourhoods from existing city and
county governments.17 The emerging metropolitan form, with its
combination of collapsed urban centres and sprawling suburban
edge cities with their overlays of race and demonization, constitutes
a direct challenge to the ideal of democratic nationhood.18

• Governing through crime generates a large and more powerful man-
agerial apparatus that threatens to limit individual rights and the
free and open access to public spaces long deemed essential to the
reproduction of democratic will (Post 1995). This managerial appa-
ratus is increasingly linked to a variety of community based net-
works of security (O'Malley 1991). While such links may introduce
greater responsiveness, they may also expand the logic of governing
through crime to other settings, including schools, families, and pri-
vate associations.
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Crime in the conventional sense is a threat to the urban future, but
governing through crime is becoming an independent threat in so far
as it dominates how we shape the urban agenda. We have focused here
on cities in the United States and, by implication, in the advanced
industrial world. The problem is potentially far more widespread. In
many so-called third world societies, the crisis of governability in the
cities, brought on by collapsing economies and corrupt governments,
has led to intolerable levels of crime (Kaplan 1996). New fundamental-
ist governments promote themselves through their ability to organize
the security of everyday life through a rigorous regulation of virtually
all public activity. Indeed, some policy analysts now point to churches
as the only institution that can help respond to the cycle of criminaliza-
tion undermining cities in the United States (Bennet, Dilulio, and
Walters 1996). While it may be successful in addressing crime, how-
ever, the rise of a new fundamentalism in multicultural societies poses
a highly dangerous threat to democratic governance. The spectre of
this threat should lead us to take a step back from pursuing policies
that seem likely to create conditions under which democratic forms of
governance are jettisoned in favour of social control at any cost.

This essay has concentrated on defining the problem rather than on
possible solutions. Its central message, however, can perhaps be read
to yield an optimistic last note. If, as we have argued, American cities
are facing a crisis of governance rather than a crisis of crime and pun-
ishment, a rather different set of directions for change opens up (and
one not yet littered by the corpses of failed policies). To produce
socially sustainable cities, it is essential above all to replace failed insti-
tutions of governance with new ones. Reinventing government is
hardly a novel thought today (Osborne and Gaebler 1992). Indeed,
many of the powerful national politicians who have declined to rescue
cities have become major proponents of reinventing government. Cit-
ies would do well not to wait for national initiatives to reach them.

Notes

1 The immediate cause was the acquittal of a white police officer who had
killed a black motorcyclist, but contemporary observers acknowledged that
the immigration crisis was a significant factor. Thousands of refugees
awaiting processing were kept in a stadium and under a freeway, both sites
proximate to the core of Miami's black community.
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2 Cuba is multiracial society, which was traditionally stratified in terms of
race with Europeans on top and Afro-Cubans on the bottom. The 1960s
immigration wave was disproportionately European, while the Mariel
wave included far more Afro-Cubans.

3 In 1997 voters changed the name from Dade County to reflect the inter-
national prestige of the name 'Miami,' which formerly applied only to the
city proper.

4 Miami-Dade County government remained an Anglo stronghold until a
federal court decision in 1992 forced the adoption of district-based elections
for the county council, which is now dominated by Cuban-American repre-
sentatives.

5 At the high end, this means business consulting and services. At the low
end, this means house cleaners, nannies, and other personal-service
workers.

6 Data from the Florida Department of Corrections. The figure does not
include inmates in the county jail, or in various forms of juvenile custody.
If one excluded the very young and the very old, and looked only at males,
it would be a much higher percentage.

7 For example, a household that includes a member on parole or probation
may have its common areas invaded by control agents without the require-
ment of a warrant supported by probable cause that such surveillance
would normally require.

8 There has been a counter-trend since the mid-1990s. Some cities, most
famously New York, have experienced record drops in homicides and
aggravated (armed) assaults. Miami-Dade experienced more than a 10 per
cent drop in serious crimes between 1995 and 1996.

9 Figures in Bureau of the Census (1995). Note that these comparisons are
imprecise since the precise distribution of crime within the greater metro-
politan areas is not adequately captured by simple county comparisons.
Miami leaders have also pointed out that calculations of reported crime
divided by census figures on population give a misleading impression
because Miami's winter population of visitors greatly expands the pool of
those available to be crime victims without being reflected in current popu-
lation figures.

10 In Miami's case the strong ties that link middle-class and wealthy Hispan-
ics to Miami with its reputation for Spanish-language dominance have
covered this up.

11 Following the very successful lead of Mayor Rudolph Giuliani of New York
City.

12 When we look more closely at strategies to govern through patriotism, or
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the family, we find techniques of governing through crime, such as laws
against flag burning and child sexual abuse. Indeed, when Senator Robert
Dole, the presumptive Republican nominee for president in 1996, sought to
articulate why women should support his candidacy, he listed his support
for measures to make it easier to convict rapists and prosecute domestic
violence (see Seelye 1996).

13 Ulrich Beck (1992) usefully suggests that modernity developed its own
kind of traditional base, the urban and industrial life and culture, which is
now waning.

14 Even where these governmental strategies remain strong, as in Germany,
there is increasing pressure to change. See Klaus Friedrich 1996.

15 The broadest horizon is not necessarily the deepest. It is clear that other
dimensions of late modern societies generally, such as renewed ethnic and
racial polarization, also determine the attraction of a government through
crime as well as the specific shape it takes in specific societies.

16 Polls suggest that many Americans view street crime in general as violent,
even if the particular offence does not involve assaults or direct threats of
bodily harm, e.g., burglary (Little Hoover Commission 1994, 61).

17 Several recent elections have been held in Miami-Dade County by cities
seeking to incorporate themselves and thus gain the authority to form their
own police. In California, the State Assembly approved a bill that will
authorize the residents of the suburban San Fernando Valley to vote on
secession from Los Angeles. In all these elections, crime has been the major
issue.

18 The most powerful accounts of this emerging political landscape have
come from Mike Davis (1990,1998).
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5 'A Third-World City in the First
World7: Social Exclusion, Racial
Inequality, and Sustainable
Development in Baltimore

MARC V. LEVINE

Despite periodic reports of an 'urban renaissance/ social and economic
conditions have persistently deteriorated in U.S. cities since the 1960s.
Particularly in the older, historically industrial cities of the northeast
and Midwest, the grim litany of urban problems is familiar: high rates
of crime and unemployment; concentrated neighbourhood poverty;
deteriorating housing stock, schools, and social services; racial inequal-
ity; and the flight of the middle class to outlying suburbs. Across the
country, suburban, 'Edge City' locations are supplanting central cities
as regional economic hubs. By the mid-1990s, according to one study,
thirty-four cities had declined beyond 'a critical "point of no return,"
past which central cities continue inexorably to slide downward eco-
nomically, socially, and fiscally' (Rusk 1996, 21). For many major cities
in the United States, the issue is not so much sustainability as survival.

No city better exemplifies this 'rough road to renaissance' (Teaford
1990) than Baltimore, a city whose 'Inner Harbor' downtown water-
front redevelopment has been widely heralded as a model of how
older, industrial cities could remake decaying port districts into glitter-
ing tourist attractions. 'So successful has the Baltimore experience been
that many of its concepts have been exported to other cities around the
world,' wrote one analyst of the Baltimore tourism strategy (Craig-
Smith 1995, 22). One envious mayor noted that 'Baltimore's quest to
reinvent itself has made it one of the most inspiring stories on the East
Coast' (Haner 1998a).

Yet, by the 1990s, few argued seriously that Baltimore had achieved
anything approaching a genuine urban renaissance. There is 'rot
beneath the glitter' of the waterfront rejuvenation, stated an influential
report on the city's future in the late 1980s (Szanton 1986). In the 1970s
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and 1980s, Baltimore's boosterish mayor ceaselessly proclaimed it a
'Renaissance City.' However, by the 1990s, despite the bright lights of
the Inner Harbor, a different Baltimore mayor noted that 'it is an unfor-
tunate fact of life that we have in certain parts of our city health prob-
lems, housing problems, that resemble those in Third World countries'
(Shane 1994). In 1994, the U.S. Agency for International Development
(AID) designated Baltimore the first U.S. city to be targeted for assis-
tance by AID's 'Lessons without Borders' program, which applies
'Third World' development techniques to American inner cities.

Once a self-styled 'Renaissance City,' Baltimore was now recognized
as 'a Third World city in the First World' - such was the magnitude of
the city's 'sustainability' crisis (Pietila 1996b). In reality, of course, there
were 'three Baltimores.' One was the 'Renaissance City': the revived
Inner Harbor and a waterfront 'Gold Coast' of luxury hotels and con-
dominiums, high-rise offices, sports stadiums and tourist attractions.
Just fifteen blocks away from the Inner Harbor, however, and extend-
ing to broad patches of the urban landscape, was another Baltimore,
the 'Underclass City' of desolate neighbourhoods marked by social
exclusion, high rates of crime and drug abuse, deepening ghetto pov-
erty, and dilapidated or abandoned housing, where much of the city's
predominantly black population lived. Finally, there was a third Balti-
more: rapidly growing and prosperous suburbs, where jobs, busi-
nesses, and middle-class residents - first white, but eventually the
black middle class as well - had migrated from the city since the 1950s.
By the 1990s, per-capita income in the Baltimore City was only 64.3 per
cent that of the suburbs, which were increasingly the engines of the
metropolitan economy and places in which residents' daily lives and
economic fortunes were increasingly disconnected from the central
city.

This chapter traces the emergence of 'the three Baltimores' since the
1960s, focusing on the challenge to sustainable urban development
posed by racial inequality, social exclusion, and metropolitan polariza-
tion. Baltimore's political leadership has been in the vanguard among
U.S. cities over the past three decades in implementing various urban
revitalization strategies: downtown waterfront redevelopment and
tourism promotion; public-private partnerships for real-estate devel-
opment; community 'action' and community development in impover-
ished neighbourhoods; and, more recently, regional planning and
cooperation. Yet, despite the success of the Inner Harbor and praise for
the Baltimore 'model/ the city's decline persists, and genuine renais-
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sance remains elusive. In the face of fundamental changes in the struc-
ture of metropolitan economies, the Baltimore experience raises
disturbing questions: Are cities like Baltimore truly 'past the point of
no return/ and beyond the meliorative capacity of municipal policy? Is
the 'model' of 'the three Baltimores' - a kind of metropolitan apart-
heid, U.S.-style - the balkanized metropolis of the future in the United
States? Does anything work?

In the final analysis, this chapter concludes that without a pro-
city regional development strategy to counter the polarizing effects
of U.S.-style metropolitan fragmentation, Baltimore's future is not
promising. Overcoming Baltimore's sustainability crisis will require a
culture of socially just regionalism, a new social compact based on
equitable and balanced development.

Baltimore: The Setting

Located along the east coast of the United States, about thirty-five
miles northeast of Washington, DC, Baltimore was, through the 1950s,
one of the country's leading port and industrial cities. The city's popu-
lation reached a peak of 950,000 in 1950, making it the sixth-largest
American city that year, and over 34 per cent of the city's labour force
was employed in manufacturing. Although some suburbanization had
occurred, the city of Baltimore was the economic and demographic
hub of the region: three-quarters of the region's jobs and over 70 per
cent of its population were located in the central city.

During the 1950s, however, Baltimore's social structure and econ-
omy changed, in ways that underlay the city's long-term sustainability
crisis. First, the city began the painful transformation to a post-indus-
trial economy. Between 1950 and 1970, Baltimore lost 46,000 manufac-
turing jobs, or a third of its industrial base. Deindustrialization has
continued unabated since then, and between 1970 and 1995 Baltimore
lost another 55,000 manufacturing jobs. All told, between 1950 and
1995, Baltimore lost 74.9 per cent of its industrial employment, and by
1995 only 8 percent of city jobs were in manufacturing. Industrial
employment had provided entry-level job opportunities for relatively
unskilled urban workers through mid-century and, as unionization
raised the bargaining power of workers, these jobs also offered a blue-
collar, middle-class standard of living. In Baltimore, however, those
opportunities began shrinking considerably during the 1950s, and by
1995 Baltimore City had, to all intents and purposes, deindustrialized.
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Second, Baltimore's great wave of suburbanization also began then.
Since 1950, the city's population has declined continuously, falling to an
estimated 657,000 by 1997, 30.8 per cent below its peak. While that
shrinkage pales beside the demographic declines since 1950 in cities
such as St Louis (59.0 per cent), Pittsburgh (48.3 per cent), Buffalo (46.6
per cent), and Detroit (45.9 per cent), it is steep and threatens the city's
vitality. Residents (both black and white) flocked to the suburbs, where
the population grew from 387,656 in 1950 to just over 1.8 million in 1997.

The combination of central-city population decline and the rapid
growth of surrounding suburbs profoundly altered the demographic
balance of the Baltimore metropolitan area. In 1950, the city contained
71 per cent of the region's population; by 1970, after the first great
wave of suburbanization, that percentage had declined to 43.7 per
cent. By 1997, after four and a half decades of continuing suburbaniza-
tion, only 26 per cent of the Baltimore region's population lived in the
city. Although Baltimore City is today not quite the proverbial 'hole in
the doughnut,' suburbanization has reduced sharply the demographic
importance of the city in the region.

Suburbanization also began eroding the city's economic base.
Between 1954 and 1995, the city share of regional manufacturing
employment dropped from 75 to 30 per cent. Similarly, as the new sub-
urbanites desired shopping closer to their residences, the development
of suburban malls drew retail trade from the city. Eighty per cent of the
Baltimore region's retail sales took place in the city in 1954; by 1967,
this proportion had fallen to 50 per cent, and it plummeted to 18 per
cent in 1992 (Levine 1998). As a result, by the 1950s, there was an
unmistakable deterioration of the downtown retail district and neigh-
bourhood commercial strips.

Finally, Baltimore's racial composition began changing in the 1950s,
intersecting with the processes of suburbanization and economic
decline, to become an integral component of the 'urban crisis/ Balti-
more was a major destination for the great migration of displaced,
impoverished black sharecroppers from the rural South, and between
1950 and 1970 the city's black population almost doubled, growing by
195,000. Concomitantly, massive numbers of white Baltimoreans began
an exodus to the suburbs. This combination of black migration and
'white flight' rapidly transformed Baltimore's racial composition (see
table 5.1). Baltimore became a black majority city by the mid-1970s,
and by 1997 the city's population was almost two-thirds black. Figure
5.1 illustrates the stunning extent of white flight from the city. In 1950,
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Figure 5.1 White Flight in Baltimore: Percentage of the Region's White
Population Living in Baltimore City, 1950-1997

% of metro area whites living in city

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 1952,1962,1983,1993,1998

almost two-thirds of metropolitan Baltimore's white population lived
in the city; by 1997, only 12.5 per cent of the region's whites - just one
in eight - resided in Baltimore City. As a place to live and work, the
city became more and more of a peripheral location in the daily lives of
increasingly suburbanized white Baltimoreans.

By the late 1950s, the confluence of racial segregation, suburbaniza-
tion, and economic decline had resulted in what urban planners called
neighbourhood 'blight' and what sociologists recognized as the emer-
gence of 'ghetto poverty.' By I960, in all-black inner-city neighbour-
hoods such as Upton, Sandtown-Winchester, and Greenmount West,
over half the residents in some census tracts lived in poverty. In Balti-
more as a whole, an estimated 30 per cent of the city's blacks lived in
poverty in 1960, roughly triple the rate for whites. Unemployment,
deteriorating housing, growing welfare dependency, and high rates of
crime increasingly characterized inner-city neighbourhood life, and
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Table 5.1 The Racial Composition of Baltimore's
Population, 1950-1997

Year

1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
1997(est.)

White

723,655
610,608
480,377
345,080
287,753
214,857

Black

225,099
325,589
420,147
431,153
435,768
427,300

Black
%

23.7
34.6
46.4
54.8
59.1
64.9

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 1952,1962,
1972, 1983, 1993, 1998

the city's ghetto, once confined to relatively limited pockets in West
Baltimore, now encompassed wider areas of the city.

Beginning in the mid-1950s, Baltimore's business and political lead-
ership responded to these conditions with a series of initiatives. The
Greater Baltimore Committee (GBC), a group of 100 leading business
executives concerned principally about falling property values and the
commercial erosion of downtown, spearheaded the 'Charles Center'
urban renewal project, a $180-million, thirty-three-acre complex of
offices, apartments and retail shops in the central business district. The
city government also implemented several neighbourhood urban-
renewal projects, focusing on improved housing, streetscapes, and rec-
reational facilities in neighbourhoods such as Harlem Park and Upton.
Throughout the 1960s, federal government's 'Great Society' programs
provided millions of dollars to expand social services and support
community development in the city's ghetto neighbourhoods.

On the whole, however, these programs did little to arrest the
decline in Baltimore's neighbourhoods, nor did they significantly
revive downtown commerce. In short, by the 1960s Baltimore was
undeniably in the midst of a full-blown 'urban crisis.' The city's crime
rate skyrocketed during the decade: by 1970, Baltimore had the highest
rate of violent crime among the nation's fifteen largest Frostbelt cities
and among the nation's highest homicide rates. Fear of crime, in turn,
helped accelerate the exodus of the city's white middle class to the
safety of racially homogeneous suburbs. Baltimore's racial turbulence
of the 1960s spilled over into violence, with ghetto riots in 1968 follow-
ing the assassination of Martin Luther King. As in cities across the
United States, the riots in Baltimore represented a symbolic turning
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point, confirming the city's crisis and accelerating the secular trends of
middle-class flight, urban disinvestment, and neighbourhood decay
(Siegel 1997). By the end of a decade marked by racial turmoil and civil
strife, municipal leaders openly evoked the spectre of a city on the
verge of collapse and abandonment.

The Renaissance City

Improbably, out of these bleak conditions, Baltimore was able, in the
1970s and 1980s, to engineer a massive downtown redevelopment pro-
gram and burnish a national image as a 'comeback city.' This 'Baltimore
Renaissance/ as local promoters called it, was realized under the inde-
fatigable and boosterish leadership of William Donald Schaefer, who
served as mayor between 1971 and 1986. Schaefer hardly ignored the
city's neighbourhoods, spending millions on various community-
development projects in low-income, predominantly black neighbour-
hoods such as Upton and Park Heights. But the heart of his post-1960s
strategy for rebuilding Baltimore was to recommercialize downtown,
to reclaim it as 'middle-class territory' and make it attractive for inves-
tors, developers, and tourists. The geographic focal point for the
'renaissance' strategy was the Inner Harbor, a wasteland along the
city's waterfront composed of ramshackle warehouses and decaying
wharves (see figure 5.2). Schaefer's audacious aim was to transform
this 'Skid Row' into a bustling 'carnival city' of tourist attractions (as
well as offices and stores) that would lure visitors from the suburbs and
beyond. In turn, a revitalized downtown, in conjunction with strategic
investments in Baltimore's neighbourhoods, would be the engine
reviving the city-wide economy, reattracting and retaining middle-class
residents, and rejuvenating blighted neighbourhoods. In short, Balti-
more would hitch its fortunes to property development and tourism.

Surmounting investor scepticism and fiscal constraints, Schaefer
launched the Inner Harbor renaissance by creating a kind of Baltimore,
Inc.: an urban redevelopment machine, fuelled with public dollars,
that identified and packaged profit opportunities for developers.
Public-private 'partnership' became the watchword of city policy, and
Baltimore became a pioneer among U.S. cities in offering government
incentives to entice development downtown. An elaborate network
of 'quasi-public' corporations was established - critics dubbed it
Schaefer's 'Shadow Government' - to lure developers to Baltimore by
offering attractive financing, quickly and confidentially. Between 1976



Figure 5.2 Downtown Baltimore and Inner-City Neighbourhoods
Source: INRS-urbanisation
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and 1986 - the key years in which Baltimore's downtown renaissance
took flight - Schaefer's redevelopment machine leveraged over $800
million in private investment, almost half in downtown projects (Balti-
more City Trustees and Loan Program 1986).

What kind of redevelopment did Baltimore, Inc. produce? First, the
city made 'anchor' investments to create a Baltimore tourist industry.
In 1979, Baltimore became a player in the national conventions busi-
ness with the opening of a $52-million convention center, and in 1981
the city opened its National Aquarium, which became an instant visi-
tor attraction, doubling expectations by drawing 1.6 million patrons in
its first year of operation.

Second, city deal-making in tourism-related projects complemented
these public investments. Desperate for a 'prestige' Inner Harbor hotel
to lodge conventioneers and tourists and enhance the national image
of Baltimore as a tourist destination, the city packaged $35 million in
below-market-rate loans to attract a shimmering Hyatt-Regency Hotel,
which opened in 1979. Over the next decade, the city would provide an
average 30 per cent subsidy to every hotel built downtown (Matthews
1998). In 1980, the crowning investment of this phase of the 'renais-
sance' opened: the $22-million Rouse Corporation 'festival market-
place,' located on the harbour promenade and comprising two
pavilions of shops, restaurants, and markets. Harborplace was an
immediate commercial success and visitor magnet, and the national
publicity accorded the development gave rise to the image of Balti-
more as a 'renaissance city/ one which had 'broken out' of the down-
ward spiral of declining 'rustbelt' cities.

The post-Harborplace Inner Harbor was a 'hot' redevelopment zone,
and during the 1980s private investment surged. Baltimore's experi-
ence was not unique: cities across the United States experienced a spec-
ulative real-estate investment boom during the decade, as various
Reagan-era federal tax policies enticed billions of dollars into down-
town (and suburban) real estate (Fainstein 1994). 'Entrepreneurial' city
governments, like Baltimore's, continued to offer various redevelop-
ment subsidies, which further encouraged the real-estate 'bubble' of
offices, hotels, and retail shops.

In this superheated speculative environment - critics called it the
'casino economy' - redevelopment dollars cascaded into the Inner
Harbor. During the 1980s, the skyline around the waterfront became
dotted with new office towers, as more than 3.5 million square feet of
'class A' office space was developed in and around the harbour. Fifteen
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hotels opened in the vicinity of the harbour between 1980 and 1989,
more than tripling the number of hotel rooms available downtown.
The convention and tourism business, which for all intents and pur-
poses did not exist in Baltimore before 1980, took off, and by the end of
the decade an estimated 7 million visitors, including almost 300,000
conventioneers, were coming to the Inner Harbor annually (Down-
town Strategy Advisory Committee 1991). Luxury housing was built,
and gentrified neighbourhoods around the harbour saw property val-
ues soar. All told, the once-decrepit Inner Harbor attracted a stagger-
ing $1.6 billion in development during the 1980s, almost 90 per cent of
it private investment (a precise reversal of the ratios of public and
private investment occurring in the 1970s) (Lally 1990). Downtown
property-value assessments quadrupled during the decade. By the
mid-1980s, speculative real-estate development began spreading to
traditional working-class communities such as Fells Point and Canton,
east and south of the downtown waterfront. City planners and devel-
opers began envisioning a Baltimore 'Gold Coast' of marinas, shoreline
promenades, commercial establishments, and luxury housing, extend-
ing from the Inner Harbor for miles along the city waterfront.

However, by the end of the 1980s, this phase of the 'renaissance'
foundered, with the bursting of the tax code-driven, speculative real-
estate bubble. The 1986 federal tax reform act withdrew many of the
real-estate tax shelters offered in 1981. This policy shift, combined with
a massive international oversupply of downtown property built up
during the 1980s speculative frenzy, brought redevelopment crashing
to a halt from London's Canary Wharf to downtown Dallas (and Balti-
more in between). In short, as swiftly as Baltimore rode the 1980s inter-
national real-estate boom to an Inner Harbor renaissance, the overbuilt
downtown real-estate market crashed, and inflated property values
collapsed. By the early 1990s, hotel and office construction had
stopped, several high-profile commercial projects had failed, and
dreams faded of a 'Gold Coast' of shoreline redevelopment beyond the
Inner Harbor. Office vacancy rates downtown soared to 25 per cent,
and by 1996 the total assessed value of downtown property had
declined by over 40 per cent from its 1980s peak (Downtown Partner-
ship 1998).

The early 1990s crash, however, did not mark the end of the 'Renais-
sance City.' In fact, by the mid-1990s, thanks to more than $1 billion
in publicly financed sports stadiums, tourist attractions, and an
expanded convention centre, the pace of redevelopment reaccelerated
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around the Inner Harbor and Gold Coast, and city leaders began pro-
claiming a 'second renaissance.' A new mayor was now at the helm,
Kurt L. Schmoke, who took office in 1987 as Baltimore's first elected
black mayor (in, a city that had become, by then, almost 60 per cent
black). Early in his tenure, Schmoke appeared anxious to tilt city prior-
ities towards education and neighbourhood revitalization, stating that
'we must build upon the successes of our downtown redevelopment
program and ensure that the benefits of growth reach the neighbor-
hoods' (Levine 1987b, 134). The mayor launched several major neigh-
bourhood initiatives, and underscored his commitment to improving
public education by vowing to remake Baltimore into 'the city that
reads.' After years of cuts, Schmoke actually increased real expendi-
tures on schooling between 1987 and 1997.

However, by the early 1990s it was clear that the new mayor sup-
ported property development around the Inner Harbor as vigorously
as had his predecessor. Under Schmoke's stewardship the city redou-
bled its commitment to Baltimore's 'carnival city' strategy, with mas-
sive public investments in tourism and entertainment facilities at the
Inner Harbor:

• two sports stadiums ($500 million), for Baltimore's major league
baseball and football teams;

• an expanded convention centre ($151 million), to attract larger con-
ventions requiring more square feet of exhibition space;

• the Columbus Center ($147 million), a marine-biology facility
designed as the Inner Harbor's next big tourist attraction;

• $85 million in subsidies for the Wyndham and Grand Hyatt hotels,
to support the convention trade (and, in the case of the Wyndham,
speculation that the mayor viewed it as a future site for a Baltimore
casino).

These enormous public expenditures, along with an improving
national economy, propelled a new wave of redevelopment along Bal-
timore's waterfront. A major entertainment complex, the $30-million
Tower Plant/ opened at the Inner Harbor in 1998, along with several
restaurants and the entertainment staples of international urban tour-
ism: Planet Hollywood and the Hard Rock Cafe. In shoreline neigh-
bourhoods, old industrial sites re-emerged as office, entertainment,
and housing projects. Beyond the waterfront, by 1998, an additional
$1 billion in public and private investment was planned for downtown
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projects (Gunts 1998). In short, the downtown renaissance was no chi-
mera. By the end of the 1990s, downtown property values were rising
again, and deal-making was back in vogue.

Sustainable Development and the 'Renaissance City'

The rejuvenation of Baltimore's Inner Harbor is one of the great urban-
redevelopment success stories of the past quarter-century. Beyond the
stunning reconstruction of the waterfront district and billions of
dollars in property development, downtown Baltimore has grown
dramatically as an employment centre. Between 1970 and 1995,
employment downtown grew by almost 80 per cent, far outstripping
the growth rate in the downtowns of other frostbelt cities, such as
Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, or St Louis. Indeed, all of Baltimore
City's net job growth since the 1970s has been downtown; as a result,
the share of city jobs located downtown increased from 12.3 per cent in
1970 to an estimated 25 per cent in 1997. Initially, white suburbanites
garnered the lion's share of the new downtown jobs (Levine 1987a),
but during the 1980s downtown growth began providing significant
employment opportunities for the city's black community. Almost 60
per cent of the 27,000 jobs created downtown during the 1980s went to
blacks. By 1990, 34.6 per cent of the downtown workforce was black,
up significantly from 21.3 per cent in 1980 (U.S. Bureau of Transporta-
tion Statistics 1995).

Nevertheless, there remains considerable doubt as to whether the
creation of a 'Renaissance City' at the Inner Harbor has made much of
a dent in Baltimore's mounting social and economic distress, or
whether the 'carnival city' strategy is generating socially sustainable
development.

First, the Inner Harbor prosperity has remained primarily at the
waterfront, not only barely touching the rest of the city, but hardly
extending to the rest of downtown. Some planners fear a kind of
'Atlantic City' effect in Baltimore, with a layer of redevelopment
extending along a 'Gold Coast' shoreline, but with continuing blight
and decline just a few blocks inland. The traditional retail district, on
the western edge of downtown, remains moribund, with vacant store-
fronts, dilapidated buildings, and seedy street life. The historical finan-
cial and business district, located just north of the Inner Harbor,
continues to suffer from high office vacancy rates and to lose ground to
the suburbs as an office centre. Several major firms left downtown for
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suburban locations in the 1990s. Indeed, by the late 1990s, downtown
was looking less and less like a central business district and more like
an urban 'theme park/ with investments in tourism and entertainment
increasingly dominating the cityscape. As one prominent developer
unabashedly put it: 'What we're helping create and solidify is the Inner
Harbor as Disneyland, and it really can be one of the salvations to
moving the city forward' (Gately 1997).

However, 'the Inner Harbor as Disneyland' has not yet proven to be
a formula for sustainable urban regeneration. Although considerable
residential development has occurred around the Inner Harbor, the
waterfront increasingly resembles a 'tourist bubble': a district of hotels,
convention centres, sports stadiums, entertainment, and restaurants,
'cordoned off from the existing urban fabric and designed to 'cosset
the affluent visitor while simultaneously warding off the threatening
native' (Fainstein and Gladstone 1999, 26). Concomitantly, the late
1990s burst of commercial development all but obliterated the original
vision of 'public space' at the Inner Harbor, and launched another
speculative frenzy that threatens to overwhelm any city planning
aimed at assuring maximum public benefit from waterfront redevelop-
ment. As a Baltimore Sun (1998c) editorial put it: 'while Baltimore wel-
comes new development and the tax revenue and jobs it brings ... our
downtown shoreline should not be allowed to deteriorate into a
kitschy and overcommercialized tourist trap ...'

Second, there are serious questions regarding the social justice of the
'carnival city' strategy. Baltimore has succeeded beyond any city plan-
ner's dreams in creating a tourist mecca at the Inner Harbor. It is now
the sixteenth-largest urban tourist destination in the country, and visi-
tor spending pumps an estimated $1 billion into the city economy.
Tourism-related jobs are now the primary source of downtown Balti-
more's employment growth (Downtown Partnership 1998; Arney
1998). However, the quality of these jobs is dubious: they are not union-
ized, contain few fringe benefits or career ladders, are typically part-
time, and pay about 60 per cent of the average city wage. Although
hotel managers or convention planners earn handsome salaries, the
vast majority of workers in Baltimore's tourism industry - waitresses,
housekeepers, and kitchen workers - earn less than $15,000 a year. In
1994, concerned over social polarization in Baltimore's tourism labour
market, community and labour organizations launched a campaign for
a city 'Social Compact' in which city government would help pressure
downtown hoteliers - the recipients of vast public subsidies - to pay a
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'living wage' to their employees. Although the campaign pressured
Mayor Schmoke into signing a limited ordinance, mandating 'living
wages' for contractors doing work for the city, the hotels and restau-
rants of the Inner Harbor tourism enclave remain untouched by the law
(Weisbrot and Sforza-Roderick 1996).

Third, the fiscal sustainability of the 'carnival city' strategy also
appears problematic. Tourism is attractive to city policy makers,
because it brings an infusion of 'outside' dollars into the local econ-
omy, supporting local retailers and increasing sales tax revenues. In an
era of shrinking urban employment bases in the United States, tourism
seems to be one industry in which cities have a 'competitive advan-
tage.' However, Baltimore has invested over $2 billion in tourist facili-
ties since the 1970s (in inflation-adjusted dollars), and provided
millions more dollars in subsidies to private developers of hotels and
entertainment complexes. As David Barringer points out, 'the carnival
city model requires constant and expensive reinvention just to remain
competitive' (1997, 29). Baltimore's investment in a convention centre,
for example, required subsidies for hotels, ongoing expenditures for
tourist attractions (to keep the conventioneers entertained), and, after a
decade or so, further investments in expanded convention facilities (to
keep up with newer facilities elsewhere), another round of publicly
subsidized tourist attractions, and so forth. In view of this need to con-
stantly - and expensively - 'reinvent' the carnival city, it is unclear,
over the long run, whether the returns justify the investment, let alone
whether Baltimore 'earns' enough from tourism to support expendi-
tures for schooling, housing, or social services.1

All the available research, for example, concludes that public invest-
ments in sports stadiums are fiscal losers (Noll and Zimbalist 1997).
And, while the evidence is mixed on convention centres (Fainstein and
Stokes 1998), the high capital costs and operating expenses of these
facilities, coupled with impending market saturation in North America
(there have been more than thirty major urban convention-centre
projects since 1985) makes such investments much riskier than per-
ceived by cities such as Baltimore. The lagging bookings in 1999 and
beyond for Baltimore's expanded convention facility is just one indica-
tor of the uncertain fiscal return of such investments. In addition, the
urban entertainment industry appears much shakier financially than
the investor euphoria of the early 1990s would suggest. By the end of
1998, with their novelty fading, there were national reports of 'carnage'
and 'collapse' in the market for so-called theme restaurants, the Planet
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Hollywoods and Hard Rock Cafes whose opening heralded the Inner
Harbor's 'second renaissance' (Bagli 1998).

Finally, the quality of the city's redevelopment deal-making since
the 1970s exacerbated these fiscal and social-sustainability concerns. A
1992 analysis, for example, estimated that almost $60 million in city
redevelopment loans since the 1970s had not been repaid (one-third of
these to hotels), and found that 'City Hall has not even kept count of
how much money was doled to developers during Baltimore's boom
years, how much has been repaid, and how much has been lost' (Jacob-
son 1992). In the city's zeal to cut redevelopment deals, due diligence
was often short-circuited, resulting in questionable and ultimately
failed 'deals' in retail (the 'Fishmarket' and the 'Brokerage'), entertain-
ment (the Tower Plant' during the 1980s), and hotels. Moreover, in
many cases, even if the projects turned out to be successful, deals were
structured so that the city stood 'last in line' to receive any cash flow,
despite having provided heavy 'up-front' subsidies to private develop-
ers. In some cases, such as the 1979 Hyatt hotel investment, the city did
reap 'profit-sharing' benefits; yet, in other cases, such as Harborplace,
the Omni Hotel, and the Tindeco Wharf apartments, deals were struc-
tured so that these profitable projects reported no net revenues subject
to city profit-sharing. Publicly financed tourist attractions were also
problematic. Although many attractions, such as the aquarium, were
successful, others failed miserably. For example, the $147-million
Columbus Center for marine biology, which opened in 1995, attracted
one-quarter of the projected tourists and quickly went bankrupt, leav-
ing taxpayers with a massive debt. State lawmakers admitted that the
financial details and roseate visitor projections of the doomed project
had never been adequately vetted (Murray 1998).

Indeed, rigorous cost-benefit analysis - including consideration of
the 'opportunity costs' of 'carnival city' investments - has not been
part of Baltimore redevelopment policy making. For example, a careful
1997 study of the economic impact of the city's two heralded 'Camden
Yards' sports stadiums found, 'taking account of all of the measurable
benefits of the ... investment (that is, job creation and tax imports),' that
the stadiums run an annual 'best-case' fiscal deficit of $24 million (gen-
erating approximately $4 million in annual economic benefits to the
Maryland economy, at an annual cost to taxpayers of approximately
$28 million) (Hamilton and Kahn 1997,271). Yet, public officials contin-
ued to tout the stadiums as a great economic-development success.
The owner of Baltimore's new professional football team proclaimed
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stadiums more valuable to the city than 'thirty libraries/ an allusion to
protests over the closing of neighbourhood branches of Baltimore's
public library in the 1990s while the public financed his $260-million
stadium (Pitts 1997). In a city of shuttered libraries and crumbling
schools, public subsidies for luxury hotels and sports stadiums seemed
far removed from socially just development.

The Underclass City

Whatever the successes and drawbacks of the 'Inner Harbor as Disney-
land' strategy, one conclusion is undeniable: there was very little
'trickle down' redevelopment from the rejuvenated Inner Harbor to
Baltimore's most distressed neighbourhoods. Since the 1950s, 'ghetto
poverty' has relentlessly claimed vast sections of the city. Baltimore
was once renowned as a city of vibrant, tightly knit neighbourhoods.
But, by the 1990s, outside of the Inner Harbor and isolated pockets of
neighbourhood stability, Baltimore increasingly resembled a patch-
work of vacant lots, abandoned housing, and boarded-up stores. A
1997 survey found that an astonishing 40,000 housing units - around
15 per cent of city's stock - were either abandoned or boarded up
(Haner and O'Donnell 1997). Neighbourhood commercial activity con-
tinued to evaporate: even with the Inner Harbor boom, city-wide retail
sales fell (in real dollars) by over 30 per cent between 1977 and 1992.
The number of census tracts in which 40 per cent of the population was
poor had doubled since 1960, and more than 100,000 Baltimoreans
lived in these 'high-poverty' neighbourhoods in 1990.

The indicators of Baltimore's social distress were mind-boggling:

• Drugs: An estimated 9 per cent of the city's population in 1996 were
drug addicts, and Baltimore led the nation in the rate of hospital
emergency room episodes involving drugs (Baltimore Sun 1998a).
During the 1980s, open-air drug markets proliferated in city neigh-
bourhoods, and an explosion in crack-cocaine use ripped the fabric
of neighbourhood life (Simon and Burns 1997).

• Public health: The city's infant mortality rate ranked third in the
United States, according to a 1991 study, with the rate for blacks
almost double that for whites (Evans 1991).

• Crime: Baltimore had, in 1995, the second-highest violent-crime rate
of the nation's fifteen largest frostbelt cities, and the third-highest
homicide rate among these cities. The city's neighbourhoods had
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become something of an urban 'killing field/ as the murder rate qua-
drupled between 1960 and 1995. A violent culture of guns and drugs
has claimed 7,000 lives in Baltimore since 1970. In 1991, a survey
found that, on an average day, 56 per cent of black men in the city
between the ages of eighteen and thirty-five were involved with the
criminal justice system: either in prison, on parole or probation,
sought for arrest, or awaiting trial (West 1992).

• Schooling: Baltimore had, according to the U.S. census, the ninth-
highest drop-out rate in the nation, with over one-fifth of the city's
sixteen- to nineteen-year-olds either not completing high school or
not enrolling in school. This was double the national average (Balti-
more Sun 1992). Only 16 per cent of city third-graders scored satisfac-
torily on standardized reading tests in 1998, compared with 44 per
cent throughout the State of Maryland (Bowie 1998).

By the 1990s, Baltimore's inner city was ravaged by the simulta-
neous presence of multiple social problems: drugs, poverty, jobless-
ness, crime, family instability, physical blight. These difficulties are
mutually reinforcing, and in distressed neighbourhoods 'each problem
intensifies other problems and hampers their solution, making the
whole worse than the sum of its parts' and overwhelming the commu-
nity's problem-solving capacity (Committee for Economic Develop-
ment 1995). Table 5.2 shows, on the key indicator of poverty, the
shocking extent of social distress in the Baltimore's inner city. In ghetto
neighbourhoods, the proportion of residents living below the poverty
line is double the city average and quadruple the metropolitan-area
rate.

William Julius Wilson has offered the most influential analysis of
U.S. ghetto poverty, succinctly summarized in the title of his most
recent book, When Work Disappears: The World of the New Urban Poor
(1997). According to Wilson, while there is a discernible 'culture of
poverty' in the inner city, the root of this culture and the social disarray
of ghetto neighbourhoods is the erosion of job opportunities for inner-
city residents, particularly for black males. The loss of entry-level man-
ufacturing jobs, the rise of service employment requiring greater skills
and education, and the displacement of industry from the central city
to suburbs, has hit ghetto neighbourhoods with both a 'skills mis-
match' and a 'spatial mismatch' in which job opportunities are educa-
tionally or geographically inaccessible to most ghetto dwellers. As a
result, large portions of the inner-city labour force are unattached to
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Table 5.2 Inner-City Poverty, Baltimore, 1970-1990

(% of population living
below official poverty line
in selected Baltimore
neighbourhoods)

Neighbourhood 1970 1980 1990

East Baltimore
Upton
Sandtown-Winchester
Lower Park Heights
Greenmount West

City average
Metro area

27.8
46.4
36.6
21.7
40.8

18.0
11.3

38.8
51.8
44.0
31.3
51.9

22.4
11.9

39.9
49.0
41.4
31.2
49.8

21.2
10.1

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 1972,1983, 1993

the labour market, leading inexorably to the social isolation and ero-
sion of stabilizing institutions that characterize inner-city life. Figure
5.3 shows the extent to which such 'labour-market exclusion' has
become pervasive for males in Baltimore's major ghetto neighbour-
hoods. In I960, over two-thirds of working-age males in these neigh-
bourhoods were employed; by 1980, the majority of working-age
males were either unemployed, not in school, or not in the labour mar-
ket. For the city as a whole, the proportion of working-age black males
holding jobs declined from 67.7 per cent in 1960 to 55.2 per cent in
1990.

Wilson also argues that the exodus of the urban black middle class to
the suburbs - joining the white-flight that began in the 1950s - helped
unravel the social fabric of the inner city (Wilson 1987). Baltimore pro-
vides one of the most vivid urban examples of this trend. In 1970, 85
per cent of metropolitan Baltimore's black families earning more than
$35,000 a year (in 1990 dollars) lived in the city, their residential choices
constrained by the region's rigid housing segregation; by 1990, only 56
per cent of the region's black middle-class families lived in the city.
Suburban communities such as Lochearn, Woodmoor, Milford Mill,
and Randallstown, just northwest of the city line, saw their black com-
munities grow from 6 per cent of the population in 1970 to 65 per cent
in 1990, a huge exodus of income and social capital from city neigh-
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Figure 5.3 Labour Market Exclusion in the Baltimore Ghetto (% of working-age
males employed in selected Baltimore inner-city neighbourhoods, 1960-1990)

bourhoods. Table 5.3 contrasts the 1990 income distribution among
black households in Baltimore City and the 'Liberty Road Corridor' -
the primary suburban destination for Baltimore's black families. As the
table illustrates, the suburbanization of Baltimore's black middle class
left behind a disproportionate concentration of low-income black
households in the city. In ghetto neighbourhoods such as Sandtown-
Winchester, Upton, and Greenmount West - with poverty rates
approaching 50 per cent - this concentration of poverty and absence of
a middle class has helped create the multifaceted social disarray of
'underclass' neighbourhoods.

It is abundantly clear that nothing approaching an urban 'renais-
sance' has taken place in Baltimore's inner city. The social sustainabil-
ity of Baltimore's neighbourhoods, wracked by racial inequality and
social exclusion, is very much in question. Like most U.S. cities, Balti-

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 1962,1993
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Table 5.3 The Suburbanization of Baltimore's Black Middle
Class (distribution of black households, by income category,
Baltimore City and the Liberty Road Corridor, 1989)

% of households in each
income category

Annual
household income ($)

0-24,999
25,000-49,999
>50,000

Liberty Road
Corridor

22.1
41.4
36.5

Baltimore
City

57.7
29.8
12.6

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 1993

more has spent millions since the 1960s in 'community development'
programs to alleviate inner-city conditions. Since 1975, Baltimore has
spent an estimated $500 million in federal 'community-development
block-grant funds' in distressed neighbourhoods, and in 1994 the city
secured a $100-million federal 'Empowerment Zone' grant to build
homes and promote economic development in several inner-city
neighbourhoods. Millions more have been spent in city neighbour-
hoods on job training, social services, and housing programs. In addi-
tion, during the 1980s, Baltimore was among the first cities to
designate poor neighbourhoods as 'Enterprise Zones,' offering tax
incentives to lure businesses to the inner city.

Several major initiatives aimed at rebuilding inner-city neighbour-
hoods have been attempted over the past quarter-century. During the
1970s, Upton was the site of a major housing reconstruction program,
'the largest redevelopment project we've ever seen,' in the words of the
city's housing commissioner (Pietila 1996a). In the 1980s, the Park
Heights neighbourhood was touted as a model of how 'Enterprise
Zones' could revive inner-city economies. And during the 1990s, the
Schmoke administration launched two major 'community-building'
initiatives: in the depressed West Baltimore neighbourhood of Sand-
town-Winchester, and in the East Baltimore neighbourhoods near the
epicentre of the 1968 riots.

Both of the Schmoke initiatives sensibly sought to combine physical
redevelopment with social renewal, mounting a 'comprehensive'
attack on the 'web of interwoven problems that can lock families out of
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opportunity, permanently' (Walsh 1997, 12). Both initiatives were
driven by the assumption that unless the city could 'curb crime,
improve the schools, clean the streets, provide better health care, and
fix other shoddy services/ new housing might temporarily improve
the physical face of the neighbourhoods, but ultimately 'would not
make much difference' (Schorr 1996, 321). In both initiatives, the city
enlisted impressive partners: the Sandtown-Winchester project is
piloted by the Enterprise Foundation, the non-profit arm of the same
Rouse Corporation that developed Harborplace, while the East Balti-
more project involves the world-class Johns Hopkins University medi-
cal centre (located in the heart of the eastside ghetto).

However, by the end of the 1990s, notwithstanding the fanfare sur-
rounding these initiatives and some isolated indications of community
improvements, there was little evidence that these inner-city neigh-
bourhoods were truly on the road to revitalization. As one sympathetic
observer put it: 'For all the inspiring activity it has catalyzed, Sandtown-
Winchester has yet to reach the critical mass that would achieve "neigh-
bourhood transformation ... rather than program-specific reform"'
(Walsh 1997, 59-60). Another observer put the matter more ominously,
noting a rise in vacant properties around Sandtown-Winchester and
asking: 'What good will one rehabbed house do on a block that is
otherwise ruined and abandoned?' (Pietila 1996a). Similarly, conditions
in East Baltimore showed little discernible improvement (Baltimore Sun
1998b). In 1998, a highly publicized account of the existence of an open-
air drug market ('Zombieland') operating in vacant rowhouses adjacent
to an East Baltimore elementary school poignantly symbolized the con-
tinuing decay of this neighborhood (Haner 1998b).

In short, despite major city initiatives and the often heroic efforts of
community activists, Baltimore's inner-city neighbourhoods remain in
desperate condition. It is far too early to dismiss the latest initiatives as
failures. After all, the Inner Harbor redevelopment did not reach criti-
cal mass until fifteen years into the project, at which point a meaning-
ful private-investment market was created. In Baltimore's inner city -
with depleted social capital, physical blight, and few legitimate jobs -
transformation will take much longer. Community-building has
shown promise in some neighbourhoods across the country (Kingsley,
McNeely, and Gibson 1998); perhaps Baltimore's latest initiatives will
begin showing more than isolated improvements.

On the whole, however, the record of community development in
reclaiming neighbourhoods is not encouraging. Upton and Park
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Heights, two that have received particular attention and significant
public investments since the 1970s, continue to falter. Incredibly,
despite the millions that have been spent on city neighbourhoods, the
resources may not have been adequate, given the scope of ghetto prob-
lems. In addition, it may well be that community development is an
inherently flawed strategy; as Nicholas Lemann has argued, the
'record of black success in America's cities since the 1960s has been
almost entirely bound up with leaving the ghettos rather than improv-
ing them' (1991, 347). Michael Porter (1995) has advanced a 'market-
oriented' version of the community development strategy, arguing that
inner-city revitalization programs have failed because they have not
sufficiently involved the private sector. According to Porter, inner cit-
ies have considerable 'competitive advantages' (cheap labour and
land, central location, and unmet consumer markets) that would
attract private reinvestment if cities nurtured a pro-business climate.
But, while some national retailers have begun looking more closely at
heretofore neglected inner-city markets (chiefly because of saturation
in some suburban markets), there is scant evidence that the bombed-
out cityscape and social disarray of ghetto strips such as 'Zombieland'
are likely to entice major business investments away from the suburbs
(Goozner 1998, 60). Indeed, all of the serious research on metropolitan
labour markets concludes that employment and business growth are
overwhelmingly concentrated in the suburbs, far away from inner-city
turmoil (Kasarda 1993). There is little reason to believe that Porter's
version of 'ghetto capitalism,' relying on market forces that have
worked so devastatingly against inner cities over the past forty years,
is likely to be any more successful than conventional community-
development strategies in rebuilding neighbourhoods such as Upton,
Sandtown-Winchester, or East Baltimore. Certainly, the failure of
enterprise zones to revive neighbourhood economies is instructive,
since they offered the same kinds of incentives - tax credits and regula-
tory relief - that Porter contends will activate the latent competitive
advantages of the inner city. Baltimore is one of the sites for Porter's
recently launched 'Initiative for a Competitive Inner City/ so there will
soon be evidence on whether his version of market-based community
development can revive the city's troubled neighbourhoods.

By the end of the 1990s, Baltimore's leadership was clearly frustrated
by the intractability of inner-city problems and the disappointing
results of virtually all reconstruction strategies. As a result, at City Hall
and in corporate boardrooms, a 'new' strategy began taking shape:
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demolition and relocation as the keys to the city's prosperity (Shields
1998). Of course, in the 1940s and 1950s, slum clearance was the Amer-
ican answer to urban blight; thus, the 'new' approach of solving Balti-
more's problems by 'knocking down the parts of the city that are
causing them' (Dilts 1998) represented a recrudescence of a once-
discredited urban policy. Nevertheless, by the late 1990s, city leaders
talked openly of 'planned shrinkage' for a depopulating city, in which
the poor would be increasingly 'dispersed' to other jurisdictions, and
abandoned buildings would be torn down. 'We must not allow our cit-
ies to become quarantine zones for the poor,' noted Mayor Schmoke,
undoubtedly aware that, while Baltimore City contained 27 per cent of
the region's population, it housed 67 per cent of metro Baltimore's
poor (Shields 1998). During the 1990s, Baltimore began demolition of
its notorious high-rise public-housing complexes, and the city was an
eager participant in HUD's experimental 'Moving to Opportunity'
(MTO) program, which helps the poor, through housing vouchers and
relocation assistance, leave ghetto neighbourhoods for suburban loca-
tions closer to job growth. However, the MTO program generated con-
siderable resistance in the suburbs, raising questions about the political
feasibility of dispersal policy.

In sum, after four decades of decline, Baltimore's leaders faced
the sobering prospect that 'neighborhood deterioration here ... has
acquired such a pace and scope that the downward spiral may be
unstoppable' (Pietila 1996a). A corrosive sense that 'nothing works'
seemed to take hold in Baltimore, amid the growing belief that the
sheer concentration of the ghetto poor rendered hopeless any neigh-
bourhood revitalization strategies. By 1998, Baltimore's 'anti-poverty'
strategy edged towards simply moving the poor out of the city and
bulldozing blighted blocks, a tacit surrender to the formidable obsta-
cles in the way of rebuilding inner-city neighbourhoods.

Suburbia and the Rise of 'Edge Cities'

Since the 1950s, efforts to rebuild downtown or revive Baltimore's
neighbourhoods have foundered against a massive exodus of people,
jobs, and businesses to sprawling suburbs on the outer fringes of
the metropolitan area. The 'car culture,' with its inexorable sprawl-
inducing effects, now dominates the Baltimore region, notwithstand-
ing the construction since the mid-1970s of a $1.5-billion network of
heavy- and light-rail mass transit radiating out of downtown. Initially,
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the suburbs were residential communities, which still revolved around
the city as an economic hub. But, metro Baltimore's economic centre of
gravity has now clearly shifted to outlying suburbs. In places such as
Columbia, Towspn, and Owings Mills, suburban clusters of offices and
commerce have developed, 'Edge Cities' far removed from the central
city and its litany of problems (see figure 5.4). This decentralization has
resulted in a sharp metropolitan polarization, in which the destinies of
rapidly growing, prosperous outer suburbs have become increasingly
disconnected from a struggling central city. Unrelenting suburbaniza-
tion inexorably draws more and more of the resources necessary for
any hopes of an urban revival.

As in most U.S. metropolitan areas, the dimensions of Baltimore's
suburban sprawl and economic deconcentration are astounding. As
we saw earlier, the outflow of population from the city to the suburbs
has been continuous since the 1950s, and shows no signs of abating.
Sprawl has been particularly rapid since 1970, as the region's outer
suburbs - in Howard, Harford, and Carroll counties - gained 360,000
residents (an increase of 153 per cent between 1970 and 1997), while
the city lost almost 250,000 (a decline of 28 per cent). Growth has
transformed these heretofore rural counties into sprawling subur-
ban communities, with shopping malls, office parks, and low-density
residential subdivisions gobbling up open spaces (Hedgpeth and Tim-
berg 1997). For example, the 'country town' of Owings Mills, located
20 miles northwest of downtown Baltimore in a once-rural section of
Baltimore County, has grown from the early 1980s to more than 40,000
residents today, with more than 5.5 million square feet of commercial
space developed since the mid-1980s (Atwood 1998).

As noted earlier, the racial and income aspects of these shifts have
deepened metropolitan social polarization. Between 1950 and 1997,
Baltimore City's white population declined by over 70 per cent; during
the 1990s alone, an estimated 73,000 whites (25 per cent of the total) left
the city. This 'white flight' has made the city, in effect, a residential terra
incognita for the region's white population. Since the 1970s, increasing
numbers of the black middle class have also left the city. The upshot of
this biracial flight of the middle class from Baltimore City has been
a widening income disparity between the city and the suburbs. Per-
capita income in Baltimore City shrank from just under 80 per cent of
the suburban level to 64.3 per cent between 1970 and 1990, a rate of
decline that ranked fourth worst among the fifteen largest frostbelt
cities (Levine 1998).



Figure 5.4 The Greater Baltimore Region
Source: INRS-urbanisation
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Suburban employment growth has followed these residential shifts,
and business suburbanization has reduced the city's place as the eco-
nomic core of the region. Advanced telecommunications technology
makes it feasible for many firms to operate away from downtown loca-
tions, enabling them to take advantage of lower suburban land prices
and office rents, as well as easier access to their workers, most of whom
now live in the suburbs and commute by automobile. Thus, the share
of metro Baltimore office space located in the suburbs has grown from
30 to 65 per cent since the early 1970s, and the disparity between
downtown and suburban office vacancy rates in Baltimore is among
the worst in the country (Downtown Partnership 1997, 4).

These economic changes are vividly illustrated in regional employ-
ment trends. Between 1960 and 1990, the proportion of workers in the
Baltimore region commuting to jobs in the city fell from 60 per cent to
32 per cent. Put another way, by the 1990s, two-thirds of all metro-area
workers commuted to jobs in the suburbs. Job creation in the service
sector has exploded in the Baltimore suburbs, growing at a faster pace
than in suburbs in most other frostbelt metropolises (Levine 1998). As
table 5.4 makes clear, in all sectors of the economy, the city share of
regional employment has shrunk considerably since 1970, with partic-
ularly dramatic growth in the proportion of jobs located in outer sub-
urbs such as Howard County. Even in sectors such as finance and
business services, which have historically clustered in urban down-
towns, the city has lost ground to the suburbs. Economic deconcentra-
tion continued unabated during the 1990s: between 1990 and 1997,
Baltimore city lost 65,000 jobs (13.7 per cent of its employment base),
while suburban counties gained 124,000 jobs (an increase of 10.8 per
cent).

Thus, for the vast majority of Baltimoreans in the 1990s, any connec-
tion to the central city is tenuous. Most of the region's residents now
live, work, shop, and play in suburban enclaves and, for many, a 'tour-
ist' trip to the Inner Harbor or the Camden Yards stadiums is their sole
link to the urban core. As Robert Reich aptly put it, there has been a
splintering in metropolitan America, a 'secession' of the 'fortunate'
into 'exurban communities' where they can pool their resources with
each other for optimal 'amenities,' while avoiding subsidizing anyone
less fortunate (1991,271). In 1997, a commissioner from Carroll County,
on the outer fringes of metropolitan Baltimore, bluntly articulated this
'secessionist' ethos: 'If Baltimore dies, it dies,' he said. 'Maybe we will
dig it up and make farmland out of it. Why should we bail Baltimore
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Table 5.4 The Suburbanization of Baltimore's Jobs (% of employment located in various
jurisdictions, 1969-1995)

All Sectors Finance, Insurance, Business
and Real Estate Services

Jurisdiction 1969 1995 1969 1995 1969 1995

The City
All suburbs
Baltimore County
Howard County

61.5
38.5
23.9

1.6

31.6
68.2
32.1
10.5

78.9
21.1
12.3
0.6

39.1
60.9
34.6
10.4

82.4
17.6
8.5
0.8

27.9
72.1
38.1
12.2

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 1971,1997

out or be drawn into its problems?' (Baltimore Sun 1997). Less malevo-
lently, thousands of Baltimore-area residents and businesses opt for the
suburbs because the degradation of urban life, combined with the con-
veniences of 'automobilized' suburbia, often makes the suburbs the
only reasonable option, particularly for families with school-age chil-
dren. This, of course, becomes part of a vicious circle in which flight to
the suburbs depletes city neighbourhoods and tax bases, and exacer-
bates urban distress, promoting further departures and a new wave of
urban decline.

Ultimately, as Baltimore's establishment has belatedly recognized
over the past decade, regional policies are essential to cope with the
consequences of suburban sprawl and urban decline. During the
1990s, the city's powerful Abell Foundation commissioned and aggres-
sively publicized studies by (Peirce, with Johnson and Hall 1993),
David Rusk (1996), and Myron Orfield (1997), the three leading U.S.
'apostles of regionalism.' All recommended regional approaches to
Baltimore's problems. The city's influential daily newspaper, the Sun,
has editorially become a vehement advocate of regionalism (Baltimore
Sun 1998d). The Baltimore business establishment, through the same
Greater Baltimore Committee that launched the Inner Harbor renais-
sance, has now embraced regionalism, issuing a 1997 manifesto that
included, among other ideas, metropolitan 'tax-base sharing' to rectify
city-suburb fiscal imbalances (Greater Baltimore Committee 1997). In
1997, perhaps a sign that 'regionalist' thinking was beginning to influ-
ence public policy, the State of Maryland passed a 'Smart Growth' law
in which state expenditures for transportation and utilities would be
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channelled to 'growth corridors/ and state investments and incentives
would be used to discourage sprawl and encourage urban develop-
ment.

In short, there are the beginnings of a 'regionalist' policy response to
urban decline and suburban sprawl in Baltimore. It remains to be seen
how far such policies will go. Although there are signs of 'slow-
growth' and 'anti-growth' sentiment in Baltimore's exurbs (Wheeler
1998), the bulk of suburban developers, homeowners, and public offi-
cials have genuine material interests in opposing plans for tax-base
sharing, 'smart growth/ or other city-oriented regional strategies.
Moreover, such regionalist strategies as dispersing the city's poor
throughout the metropolitan area (Rusk 1996) have already generated
predictable suburban opposition. Rhetoric about regional cooperation
often elicits approval in the abstract, only to founder against formida-
ble sociological and economic impediments: suburban homeowners
fear that changes might raise their taxes, lower their property values,
force them to subsidize the urban poor, or bring 'undesirables' into
their neighbourhoods. In the final analysis, however, in view of the
sad history of other approaches to urban revitalization, harnessing
regional growth to city renewal may be Baltimore's last best chance to
attack social exclusion and generate socially sustainable development.

Conclusion

Urbanists are fond of metaphors for summarizing the state of the city.
Several seem to fit the U.S. city at century's end: the 'Abandoned City/
epitomized by the total collapse of cities like Detroit in the 1970s amid
racial turmoil, social exclusion, and suburban separatism; the 'Fortress
City/ to describe the architectural, sociological, and technological
means by which metropolitan 'haves' seek security in an increasingly
turbulent environment (Davis 1990; Kaplan 1998); and the 'Fantasy
City' (Hannigan 1998), to describe the near-universal strategy of cities
to resurrect themselves as tourist and entertainment centres.

Elements of all of these 'models' are part of Baltimore's recent his-
tory. To be sure, the Baltimore story is not one of unremitting crisis.
Although the 'renaissance' proclaimed by city boosters in the 1970s
and 1980s was limited, Baltimore was no Detroit; the city did not col-
lapse. In fact, after hitting rock bottom in the 1970s, there were at least
some signs in the 1980s of stabilization in Baltimore: per-capita income
growth in the city ran ahead of that in most frostbelt cities, the city-
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wide poverty rate actually declined slightly, and employment growth
downtown began providing jobs for the city's black community
(Levine 1998).

However, none of the city's core difficulties had been successfully
attacked, and by the 1990s the sense of decline in Baltimore was palp-
able. If not quite 'the Abandoned City/ Baltimore was close, with
people, jobs, and businesses continuing to desert the city and with
inner-city neighbourhoods on the verge of collapse. If not quite the
'Fortress City/ Baltimore nevertheless manifested all the signs of social
'secessionism' and balkanization, in a city where open-air drug mar-
kets and one of the nation's highest murder rates engendered fear and
insecurity. By the end of the 1990s, after three decades of 'fantasy city'
redevelopment strategies and heralded community-development initi-
atives, city policy makers seem to have run out of answers short of
'slum clearance' or 'planned shrinkage' to the problems of ghetto pov-
erty and neighbourhood decay.

It may well be that Baltimore is past the 'point of no return/ and that
decades of wrong-headed policies and unforgiving market forces have
created an 'obsolete city.' Nevertheless, the new regionalism strategies
espoused by the state government and the city's business elite do offer
some grounds for optimism about the future. 'Smart Growth/ properly
implemented, could reduce fiscal imbalances between city and suburb,
encourage urban 'in-fill' development and discourage sprawl. Over
time, a metropolitan marketplace structured by 'Smart Growth'
instead of incentives for sprawl could change the dynamics of business
location decisions and, to revisit Michael Porter's phrase, tap the 'com-
petitive advantages of the inner city.' Even aggressively implemented,
though, 'Smart Growth' is not a panacea for the multitude of problems
facing Baltimore. But it might provide a substructure that would
enable strategies such as downtown redevelopment and community-
building to work better than they have in the past. Combined with
massive investments in public schooling, serious crime control, and
amelioration of the city labour market (through strategies such as job-
link programs), Baltimore's new regionalism could make a difference.

There are imposing political obstacles to such a strategy and in the
end a culture of socially just regionalism will need to be cultivated in
Baltimore. As Norton Long put it, many years ago: 'The apostles of
metropolitanism are coming to realize that the vision they are seeking
is something more than a better means of moving traffic, an improve-
ment in the plumbing, or even an increase in the competitive position
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of the local economy. It is the possibility of attaining a shared common
goal of a better life' (1962, 183). Without such a common vision, the
centre cannot hold, and Baltimore's possibilities for socially just, sus-
tainable development will be grim indeed.

Note

1 For example, Baltimore did 'earn' approximately $25 million in repayments
of loans provided the Hyatt-Regency project in 1979. But these earnings
were recycled into other downtown investments: the expanded convention
center and the Scarlett Place luxury condominiums Qacobson 1992).
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6 Geneva: Does Wealth Ensure
Social Sustainability?

ANTOINE S. BAILLY

Is it enough to be one of the world's wealthiest cities to be a socially
sustainable city? Geneva would seem to offer an extraordinary success
story, certainly in the sense defined by UNESCO's MOST program.
The city has, to all outward appearances, created an urban environ-
ment that encourages social integration and harmony. Geneva has
developed a clear sense of political and social identity. The city has
been just as successful in nurturing an environment that fosters cul-
tural and scientific creativity - examples being its university and
research centres, such as the European Centre for Nuclear Research
(CERN) - and in building an economic base linking research, services,
and commerce, with banking and international affairs playing a prom-
inent role. In sum, a safe city in a beautiful setting, Geneva is clearly a
pleasant place to live by present-day urban standards. Despite its small
size, it feels like an international city, with a reputation for its quality of
life and its place in world affairs, founded to a large extent on the pres-
ence of the United Nations European headquarters.

A City Facing Changing Economic Conditions

The fragility of this positive view of Geneva became evident during the
recent economic downturn. Geneva, not unlike Switzerland as a whole,
faces new challenges, raising questions about its future development.
Social sustainability has become an issue. Space is scarce and densities
are very high, leading to traffic congestion and a dearth of vacant land
for expansion; the area centred on the cities of Geneva and Lausanne is
often called the 'Lemanic Metropolitan Area' (Bassand and Leresche
1991), named after Lac Leman ('Lake Geneva' in English), because of the
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Table 6.1 Canton of Geneva: Selected Data, 1996

Land area 282 sq. km.
Population 400,000
Foreign-born population 37.9%
Employment 239,500
Income per capita (in U.S. dollars) $36,488
Unemployment rate 6.8%
Automobiles registered 197,514

Source: Office Cantonal de la Statistique

density of its network of cities and villages. Another consequence of the
lack of space is the high cost of living: in 1996 Geneva was ranked as the
fourth most expensive metropolitan area in the world.

These factors, combined with the economic slowdown of the last
decade, explain why population growth forecasts made in 1965 were
never attained: instead of the 550,000 inhabitants projected for 1990,
the canton had a population of just over 400,000 in 1996 (see table 6.1).
Following a period of housing shortage, Geneva now has a situation of
low demand for houses and apartments, with an occupancy rate of
two persons per unit. A housing surplus is projected for at least the
next twenty years, despite a sharp slowdown in residential construc-
tion, leading to the bankruptcy of several construction firms.

The 'Regio Genevensis' is not confined to the Canton of Geneva
(Bailly 1992). Often considered a pioneer in transnational cooperation,
Metropolitan Geneva, a Franco-Swiss initiative, includes the Swiss
Canton of Geneva, parts of the neighbouring Canton of Vaud, as well
as areas located in the French departements of Ain and Haute-Savoie
(see table 6.2). The total population of Metropolitan Geneva in 1995
was 600,000. Even this figure is small in comparison with other Euro-
pean metropolitan areas, a factor that has not, however, prevented
Geneva from being classified as one of Europe's major international
cities (DATAR 1989; Bonneville et al. 1992).

According to the evaluation framework developed by Marc Bonne-
ville and his colleagues (1992), using thirteen indicators, Geneva is
classified in the same league as cities such as Amsterdam, Barcelona,
and Frankfurt. The cities present, 'despite their differences in size,
many similarities ... due to their internationalism.' Among the various
criteria, the report notes the following:
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Table 6.2 Geneva's Administrative Structure

1. Canton of Geneva: population 400,000
Comprising 45 municipalities, including the municipality of Geneva (population 175,000).

2. Metropolitan Geneva: population 600,000
Includes the Canton of Geneva, western municipalities of the Canton of Vaud, the
municipalities on the Swiss border of the French departements of Ain (Pays de Gex) and
Haute-Savoie.

3. Lemanic Metropolitan Area: population 800,000
Centred on the two cities of Geneva and Lausanne, this region covers the Canton of
Geneva, the southern part of the Canton of Vaud, the Pays de Gex (Ain), and the north-
ern part of Haute-Savoie. This is not an administrative unit but a geographical concept.

Source: The author

• the volume of airport traffic and the diversity of international desti-
nations (Geneva airport received more than 6 million passengers);

• the importance of the foreign-born population (over 35 per cent in
Geneva in 1995);

• the importance of employment in the financial sector (20,800, includ-
ing 15,700 in foreign banks in 1994 in the Canton of Geneva);

• the number of upscale hotels catering to foreign visitors (of the
13,100 hotel beds registered in the Canton, 65 per cent are in four-
star or five-star hotels).

Geneva is one of the most specialized metropolitan areas in Europe
with respect to internationally oriented activities. The findings of the
Bonneville et al. (1992) report are consistent with those of other recent
studies. DATAR (1989) ranks Geneva behind Paris, London, and
Milan, but on the same level as Amsterdam, Brussels, Frankfurt, and
Barcelona. A study of cities in Central Europe (Messerli 1991) consid-
ers Geneva to be one of the 'macro-cities/ behind Paris and Frankfurt,
but on a level with Brussels, Zurich, Munich, and Milan.

Economic Restructuring and the Spatial Division of Labour

A new metropolitan system is emerging, however, resulting in a func-
tional redistribution of activities among cities. New forms of interenter-
prise organization are pushing firms towards Zurich. Geneva is losing
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its traditional manufacturing base. The city also stands to lose firms that
supply business services to companies relocating outside Switzerland
in response to the opportunities offered in the new integrated Europe.

These structural changes are not unique to Geneva. What is unique
is the city's quality of life and its specialization in international activi-
ties. Does this specialization provide a better chance for the develop-
ment of a socially sustainable city? Because of its past, the level of
education of its population, and the quality of its cultural and natural
environment, Geneva has many assets for the future as a socially sus-
tainable city. However, new solutions must be found in the fight
against the growth of a dual society.

The term ^industrialization' is often employed to describe the
changes that are occurring in the economic structure of Metropolitan
Geneva (Coffey and Bailly 1992). The secondary sector (manufacturing
and construction) accounted for less than 19 per cent of total employ-
ment in 1995 in the Canton (down from 27.5 per cent in 1975), while
the share for the tertiary, or service, sector now stands at 71.9 per cent.

The role of Geneva changed in the 1980s with the rise of more flexi-
ble forms of production and increasing European integration (Switzer-
land is not a member of the European Union). The results for the
metropolitan area have been both an internal restructuring of industry
and the departure of firms, looking for locations outside Switzerland
within the European Union (EU). The canton has become more spe-
cialized: the more sophisticated and complex financial and commercial
activities have often remained in the city, close to the centre, because of
the continuing need for face-to-face contact; while other more stan-
dardized service activities have often moved to peripheral areas, tak-
ing advantage of lower land prices - the choice of a peripheral location
being linked to the presence of communications infrastructure such as
airports and motorways. However, this deconcentration now reaches
into the neighbouring Canton of Vaud as well as the French departe-
ments of Ain and Haute-Savoie, and sometimes into places even fur-
ther away, both in Switzerland and in France.

This spatial specialization of economic activity also tends to rein-
force social and spatial divisions of labour. Many skilled Swiss workers
and international employees have moved to France or to the Canton of
Vaud, where living costs are generally lower. The flight of firms and
people out of the Canton of Geneva is thus aggravated, with major
consequences for the tax base of the canton and of local municipalities.
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The consequences can also be felt in the housing and office rental mar-
kets; 250,000 square metres of office space were for rent in early 1996,
as were 110 hectares of industrial land.

In sum, three main factors may be said to lie behind Geneva's cur-
rent economic dilemma:

1 Skilled labour is expensive and often rare, in part due to Switzer-
land's strict immigration and residence laws (see below), in essence
making the canton an increasingly less profitable location for many
high-tech industries and high-level services.

2 Even where activities exist that might normally have located in
Geneva because of the strong presence of international agencies and
financial institutions, Geneva does not in fact possess - precisely
because of its 'over'-specialization - the necessary diversity of high-
level service firms to support such activities, compared, for example,
with cities such as Zurich.

3 The Canton of Geneva, because of its small size, does not constitute a
major market. In addition, the fact that Switzerland has chosen to
remain outside the EU, meaning that the canton does not have free
commercial access to surrounding European states and territories,
only tends to exacerbate Geneva's isolation.

The Official Response: Geneva and Sustainable Urban Development

Aware of these difficulties, Geneva and French authorities published in
September 1993 a White Paper on Metropolitan Geneva's future, set-
ting out guidelines for sustainable urban development. Among the
objectives identified, three are similar to the themes developed by the
MOST research initiative on socially sustainable urban development:

• improved environmental quality, broadly defined to include natural
and man-made environments, and covering such matters as parks,
green belts, rural protection, and urban renewal;

• innovative and more efficient urban management across the entire
urban region, including the creation of a Franco-Swiss Lemanic
agency to promote common goals and policies;

• improved internal accessibility within the urban region, with a
coherent transportation network integrating Swiss and French plans
for motorways, trains, and bus services.
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These proposals were also integrated into the 1997 draft plan for the
Canton for 2015.1

With respect to the six policy areas identified by Mario Polese and
Richard Stren in the opening chapter of this volume, Geneva authori-
ties have focused on land-use planning, transportation, and the envi-
ronment. A Law on Territorial Planning (Loi sur I'amenagement du
tenitoire), recently approved, governs urban planning decisions in the
Canton. This planning framework, although it only covers the canton,
attempts to take account of the strong interdependencies between the
Canton of Geneva, that of Vaud, and neighbouring French departe-
ments. An informal council, the Conseil du Leman, has been created in
order to allow for discussions at the Lemanic level. The Conseil du
Leman is composed of representatives from the Cantons of Geneva
and Vaud and the departements of Ain and Haute-Savoie.

The new regional-planning framework envisages major improve-
ments in the transportation system, allowing for better access to the
centre and to cities in France, as well to outlying areas of the Canton of
Geneva (Kaufman and Giullietti 1996). One of the main issues at stake
is the 'economic' balance between the Canton of Geneva and the inter-
national Lemanic metropolitan region. In this respect, one of the prin-
cipal objectives is the creation of new development nodes in the canton
and in France, such as Annemasse, and the construction of new TGV
(high-speed train) stations in smaller cities (see figure 6.1). A multi-
nodal region is planned for the year 2015. However, a local transpor-
tation network must link these nodes. A new tramway system and a
regional railway network are being built to respond to these new
developments: the area near the centre will be linked by buses and
trams; the outer circle by regional trains. This new network should
lead to the long-term integration of outlying towns and villages into
the region. This translates the political will of local authorities to move
from a fragmented to an integrated metropolis, a major shift from past
thinking.

This high degree of 'hard' planning is a change from the period
when Geneva's economy evolved largely on the basis of free-market
forces, accompanied by much 'softer' planning and more informal reg-
ulations. In many cities, such an approach to urban development
would have generated major equity concerns about, for example,
housing provision for the poor and other excluded social groups, the
provision of medical and social services, and the possible impact on
crime and social divisions. In the Canton of Geneva, where average



Figure 6.1 Metropolitan Geneva
Source: Departement des Travaux Publics et de 1'Energie de Geneve,
Proiet 2015
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wages are considerably higher than in most cities in Europe, these
equity concerns did not emerge until the late 1980s, when unemploy-
ment started to appear as a major issue. Before this, unemployment
was almost unheard of in Geneva, as indeed in most of Switzerland.
There are no real ghettos in the Canton of Geneva, which gives the
impression of being an island of wealth and prosperity with one of the
world's highest standards of living, with excellent public services and
few visible social problems. For the visitor, the general impression
remains one of overall well-being and social harmony.

In fact, the Canton of Geneva is today affected by serious social
problems, with an unemployment rate standing at 6 per cent in 1999.
Important social disparities are starting to show in what was previ-
ously regarded as a largely homogeneous (upper-middle-class) society.
Figure 6.2, a schematic representation of Geneva's social areas, identi-
fies various geographic zones:

• the so-called transition zones with their blue-collar populations,
often of foreign origin or recently arrived from Swiss peripheral can-
tons such as the Valais;

• the zone of immigrant residences, where second-generation foreign-
ers tend to concentrate, with medium-standard and moderately
priced housing;

• the U.N. sector, with its office buildings and residences for high-
ranking officials, followed by the wealthy Geneva suburbs to the
northeast along the lake, often referred to as a restricted area since
only the wealthiest can afford to live there;

• the satellite cities of mainly middle-class white-collar workers or
new immigrants, depending on the social status of the satellite city
and its location in the canton or in neighbouring France. Some of
these cities are on the French side and are favoured by middle-class
international employees seeking less expensive housing.

The French part of the Geneva region is also the place of residence of
French cross-border commuters (numbering about 30,000 in 1995, and
26,000 in 1999) who work in the Canton of Geneva. It is important to
note that this international (although infra-metropolitan) border
allows cantonal authorities in Geneva to control this daily flow of 'for-
eign' workers in case of economic downturn. Since these commuters
live outside Switzerland's borders, cantonal authorities have the
option of not renewing their work permits. This also means that the



Figure 6.2 Geneva, 1997
Source: The author
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unemployment rate mentioned above is clearly an underestimate.
Strict immigration and residency controls, and an even stricter citizen-
ship policy, prevent these cross-border commuters from residing in the
Canton of Geneva, obtaining long-term work permits, and eventually
becoming Swiss citizens. The issue of cross-border mobility is one of
the chief stumbling blocks in the negotiations between Switzerland
and the EU. Were Switzerland to join the EU, citizens of other EU coun-
tries would be able to work freely and settle in Geneva, eliminating the
current legal and bureaucratic barriers (discussed below), considerably
modifying the urban dynamics of Swiss Geneva, which would then
move from a closed to an open system.

Exclusion, Geneva-Style

In the Geneva case, issues of immigration, residence permits, work per-
mits, and citizenship lie at the heart of Geneva's singular form of social
and economic regulation. Various classes of foreign workers exist, in
addition to the cross-border commuters from France. Foreigners wish-
ing to live and work in Switzerland must obtain an 'A' permit (sea-
sonal: maximum of nine months) or a 'B' permit linked to specific
employment. 'A' permits must be renewed outside Switzerland. After
various years of residence, some foreigners may obtain a 'C' permit
(allowing an extended stay), the number of years required for eligibility
varying according to the applicant's country of origin. In sum, cross-
border work permits as well as 'A' and 'B' permits are temporary in
nature, giving Geneva authorities a degree of discretion and flexibility
in the management of labour flows unlike that of most local authorities.

It is thus not surprising that economic downturn brought a fall in the
number of foreign workers, although the foreign population still
makes up some 38 per cent of the total population. Most foreign work-
ers are not counted in Swiss unemployment figures. When their
employment ceases, they leave Switzerland following the non-renewal
of their work and residence permits. Restrictions on the right to reside
are also a way to exclude certain foreigners from Swiss social benefits;
once foreigners with 'A' or 'B' permits lose their jobs, they lose their
rights to such benefits. Geneva's apparent social cohesion and har-
mony may, in other words, be in part explained by a managed system
of social exclusion via work permits, residence permits, controlled
commuter flows, and restrictions on citizenship.

The proximity of an international border is a key element in this
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managed system of social exclusion. Switzerland's strict immigration
laws apply also to the French living in the French suburbs of Metropol-
itan Geneva. Geneva is unique in being separated from its natural sub-
urbs by an international boundary, allowing authorities to practise
'influx controls' into the central city. These controls of labour flows are
reinforced by a strict system of land-use planning, raising housing
costs, which discourages the settlement of less wealthy populations.
Housing prices in central Geneva are three to four times those in
neighbouring France, pushing part of the population towards the
French suburbs or into the neighbouring Canton of Vaud. Market
forces thus tend to reinforce the spatial impact of the regulatory frame-
work.

To become a true Genevois with full civic rights can take time, some-
times even for Swiss from other cantons (called Confederes) who com-
prise 30 per cent of Geneva's population. However, for other Swiss
wishing to settle in Geneva, residence and work permits are as a rule
granted automatically. Nor are there any restrictions on their right to
vote. Rather, more informal rules and practices, especially in major
economic sectors such as private banking, produce de facto social
exclusion. Geneva's success in banking is in part attributable to rigid
social rules that concentrate financial power in the hands of a few
Geneva families (often Calvinist). A dual society has been the tradition
for centuries; on one side a closed Genevois society, on the other, Swiss
Confederes and foreigners working for the prosperity of Geneva.

One may ask whether this model is still sustainable. How can the
city's international reputation and prosperity be maintained without
power being more equitably distributed? The social and physical bor-
ders that allow the exclusion of certain groups are becoming barriers to
effective metropolitan integration. Geneva has, in many areas, priced
itself out of the market. Geneva increasingly runs the risk of becoming
a high-cost economy closed in by economic and social borders. Many
cities in the rest of Europe now offer equivalent monetary and social
stability, but with lower labour costs and free access to the vast market
oftheEU.

Geneva's Policy Response: An International Centre in the
Grip of Change2

In light of the challenges outlined above, Geneva civil society has
made deliberate attempts to keep its high quality of life and attract
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new economic activities. An example is the marketing campaign
'Geneve gagne' ('Geneva wins/ but which can also be translated as
'Geneva earns'), launched by the Chamber of Commerce of the canton.
The campaign aims to develop a new image for Geneva as a dynamic
city, based on its history, its culture, and its environment. Influential
individuals and interest groups such as private banks are piloting the
project, demonstrating, it can be hoped, that the business community
is indeed preparing for the future and is playing an effective role in
attracting new firms and new international organizations. Some con-
crete results can already be seen in the area of communications and
environmental activities (Hocke 1996).

Geneva's new policy orientation can also be seen in its visible efforts
to stay international in reaction to the growing challenges to its tradi-
tional role as a major international centre. The case of Kurt Waldheim
who, during his tenure as U.N. secretary general, attempted to move
some of the organization's offices to Vienna, provides an obvious indi-
cation of Geneva's vulnerability to political decisions beyond its control.

Since 1990 many cities have challenged Geneva, attempting to attract
U.N. agencies and the offices of various NGOs. The head offices of inter-
national agencies in the areas of biodiversity and climatic change have
for example recently gone to cities such as Bonn and Montreal. Geneva
has managed to keep the World Trade Organization, the successor to
GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade). But Geneva's bargain-
ing power may be diminishing; Switzerland is, after all, not a major
player in the international jostling for U.N. agencies, certainly not com-
pared with nations such as Germany, Japan, France and the United
States. A similar trend is discernible for multinational companies
despite the weight of organizations such as Dupont and Reuters that
have as their European headquarters in Geneva. A number of multina-
tionals have moved their head offices to cities within the EU: the Battelle
Institute moved to Frankfurt; the First City Bank of Boston moved its
European head office to Luxembourg; and, following a long search,
Euronews finally located in Lyon. What was taken for granted in the
1970s is no longer certain. Geneva must increasingly fight to hold on to
its international position. The consequences for Geneva's local economy
are clearly visible: the hotel and restaurant business is declining and
many luxury shops are closing. Even Geneva's airport is showing a
decline in the number of direct international flights, due to the loca-
tion of Swissair's hub in Zurich's Kloten Airport. Notwithstanding
Geneva's 'golden triangle' (the upscale area close to the airport, contain-
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ing head offices and hotels), the central location of its airport in Europe,
and its continuing reputation as an international centre (for expositions,
conferences, and so on), many new ventures are choosing to settle partly
or entirely in neighbouring France.

This flight of economic activity is a reflection of the dilemma, noted
earlier, facing a small metropolitan area trapped in a 'closed' nation. In
the referendum of 6 December 1992, the Swiss electorate rejected the
proposed integration of Switzerland into the European Economic
Community (now the EU). As Europe integrates, with perhaps a com-
mon currency, the dilemma facing Geneva will grow stronger. Many
firms, looking to the EU market, will seek out more attractive locations.
In addition, many specialized services and offices are increasingly
attracted to the nation's main economic centre, Zurich. In sum, the pic-
ture is one of increased competition for international activities, but
where Geneva still may enjoy comparative advantages, and a probable
decline in economic activities serving the European market due to the
restructuring of European management and production systems.

The 1995 federal census gives some indications of employment
trends: full-time employment dropped between 1991 and 1995 from
190,000 to 173,000 - a loss of 17,000 jobs, although the drop in part-time
employment was less severe. The number of unemployed in Geneva
was close to 16,000, but this figure is an underestimation for the rea-
sons given earlier. The biggest job decline was in the manufacturing
sector (see table 6.3): employment fell by 34.8 per cent in printing and
publishing, 23.3 per cent in the chemical industry, and 28.4 per cent in
machinery manufacturing. At the same time, other areas are expand-
ing: education by 10.6 per cent, and postal and telecommunications
services by 8.4 per cent; and the so-called luxury sector, specifically the
watch-making industry, saw a 28.3 per cent employment growth
during the 1991-5 period. Since 1985, health and social services have
been the fastest-growing sectors, reflecting the emergence of a city spe-
cializing in high-quality services. But, with the reorganization of the
banking sector, and the decline in wholesale trade and in hotels and
restaurants, the general trend is towards a fall in employment and a
rise in uncertainty about the future.

New Challenges for International Geneva

It is in this context that the authorities of the Canton of Geneva have
reaffirmed their financial commitment to maintaining Geneva's role as
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Table 6.3 Employment Change in the Canton of Geneva, 1985-1995
(Selected Industries)

Printing
Chemicals
Machinery
Wholesale trade
Business services
Post, telecomm.
Education
Watchmaking

1985

3,323
3,015
2,903

15,415
19,043
4,414

13,391
4,689

1991

3,254
3,070
2,863

16,246
22,904
5,118

14,556
4,815

1995

2,123
2,355
2,049

12,524
23,580
5,548

16,098
6,178

% change
1991-5

-34.8
-23.3
-28.4
-22.9

3.0
8.4

10.6
28.3

Source: Office Cantonal de la Statistique

an international centre. Promoting socially sustainable development is
at the forefront of this commitment. Intergovernmental and non-
governmental organizations which contribute to the protection of the
environment, life, and human rights, and to promoting peace and com-
munication - organizations working in areas such as humanitarian aid,
health, the environment, telecommunications, and world trade - will
receive financial support from the Canton of Geneva and as well as
from the federal government.

To improve the aesthetic quality of the presence of international orga-
nizations, an international competition has been launched for the rede-
velopment of the Place des Nations, close to the original site of the U.N.
In this manner, the canton hopes to express the new spirit of Geneva,
promoting the city as an international centre with a high quality of
urban life. However, Geneva voters in a 1998 referendum rejected the
project, essentially for fiscal and economic reasons. Voters apparently
preferred to maintain the site as is, with parks and green spaces, rather
than to develop it. The Canton of Geneva is also attempting to improve
the integration of foreigners working in U.N. agencies and international
NGOs. Immigration laws for their families have been made more flexi-
ble: work permits are now given to family members without forcing
them to go through the old process of obtaining 'A' and 'B' permits.

Challenges and Responses: A Summary

Let us summarize the challenges that Geneva must confront if it is to
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maintain its international status. Following each point, we briefly state
the actions which are being proposed in response (LEA 1995):

• To better Geneva's position with the aim of developing its image in
the light of growing international competition. To improve its effec-
tiveness in dealing with international agencies and their employees.
Response: Launching of the 'Geneve gagne' campaign; granting of
financial aid to NGOs locating in Geneva, including the provision of
free buildings; development of an integrated high-tech communica-
tions network linking international organizations to each other and
to the main conference centre.

• To increase the competitiveness of the Geneva airport and of the
city's telecommunications services.
Response: Investments in telecommunications planning introducing
the most modern links. A fibre-optic network has been built linking
most buildings with international networks. Geneva hosts Telecom/
the biggest telecommunications exposition in the world, and is the
European headquarters of communications firms such as Reuters.
The airport has been put under new private management.

• To improve the management of the international Franco-Swiss
Geneva metropolitan region.
Response: Establishment of the Conseil du Leman to create a regional
cross-border planning framework providing for the development of
linked development poles in France and Switzerland (see above).

• To improve cultural and social development in the city with the aim
of creating a better quality of urban life.
Response: Creation of a museum of modern art; subsidies for numer-
ous cultural events such as music festivals,/<?tes de Geneve, and so on.

• To improve environmental quality.
Response: A Green-Blue Plan (see box) that will preserve agricultural
land and provide a network of natural spaces, including river
valleys and lakefronts, as a transition zone between built-up and
agricultural areas. Also, Geneva is attempting to position itself as an
important research centre in environmental sciences, both by attract-
ing related NGOs and institutions, and by developing the University
of Geneva as a centre of excellence in environmental research.
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The Geneva Green-Blue Plan

Geneva is well known for its lakeside parks. Used mainly by tourists,
they offer flowerbeds, botanical gardens, a museum, and the famous
clock in front of the water-geyser. After a complete inventory of the
natural environment carried out between 1992 and 1994, another park
concept is being developed for Geneva's population: The Green-Blue
Plan, using the valleys of the Rhone and the Arve as well as smaller
rivers and streams flowing into Lake Geneva. Starting in the Alps and
the Jura mountains, the valleys penetrate the agricultural belt (with an
area in the Canton of Geneva of 8,400 hectares), then the urban milieu.
The plan is seen as an integrated green network, including a pedestrian
plan, rehabilitation work under the name aufil du Rhone, and a pro-
tection plan for the banks of the Arve. Conceived by Geneva and French
authorities, the plan has the dual purpose of protecting biodiversity and
allowing human activities such as walking, biking, water sports, and
group sports where the natural environment permits.

Conclusion: Geneva's Dilemma - To Be Closed or Open

After many years of exceptionally high living standards and an envi-
able quality of life in what is essentially a protected urban environ-
ment, Geneva today finds itself on the horns of a dilemma. How can
Geneva conserve its quality of life founded on a tradition of partial clo-
sure (especially of labour flows) while at the same time opening itself
up to an increasingly integrated world economy? How Geneva
resolves that dilemma will largely determine its future as a socially
sustainable city. The political and economic boundaries which sur-
round the city (Canton), which allowed it to practise a form of 'social
protectionism' and to ensure the development of a high wage econ-
omy, are increasingly being undermined by international agreements
that facilitate the arrival of outsiders. Will these newcomers threaten
the social stability of the canton? Or, on the contrary, will they serve to
strengthen the city's attractiveness, as in the past, as an international
centre open to the outside world?

Caught between 'local' and 'global/ Geneva no longer has much
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choice if it does not wish to be marginalized in relation to the French
suburbs that surround it and especially in relation to the rest of
Europe, which is continuing to integrate. The city cannot afford to
remain cut off from the rest of Europe, its natural market. Given a new
perspective of openness to its European neighbours and to the interna-
tional economy, the Canton of Geneva can no longer be seen as an iso-
lated urban entity, but rather as part of a larger urban community
transcending international boundaries, and which must develop a
common regional planning framework. Rather than attempting to con-
centrate all high-order (prestigious) activities in the central Canton of
Geneva, a more multinodal form of development must be fostered,
allowing for the parallel development of the French and non-Geneva
(Swiss) parts of the metropolis. The residential structure of the metrop-
olis is also changing and becoming more integrated (more trans-
national) as commuters choose to live in the French parts of the
metropolis. Working-class suburbs have developed in some French
communities (such as Annemasse) while other French Alpine commu-
nities have attracted single-family homes and secondary residences.

Only an international governance framework for the entire metro-
politan area can come to grips with the development problems of such
a complex metropolis. The urban-governance issues are well known
but must here be resolved in a transnational setting: planning, manage-
ment and financing of common infrastructure, especially transporta-
tion; watershed management; pollution and environmental protection;
not to mention the difficult issues of financial equity and common rep-
resentative (democratic) structures. Such is Geneva's dilemma and its
challenge. Geneva will never again be that small, closed, city restricted
to an international elite, but will increasingly have to adapt to the real-
ity of being part of a larger transnational and open metropolis whose
mode of governance reflects the complexities of a globalizing world.

Notes

1 Project 2015 is 'a plan that offers a concerted approach to reforms in various
fields, in addition to more conventional areas. This outward reach, the first of
its kind in Switzerland and perhaps Europe as well, reflects a novel and
genuinely multidisciplinary conception for prospective action' (Hocke 1996).

2 This section draws heavily on Hocke 1996.
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7 Room to Manoeuvre: Governance,
the Post-industrial Economy, and
Housing Provision in Rotterdam

FRANS M. DIELEMAN and
ROBERT C. KLOOSTERMAN

Social Sustainability and the Post-industrial City

The phenomenon of globalization, the growing integration of the world
into a global economy and a worldwide financial system, is now seen
by many scholars as one of the major structural trends of our epoch
(Dieleman and Hamnett 1994; Daniels and Lever 1996). For the welfare
states of the Western world, the emergence of the global economy coin-
cides, and is interrelated in a complex way, with a transition from an
industrial to a post-industrial society, the advent of which is first and
foremost characterized by shifts in the economic base consisting of a
sharp erosion of employment in manufacturing together with a rapid
expansion of services, most notably financial and producer services.
This transition has manifested itself in advanced urban economies in
particular, where many long-established manufacturing industries col-
lapsed in the 1970s and 1980s, while sectors related to the knowledge-
and information-intensive post-industrial society expanded rapidly.

It is often argued that the post-industrial city is, inevitably, more
polarized than its industrial predecessor (Sassen 1991; Fainstein, Gor-
don, and Harloe 1992). The contraction of manufacturing and the
expansion of producer and consumer services in the cities of the West-
ern world seem to have reduced the number of jobs that pay middle
incomes, while at the same time the distribution of the rising service
sector is more bimodal, with concentrations of jobs at both the high-
paid and the low-paid ends. Marc Levine (1992), Chris Hamnett (1994),
and Robert Kloosterman (1996) have questioned this allegedly deter-
ministic nature of the post-industrial transition. They have argued that
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the impact of the joint processes of manufacturing decline and service-
sector increase is contingent on the national institutional framework
(such as the type of welfare provision and other forms of state inter-
vention) and on the specific make-up of the city (its economic base, his-
tory, population composition, and city politics, for example). Changes
in the structure of employment in different cities may therefore have
differing consequences for the distribution of earnings, in particular,
and social polarization, in general. This view thus emphasizes the role
of both the national and the local government in influencing the out-
comes of the post-industrial transition.

A strongly socially polarized city, with a significant part of the popu-
lation permanently caught in a web of poverty and living in distinct,
deprived areas, contradicts the ideal of a truly open, democratic city
in which citizens are able to participate on an equal basis, at least in
principle. With polarization, social sustainability, in a narrow sense,
becomes a matter of social control and policing. Social sustainability in
a broader sense, however, implies much more than just peacekeeping
and precluding the outbreak of violence; it entails attacking the very
roots of the social and spatial divide. How can a national and a local
government act in an age of globalization to prevent the rise of a polar-
ized, and thus socially unsustainable, city?

This chapter examines processes of economic restructuring and
polarization in Rotterdam. In the Dutch context, housing policy plays a
pivotal role in influencing social and, even more, spatial outcomes of
economic restructuring on a local level. Housing policy has recently
changed rather drastically, however, and we explore here the conse-
quences of this shift. The Rotterdam case thus serves as an illustration
of how welfare-state arrangements and local governance can contrib-
ute to social sustainability in an advanced economy.

Rotterdam: A Gateway in a Global Economy

The Rotterdam economy is still dominated by the port and port-related
activities (see figure 7.1). In terms of total throughput, the port of Rot-
terdam is still the largest in the world - in 1995 just larger than Sin-
gapore and well ahead of Shanghai (Meijer 1994; Kreukels and Wever
1996). Its economic importance transcends by far its municipal bound-
aries. No fewer than 295,000 jobs are estimated to relate to the port, a
figure which amounts to 6 per cent of all jobs in the country, whereas



Figure 7.1 The Rotterdam Metropolitan Region
Source: The authors
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total added value in the port of Rotterdam stands at 50 billion Dutch
florins (Dfl.), or 10 per cent of national added value (Wever 1996;
Schoenmaker and Doe 1997). The port of Rotterdam is, accordingly, an
essential component of the Dutch economy.

The success of the port of Rotterdam is to a large extent, but not
exclusively, a matter of location. Both the municipal government and
the port authority contributed significantly to strengthening the posi-
tion of the port by investing large sums in infrastructural facilities. This
permitted the development of a large industrial complex (especially
petrochemical plants) between the city proper and the North Sea, and
both the port and manufacturing activities prospered in the 1950s and
1960s.

However, as a linchpin of the emerging global economy, mainport
Rotterdam was also exposed to world market forces and matters took a
different turn in subsequent decades as far-reaching processes of eco-
nomic restructuring manifested themselves very clearly. First, long-
established industries, notably shipbuilding, nearly vanished as they
could no longer compete with low-wage producers. Second, labour
productivity in port activities increased rapidly, mainly due to the
worldwide processes of containerization which shrank the demand for
labour in this important sector of the Rotterdam economy. Third, as
ships became larger, port activities moved westwards, away from the
city of Rotterdam. Port-related activities are now spread over such a
wide region that Rotterdam itself is not automatically their beneficiary
(Kreukels and Wever 1996).

These developments have significantly affected the Rotterdam
labour market. The direct impact of the combined processes of dein-
dustrialization and rising levels of labour productivity falls under two
headings: there has been a decrease in the level of aggregate demand
for labour in Rotterdam in the 1980s; and a significant shift in the com-
position of the demand for labour away from manufacturing to the ser-
vice sector.

Change at the Aggregate Level and in the Composition of
Demand for Labour

Although employment statistics differ as to exact numbers, it is obvi-
ous that the decline in the number of jobs in Rotterdam started in the
1970s (SCP 1996b, 81) and continued in the first half of the 1980s. Only
when the Dutch economy started booming after 1985 did job growth in
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Table 7.1 Sectoral Composition in the Central City
of Rotterdam, 1980 and 1992 (% of total employed)

1980 1992

Manufacturing3

Trade, hotelb

Transport
Producer services
Public services

24.5
15.7
17.5
14.0
28.4

19.8
14.2
15.2
18.6
32.2

Source: Kloosterman 1996
alncluding construction
blncluding catering

Rotterdam resume, albeit very modestly, and with insufficient strength
to compensate for the losses that had occurred. In 1980, the total num-
ber of jobs stood at 280,000; twelve years later the figure was 273,000.1

In this respect, Rotterdam differs not only from the Netherlands as a
whole, but also from its rival and counterpart Amsterdam (Klooster-
man 1996). As a port city strongly oriented towards manufacturing,
Rotterdam was evidently hard hit by economic restructuring after
1973. Moreover, when the central city lost 8 per cent of its total jobs
between 1973 and 1983, the ring around Rotterdam (the greater metro-
politan area without the central city) showed an employment growth
of 6 per cent (SCP 1996b, 81). Compared with the Netherlands as a
whole, with Amsterdam, and with its own adjacent metropolitan area,
the central city of Rotterdam was doing badly.

The process of economic restructuring also affected the sectoral com-
position of jobs. Table 7.1 shows, at a relatively high level of aggrega-
tion, the changes between 1980 and 1992: deindustrialization is very
clearly manifested in a decline in the total share of employment, from
almost a quarter of the labour force to a fifth. Remarkably, the share of
trade, hotel, and other personal services also declined, albeit slightly.
In marked contrast to national trends and those in Amsterdam, these
services - an integral part of the evolving post-industrial employment
structure - stagnated in Rotterdam, explaining in part the decline in
the total number of jobs.

Transport services, the sector most closely related to the port, also
shed jobs. Notwithstanding the rise in throughput of the port, the
increase in labour productivity in transport activities, and the reloca-
tion of part of them to elsewhere in the region, have resulted in a
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decline of employment in the city itself. Producer services and public
services were the only two sectors which showed growth in absolute
terms and whose shares, subsequently, increased (see table 7.1). Nei-
ther producer nor public services are directly dependent on local con-
sumer spending power. It seems, therefore, that the job growth that has
taken place in Rotterdam was fuelled by firms and taxpayers' money
and not by its own residents.

So far, the post-industrial transition in Rotterdam has been a very
mixed blessing. Total employment in the central city has stagnated - a
combination of deindustrialization, labour-shedding in transport ser-
vices, and a lagging of local spending power in personal services.
Against this backdrop of socio-economic restructuring, the local gov-
ernment has to try to dampen the impact of these changes in order to
preserve the social fabric of Rotterdam.

Urban Governance and the National Administrative System

Local urban policy in advanced capitalist welfare states cannot be
properly understood without reference to the national administrative
framework in which these local political entities are embedded; indeed,
they are strongly intertwined, and the scope of municipal governance
is, therefore, dependent in part on the division of responsibilities. One
of the most striking features of the Dutch administrative system is the
dominant role of the central government and the ensuing specific rela-
tionship between national and local levels in the Netherlands.

The potential scope of city government is also determined by the
(historically contingent) local political geography - more precisely, the
geography of daily urban activity systems. As in many advanced econ-
omies, in the Netherlands these transcend by far the (political) bound-
aries of the central urban municipality, often hindering the governance
of urban regions at the local level, and leading to experiments with
wider regional authorities, as is the case in the Rotterdam region.

The Netherlands has three levels of public administration: the
national, the provincial, and the municipal. Historically, the system
was quite decentralized, with strong provinces and municipalities
(Spit 1993). But as a consequence of the growth of the welfare state in
the twentieth century, the constitutional and financial autonomy of
these was increasingly curtailed, and eventually largely superseded by
policy set at the national level. The decline of local autonomy in local
taxation began as early as 1865, and with each subsequent step the
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Table 7.2 Proportionate Sources of Municipal Resources, 1932-1994
(% of total revenues)

Revenue sources 1932 1953 1980 1994

Municipalities fund incl.
discretionary grants

Special purpose grants
Own resources and taxes

25
25
50

53
30
17

32
62
6

30
56
14

Total 100 100 100 100

Source: Estimates by the authors

financial system became ever more centrally directed. In 1929 the
Municipalities Fund, financed from the national tax base, was estab-
lished to compensate for the loss of the local tax base. This fund is still
operating, and municipalities receive resources from it on the basis of
their size (mainly the number of inhabitants and dwellings) and their
specific needs (for example, where health and educational provisions
are disproportionate to the size of the municipality). The allocation of
money from the Municipalities Fund accounts for 30 to 40 per cent of
municipal resources, and Special Purpose Grants generate more than
50 per cent, as shown in table 7.2.2 These funds are used to finance a
wide range of municipal activities, including health care, education,
social housing, and unemployment benefits. Table 7.2 also shows that,
with the expansion of the welfare-state in the Netherlands since the
early 1950s, the Special Purpose Grants gradually became the main
source of municipal finance. One of their salient features is the power
of the central government in their allocation, determining both their
amount and how they are to be used (WRR1990), and the data for 1994
show the effect on the grants of national budget cuts for welfare-state
expenditures in the 1980s and 1990s. The importance of the Special
Purpose Grants for municipal budgets has declined somewhat, while
the local tax base has become more significant, in part because of
higher local property taxes, but also as a result of the higher fees for
government services provided locally (sanitation, garbage collection,
and so on).

This characteristically Dutch system has two important advantages.
First, municipal resources are not heavily dependent on the local econ-
omy and the wealth or poverty of the local residents. Second, munici-
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palities within the same urban region do not have to compete very
strongly for the local tax base, which makes cooperation between them
easier than is often the case under more locally financed systems. Thus,
the Dutch system helps, to a certain extent, to minimize differences in
both financial resources and the quality of service provision among
municipalities within the same region. This centralized financial sys-
tem has also made possible the creation of an extensive social-housing
stock in cities, without having to rely on the local financial and political
situation; in addition, it has allowed the undertaking of extensive
urban-renewal schemes, heavily subsidized from the national tax base
(see the discussion on housing provision later in this chapter).

The Dutch system has also, however, some major disadvantages that
are currently an issue of public debate (see Spit [1993] for a discussion).
Curtailing local financial autonomy clearly limits the scope of urban
governments to respond to changes in the local economy and to a rise
in unemployment. Adjusting the local educational system, for exam-
ple, or implementing initiatives to increase local employment, are hard
to bring about by financially and politically constrained city councils.
This lack of discretion also hampers local governments when they
want to coordinate initiatives in different policy domains at the local
level. Even more important - and most hotly debated (WRR 1990) - it
makes local governments less responsive to the needs and opinions of
the local business community and to the preferences of local residents
in, for example, housing. Ton Kreukels and Egbert Wever (1996) argue
that the close cooperation between the local business community and
the Rotterdam city government, which was instrumental in the 1950s
and 1960s in the extensive investment in infrastructure, weakened in
the 1970s and 1980s partly because of the increased independence of
the local government from the local tax base. In the course of the 1980s,
when the provisions of the national welfare state were curtailed, inter-
est in public-private cooperation at the local level re-emerged.

As have other countries, the Netherlands has struggled for decades
with the problem that urban activities outgrow municipal boundaries.
Annexation of surrounding municipalities by the central urban munic-
ipality is, of course, a way out, but has often proved hard to realize.
Two alternatives have therefore been tried: voluntary cooperation
between municipalities in urban regions, in the form of regional
authorities; and the establishment of urban provinces covering daily
activity systems. A well-known drawback to the first solution lies in its
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voluntary nature itself, and related to this its lack of political legiti-
macy. Regional urban authorities are usually not directly elected and
therefore have little political power; they also entail the creation of an
extra layer of government within the three-tier system, which reduces
overall effectiveness. In the recent past we have seen the demise of
such a regional authority in the Rotterdam region (Openbaar Lichaam
Rijnmond), for exactly these reasons.

In 1994, the Ministry of the Interior proposed an alternative plan: the
division of the Netherlands into thirty new regions, replacing the
twelve existing provinces. The plan included a metropolitan province
of Rotterdam. In order to reduce the inequalities in size, number of
inhabitants, and, thus, political power, between the city of Rotterdam
and the smaller municipalities, the plan also proposed to subdivide
Rotterdam into smaller municipalities. There was, however, much
popular opposition to the subdivision - local chauvinism turned out to
be much stronger than many suspected - and a 1995 referendum pro-
duced a vote of no less than 86 per cent against the new province and
the splitting-up of the central municipality. This seemed to have
brought the debate about new, more regional forms of urban govern-
ment to a stalemate for a number of years.

In the spring of 1997, however, the national government decided to
submit a new proposal for a metropolitan province of Rotterdam, con-
sisting of the undivided municipality of Rotterdam and seventeen sur-
rounding suburban municipalities. This was accepted by the national
parliament and was planned to take effect in the year 2000, after a
direct election for its representative body in 1999. The debate on the
division of administrative and financial responsibilities between the
new metropolitan government and the existing municipalities had not
been settled by this new plan. The city of Rotterdam kept on arguing
for more power for the new provincial government than was foreseen,
whereas the surrounding municipalities wanted to limit it. The delega-
tion of responsibilities from the existing municipalities to the new pro-
vincial government created so many political problems that in a later
stage the national parliament decided to abolish the plan for a new
metropolitan province of Rotterdam.

The existing administrative system, with its decentralized funding,
although clearly advantageous in some respects, does not make city
councils responsive to local needs, nor does it provide them with
enough scope to devise their own local policies. Moreover, as daily
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Table 7.3 Unemployment in Rotterdam: Central City and the Greater
Metropolitan Area without the Central City (the Rest), 1981-1994

(% of total labour force)

1981 1983 1985 1990 1992 1994

Central city
The Rest

8
4

13
7

12
6

12
5

11
6

14
6

Source: SCP 1996b, 85

urban activity systems transcend municipal boundaries to an ever
greater extent, local governments are increasingly confronted with spa-
tially limited parts of problems, which cannot be tackled properly at
the level of a municipality. Central cities such as Amsterdam and Rot-
terdam are facing a marked spatial articulation of problems that are
part and parcel of a much larger metropolitan area. Traffic congestion
and unemployment, for instance, manifest themselves most clearly in
these central cities, but are generated at higher spatial levels (Klooster-
man 1994a). Local governments are therefore not well placed to cope
with these cross-border problems. The plan for a new province around
Rotterdam is intended to deal with this flaw.

The Social Impact of Economic Restructuring

Unemployment in Rotterdam, as in other large Dutch cities (Klooster-
man 1994a; SCP 1996b) has risen considerably since 1981 (see table 7.3).
Again, as with the trends in job growth, these developments in the cen-
tral city of Rotterdam have been at odds with trends both at the
national level and in the directly surrounding area.3 In 1994, the rate of
unemployment in the central city of Rotterdam was more than twice as
high as that in the rest of the greater Rotterdam metropolitan area. In a
sense, then, the core city was saddled with the unemployment gener-
ated on a metropolitan level, thereby undermining the sustainability of
the social fabric of Rotterdam itself.

This pattern of (very) high unemployment in the central city has also
been found for Amsterdam (Kloosterman 1994a). In both central cities,
the emergence of a complex mismatch between the composition of
demand for and supply of labour in the 1980s can be seen as the root
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cause of this spatially concentrated unemployment problem. This mis-
match hinges on two conditions.

The first one relates to changes in the supply of labour in the central
city which, because of suburbanization, has lost many of its (lower-
and upper-) middle-class households since 1960. To some extent, the
houses that they vacated have been filled by migrants from Turkey,
Morocco, Surinam, the Antilles, and other less-developed countries.4

The second condition relates to changes in the demand for labour.
As the urban economy moves towards a post-industrial orientation,
jobs in the service sector as a whole grow. These are either high-skilled
and high-paid or low-paid and, in many cases, part-time. Only a rela-
tively small minority of the migrants qualify for the former. Conse-
quently, they queue in the lower segments of the labour market. Due to
the recession of the early 1980s, labour supply, especially in the lower
segments, far outstripped demand. Employers were then in a perfect
position to choose from a large pool of applicants. This happened at a
time when ever more (indigenous) women entered the labour market.
For years, the Netherlands had one of the lowest rates of female labour
participation of all the advanced economies. This changed about 1985,
when the rate of job growth for women was the highest in all the
OECD member states (Kloosterman 1994b). On average well educated,
with Dutch as their first language, in many cases willing to work part-
time and traditionally well represented in the service sector, women
were able to profit strongly from the job growth in the service sector.
As a result, the share of commuters living outside the central cities but
working within them rose considerably in the first half of the 1980s. In
Rotterdam, commuters amounted to 35 per cent of the total workforce;
in 1985 this had risen to no less than 48 per cent (SCP 1996b, 88).

As a result of these two developments, unemployment in the two
largest Dutch cities soared in the 1980s and has stayed high ever since
(Kloosterman 1994a). A considerable part of the population of both cit-
ies is now more or less permanently excluded from the formal labour
market (Esping-Andersen 1991; 1996; SCP 1996a, 1996b). This strongly
articulated insider-outsider cleavage in Dutch central cities seems to
be the spatial expression of an emerging social divide within the corpo-
ratist welfare state with, on one side, those who are included in the for-
mal labour market and, on the other, those who are not actively part of
this (Burgers and Kloosterman 1996). Among the latter, immigrants are
strongly overrepresented; unemployment rates, especially among
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Table 7.4 Percentage Distribution of
Jobs by Wage Class in the Central
City of Rotterdam, 1980 and 1992

Low Middle High

1980 25.0 50.0 25.0
1992 29.2 44.3 26.5

Source: Calculated from data sup-
plied by Central Bureau for Statistics
(CBS) 1994

Turks and Moroccans, are staggeringly high (about 40 per cent [SCP
1996a]). Although unemployed, they are not totally excluded as the
corporatist welfare state also provides relatively high benefits. In the
central city of Rotterdam, these two sides of the coin of the Dutch wel-
fare system are manifestly present.

The unemployed outsiders are, of course, not evenly spread over the
city but are concentrated in certain neighbourhoods where relatively
cheap housing is available. This means that the insider-outsider divide
has a distinctly spatial expression not only at the level of cities, but also
within cities. In marked contrast to, for instance, the United States, the
state - either at the national or at the local level - has not abandoned
these neighbourhoods. The level of provision in terms of housing, edu-
cation, police, and public transport is therefore still relatively decent
(Burgers and Kloosterman 1996). In this sense, the corporatist Dutch
welfare state with its centralized funding has avoided the emergence
of anything like ghettos in the Dutch cities, even though the processes
of exclusion driven by labour-market trends have been funnelled to
very specific areas of these cities.

Post-industrial social divisions in Rotterdam are not confined to the
insider-outsider cleavage; as a result of economic restructuring, notable
shifts in the employment structure have also occurred. Table 7.4 shows
the overall changes in the wage distribution of jobs in the central city.
For this kind of calculation, Bennett Harrison and Barry Bluestone
(1988) - who have made an important contribution to the debate of 'the
declining middle' - have devised a specific method. For a chosen base
year, the earnings distribution is divided into a low (first 25 per cent), a
middle (next 50 per cent), and a high (top 25 per cent) segment. The two
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Table 7.5 Changes in the Number of Jobs by Wage Class and Sector,
Central City of Rotterdam, 1980-1992

Low Middle High Total

Manufacturing3

Trade, hotelb

Transport
Producer services
Public services

-2,600
3,100

-1,200
3,600
6,200

-14,200
-7,400
-9,600

4,300
6,300

2,400
-900
3,300
3,700

-4,200

-14,400
-5,200
-7,500
1 1 ,600
8,300

Total 9,100 -20,600 4,300 -7,200

Source: Calculated from data supplied by Central Bureau for Statistics
(CBS) 1994
alncluding construction
blncluding catering

cut-off points, expressed in money wages, are then transferred (after
correcting for the rate of inflation) to another year. Subsequently, the
shifts among the three wage segments can be calculated in terms of
numbers of wage earners. Accordingly, a rise in the number of wage
earners in the bottom and the top segments, in combination with a
decline in the middle segment, indicates a trend towards polarization.

As can be seen in table 7.4, the central city of Rotterdam clearly dis-
plays a trend towards polarization. The middle has declined from 50
per cent to 44.3 per cent, whereas both the higher and, especially, the
lower ends have gained. In table 7.5, the same method is used to trace
the shifts within specific sectors of the Rotterdam economy.

Deindustrialization has clearly had a dramatic impact on the central
city of Rotterdam - a total manufacturing job loss of 14,400 between
1988 and 1992. Broken down into wage categories, this loss was made
up of a decline in the middle segment of 14,200 and in the lowest seg-
ment of 2,600, and an increase of 2,400 in the number of high-paid jobs.
Consequently, deindustrialization has meant not only a severe loss of
jobs, but also a marked tendency towards upgrading. The number of
high-paid jobs in the transport sector in the central city, for instance,
was clearly on the rise in this period, a tendency probably related to
Rotterdam's role as a global transportation hub. International competi-
tion seems to have reduced manpower while at the same time boosting
labour productivity.
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The private sector in the central city of Rotterdam has created a sur-
plus of 2,900 jobs in the lowest wage class, a very large net loss of
26,900 jobs in the middle-paid segment, and a growth of 8,500 high-
paid jobs (Kloosterman 1996). The private sector has thus shown a
strong tendency towards polarization (which was, however, to a large
extent blunted by the trends in the public services). Even with this
move to polarization, lower-end job growth has been insufficient to
deal with the supply of labour in the central city. Many low-paid jobs
have been taken up by part-time female workers. Employers tend to
prefer indigenous workers for service jobs that require direct client
contact because of their fluency in the Dutch language (and sometimes
also because of sheer discrimination), whereas immigrants who are liv-
ing on welfare would stand to lose income by accepting a part-time job
(cf. Kloosterman 1994a, 1994b). At the higher end of the market, the
gains have probably mainly benefited commuters.

Although Rotterdam as a port has done quite well in terms of
throughput, the outcomes for the labour market have been, to say the
least, less than beneficent. Demand for labour in the central city not
only declined, but also changed in composition. Both the quantitative
and the qualitative changes have been detrimental to a large part of the
Rotterdam population. The decline of manufacturing and the concomi-
tant rise of jobs in low-paid services that require mostly part-time
labour, and high-paid services that require mostly high educational
qualifications, have left many of the growing, mainly low-skilled,
immigrant population behind. As a consequence, increasing numbers
have become (long-term) unemployed.

The high unemployment prompted the city government to develop
specific local policies to enhance the labour-market position of its
inhabitants. When it became clear that unemployment would not fall
on its own, even though the Dutch economic model showed its resil-
ience by generating strong job growth (Visser and Hemeryck 1997), the
city council initiated a number of policies to combat the emerging
dualism of the city. Besides the rather conventional measures on the
demand side (trying to lure firms to Rotterdam) and the supply side
(training schemes for the unemployed), the city council embarked on
an ambitious program that tries directly to link the unemployed with
jobs on a neighbourhood level. This innovation, called the 'Social
Renewal Program/ involved schemes for direct job creation related in
part to community tasks in deprived neighbourhoods (for example, as
street cleaners, concierges, and the like), by using welfare money for
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wages (the initiative was later adopted by the Dutch government to be
implemented on a national level). Neighbourhoods are, it transpired,
not very useful spatial entities to conduct labour-market policies when
daily urban-activity systems transcend city boundaries. More ambi-
tious employment programs should cover (at least) cities, and the
national government, headed by the social-democratic prime minister
Kok, has even gone beyond this in its first term, 1994-8; it has launched
a huge program of job creation for the unemployed, with the four larg-
est cities (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, and Utrecht) as the
main targets to combat social exclusion.

Housing Provision and Residential Segregation

A serious decline in the labour-market position of a considerable part
of the Rotterdam population has, of course, consequences in other
domains as well. In general, such changes in the labour market and in
the related trends of income polarization also affect housing conditions
in cities. In the course of the 1980s, a 'new poverty' emerged in many
cities of Western Europe, creating neighbourhoods of extreme depriva-
tion (e.g., Wacquant 1993; Faist and Haussermann 1996). Such marked
forms of poverty and geographical concentrations of deprivation have
been avoided in Rotterdam to a significant extent, as a result of the
existence of an extremely large social-housing stock of relatively good
quality, although the management and financing of this stock is no
longer strongly supported by the national government.

In the nineteenth century, the provision of housing in the Nether-
lands was left, for the most part, to market forces. The large influx of
population from the rural areas into cities in the first stage of the
industrial era between 1870 and 1915 created considerable housing
shortage and very poor shelter conditions. In 1901 the first Housing
Act tried to remedy this situation. It was aimed mainly at combating
unhealthy sanitary conditions and at a more planned expansion of res-
idential neighbourhoods, but it also provided for the establishment of
non-profit housing associations that could be subsidized by the
national government to construct new housing. In the wake of the First
World War, a small wave of construction of new housing by newly
founded non-profit organizations occurred. But it was only after the
Second World War that this sector became an important provider of
housing. Private rental housing predominated well into the 1950s in
the Netherlands, particularly in the cities.
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Because of the large housing shortages resulting from the war, in the
1950s the national government embarked on a program of mass-
production of social housing unequalled even in other countries in
Northwestern Europe (Dieleman 1994). This political support for the
expansion of non-profit housing remained in place under governments
of a different nature for four decades. This can be explained only in the
context of the specific nature of the Dutch welfare state, and the place
of housing provision in it. Support for social housing, provided at low
rents, was often part of social contracts between the national govern-
ment and the labour unions and the business community. The provi-
sion of social housing at low cost was linked to moderate wage
demands intended to give the Netherlands a competitive edge in this
respect, and to keep inflation low. At the same time, rents were also
controlled and kept low in the private rental sector, which made
investment in this sector unprofitable, and good maintenance of dwell-
ings difficult. As a result, social housing and homeownership quickly
became the dominant housing sectors.

Cities, especially the largest cities like Rotterdam, were able to
exploit the generous and continuing support of the national govern-
ment for the construction of social housing. Because the allocation of
subsidies for construction in this sector was linked to the size of the
existing housing stock, and population growth in the cities was lower
than elsewhere, urban governments were able to pursue a policy of
new construction almost exclusively in the non-profit rental sector.
Even in the late 1970s and 1980s, when the demand for owner-occupa-
tion was growing rapidly, the Labour party-dominated city councils
could ignore this demand for owner-occupied housing and keep on
building social housing in large quantities with the help of national
subsidies. This sector currently contains over 50 per cent of all housing
in the cities of Rotterdam and Amsterdam.

The large cities could pursue a comparable policy in urban renewal.
In the 1970s the national government embarked on a major program of
renovating the older parts of the urban housing stock, mainly private
rental housing. The city of Rotterdam developed an extensive program
of buying housing from private owners, renovating it with funds from
the national tax base, and subsequently making it part of the public
rental stock. Large residential neighbourhoods directly adjacent to
the city-centre went through this process. By 1995 a total of 70,000
dwellings in Rotterdam had been renovated with national subsidies
(Volkshuisvestingsplan 1995).
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Table 7.6 Housing Stock of the Central City of Rotterdam and the
Rest of the Metropolitan Region, by Tenure and Price, 1993-1994

Rental
<fl. 590/month
fl. 590-790/month
>fl. 790/month

Rotterdam
city
(%)

61
14
7

Rest of
metropolitan
region
(%)

28
19
9

Total
metropolitan
region
(%)

46
16
8

Owner-occupied
<fl. 145,000
fl. 145,000-195,000
>fl. 195,000

Total
N =

7
4
7

100
269.25

9
15
20

100
219.05

8
9

13

100
488.3

Source: Knippers, van der Zanden, and Bartels 1996

As a result of these policies during the 1950-90 period, the present
supply of housing in the central city of Rotterdam is predominantly in
the non-profit sector (see table 7.6). Many of these dwellings are avail-
able at moderate rents, even after more than a decade of major
increases pursued by the national government since 1980 (Dieleman
1996). In 1993^4 rental dwellings of up to 790 guilders per month were
intended for households with low or moderate incomes. And the small
stock of owner-occupied housing is also moderately priced, in part
because of the subsidized construction of low-cost owner-occupied
housing in the 1970s and 1980s, and also because part of this stock is in
small apartments; units at up to 195,000 guilders are accessible to
households with median incomes.

The composition of the housing stock in the rest of the greater metro-
politan region (the seventeen municipalities) is strikingly different
from that of the central city. The majority of the stock is also in the
rental sector, but it is newer on average and more expensive to rent.
The cheaper rental stock (less than Dfl. 590 per month) in this part of
the metropolitan region is concentrated mainly in the older cities of
Schiedam and Vlaardingen and the new towns of Capelle and Spijker-
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nisse (see figure 7.1). Most of the more attractive owner-occupied
housing is in the latter two and the more suburban municipalities.

Various authors have argued that the very large rental stock of rela-
tively good quality and moderate price in the large cities of the Nether-
lands has a number of major advantages (Dieleman 1994; Hamnett
1994; Murie and Musterd 1996). There is ample opportunity for the
population of unemployed and minimum-wage households to find
decent housing at a reasonable price. Unemployment and low income
are therefore not automatically translated into poor housing situations,
let alone homelessness. The large non-profit-housing sector built up
over a period of consistent support for this part of the welfare state has
helped to cushion the impact of the post-industrial transition.

Immigrants in Rotterdam have certainly benefited from this large
supply. The access rules for the non-profit-housing stock do not ham-
per immigrant entry into this sector, and the large majority now lives
in the social-housing sector of moderate quality and price, and a size-
able group lives in the renovated parts of the older housing stock,
which has now become part of the non-profit rental-housing sector
(Knippers, van der Zanden, and Bartels 1996).

Because the social rented stock in Dutch cities is so large, it also
houses many households with median and even higher incomes. This
has been argued to be instrumental in avoiding the extreme forms of
residential segregation by income and country of origin which have
now become quite common in European cities, and often stigmatize
rather than help those living in social housing (Meusen and Van
Kempen 1995; Murie and Musterd 1996). But if one looks at the spatial
concentration of the immigrant population in Rotterdam in the mid-
1990s, this viewpoint is debatable. Taking all the ethnic minorities as
one group, and ignoring the large variety in country of origin, lan-
guage, and religion, the concentration of the immigrant population in
some census tracts (subbuurt, very small areas) in the city of Rotterdam
is quite high (see figure 7.2). And the segregation index of the immi-
grant population and the indigenous Dutch population, 0.43 at the
neighbourhood level (wijk, with an average of 10,000 inhabitants), is
not very high if compared with that of other cities in North America,
but still at the same level as in other West European cities (SCP 1995).
So the large social-housing stock in Rotterdam certainly seems to
help in the provision of reasonable-cost, decent housing for the immi-
grant population even though they have borne the brunt of the post-
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Figure 7.2 Distribution of Immigrant Population in Rotterdam, 1995
Source: Knippers, van der Zanden, and Bartels 1996

industrial economy in terms of high structural unemployment. This
state-led protection against market forces has not, however, safe-
guarded them from spatial residential segregation.

There are also major problems attached to Dutch housing policy in
general and to that of Rotterdam in particular, which relate to our ear-
lier discussion of the Dutch administrative and financial system.

First, the housing policy of Rotterdam with, until 1990, its heavy
emphasis on social-housing provision, illustrates how unresponsive
policy can become to shifts in the general and local housing prefer-
ences of residents. Housing policy in Rotterdam did not respond to
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these local preferences because it could rely heavily on national subsi-
dies. The growing demand for owner-occupied housing could thus be
ignored, the result being a large difference in the composition of the
housing stock in the city compared to the suburban region (see table
7.6). One consequence of this contrast was, of course, that many mid-
dle-and higher-income households moved out of the city to buy hous-
ing elsewhere. So the housing policy of the city of Rotterdam is partly
to blame for the income differences that now exist between those living
in the city and those living elsewhere in the metropolitan region, and
also for the huge influx of higher-income commuters.

One of the main objectives of the current housing plan for the city of
Rotterdam for the period 1995-8 (Volkshuisvestingsplan 1995) is to
redress these spatial contrasts in the composition of the housing stock,
by building more expensive housing in the central city and a good
number of affordable rental dwellings in the surrounding municipali-
ties. The last objective is hard to realize now that national subsidies for
the construction of such housing have largely been abolished, and the
creation of a provincial government in the Rotterdam region is no
longer a serious option.

The second, and even more important, disadvantage of the heavy
reliance of local housing policy on the national budget is the vulnera-
bility of local practices to changes in national subsidy regimes. This
became manifest when major changes in national housing policy were
implemented in the 1990s: large cities, Amsterdam and Rotterdam in
particular, were forced to change their own housing policies.

The national changes were mainly triggered by two factors that
eroded political support for extensive government intervention in
housing at the national level (Dieleman 1996). One was the necessity to
cut back on government expenditure in the 1980s as economic and
unemployment problems mounted. The huge financial obligations for
the housing sector accumulated by the national government in the
early 1980s really had to be cut back in the early 1990s. A second factor
was the parliamentary enquiry into (mal)practice in connection with
subsidies for new construction of affordable housing in the mid-1980s.
This damaged the image of social housing as a sector preferable to pri-
vate rental housing.

A memorandum articulating this new direction in national housing
policy was approved by parliament in 1989. The aims of that new pol-
icy can be summarized as follows: (1) independence of the housing
corporations from the national budget, and decentralization of respon-
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sibility for housing provision to the municipal level; (2) more reliance
on market forces and reduction of public expenditure for housing -
this could be accomplished by increasing rents towards market level,
and abolishing subsidies for new construction and for urban renewal;
(3) targeting of support for the provision of housing to a smaller group
of households at the bottom of the income scale; and (4) promotion of
home ownership.

Rents had already been allowed to increase above the level of infla-
tion since the early 1980s. Between 1993 and 1995, drastic measures
were taken to disentangle the national government's financial interests
in the social-housing sector (Priemus 1996), putting an end to bricks-
and-mortar subsidies for social housing, and shifting the task of super-
vising the non-profit housing associations from the national govern-
ment to the municipalities. The system of means-tested housing
allowances to individual households was kept in place. This is impor-
tant for a city like Rotterdam, with so many low-income households
and such a large rental sector, a point we will return to below.

For the city of Rotterdam, these changes in national housing policy
have inevitably had major implications. The local government has
become dependent for the provision of affordable housing on the
housing associations operating in the city and the metropolitan region.
It has to come to terms with this new reality and the first steps have
been taken to align the housing policy of the city government with the
capacities and practices of the housing associations. The housing plan
for the city for the 1995-8 period thus depends heavily on the agree-
ment reached between the city and the associations.

The national government has taken measures to bolster the position
of the associations as providers of social housing. Over the 1980s, rents
were raised close to market level to make the housing associations less
dependent on national subsidies. Two funds were created to help the
associations cover their larger financial risks, after the abolition of bud-
getary support from the national tax base (Priemus 1995): the Social
House-Building Guarantee Fund facilitates the raising of loans on the
capital markets for new construction of housing in the non-profit sec-
tor; and the Central Housing Fund has been created to provide finan-
cial support for weak housing associations.

So, even with the changes in housing policy at the national level, the
very large social housing sector in Rotterdam is still very much in place
as the major provider of affordable housing. The housing associations
in the city have agreed to keep a stock of 174,000 dwellings accessible
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to low- and middle-income households. There are also agreements on
the number of new dwellings to be constructed in the social rented sec-
tor in the coming years and on the renovation of the older stock. But
these agreements are good intentions, to a large extent dependent on
the economic and financial conditions that will prevail in the coming
decade. Even now, in the favourable environment of low inflation, low
mortgage rates, and better economic prospects in the Netherlands,
some effects of the change in national housing policy are already evi-
dent in the housing situation in Rotterdam.

The level of new construction, as foreseen in the 1995-8 housing
plan, is lower than in the previous period. And much of the new con-
struction will be in the more expensive parts of the housing market,
and therefore not directly accessible to households of median and low
income. These households will become more dependent on the exist-
ing older housing stock, and on the good management of this stock by
the housing associations. The policy of raising rents above inflation
levels, moreover, is creating an affordability problem in the rental sec-
tor, even in a city with a relatively cheap rental housing stock. The
shelter portion of household income in the rental sector has risen sub-
stantially since 1990 (Volkshuisvestingsplan 1995). The national system
of housing allowances to individual households, which has been kept
in place as a provision of the welfare state, therefore continues to be of
major importance for the city and its inhabitants. No fewer than 63,000
households in Rotterdam qualified for this national subsidy in the
mid-1990s - 23 per cent of all households and 29 per cent of all renters.
On an annual basis these households received a total of 118 million
guilders in housing allowances from the national government.

Conclusions

As one of the largest ports in the world, Rotterdam plays a key role in
the new global economy. As a port it has been very successful, as indi-
cated by an almost continuous rise in throughput. The success of Rot-
terdam is symbolized by a forest of cranes, countless piers, impressive
petrochemical plants, and huge stores of containers lining the canals all
the way from the city to the North Sea. This is, however, only one side
of the picture. In the central city itself, economic change has not been
only beneficial. Unemployment has been continuously high for the
past fifteen years or so. Even strong phases of economic growth, as in
the second half of the 1980s and during the current boom that started
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in 1994, do not significantly reduce unemployment in Rotterdam.
Unemployment, as with nearly all social phenomena, is neither evenly
spread among the population nor evenly distributed spatially; it hits
immigrants especially hard, and it is very high in certain neighbour-
hoods in the central city. The emerging polarization in this advanced
urban economy tends to undermine the social cohesion of Rotterdam.
Being a strategic part of the global economic machine by itself, evi-
dently, does not guarantee a socially sustainable city.

Rotterdam is not only an integral part of countless economic net-
works spanning the globe, it is also a large city in the Netherlands.
Like other advanced European economies, the Netherlands has a very
extensive welfare state with a high level of active state intervention in
socio-economic affairs (Katzenstein 1985). Two important postwar
welfare-state policies have, over the years, strongly contributed to the
social sustainability of the Netherlands. The first was the construction
of a very extensive system of relatively generous and easily accessible
social benefits; unemployment or disability did not automatically
result in a financially deprived existence. The second was housing pol-
icy, by providing a large stock of not-for-profit housing at low rents
and by embarking upon a massive program of urban renewal in the
1970s and 1980s; good-quality housing, therefore, became affordable
even for low-income groups.

Notwithstanding the (mostly) well-meant intentions of the designers
of these policies (mainly Christian- and social-democrats), unintended
and even perverse consequences manifested themselves, especially in
larger cities, when, in the 1970s, the Dutch economy got into trouble.
The cyclical downswing that followed the first oil crisis was only a har-
binger of a more structural transition to a post-industrial economy. This
transition was particularly strongly articulated in central cities, where
deindustrialization, the rise of new services, and the presence of a large
number (from the viewpoint of the labour market) of vulnerable immi-
grants came together. One of the results of this combination was the
emergence of structural unemployment in central cities such as Amster-
dam and Rotterdam. The high level of social benefits proved to be an
obstacle to job growth at the lower end of the labour market, and immi-
grants had great difficulty in finding entry-level jobs. Housing policy
geared towards affordable housing for low-income groups also turned
out to have a negative side-effect. By concentrating on those groups, the
social mix of Rotterdam in particular tilted towards them, while higher-
income groups were almost forced to move outwards. Residential seg-
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legation of immigrants reached considerable heights and, as unemploy-
ment increasingly came to be concentrated among immigrants, it also
acquired an ever more marked spatial expression.

Under the current system of strong centralization, the city council
has had only limited scope for redressing this downward spiral.
Employment policies are hard to implement on a local level, and hous-
ing policies were first and foremost a national matter. However, con-
fronted with a socially, ethnically, and spatially divided city in the
making, threatening the very social sustainability of the city in the long
term, the city of Rotterdam responded actively, thereby questioning
existing policies with respect to the labour market, housing, and the
relationship between local and national administrative levels.

In the labour market, Rotterdam pioneered the use of social benefits
to create jobs for the long-term unemployed. This policy was eventually
adopted by the national government. In addition, the city council of Rot-
terdam (and those of other large cities) increasingly acknowledged the
disadvantages of the one-sided structure of their housing stock. There is
debate currently on how parts of the rental stock could be converted into
owner-occupied housing, and more emphasis is put on this latter sector
in new construction. In the longer term this shift in housing policy might
bring back some more middle- and higher-income households into the
city of Rotterdam and create a more mixed socio-economic structure of
the city's population.

Recently, the Dutch model has drawn attention from almost every-
where. Strong job growth and fiscal stability are now going hand-in-
hand. The Dutch welfare state - although, in some respects, it took a
long time to adjust to the post-industrial transition - is successful once
again. Globalization clearly does not necessarily mean the adoption of
neo-liberal laissez-faire policies. Developments at the local level of cities
like Rotterdam, however, do not warrant unblemished optimism.
Partly as a result of unintended consequences of long-standing welfare
policies that have only recently been changed, Rotterdam still faces the
emergence of a dual city. The solutions for combating this process are,
properly, sought within the broad tradition of the Dutch welfare state
by redirecting and adjusting existing labour-market and housing poli-
cies. Local government can play only a limited role in this by initiating
new policies and influencing the national government to adopt them
in a more comprehensive way. The referendum that voted down the
proposal for breaking up the city, showed the attachment of the people
to their city as a local community with its distinct local down-to earth
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culture, its pride in new buildings and its famous football club Feije-
noord. This local sense of togetherness and identity can constitute a
sound base for collective action and, more specifically, local gover-
nance to combat social exclusion and thus contribute to social sustain-
ability in Rotterdam.

Notes

1 These data are based on the so-called Statistiek Werkzame Personen/
Loononderzoek (Labour Force Survey/Wage Survey); cf. Kloosterman (1996).

2 Compared with other Northwestern European countries, this strong finan-
cial reliance of the municipalities on the national tax base is quite excep-
tional. To give some examples, in Germany 57 per cent of local government
income is generated from local revenues, in Belgium this stands at 42 per
cent, in Britain at 40 per cent, in Sweden at 67 per cent, and in Switzerland at
88 per cent.

3 Before 1970, unemployment rates in Dutch central cities were in the same
league as the national average (Kloosterman 1994a).

4 The immigrant population of the city is increasing rapidly; in 1986 it
amounted to 16 per cent of the population, while in 1994 immigrants made
up 24 per cent of central-city residents, with the Surinamese, Antillians/
Arubans, Turks, and Moroccans being the largest groups.
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8 Sao Paulo and the Challenges for
Social Sustainability: The Case of an
Urban Housing Policy

ANA AMELIA DA SILVA

The challenges confronting the management of Brazil's large cities are
closely linked to the country's complex and difficult struggle for
democracy. After more than twenty years of military government, the
so-called democratic issue is still present in Brazil as an enigma in the
social fabric, weaving in paradox, ambiguity, and uncertainty - per-
haps we could use the terms 'antinomy' or 'disjunction' to express a
sense of conflict, doubt, and contradiction. To understand the demo-
cratic issue we have to understand the difficulties it has encountered
and the absence of 'bridges,' which seem to collapse before they can
offer passage to important changes or democratic solutions (Silva
1996).

Over the past fifty years, Brazil has undergone a process of industri-
alization; has established a large consumer society; has urbanized to
the point where three-quarters of its population live in cities; has
developed sophisticated service, commercial, and financial sectors;
and has blazed trails of economic growth that have opened continental
frontiers.

At the same time, during the long transition from a military regime
to the formal democracy established in the mid-1980s, Brazil witnessed
the organization of new social movements around demands for rights.
Numerous studies (for example, Kowarick 1988; Sader 1988; Paoli
1995) have examined the emergence of these since the late 1970s: a new
workers' movement, baptized a 'new unionism/ which became the
cradle of a major political party, the FT, or Partido dos Trabalhadores
(Workers Party); the creation of important union federations, among
which the independent national Forga Sindical (Union Force) and the
Central Unica dos Trabalhadores (the United Workers Federation)
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stand out; popular movements involving the landless and urban
homeless who demanded basic rights of urban survival (housing,
transportation, health care, education, basic sanitation, and so on); and
various other movements such as those of the rural landless, women,
blacks, and other minorities struggling for better living and working
conditions.

However, if Brazil is known today for its brutal social, political, and
cultural crises, which seem to swallow up its strengths once celebrated
in 'prose and verse/ such as the 'country of the future/ or the 'country
of the economic miracle' (the slogan so dear to the military during the
dictatorship), it is because its growth has been and continues to be
strongly marked by exclusion and injustice in the social arena - with
poverty, unemployment, underemployment, and violence being the
most visible - and by the difficulty of inserting the rights of citizenship
into the social practices of the broad majority of the population.

International and national organizations have furnished impressive
data that reveal the growth in inequality and social exclusion in Brazil
- recently exacerbated by the adverse effects of an economy of increas-
ingly global dimensions. With its 156 million inhabitants, Brazil has
shocking levels of poverty, despite its giant economy: almost 42 million
people live in poverty, comparable to levels in the poorest nations of
Africa with the lowest rankings of the Human Development Index
(U.N. Development Programme 1995,1996). Brazil's social inequalities
are revealed in its concentration of wealth, one of the greatest in the
world: 65 per cent of the national income is concentrated in the hands
of the richest fifth of the population, while the share of the poorest half
is just 12 per cent. A profusion of reports produced by official agencies
in partnership with NGOs and other citizen groups have established
new and challenging frontiers that separate the 'new pariahs'1 from the
minority at the top of the social pyramid, whose privileges offer exam-
ples of the divisions, fragmentations, and differences that delineate
Brazil's social inequality.

Certainly, the reality of social crisis, although intersected by many
different economic, social, and cultural matrices, is not exclusive to
Brazil. The 'world's misery/ to use Pierre Bourdieu's (1993) expression,
feeds discrimination and segregation in many countries. However,
what appears to characterize Brazil at the end of this century and mil-
lennium is that, for the majority of its population, citizenship is becom-
ing increasingly precarious and vulnerable without ever having been
established in an inclusive way. Unlike in advanced countries, espe-
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cially those of Europe and North America, social practice in Brazil has
no experience of universality of the rights of citizenship - civil, politi-
cal, and social - such as those studied by T.H. Marshall (1967).2

This disjuncture between poverty and social inequality, on the one
hand, and 'restricted citizenship/ on the other, gains its sharpest
expression in the study of Brazilian cities, which contain 79 per cent of
the total population. A new conflictual order has developed around
this disjuncture, especially during the last two decades, when popular
movements inscribed social rights in the new constitution of 1988, thus
setting the stage for giving more power over social policies to munici-
palities (large and small) such as Sao Paulo.

The broad objective of this chapter is to reflect upon some challenges
to the social sustainability of Brazilian cities. It analyses some elements
of a 'social interest' housing policy, implemented by the democratic
municipal administration of 1989-92 in Brazil's largest city, Sao Paulo.
It will argue that the handling of the 'social question/ as it concerns
poverty, inequality, and citizenship, depends in part on the ability of
local governments to establish public policies and norms of democratic
regulation capable of broadening the rights of citizenship for the vast
majority of the excluded. If this does not resolve all the challenges and
dilemmas for the construction of democracy in the country, our pre-
sumption is that it can at least point to the construction of some
bridges that offer important democratic passages, involving the broad
participation of citizens in the management of their urban destinies.

Brazil: Scenes of Restricted Citizenship

Recalling Brazil's entry into the modern age at the end of the nine-
teenth century and the beginning of the twentieth allows us to perceive
how social relations and an authoritarian political culture were forged
from a peculiar combination of bourgeois liberal ideas of European
and North American origin, and the arbitrariness and violence that
sprang from Brazil's long and painful experience with slavery. Brazil
was one of the last countries in the Western world to end slavery, doing
so only in 1888. The discourses of the dominant elite during this period
of transition to a republican and capitalist order show how the prom-
ised modern ideal of liberty was accompanied by the paternalistic
practices of favouritism, tutelage, and patronage, and by privileges
that had been dominant in the social relations of slavery. Not without
reason, the classic studies, such as that of Roberto Schwarz (1988), have
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identified a 'dislocation or decentring' of the bourgeois liberal ideal,
using the metaphor 'ideas out of their place.' Schwarz refers princi-
pally to the fact that the dominant elites of the period operated a
'partial and selective ideological filtering' of the meaning of liberty,
distancing it from ideas of democracy and equality. In fact, the mean-
ing of liberty in the Brazilian case was restricted to property; citoyens
were the 'master-citizens' (Adorno 1988), and there were very few of
them in a society in which the majority came to be composed of
recently liberated ex-slaves, workers of the new industrial order,
women, blacks, and poor immigrants.

Not giving recognition to the intense heterogeneity and diversity
that marked its social classes, Brazilian society codified its social in-
equalities, structuring them as social exclusion in which prejudice,
stigma, and discrimination were added to deprivation of material
needs, and inscribing social injustice as the principal unresolved ques-
tion - as it remains today. It was in the period of the 'Old' Republic
(1890-1930) that the bourgeois imagination coined the expression 'dan-
gerous classes/ including within them the growing working class and
all those in the so-called informal sector: workers in services and com-
merce, people in certain lower professions, residents of cortigos (a type
of slum tenement), abandoned children, and so on. Whether workers
or not, they were all stigmatized as bandits, vagrants, and criminals,
for they did not fit the idea of the 'civilized' bourgeois family (Chal-
houb 1996). Michael Hall and Paulo Sergio Pinheiro (1986), among oth-
ers, call attention to the intense degree of police violence in the cities of
Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo in the early decades of the twentieth cen-
tury, and their handling of social conflicts in the world of labour rela-
tions, extending to the repression of popular demonstrations for
survival. This history can explain, to a substantial degree, the strategy
of police violence in the large Brazilian cities today.

Maria Celia Paoli (1989) traces the threads in the fabric of difficulties
with which Brazilian society in the first Republican period faced the
introduction of public spaces of 'democratic recognition, representa-
tion, and negotiation:... workers during this early industrial and urban
period appear as true pariahs ... as "rootless outcasts" or "vagrant
plebes" ... In the symbolic society's mise-en-scene the common people
and urban workers are not presented as entitled to being subjects of
republican legal equality, but precisely as people conceived as outside
effective constitutional or legal guarantees' (Paoli 1992,149).3

When the state entered the scene in 1930, with the start of the Vargas
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era,4 social rights (a minimum wage, social security, regulation of the
workday and of the work of women and children; and social policies
for housing, health care, education, and other matters) appeared
entirely under the tutelage and control of the state, in what became
known as 'regulated citizenship' (Santos 1979).

Once again, Paoli's studies record important aspects of this situation.
All the subsequent labour and union legislation had its foundation in
the workers' strikes, tenant leagues, and social conflicts, and the cam-
paigns against terrible living and working conditions conducted in a
vigorous workers' press. These collective actions reached the entire
social fabric in the years of the 'First' Republic, following the revolution
of 1930. In an authoritarian, centralizing, and normatizing manner,
however, the state did not recognize the poor and working classes as
subjects with rights who could participate in the public sphere, where
they could negotiate, exercise control, and create new rights. 'Regu-
lated citizenship' meant that only those in the formal labour markets
could claim rights or benefit from social policies. The right to strike was
'born prohibited' (meaning that union leaders and militant workers
were banned, persecuted, or murdered), the unions remained tied to
the power of the state (this became known as 'corporatist unionism'),
and the poor and working classes were left to the imperatives of simple
survival. State regulation of social rights was only for those in the for-
mal labour market - identified by an official labour card - and con-
ferred the status of a restricted, not universal, citizenship, leaving the
whole range of 'informal' and poor workers outside (Paoli 1989, 57).5

We have traced the roots of citizenship in Brazilian society because it
offers two important considerations for our discussion of social sus-
tainability. First, it is important to note that 'restricted citizenship' was
not limited to the world of labour relations. Historical studies of the
cities of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro point to the many ways in which
the concept of the dangerous classes extended to urban space. This was
visible in the implementation of an urban social apartheid6 through mea-
sures that controlled the poor neighbourhoods, placing 'each one in
their place' (Rolnik 1981) and outside the status of citizenship. The idea
of 'social reform' - of individuals, groups, and social classes - based on
theories of the 'hygienization' and medicalization of 'indocile' bodies
and minds (Foucault 1987),7 was most visible in the way in which it
contained the dangerous classes in their own territories, and prohib-
ited their appearance in the public spheres of the bourgeois order. Poor
and working-class housing, at the time principally cortigos, were the
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focus of the 'sanitizing' and 'hygienic' activities, when they were not
completely removed or destroyed by the urban reforms and legislation
of the elite (Chalhoub 1986).8 It is common even today for images from
famous speeches of the beginning of this century to be repeated; one
observation, made by Washington Luiz, president of the Republic from
1926 to 1930, became notorious: 'the social question is a police ques-
tion.' These notions frequently still work - even if they are more
sophisticated and couched in 'modern' terms - to stigmatize and crim-
inalize those who live in favelas and cortigos, and the homeless and
landless, both rural and urban.

The second, and linked, consideration indicates the immense diffi-
culties confronting Brazilian society in building public spaces of dia-
logue, negotiation, and representation that can broaden the rights of
citizenship, decrease social inequality, and improve the quality of life.
The economic and political situation of the 1990s appears to have given
rise to a new conflict within the complex relations between civil society
and a state increasingly torn by structural adjustment, the restructur-
ing of production, the 'flexibilization' of labour relations and of rights,
and deregulation. In other words, the articulation of the country with
the dictates of the global financial market is consolidated at the
expense of social rights and marked by the fragility or absence of social
programs capable of confronting the 'social question.' This situation is
expressed in the dismantling of policies and the privatization of essen-
tial services, such as health care, education, housing, and sanitation; in
the attempts at the 'deconstitutionalization' of basic rights, won at
great cost in the struggles of the late 1970s and inscribed by the social
movements in the Constitution of 1988; and in the marginalization of
the legitimacy of proposed social policies by means of discourse that
depoliticizes and disqualifies their collective action and, even worse,
by the denial of democratic practices of dialogue and negotiation. In
this way, the 'decency' of a less unequal life ('decent' housing, work,
and nutrition being included in basic and elementary rights) is always
'being petitioned/ whether in the demands put forward by important
social actors, or in the proposals for alternative policies for the admin-
istration and social sustainability of the cities.

Sao Paulo and the Dark Side of Social Sustainability

The municipality of Sao Paulo is a 'global' city; with its 10 million resi-
dents, it is one of the world's largest. The metropolitan region - the so-
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called Greater Sao Paulo (which includes an additional 38 municipali-
ties) - contains a population of 16 million in a continuous urban area of
1,500 square kilometres (see figure 8.1).

This urban space contains 'two cities/ Sao Paulo is abandoning its
previous role as an important industrial centre in favour of developing
increasingly large and more sophisticated markets of consumption,
services, and commerce. The city is also home to the national and inter-
national headquarters of Brazil's most important financial groups and
companies, as well as to a significant part (some 25 per cent) of the
country's wealthier population, in addition to important universities,
cultural institutions, and research and technology centres. As a com-
mentator in the nation's largest paper, the Folha de Sao Paulo, indicated,
'to walk along certain avenues such as Berrini or Paulista, and look up
at the (post) modern, mirrored, clean, marvellous buildings ... is like
being in Tokyo!' (Gongalves 1996).

However, when the gaze shifts from the skyscrapers to the 'feet' of
the city, Sao Paulo reflects a very different picture, of poverty, misery,
and vulnerability - the world of social exclusion, with its intensity of
material needs, unemployment, underemployment, violence, and pre-
carious labour relations and living conditions. Increasingly sophisti-
cated comparative studies have measured these conditions. One of
them has examined the 'lines of poverty' in Greater Sao Paulo, based
on four variables: employment/unemployment, education, housing,
and income (SEADE 1995). Dividing families into socio-economic
groups that range from those who claim no 'material needs' to those
who combine all four needs, the research not only shows the impover-
ishment of the entire metropolitan region, but details that group of
people considered to live in extreme poverty; the number of families
living in poverty within a short period, 1990 to 1994, grew by 42.2 per
cent (an increase of 640,000 families), and in 1994 these families
included 2.3 million people living in absolute poverty.9

A large part of this population - not only the poorest - appears in
the unemployment data and in other indicators that reveal precarious
conditions to be one of the effects of the structural economic adjust-
ments that have hit the labour market, causing impoverishment and
insecurity. Between 1990 and 1994 the percentage of salaried industrial
workers in the Sao Paulo metropolitan region who had no official
labour card jumped from 6.8 to 10.2 per cent (Telles 1995), and these
workers are excluded from social-security benefits, unemployment
insurance, and union benefits. An increasing number of people are



Figure 8.1 The Metropolitan Region of Sao Paulo
Source: Empresa Metropolitana de Planejamento da Grande Sao Paulo
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thrown out of the protective web of basic rights, including nutrition,
health care, employment, and housing.

Unemployment and underemployment directly reflect what is con-
ventionally called the 'clandestine city' within Sao Paulo, where the
population does not have access to urban rights such as property
ownership and building permits, and where people live in areas of
risk, in irregular and illegal subdivisions. Those who live in the 'legal'
city, in contrast, have access to urban rights, and thus to the support of
urban legislation. If before the 1990s the clandestine city was concen-
trated in the peripheral areas, distant from the central city, nowadays
the increasing amount of precarious housing has spread all over the
city, including its inner areas. The magnitude of this phenomenon is
large, casting many into the cruel and precarious world of illegality. In
1993, data from the Sao Paulo municipal government indicated that
2 million people lived in favelas, 1.5 million in slum tenements, and
50,000 were homeless - the 'new nomads' of the city (PIPE 1993; SEM-
PLA 1995). The slum tenements and favelas are added to the images
found in the national and international news of street vendors, aban-
doned children, beggars at traffic lights, homeless people sleeping
beneath highways and, recently, being burned alive. While for some
people these images do not cause indignation, for others they depict
the dualistic nature of Sao Paulo: 'Sao Paulo is a first-world city in the
fifth world' (Souto and Kayano 1996; see figures 8.2 and 8.3).

We can also speak of a recent increase in violence and criminality in
the poorest areas, although not of an automatic relationship between
poverty and criminality - to claim that would be to support those
who consider the homeless and residents of favelas to be criminals.
Nevertheless, violence and criminality are rooted in deprivation and
precarious living conditions, and make the risky life of the socially
excluded even more difficult. For instance, the district of Jardim
Paulista, which includes the richest street of Sao Paulo - Avenida
Paulista - experienced only 3 murders from January to April 1997.
This contrasts with Jardim Angela, one of the poorest areas of the city,
where there were 136 murders during the same period (O Estado de
Sao Paulo 1997). It is in these areas (since the poor do not have access
to the judicial system or to education and health care, and have no
guaranteed basic rights) that private justice, the taking of justice into
one's own hands, opens the door to the death squads or hired killers
known as justiceiros.

Violence presents other dimensions as well. Sao Paulo is the city in



Figure 8.2 Sao Paulo's Two Cities: The Face of Commerce
Source: Apoena Loloian



Figure 8.3 Sao Paulo's Two Cities: The Face of Homelessness
Source: Apoena Loloian
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which the police force is known as one of the most arbitrary and vio-
lent in the world. According to Teresa Caldeira, in 1992 'the Military
Police of Sao Paulo killed 1,470 civilians, including 11 prisoners in the
House of Detention. In the same year, the Los Angeles police killed 25
civilians and those in New York City, 24' (Caldeira 1997,158). Corrup-
tion, torture, murder, summary executions, and all the scenes of
explicit violence contribute to the spectacle of barbarity exercised by a
police force that is the product of the military dictatorship, and whose
crimes are not judged in common courts and are thus committed with
impunity.10

In this case, violence has to be understood as a shift from the tradi-
tional form of segregation which separated the centre from the periph-
ery. The violence has led to the construction of real and symbolic walls
which grow out of fear and insecurity, but also out of prejudice; Cal-
deira (1992) points to a Sao Paulo increasingly dominated by fear and
based on stereotyping of the 'poor classes as the dangerous classes/
The middle and upper classes choose to live in private, fortified, and
exclusionary enclaves, producing a new form of urban segregation.
These residential areas share the city's space with the poor neighbour-
hoods, but have sophisticated security systems, private guards, high
gates, closed-circuit television, and all the electronic gadgetry needed
to keep strangers out. This increases social distance, segregation, and
isolation. Thus, 'Sao Paulo today is a city of walls.' Security, comfort,
isolation, and status, according to Caldeira, sharpen even more
strongly the discourses that disqualify people who live in favelas and
slum tenements, the homeless and street children.

The greater challenge for local management of cities such as Sao
Paulo lies in the repositioning of perverse forms of social relations that
arise from segregation and hierarchy in urban space, and which today
are not restricted to the old dichotomy between central and peripheral
areas. These forms of social relations are at the root of social exclusion
and the alarming increase in private violence in the large cities. At the
same time they can block the creation of public spheres by strengthen-
ing stigmas, prejudices, and differences. Associated with fear, isola-
tion, and insecurity are elements that impede the construction of a
collective life dedicated to the public management of the common
good. So it is important, in terms of political approaches for the cities,
to point to experiences that open horizons to cope with the disjunction
between poverty and inequality, on the one hand, and citizenship, on
the other.
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Development of an Urban Housing Policy

The new federal constitution of 1988 was enacted under pressure from
organized civil society, within which various social actors transformed
their demands into basic rights, to be inscribed in the constitution.
Although much has already been written about this constitutional
'moment/ it would be useful to reiterate its multiple and complex
meanings. New relationships were established between organized civil
society and the legal institutional world through new developments,
such as the legitimation of mechanisms for public representation of
different interests; new processes of dialogue and negotiation; an
emphasis on mediation and participatory democracy; a new legal
order for collective and individual rights; and new demands to
broaden civil participation in the development of social policies and
laws. At the same time, however, it is possible to identify tensions,
contradictions, and differences that place the 'popular energies' in
confrontation with what remains of the 'old' conservative and authori-
tarian order. This old order attempted to isolate the new, when in fact it
was well able to defeat many of the proposals of the popular forces
(such as agrarian reform, which the strength of the rural landowners'
lobby kept out of the Constitution).

In pointing to a new stage of conflict, we emphasize the complex
scenario that developed after the enactment of Constitution of 1988
and that included the creation of new rights, some of which were
immediately subsumed in a perverse process of reversal and removal,
while others entered the 'dead letter' of the law, as they were never
normatized.

In this context, the National Forum of Struggle for Urban Reform
was born. The forum organized urban social movements, especially
housing groups, NGOs, unions, human rights groups, and academic
research centres that worked with the urban question. A new 'place' in
organized civil society declared basic and elementary rights for urban
life. Two fundamental principles guided the Urban Reform Forum. The
first was that the social function of the city and of urban property
should be guaranteed by what became known as 'urban rights' and
various legal-political instruments; these included the normalization of
property ownership; the expropriation of unused urban land; mecha-
nisms to avoid real-estate speculation; the guarantee of possession or
ownership of urban land; tax mechanisms to redistribute wealth;
investments in housing in the 'social interest' for the city's poor; and
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the creation of social interest zones that could then receive heavy
investments in infrastructure and social facilities. The second guiding
principle was the democratic management of cities, by which citizen-
ship was understood as the broad participation of the city's residents
in defining their destinies (Urban Reform Forum 1992).

The urban-reform agenda was permeated by tension and hostility,
particularly over the social function of urban property (the right to
housing and ownership of urban land), which placed civil society in
conflict, mainly with speculative real-estate capital. Nevertheless, it is
important to emphasize that the new legal order opened up by the
Constitution of 1988, which included 'urban rights' being understood
as important social and political rights, constituted a principal space
for the publicizing of conflicts around the management of cities. This
in turn opened up other spheres for dispute and dialogue between
social movements and local public administrators: the state constitu-
tions and the municipal charters (a kind of cities' constitution that all
municipalities had to proclaim) in 1989 and 1990, respectively, and the
new spaces of participation created by municipal governments.

The Emergence of Democratic Local Government

This was the context for the emergence, in 1989, of democratic local
governments in some of the largest and most important cities of the
country, including Sao Paulo. Relying on the greater autonomy and
decentralization offered by some elements of the new constitution,
these local governments could implement innovative policies, intro-
ducing a new concept of social, political, and cultural governance.
They reversed previous approaches to the 'social question/ opening
new channels for dialogue and negotiation with organized sectors of
civil society and implementing more universal social policies in an
effort to extend the rights of citizenship to those previously excluded.

It was in this context also that Luiza Erundina of the Workers Party
was elected to govern Sao Paulo from 1989 to 1992. The new mayor
faced sharp conflict over demands to introduce social policies in the
field of housing. The failure of the state regulatory system to imple-
ment social policies for the poor and other vulnerable groups became
more evident. Earlier public policies had been marked by their stop-
gap and dysfunctional nature, resulting in the continuation of the long
traditions of patronage, hand-outs, corruption, and clientelism; in gen-
eral they were more effective at adding privileges to the range of pri-
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vate financial and speculative interests than they were at guaranteeing
social rights, particularly given the precarious progress of these in Bra-
zilian political culture.

This was the case with housing policies for low-income populations.
From its creation in 1964 during the military dictatorship to its termi-
nation in 1986, the Sistema Financeiro Habitacional (SFH; Housing
Finance System), administered by the Banco Nacional de Habitagao
(National Housing Bank), directed 70 per cent of its resources to the
middle class and, as a consequence, stimulated speculation around
large private-sector housing projects. The poor population continued
to be excluded from decent housing, even at the end of the 1970s, when
large amounts of public funds were directed to unemployment insur-
ance and housing investments through the Fundo de Garantia por
Tempo de Service (FGTS; Fund Guaranteed by Time of Employment).
In Sao Paulo, from the 1950s to the 1980s, local administrations were
subservient to the interests of large builders and were repressively
engaged in violent evictions. Starting at the end of the 1970s and the
beginning of the 1980s, they sought to confront the numerous and
growing collective occupations of land by housing movements (infave-
las and cortigos, and of the urban landless), at the same time as broad
social movements, the 'new unionism' and new parties increasingly
occupied the political arena, as we have discussed.

In a similar manner to the struggle of the rural landless movement,
the invasion and occupation of urban lands - a common practice in all
the nation's large cities - appears as the only, and thus a legitimate,
way to gain access to housing. Public or private lands are invaded
because of people's inability to pay high rents and, especially, because
housing policies for the poor are precarious. This explains why the
right to possess land is so important and why it encourages the mobili-
zation oifavela residents.

The Social Interest Housing Policy

When she became mayor of Sao Paulo, Luiza Erundina confronted the
land invasions and sought to open dialogue with social movements
and citizens' groups that were demanding partnership in the adminis-
tration of public issues. In light of the depth and range of housing
problems emerging in the city, the municipal government established a
housing policy known as 'social interest/ giving priority in housing
and urban planning to the needs of the poor and vulnerable people in
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the 'clandestine city/ This social policy was oriented to finance the
renewal of favelas, the revitalization and reform of the cortigos in the
central areas of the city, and the construction of housing projects in
new districts and poor neighbourhoods. These projects were character-
ized by the involvement of residents through collective self-help
groups known as mutiroes, in which residents contributed their own
labour. The traditional relationship between the government and recip-
ients of government aid took on a new dimension - self-management
of the projects and, more important, self-management of the public
investment. Public resources and decision-making powers were trans-
ferred to legally organized community associations and/or housing
co-operatives through a special municipal fund. In this way, the associ-
ations came to administer the production process, organize the work-
site, prepare infrastructure and housing projects, and have a wide
range of decision-making power, including the hiring of labour and
technical assistance, such as architects, social workers, lawyers, and
accountants. Together with these professionals, the housing groups
discussed and defined all phases of construction, community services,
internal regulations, payment methods, regulations for administrative
work, and so on.

This innovative housing policy was most important for the manner
in which it encouraged both tremendous consensus and great dissent,
which helped characterize the municipal administration as a whole.
An important initial aspect was the extreme diversity within the hous-
ing policy, which covered a range of different programs and subpro-
grams, including those for favelas and cortigos, the construction of
housing projects, regularization of property rights, legal assistance,
and resources for the acquisition of urban land. The programs required
the redefinition and regularization of road systems, water, sewerage,
drainage, slope retention, opening of access, paving, and so on, accord-
ing to the physical demands of the sites. Above all, the interventions
attempted - not always successfully - to develop collective responsi-
bility and to stimulate the awareness of citizenship with an environ-
mental perspective, including interactions with the city.

Another immediate result was the high quality of housing built and
its lack of standardization. This included architectural projects that
were highly diversified and sophisticated, the use of innovative tech-
nologies and great flexibility in the construction of houses with an
average floor space of 60 square metres, in contrast with the usual stan-
dard of housing for the poor of 20 square metres. The lower cost of this
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housing, compared to that built by the large private firms, is always
emphasized as an important factor; the community associations
received financing of some $6,000 for each housing unit. The return on
this investment was defined after the completion of construction,
according to family income and size.

These policies implied a new partnership between local government
and the organized citizen housing movements, and explained the
advance in collective struggle around the right to housing. Encouraged
by the Sao Paulo experience, housing movements, NGOs, union move-
ments, human rights groups, and various others stimulated a partici-
patory process at the national level and without precedent in the
country; this was the first popular initiative for legislation in the fed-
eral Congress in November 1991 - the creation of a national fund for
popular housing. This proposal was generated in the midst of an
intense debate among citizens' groups about the role of public funds
destined for social development; this was the case of the Brazilian ver-
sion of unemployment insurance and housing investments, the FGTS,
mentioned above. The debate involved criticisms of the improper and
often corrupt use of these public resources. At stake was the struggle
for the restoration of the public function of state funds for social devel-
opment because, as Francisco de Oliveira (1993, 78) revealed, in
'incomplete' welfare states such as Brazil, 'the funds are controlled by
the state but the logic of the state is private.'

We will not go into the details of the national low-cost-housing fund,
but mention it only to emphasize the 'democratic invention' that it
inspired - a type of revival of the Sao Paulo experience in self-manage-
ment processes. The idea of co-responsibility in the management of
public programs is expressed in one article of the proposed legislation,
which determined that the fund should have 'four-party' manage-
ment, with representatives of the federal Congress and the federal
government, the construction sector, building unions, and housing
movements, assisted by NGOs and other citizen groups. Despite the
limitations of the proposal, other negotiating forums were opened, and
the social movements were able to use these for discussion about pub-
lic funds for a low-income housing policy for the entire country,
together with state housing and urban-development agencies, repre-
sentatives of building companies, and other bodies.

Certainly, there were problems with the 'social interest' housing pol-
icy. One of the most visible was the issue of size. By the end of its
administration in 1992 the Erundina government had built some
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40,000 low-income houses or apartments (the next government halted
some of these projects, as we will discuss below). Eleven thousand of
these units were constructed under a system of self-management. This
construction record was the target of criticism that served to illustrate
the negative and petty nature of the opposition in the face of the enor-
mous problems and precariousness of the housing situation.11 Never-
theless, concerning the gravity of the housing problem in Sao Paulo,
Lucio Kowarick and Andre Singer (1993, 208) argue that 'to build
40,000 houses is equivalent to building a city for some 200,000 people/
and while previous governments reached some 6,000 families through
programs of urban development and improvements in favelas, by the
end of the Erundina administration 41,000 families had benefited from
government housing projects.

Another challenge confronting the local government over the pro-
gram for the favelas was the non-approval of municipal legislation
linked to the housing policy. In addition to the policy of urbanization
of favelas through self-management that we are analysing here, the Sao
Paulo government intended to concede the right to ownership of land
at the 1,200 favelas located on public land.

In 1992, just before the end of the Erundina administration, the
municipal housing legislation was put to a second vote in the city
council, losing by only one vote. The position of council members - the
majority in opposition to the government - revealed their prejudice
and their refusal to recognize thefavela resi nts as subjects with legit-
imate interests who had a right to housing and deserved to become
owners of the property they occupied, and thus to escape from the
world of exclusion; their position was entirely contrary to the notion of
sharing resources, which would allow excluded groups to manage
their own habitat - a habitat disputed by real-estate, financial, and
other interests.

Another issue, mentioned by residents, professionals, and housing
movement representatives, is indicative of the conflicts, tensions, and
divisions within some of the construction projects (Silva 1996). This
is the problem of hierarchical and authoritarian relations among
residents, leaders, builders, technical professionals, and assistants;
between 'those who know more' and 'those who know less/ between
those who take care of the finances and those who carry out the con-
struction. In yet other projects, discriminatory attitudes to the work of
women were apparent. At the root of many of these divisions lay a
vision of the centralization of power that militated against broader
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social work which would overcome the immediacy and individualism
of the mere provision of houses, without concern for the collective
project. Participants in the movements point to the persistence of the
fragile tradition of democracy, revealing the dilemmas and difficulties
of new forms of negotiation and representation under which the public
dimension frequently could not be included in a collective work exper-
iment.

With the 1992 mayoral elections came a change in administrations:12

that of Luiza Erundina was followed by one from a different party -
the conservative 'right-wing' government of Paulo Maluf (1993-6),
from Partido Progressista Brasileiro (PPB). In addition to cutting the
channels of communication and negotiation with the housing move-
ments, Maluf halted the self-management experiment in almost all the
projects. The excuse, as in this comment by the Municipal Housing
Secretary quoted in the newspaper Folha de Sao Paulo on 4 February
1996, was that 'the residents do not have enough experience to manage
resources, which were being wasted/ With the clear goal of benefit to
the large private building companies, the Maluf government initiated
the financing of new highways, tunnels, and other large and costly
construction projects aimed at private transportation and housing for
the city's elite. Only at the end of 1995 did the construction of low-
income housing begin in the controversial 'Project Singapore/ which
built high-rise apartment houses in favelas. This produced a kind of
urban 'fagade/ a 'slum wall' along the highways at the edge of the city.
The/awe/as sprawled out behind the project, with their shacks without
water, electricity, or sewerage. Only a few residents received the new
apartments, and newspaper articles reported on the poor conditions in
them: cracks, leaks, and non-functioning sewerage. Comparing those
who moved to the new apartments with those who remained behind in
the favelas, Maluf announced what we could call a new division of
social classes in the Singapore projects: 'very soon, Singapore will cre-
ate castes of slum-dwellers within the same favela' (Folha de Sao Paulo
13 October 1996).

On finishing his term at the end of 1996, Maluf had built only 3,800
low-cost housing units. On the eve of the election, a columnist com-
mented upon a declaration issued by a group of some forty-five archi-
tects and planners known as the 'Urbanists for Sao Paulo/ which
offered some comparative data: 'From [1993 to 1996] 3,800 families
received housing at a cost of R$204 million [Brazilian reals].' The article
presents estimates by the Economic Research Foundation Institute of
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the University of Sao Paulo, that 450,000 families live infavelas; it con-
cludes that, 'at the pace of the Singapore project, the eradication of the
favelas would take 409 years to provide less indecent housing to the
entire favela population in Sao Paulo' (emphasis added). The article
also mentions a comparison with a highway complex that includes a
large tunnel built by Maluf (the large majority of the city's population
- which is poor - does not use these tunnels, in which public transpor-
tation is prohibited; they are reserved for people with cars): 'the South-
west-Centre Corridor, which includes the tunnel running under the
Ibirapuera Park, cost US$1.28 billion, to serve some 50,000 people ...
With these resources it would be possible to build, at international
prices, 20 kilometres of subway which would serve 450,000 people per
day or nine times more than the corridor' (Rossi 1996).

It is important to emphasize that in a massive political marketing
strategy, works such as the Singapore project were presented by the
media as projects offering the status of citizenship, although they did
not even offer the right to ownership or possession of the apartments.
This was a case of 'virtual citizenship.' According to Pinheiro (1996),
this reinforces the 'consecration of the simulacrum' which the Virtual
projects' of Maluf control by 'addressing the citizens as "mere political
consumers" and not as bearers of rights and responsibilities in a new
modernized version of right-wing populism' (Pinheiro 1996). In Octo-
ber 1996, the population of Sao Paulo elected Maluf's ally to succeed
him; this administration is now mired in a major corruption scandal
over the improper use of public funds and has little likelihood of
bringing forward policies that address the 'social question.'

Conclusions

The scene we have described is disillusioning in that it points to the
return of the practices of patronage and authoritarianism so deeply
rooted in Brazilian political culture. Nevertheless, it is important to
emphasize the positive aspects of the housing policy analysed here.
First, it was one of the innovative experiments selected by the Brazilian
government for presentation at Habitat II in 1996, as one of Brazil's
'best practices/ In addition, various important experiments were
developed by other democratic governments in Brazilian cities that
demonstrated the possibility of opening up new fields for dialogue on
the administration of cities, new spaces for negotiation of social poli-
cies and norms, and new fields of popular representation guided by a
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'culture of the rights of citizenship' - understood as a life with dignity
and social justice on the plane of public policy.13

In this way, in spite of its conflicts, difficulties, and tensions, the
housing policy we have discussed points out an important issue for the
democratic sustainability of cities. By highlighting the construction of
'decent' housing (as described by residents, professionals, and commu-
nity leaders) through a diversity of programs, standards, and plans that
were discussed and negotiated with those involved, the policy revealed
the importance of the sharing of responsibilities for the administration
of public policies. By opening new spaces for dialogue, negotiation,
and participation, it showed how the government of a large city such as
Sao Paulo could develop public policies aimed at the poorest and most
excluded. In spite of the problems that accompanied this social experi-
ment, we can affirm that the awareness of 'the right to have rights'
(Arendt 1981; Lefort 1988) could find in the economic and political
scene of the 1990s 'bridges' that offer exits or passages to spaces where
poverty and inequality could be articulated with citizenship.

The municipal administration in partnership with the network of
social actors has generated the democratic norm, a process stimulated
by the legal 'images' of a new order and of social rights. The process
triggered 'democratic inventions' at the level of new forms of legality,
as well as other experiments in municipal administration. We are not
dealing with implemented norms or standards, because in Sao Paulo
the proposed legislation to allow favela residents possession of their
land was not approved; rather, we are concerned with norms rein-
vented in the democratic field in which some 'passages' can be seen
within the scope of 'social' law. With this we wish to maintain that
local public policies - such as the plan to organize ihefavelas by means
of self-management or co-management and the proposed legislation
for ownership - was negotiated and agreed upon by housing move-
ments and other important social actors. Moreover, it was negotiated
in its form as a 'social law' which, as Francois Ewald (1986, 46) indi-
cated, 'seeks to be an instrument of intervention to compensate or cor-
rect inequalities, ... a law of positive discrimination.' In this sense it is
important to emphasize that, if today we still witness the brutal evic-
tions of the urban homeless and landless, we also witness a new per-
ception of public and social responsibility that some judges and
lawyers have raised in their rulings, thereby increasing awareness of
the conflicts between the right to housing and the right to landowner-
ship.
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Another question concerning 'democratic construction' in the con-
text of local public policies can be raised: to what degree can 'urban
rights' be translated as basic social rights in the face of this devastating
wave of destitution of rights? A review of documents produced by the
Urban Reform Forum, published in NGO newspapers, revealed the
contempt with which the federal government has cut these spaces of
dialogue and negotiation, at the same time as it is cutting support for
social policies and social programs, exemplified by the trend to privati-
zation of health and education in the entire country. Thus these actors,
without giving up the space of policy debate, have severely criticized
the generality with which proposed legislation or policies presented by
the government treat the principles that broaden the active exercise of
citizenship: the lack of availability of investments for housing, infra-
structure, and development; the cuts in important social spending;
and, most of all, the lack of dedication and non-adoption of proposed
legislation which has been widely discussed and approved by different
members of civil society - business, unions, social movements, and
NGOs. These criticisms point to the lack of political will to deal with
social policies that would allow the integration of broad contingents of
the excluded. This would imply confronting the question of landown-
ership to make the right to land and housing effective by regulating - a
decade after the approval of the constitution - the social function of
property.

If all of this has not led to greater participation by important social
actors at the national level, it nevertheless points to the fact that inno-
vative public policies implemented by local democratic governments
can create a public space where the rights to citizenship can be
extended to those situated on the 'borders' of Brazilian society.

Notes

1 The term 'new pariahs' refers to those suffering stigmatization arising from
new forms of poverty and social inequality; more important, 'pariah' is
used by Hannah Arendt to refer to those deprived of the singular experi-
ence of participation in public space through a word or action which would
allow them a share in rights and a common sense of belonging (Arendt
1981).

2 For a critical sociological view of Marshall's work see Bryan Turner 1992
and 1993.
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3 Important variables that measure life expectancy, educational level, income
of residents, and so on, show that blacks and those of mixed race (47 per
cent of the national population) have higher levels of illiteracy, have greater
difficulty entering a university, and suffer discrimination in the labour
market. Beyond the general data on unemployment, underemployment,
and precarious working conditions, data about the 'feminization' of
poverty (an enormous contingent of poor and 'single' women are today
their families' providers) reveal that women are still paid less than men; if
they are women and black, the discrimination is sharper (U.N. Develop-
ment Programme 1996).

4 The presidency of Genilio Vargas (1930-54), including his dictatorial coup
in 1937.

5 'This meant that the employer's dominant power - to exploit the workers'
productivity, to establish discipline through brutality, to extend the work-
ing day or to intensify production, to calculate wages, to pay 'persons' and
not exactly workers, to dismiss whomever and whenever they liked and so
on - was exercised in the same traditional arbitrary and personal way as it
had for the then-free workers in the previous slave system. Labour relations
were still governed by private verbal agreements slightly "adjusted" to the
novelty of the feeble liberalism of the new republican order. Thus, to work
outside a legal contract and guarantee was a common practice for more
than 40 years and which - as an informal situation - persisted far beyond
the subsequent regulation of labour relations' (Paoli 1992,148).

6 The role of legislation in urban exclusion is brilliantly described in Raquel
Rolnik's (1995) doctoral thesis. There are many studies that deal with the
concept of urban social apartheid; among others, the work of Sidney
Chalhoub (1986,1996), Rolnik (1995), Sergio Adorno (1990), Maria
Auxiliadora De Decca (1987), and Maria Celia Paoli (1991).

7 Michel Foucault's work has had a major influence on Brazilian studies of
the 'new' social history, especially his Discipline and Punish ([Vigiar e Punir]
1987), which gave rise to many analyses that explain the urban social apart-
heid influenced by the ideology of 'hygienization' of the cities, as a means
of controlling social conflict in urban spaces.

8 '[T]hey excluded those involved in the so-called informal economy (like
street peddlers, temporary labour, outdoor factories, and home workers) as
well as unemployed people and women and children, for whom exces-
sively expensive legal protection produced unemployment, except when
they accepted work "outside the law" (which they did); not to mention
rural workers, who were to obtain their rights many years later. These
people were in fact thrown into "modern" illegality and thus subject to
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moral suspicion, repression, and vigilance, since they failed to become
"legal" established workers' (Paoli 1992,152).

9 These are families who cannot meet the costs of basic food on their low
incomes. The majority of the family members are of school age, or are out of
school but illiterate. For some families, unemployment leaves them in a
more vulnerable relationship with the formal labour market. (The unem-
ployment rate among the poorest families grew from 18.1 per cent in 1990
to 24.6 per cent in 1994.) The great majority of these families receive from
one to three minimum salaries per month (from US$110 to US$350). They
have 'informal' jobs, which are temporary and insecure, compounding the
problem of low salaries (SEADE 1995).

10 The most recent example of these was the videotape shown on national and
international television (CNN) of police in greater Sao Paulo beating, kill-
ing, and torturing people who were stopped on the street - the case offavela
Naval in Diadema, a poor city of the metropolitan area, in April 1997.

11 At the time there was said to be a deficit of 1 million residences in Sao
Paulo. Recent data from the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics
are considered more realistic; they indicate a deficit for all of Brazil of some
6.4 million residences, concentrated mostly in the cities of the north and
northeast. But this is a polemical question that demands more reliable data
in view of the growing precariousness of housing in Sao Paulo.

12 Under the Brazilian constitution, a mayor can serve only one four-year term.
13 As an example we can cite the participatory budget process implemented

in the southern city of Porto Alegre; this is now recognized nationally and
internationally, and has been reproduced in other Brazilian cities. Other
examples are of social-policy practices of popular councils that are not
limited to the organized movements but involve common citizens as well
in alternative economic projects; forums for negotiations between unions,
the government, business, and popular movements; policies such as the
guaranteed minimum income at the local level; the People's Bank, and new
versions of the Grameen Bank of Bangladesh, which offer investments and
financing for the poorest of the poor.
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9 Downtown San Salvador: Housing,
Public Spaces, and Economic
Transformation

MARIO LUNGO

The current state of development of central San Salvador is in many
ways paradoxical.1 While, on the one hand, its commercial dynamism
negates any suggestion of economic decline, on the other hand, El Sal-
vador's capital city presents a patent case of spatial segregation and
social exclusion with a clear social and spatial division between the old
city-centre and high-income areas (see figure 9.1).

Important changes have occurred in central San Salvador's econ-
omy. In a movement that began in the 1950s, becoming more pro-
nounced in later decades and especially since the late 1960s, bank
headquarters, specialized business services, and the most prestigious
department stores have moved out of the old historical core and relo-
cated to the city's west side (see figure 9.4). In addition, the construc-
tion of luxury hotels and modern shopping centres was accompanied
by the relocation of high-income families to the west-side area, this lat-
ter movement having started in the 1930s and continuing into recent
years.

A significant number of consumer-oriented small and medium-sized
businesses remain, however, in the downtown area. The suggestion
that downtown San Salvador needs to be economically revitalized is
therefore not entirely correct. Such a negative diagnostic rests on a mis-
taken supposition that confuses physical deterioration, spatial segrega-
tion, and social exclusion with economic decline. We must equally
reject the idea that it is possible for downtown San Salvador to return
to the way it was before the middle of this century. The old historical
centre has changed. Rather than economic revitalization per se, the real
challenge is to initiate a process that will combine physical reconstruc-
tion with the restoration of public spaces and residential functions, tak-
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ing advantage of the commercial dynamism of the city-centre. Such a
policy would be instrumental in contributing to the reversal of the pro-
cesses of spatial segregation and social exclusion.

In this sense, rather than concentrating on the rehabilitation of old
buildings, as in the historical centres of numerous Latin American cit-
ies, the aim is to promote an integrated recovery plan. This will include
remedial work on streets and public transportation where respect for
the historical urban design is essential (Salazar 1996), in addition to the
restoration of the few remaining buildings of historical value in the
city's central area.

The profound transformations that have occurred in central San Sal-
vador, however, raise two questions:

I/ Has the social differentiation that now exists between downtown
and high-income west-side areas produced an irreversibly 'divided
city/ given the prevailing degree of spatial segregation and levels of
social exclusion?

2/ Does this process of sociospatial separation necessarily preclude the
possibility of socially sustainable development in the case of San
Salvador?

The response to these questions is crucial to the city's future, as well as
to the challenges faced by urban policy makers and all downtown
inhabitants. It will require a new form of urban governance that is
democratic, participatory, and flexible. In metaphorical terms, the chal-
lenge is to construct 'permanent urban bridges' by way of local policies
and institutions that make the central area an urban space that is
increasingly integrative and inclusive, reducing inequality and social
exclusion, and promoting socially sustainable development:

For the management of a city to be successful, its policies need to be con-
ducive to social sustainability. Social sustainability for a city is defined as
development that is compatible with the harmonious evolution of civil soci-
ety, fostering an environment conducive to the compatible cohabitation of
culturally and socially diverse groups while at the same time encouraging
social integration, with improvements in the quality of life for all segments
of the population. (Polese and Stren 1995, 8)

The fight against spatial segregation and exclusion, especially cru-
cial in the old historical centre, given its present state, is fundamental
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in the case of San Salvador. This will require an increase in the number
of local residents, and the restoration of public spaces (plazas and
parks), and their uses. This will not be easy for downtown San Salva-
dor; its current state can almost be equated with an 'urban apartheid
space/ shunned by large sectors of the more well-off population, and
as such must indeed be seen as an obstacle to socially sustainable
development.

The Historical Development of Downtown San Salvador

The physical and social deterioration, and the profound changes in
downtown San Salvador's economy, were accentuated by the rapid
urbanization experienced in the nation over the last four decades. In
recent years, moreover, economic restructuring, globalization, and
regional integration have assigned a new role to the city in the Central
American region (Lungo 1993).

Founded more than 450 years ago, San Salvador was consolidated at
the beginning of the twentieth century and became the country's main
economic and political-administrative urban centre. This took place in
the context of the surging rise of the agro-export development model
largely based on the production and commercialization of coffee
(Browning 1975; Lindo 1990). Firms manufacturing liquor, ground cof-
fee, beverages, soaps, and other consumer items, as well as import-
export brokers, banks, and insurance companies, all appeared during
the first four decades of this century (Martin 1981; Lungo and Baires
1988).

Most of this activity was initially concentrated in downtown San Sal-
vador, bringing changes in land-use patterns. Between the end of the
nineteenth and the middle of the twentieth century, the modern sym-
bols of a capital city were put in place: the national palace, the national
theatre, the cathedral, high buildings of up to eight storeys, bank head-
quarters, hotels, and service agencies, all compactly surrounded the
main central plazas.

This evolution corresponded, although at a more modest scale, to
similar urban-development models in other Latin American cities,
where the construction of luxury homes in certain central areas coin-
cided with the emergence of housing sectors for poor ('popular')
groups, in turn creating a perceived 'social problem' (Arango 1989).
High-income residents of downtown San Salvador began to leave,
moving to the city's west side in the 1930s, completely abandoning the
area by the 1950s. The low-income population started to inhabit the
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abandoned high-income residences in the 1930s, giving rise to a new
type of housing that became common in the central areas of many
Latin American cities: the mesones, or large houses subdivided into
small rooms, each of which is occupied by a family. As a result of these
changes, sociospatial segregation became manifest.

Nevertheless, the city's centre remained a public and socially inte-
grated space and meeting place for different social groups until after
the middle of this century. It continued as the site of bank headquar-
ters, of specialized business services, of most governmental institu-
tions, and of the few luxury hotels and restaurants then in existence,
and also as the location of the casinos and social clubs of the rich that
shared the central space with the offices of labour unions and artisans'
associations. In those days, one still spoke of 'going downtown,'
mostly at night for festive occasions and weekends. The city's festivals
during the first week of August were especially popular, organized
with the participation of society's wealthiest women (Rodriguez 1997).
The city-centre acted, in sum, as a public space in which people of var-
ious social origins coexisted and crossed paths.

Since the 1950s, the gradual exodus of high-income downtown resi-
dents has been followed by the main economic functions. The majority
of the city's population made a deliberate attempt to avoid downtown
and merely to 'pass through the centre,' a place now characterized by
urban violence, as is the case for many other Latin American central
cities: 'Without a doubt, in opposition to the security of private space -
the house - the violence of the public space - the street - is one of the
principal daily characteristics of the metropolis of industrialized
underdevelopment: public space in the metropolis constitutes the
negation of the citizenry ...' (Kowarick 1991, 92).

The transformation of the city centre accelerated drastically during
the 1960s in the era of the economic policy of import substitution and
the creation of the Central American Common Market. The dynamics
of the urban economy changed; new industrial zones were established,
the financial system broadened, and the business-service sector grew.
As a result there was a rapid expansion of new residential develop-
ments, demanding drastic modifications to roadways, the public trans-
portation system, and other infrastructure (see figure 9.1).

These were the years of rapid growth and the formation of the San
Salvador Metropolitan Area as a planning entity, culminating in an
ambitious urban development plan, known as 'Metroplan 80' (CONA-
PLAN 1969). The plan stressed the role of the San Salvador urban area
within its own local environment, as well as within the broader eco-



Figure 9.1 San Salvador City-Centre and the Current High-Income Zones
Source: SIT-OPAMSS
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nomic space of the Central American region. The plan allocated sub-
ordinate status to the city's centre. In spite of the low level of im-
plementation of Metroplan 80, this nonetheless contributed to the
tendency in subsequent years of giving only minimal attention to the
centre's specific problems and generally neglecting its pivotal position
within the city.

This evolution received a strong impetus from the earthquake of
10 October 1986, which destroyed a significant number of buildings in
downtown San Salvador. As the headquarters of the major banks,
insurance companies, and financial institutions fled downtown for the
west side, the central area came largely to be occupied by 'informal'
economic activities, informal street vendors, small artisans, and the
like. The exodus of the financial institutions from the centre and the
rise of new commercial centres in the west during the 1980s has been
documented in a recent study (Lungo and Baires 1995).

The profound transformation and deterioration of central San Salva-
dor continues to this day, and has given rise to numerous discussions
and ideas for downtown revitalization. The debate, however, has been
limited to physical restoration and road improvements, as presented,
for example, in the urban development plan (Plan de Desarrollo del Area
Metropolitana de San Salvador [PLAMADUR 1996]) and the transporta-
tion plan currently being drawn up for the metropolitan area. It is
important, within the context of socially sustainable development, to
introduce issues such as social networks and social capital (Fortes
1998) that relate to informal economic activities and their links with
social exclusion and sociospatial segregation, the lack of local urban
policies and the new type of urban management that it is necessary to
promote.2 It is also necessary, more specifically, to restore the residen-
tial function and public spaces in the downtown.

Both the restoration and renovation of residential uses in the centre
as well as the renovation of public spaces (parks, plazas, and streets)
must explicitly seek to mix different social groups. There are no signifi-
cant racial or ethnic divisions (or conflicts) in San Salvador, but the
deep economic and social divisions within the Salvadoran population
remains a major factor behind the high level of spatial segregation and
social exclusion.

Land Use and the Disappearance of Public Spaces in the Centre

PLAMADUR's 'Plan for the Revitalization of the Historic Centre' has
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Table 9.1 Characteristics of Central San Salvador

Number of blocks in zone
Buildings of historical value
Land use (% of total area)

Commerce
Education/recreation
Housing
Other

City
centre

59
350

83.0
3.0
0.2

13.8

Consolidated
centre

130
134

66.0
10.0
11.0
13.0

Source: PLAMADUR 1996

defined two zones in the central area: the 'City Centre' and the 'Con-
solidated Centre/ shown in figure 9.2, in addition to the 'Central Com-
mercial District/ defined by the San Salvador Metropolitan Area
Planning Office (OPAMSS) at the end of the 1980s.

The PLAMADUR preliminary analysis identifies different character-
istics for the 'city-centre' and the 'consolidated centre/ as shown in
table 9.1. The city-centre presents the greater level of physical transfor-
mation as it has the highest number of empty lots (Lungo and Oporto
1998) and buildings destroyed by the 1986 earthquake, while the con-
solidated centre is more compact, although it has a lower density of
buildings (structures averaging one to two storeys).

Although commercial use is clearly predominant in the city-centre,
giving it a monofunctional character that reinforces spatial segregation
and social exclusion, the consolidated centre features an important
number of educational activities (secondary schools and universities).
A significant number of government institutions are included in both
zones; the north side of the consolidated centre in particular contains
the institutional complex known as the 'Government Centre/ which
houses various ministries, the legislative assembly, and the headquar-
ters of autonomous agencies. This general institutional and physical
environment should in principle be conducive to the restoration of lost
residential functions and recuperation of public spaces.

Another study (ISAM/Konrad Adenauer Stiftung 1994) noted that
recreational space made up only 1.9 per cent of the total area, which
demonstrates the shortage of public spaces in the downtown area.
Such spaces are often occupied by sidewalk vendors and shops, an



Figure 9.2 Downtown San Salvador
Source: SIT-OPAMSS
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integral part of the processes of change in the downtown urban econ-
omy, a result both of the concentration of public transportation routes
and the saturation of the Central Market facilities, but also of the
absence of a clear urban development policy for downtown (see box).

There are streets in downtown San Salvador where up to 636 buses an
hour run.
54 per cent of sidewalk and roadway space is occupied by street
vendors.
Only one-third of street vendors are from San Salvador County.
89 per cent of buildings are occupied by stores or warehouses.

OPAMSS 1995 data reveal that, for the entire municipality of San Sal-
vador, only 2.12 per cent of the land was used for green spaces
(VMVDU 1996). If the public spaces in the downtown have historically
been few in number, their disappearance has accelerated over the last
decades, a trend that clearly runs counter to what we have termed
socially sustainable development.

Residential Functions

A clearer understanding of the loss of residential functions in the
downtown area can be gained through analysing its demographic
growth in relation to the San Salvador metropolitan area and the
municipality. As table 9.2 shows, the municipality's total population
more than doubled between 1950 and 1992, and its density tripled.
However, the demographic weight of the municipality within the met-
ropolitan area declined from 80 per cent to 40 per cent.

What these data fail to reveal is that most of the growth occurred in
the municipality's westside area. PLAMADUR has calculated that only
13,000 people live at present in downtown San Salvador, even though
the area's carrying capacity is in excess of 60,000.

In spite of the lack of studies on the social composition of the down-
town population, a significant number of older persons living alone
and street children living alone or in groups can be identified. PLA-
MADUR has estimated from 1992 census data that 48 per cent of the
population is over twenty-five years of age, 53 per cent has had pri-
mary education (nine years), and 14 per cent has completed secondary
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Table 9.2 San Salvador: Population Growth, 1950-1992

1950 1961 1971 1992

San Salvador Metro. Area (SSMA)
total population

Municipality of San Salvador
total population
popt'n. as % of SSMA
growth rate
density (pop'n/km2)

213,363

171,270
80
-

2,371

352,299

255,744
73
49

3,540

564,967

338,154
60
32

4,680

1 ,494,000

442,664
40
31

6,127

Source: National Census

school (twelve years). The available information is clearly insufficient
for drawing definite conclusions. However, the abandonment of the
residential function is revealed by the estimated number of downtown
San Salvador's remaining inhabitants, who now make up only 3 per
cent of the municipality's population.

This population decline is also related to the almost non-existent
investment in new housing in the central area of the city, be it by the
state or by the private sector. Gradually, the old homes in the centre
have deteriorated and have been converted into mesones, commercial
spaces, and small offices. At the same time, many old residences have
been abandoned, left unattended, part of the generalized process of
urban degradation which still continues (Lungo forthcoming).

In 1947 it was estimated that mesones constituted 40 per cent of total
housing in those municipalities which today make up the San Salvador
metropolitan area, a figure reaching 58 per cent in 1975 (FUNDASAL
1976). Exact information on the current number of mesones in the cen-
tral area is unavailable, but a recent study (FUNDASAL 1995) showed
that the importance of mesones among the various housing categories
in the metropolitan area had declined since 1971 (see table 9.3). Fur-
thermore, the destruction of a good number of mesones in the 1986
earthquake reduced the downtown population even further. The 1986
earthquake information shown in table 9.4 reveals the heavy loss of
mesones.

PLAMADUR's recent estimates, based on the 1992 census, indicated
the existence of 4,300 dwelling units in the centre of San Salvador,
occupied by an average of 3.5 persons. Four per cent of the units were
empty.
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Table 9.3 San Salvador Metropolitan Area: Types of Urban Housing

Housing type

Slums
Mesones
Unregulated settlements
Other

1971

(%)

8.9
31.7
19.3
40.1

1977
(%)

9.0
27.8
15.8
47.4

1986
(%)

11.8
9.9

16.5
61.8

1993
(%)

11.4
7.8

16.1
64.7

Source: FUNDASAL 1995

Table 9.4 San Salvador Central Area: Number of Rooms in
Mesones Before and After the 1986 Earthquake

Before After

Rooms Population Rooms Population

Central Area* 9,903 54,474 2,643 11,890

Source: Lungo 1988 (from official statistics)
includes various neighbourhoods which are not part of the
PLAMADUR limits

Of the downtown inhabitants included in the census, 50 per cent
lived in independent houses, 20 per cent in apartments, and 20 per cent
in mesones. These figures, while approximate, indicate that about 2,600
individuals live in mesones in the city's centre. A comparison with the
number estimated for the principal neighbourhoods of San Salvador
affected by the 1986 earthquake would indicate that the meson is
important on the fringes of the city's centre, especially in the southeast
area.

This finding is significant for the adjacent zones of the south and
east where the majority of the municipality's slums are also concen-
trated (FUNDASAL 1995; see figure 9.3). Many of the individuals who
work in the centre probably live in these areas. With respect to forms of
housing tenancy, the PLAMADUR study indicates that, of the almost
half of the population which participated in the census, 44 per cent
were renters; of this figure, 41 per cent were renters of mesones, and 35
per cent of independent houses. Housing tenancy is an important ele-
ment of urban social sustainability related to one's sense of belonging



Figure 9.3 San Salvador Metropolitan Area: Location of Slums and Illegal Settlements
Source: SIT-OPAMSS
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to the area one lives in, not only as a passing resident but also as a
stakeholder. Access to home ownership and a new rental law are par-
ticularly vital, and any plan for downtown residential revival must
address this issue.

The Changing Economic Profile of the Central Area

The importance of downtown San Salvador for the city's economy is
directly related to the presence of commercial, financial, and service
activities, especially since there has never been any significant concen-
tration of manufacturing industry in the downtown area (see figure
9.4). The exodus since the 1960s of bank headquarters, insurance com-
panies, and financial institutions, as well as of stores serving high-
income populations, has had numerous negative consequences.

These trends do not, however, necessarily imply a decline in the eco-
nomic vitality of downtown, but rather a profound transformation in
the mix of activities (see table 9.5) resulting in a downtown economy
characterized by the following:

• services mainly oriented towards consumers and final demand;
• the predominance of small and micro-enterprises;
• the predominance of the informal labour market.

These changes have in turn affected the demand for housing and pub-
lic space, and have also involved a restructuring of local urban stake-
holders.

The changes in the downtown San Salvador economy have occurred
within a context of a highly informalized metropolitan economy.
Although the data presented in table 9.6 are for the metropolitan area,
including the municipality, PLAMADUR has estimated that 54 per
cent of employees in the central area work in the informal sector. It is
likely that the number of employees in commerce and informal service
activities is even higher in the downtown area. According to estimates
by the municipality, the Central Market alone generates around 20,000
jobs, most of them in the informal sector.

The downtown area also has a high level of urban poverty and vio-
lence. The metropolitan area's poverty rate is around 40 per cent (of
total families), with 30 per cent of that number being headed by
women. In addition, the high levels of violence have a major effect on
commercial activities in the downtown area. An opinion survey con-



Figure 9.4 San Salvador: Location of Commercial and Service Establishments, 1980 and 1993
Source: Francisco Oporto
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Table 9.5 Municipality of San Salvador:
Employment of Residents, 1992

Sector

Services
Commerce
Industry
Construction
Agriculture

% of employed
residents

52.39
22.39
17.95
5.97
1.30

Source: 1992 census

Table 9.6 San Salvador Metropolitan Area: Distribu-
tion (%) of Employment in the Informal Economy,
1988-9 and 1994

1988-9 1994

By industrial sector
Manufacturing
Construction
Commerce -

Transport/communications
Finances
Services

21.3
5.8

42.1
6.6
0.4

12.9

24.9
6.0

39.0
6.2
0.2

13.5

By occupational class
Managers 6.1 8.0
Owners 55.3 56.2
Relative without remuneration 9.2 12.0
Permanent salaried 11.1 11.0
Temporary salaried 18.4 11.6

Source: Briones 1996

ducted by the Chamber of Commerce and a downtown university
shows that the most significant problems in this respect are, in order of
importance: delinquency, traffic congestion, juvenile gangs, the lack of
parking space, street vendors, and deficiencies in the collection of solid
waste (CCIES/Universidad Tecnologica 1995).
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Spatial Segregation and Social Exclusion

Brief analysis of the city's spatial development clearly reveals spatial
segregation and social inequality. This is particularly true when look-
ing at the differences between the western and southwestern zones, on
the one hand, and the downtown area and eastern and northeastern
zones, on the other. But closer examination also reveals the existence of
poverty 'pockets' in the higher-income zones along the city's ravines.

Downtown San Salvador is characterized as an area of generalized
physical degradation, which also contains small pockets of extreme
poverty, especially in the south and southeast, where the majority of
the municipality of San Salvador's small-scale slums can be found.
These divisions are accompanied by inequalities in the provision of
infrastructure and social services, although the differences are less
noticeable for infrastructure.

While San Salvador is a spatially segregated city that has pockets of
poverty in certain distinct areas, the downtown area could be
described as one concentrated pocket of poverty in the middle of the
city.

The spatial segregation observed in large cities of developing
nations has often served as a basis for a dualistic interpretation of the
city. However, this rather unidimensional interpretation of urban dual-
ity has been widely criticized (Balbo 1991) as residential segregation is
only one of the factors contributing to urban social exclusion, albeit an
important one. A recent study attempting to measure social exclusion
in three Central American nations defined exclusion as 'the mecha-
nisms by which persons and groups are rejected from participation in
exchanges, practices and constituent rights of social integration and,
therefore, of an identity' (author's translation [FLACSO/ UNDP 1995,
251). These mechanisms include exclusion from information and
decision-making processes, exclusion from access to services, and
exclusion resulting from the various mechanisms that promote segre-
gation: social norms, prohibitions, controls which are illegal and/or
tolerated. However, the FLACSO/ UNDP (1995) study failed to incor-
porate the territorial dimension totally. Particularly in the case of large
cities, spatial segregation as well as localized urban poverty should be
included as indicators of social exclusion (Rolnik and Cymbalista
1997).

The concept of exclusion, a concept which goes beyond the simple
measurement of poverty or of spatial segregation, also allows us to
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introduce another element - social vulnerability, which has demon-
strated its usefulness in recent studies as a means of depicting the com-
plexity of urban processes (Moser 1996).

A study currently in progress (Sabatini 1997) presents an interesting
attempt to broaden the concept of segregation. Starting from the
premise that the social segregation of space is a common trait of West-
ern cities, especially in Latin America, even more so than the presence
of poverty, the study suggests that the segregation of urban space
involves three major dimensions: (1) differences in the welfare levels
(of populations) of different zones; (2) geographic divisions among res-
idential areas; (3) subjective social segregation.

While the first dimension relates to poverty and the second to spatial
segregation, the third refers to an aspect of urban reality that is absent
from most analyses - the self-perception of the city's inhabitants. These
three dimensions can indeed constitute a template for describing
urban social exclusion, as illustrated by the case of downtown San Sal-
vador. First, downtown shows a higher poverty rate than other zones
of the city. Second, as a result of the generalized degradation process of
its physical environment, it is a spatially identifiable and delineated
area, related also to the loss of residential functions and the near-
absence of public spaces. Third, the majority of the capital's inhabitants
subjectively view it as a stigmatized zone, a disreputable area to live,
and an unsafe place to go.

In sum, this is a manifest case of urban social exclusion, originating
in the changes in the functions and economy of downtown, as well as
in the westward movement of the most socially mobile residents and
activities. Downtown San Salvador has been excluded de facto by the
flight of residents and activities, and by public neglect. Combating the
tendency to 'demonize' downtown San Salvador and to depict it as a
place to avoid will not be an easy task. Bringing about its restoration,
and at the same time respecting the transformations that have taken
place, are fundamental challenges if we wish to reverse social exclu-
sion and contribute to the socially sustainable development of the
whole city.

A word about crime. Although urban violence is by no means
restricted to central San Salvador, an unfortunate attribute shared with
the entire metropolitan area (Lungo and Baires 1994), we feel that
downtown warrants special attention in this respect, with special tar-
geted programs. Such programs should not be limited to police action
and surveillance, but should also include social, political, and cultural
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responses, especially aimed at the young. The recuperation of public
spaces, to be used by all, would go a long way in achieving this goal
and as such would become a powerful tool in building a socially inclu-
sive environment.

Devising New Downtown Development Policies

Within this context, actions taken and proposals made to rescue down-
town San Salvador have until now remained extremely limited and
scattered. Emphasis has been largely placed on the restoration and
conservation of some historical monuments and buildings. While
valid, such actions are limited. There has been a lack of much-needed
political will on the part of various stakeholders to rescue the down-
town area; this is especially true of the central government and the San
Salvador municipal government. Only recently has there been any dis-
cussion of the revitalization of the city's historical centre. Following
from PLAMADUR's Central City Rescue Plan, the municipality of San
Salvador has created an office with the same objective, relating it to the
city's 450th anniversary. Another contributing factor to the debate has
been a major and much publicized seminar funded by the Spanish
government and promoted by the National Council of Culture (CON-
CULTURA). An important conclusion of this seminar was the decision
to include social integration henceforth as an element of the current
physical restoration program of historical buildings. Physical restora-
tion alone, the seminar concluded, would be ineffective.

Above all, the overriding problem of the development of both the
metropolitan area and downtown San Salvador is weak, uncoordi-
nated, and overcentralized urban management. Urban development
and planning remain primarily the preserve of the central government,
with municipal government and civil society playing only a minor role
in the decision process. This situation is compounded by the existence
of numerous and frequently contradictory laws and by-laws, an
extremely fragmented institutional framework, and few effective regu-
latory instruments. The issue of urban governance, seen as the state-
civil society relationship (McCarney, Halfani, and Rodriguez 1995),
equally arises as one of the most important challenges for the future
development of the metropolitan area and of downtown San Salvador.

The information in table 9.7 raises the issue of the consequences for
the downtown area's development of the weaknesses and contradic-
tions in the administrative-regulatory environment. Among the most
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Table 9.7 The Problems of Urban Management

Component

Administrative
management
level Problems

Urban legislation National and metropolitan

Institutional framework National and metropolitan

Regulatory instruments Metropolitan

Economic instruments National

General, contradictory, and
obsolete

Sectoral, contradictory, and
centralized functions

General and weak application

Unplanned and contradictory

negative consequences is clearly the lack of a specific development
plan and of adequate public-policy instruments for implementation. In
part because of this, the current application of urban regulations and
by-laws is highly inadequate. The Historical Centre Rescue Plan
included in PLAMADUR, and the Special Plan for the Rescue of the
Historic Centre that is currently being developed, present an opportu-
nity to build a new institutional arrangement for governing downtown
San Salvador's development, involving comprehensive discussions
among stakeholders. The majority of buildings of historical value are
privately owned, while publicly owned land in the area is minimal.
The state and the private sector must therefore arrive at a process of
consensus and combined action that takes into account existing social
capital and the emergence of downtown interest groups as well as
attempting to recover a positive sense of downtown identity as a fun-
damental element of socially sustainable urban management.

Urban management, broadly defined, remains the chief problem,
demanding significant changes entailing coordinated actions at three
levels: legislation; institutional reform; and new flexible, broad-
ranging, urban public-policy instruments. Isolated actions focusing
only on new by-laws, institutional restructuring, or separate plans and
programs is destined to fail. In our opinion, urban management could
serve as a useful pretext to build new relationships among the state,
municipal governments, and civil society. These relationships, sub-
sumed here under the heading 'urban governance,' centred on the
management of future urban development, appear as a fundamental
element of urban social sustainability.
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Finally, we need up-to-date research and analysis of the changing
spatial distribution of economic activity in the urban region in relation
to changing housing patterns and the use of public spaces. Such infor-
mation could make a significant contribution to the policy debate sur-
rounding the role of downtown San Salvador and to the promotion of
urban-development strategies that are socially sustainable. This evolv-
ing social and spatial portrait of the urban region would be designed
from the policy perspective of a more inclusive, participatory, and self-
sustainable model of society, one that promotes integration and
reduces the prevailing level of social exclusion.

Notes

1 Central, or downtown, San Salvador is defined here as the general area
identified on figure 9.2, and which includes the old city-centre and historical
core.

2 We include at least four processes in the definition of 'urban management':
planning; regulation; administration; and investment, both public and
private. The combination of these processes with the participation of the
state and civil society should contribute to building new urban-governance
relations. In this respect, urban management is different from a more
traditional urban-government approach.
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10 Social Transformation in a Post-
colonial City: The Case of Nairobi

DIANA LEE-SMITH and DAVINDER LAMBA

During its short history of 100 years, Nairobi has experienced two
major social transformations and appears to be undergoing a third,
which is the subject of this chapter. By 'social transformation' is meant
a fundamental and relatively abrupt change in social structure and
organization, as opposed to social changes that are both gradual and
less extensive. As this chapter will show, none of these social transfor-
mations has so far been conducive to social sustainability, in the sense
of fostering social integration of culturally diverse groups, with im-
provements in the quality of life for all segments of the population
(Polese and Stren 1995, 8). The question is raised whether the current
social transformation, which is treated as ongoing, can lead to greater
social sustainability through better governance, or whether Nairobi
will become a victim of forces of social disintegration.

The first transformation occurred with the founding of the colonial
city in a border area between different ethnic groups and the imposi-
tion of British law and social norms that set out to exclude the local
population. The second transformation occurred with independence in
1963 and the creation of a multi-ethnic African state. Although the new
social order was ostensibly a parliamentary democracy, in reality it
was characterized by a pyramidal state power structure centralized in
an executive presidency that controlled, and continues to control, local
government. The policy of social exclusion also continued, but based
on income rather than on ethnicity.

The third transformation is identified with the national transition to
multiparty democracy in 1992. Although the transition to democracy
cannot be said to be either successful or complete, society has to some
extent already been transformed through free speech and the emer-
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gehce of a multitude of actors jostling for position and creating new
political spaces.

Each social transformation can be located at a defining moment in
time, although the actual social processes leading to a different social
order took place, or are taking place, over more extended periods. The
purpose of this study is to analyse the social processes at work in the
ongoing production of a new social order by defining the actors and
their interactions.

Nairobi's third transformation is characterized by civil-society activ-
ism for social reform on a broad front, including civic reform. For
some, the focus of reform is on social inclusiveness, particularly of the
urban poor. The national movement for political and social reform is
centred in Nairobi, where both the grievances and the potential for
social movements are greatest. This was also the case for the move-
ments of the 1940s and 1950s that were the precursors of indepen-
dence.

We examine here the social transformations of Nairobi, including the
mechanics of social and spatial exclusion, first historically and then
sectorally in relation to land, food, and transport. We then present the
various civic and national actors involved in the city's third, and ongo-
ing, social transformation, suggesting that what is required for social
sustainability is some form of accommodation between these compet-
ing interests in a new system of governance. Governance here implies
cooperation between governmental and non-governmental actors.

The major social transformations that have occurred in the past and
are taking place currently in Nairobi can be explained theoretically in a
number of ways. For example, the replacement of the colonial by the
post-colonial city fits Manuel Castells's theory of urban social change,
and the various interests currently vying for power in Nairobi can be
described in terms of urban social movements. This theory of urban
politics can explain how the categories of actors are situated in relation
to each other, but may not help in teasing out empirically how they
deal with each other (Castells 1983, 291-327; Fainstein and Hirst 1995,
185; Pickvance 1995, 262-3). Regime theory, which addresses the
mechanics of power, has up to now only been applied in the North and
to relatively stable regimes of government and non-government forces
that cooperate to further their goals. However, there are aspects of
regime theory that deal with the creation of political space by compet-
ing interests, and these may be useful in understanding Nairobi's situ-
ation Qudge, Stoker, and Wolman 1995; Stoker 1995,54-61).
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It is not at all clear whether the actors engaged in the governance cri-
sis of Nairobi's third social transformation will develop a cooperative
regime or whether their current conflicts will increase. This is the ques-
tion raised in the conclusion of this chapter, which asks how the pow-
erful forces engaged in the city can deal with each other.

Nairobi's History: From Ethnic to Economic Exclusion

The Colonial City

It has been said that the defining moment in Nairobi's history came in
June 1899, when the Kenya-Uganda railroad, connecting the Indian
Ocean coastline with Lake Victoria, made Nairobi an important point
on the imperial map (Lamba 1994). Before that, the area, known to the
local Maasai people as 'Enkare Nairobi' - 'the place of cold waters' -
was home to the Kikuyu, Kamba, and Maasai peoples. Nairobi lies at
the junction of highland forest and savannah grassland; the Kikuyu
people, in the highlands to the north and west of Nairobi, and the
Kamba peoples, to the east, practised agriculture and mixed farming,
while the Maasai, living on the grasslands, practised nomadic pastoral-
ism (Hirst 1994,14-20).

The first social transformation of Nairobi began in 1896 with a small
European camp that served as a depot for the caravan trade between
Uganda and the coast. The caravan route had been established by Arab
traders earlier, leading to the spread of Islamic culture and religion in
the surrounding areas (Ghaidan 1975). The European camp became a
town when the railhead reached there in 1899 and construction halted
while engineers worked out how to climb the escarpment of the Rift
Valley. The camp grew rapidly, with a Township Committee and regu-
lations in 1900, and a population of 11,000 by 1906. A municipal council
was established in 1919 and, when Kenya was changed from a protec-
torate to a colony in 1920, Nairobi became the capital (White, Silber-
man, and Anderson 1948,17; Lee-Smith 1989, 279; Lamba 1994,3-4).

It was the regulations, laws, and social mores of the British Crown
and settlers that dominated the environs of Nairobi, at the expense of
the local population who were required to conform to these regulations
and laws. Africans were legally prevented from owning freehold prop-
erty in the city until the 1920s, when the British government prohibited
separation of the races. Thereafter the settlers prevented such owner-
ship through zoning and social pressures. Segregation was extended to
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education and cultural amenities through European, Asian, and 'native'
schools; commercial areas; and cultural and religious facilities (White,
Silberman, and Anderson 1948,17; Hirst 1994,51-65).

In 1926, Nairobi's population of almost 30,000 consisted of over 60
per cent Africans and 30 per cent Indians, with less than 10 per cent
being European (2,665 persons), although the Europeans owned
almost all the land (Hirst 1994, 77). Meanwhile the tropical highland
climate around Nairobi attracted settlers from Europe, particularly
Britain, who turned its lush countryside into the private farms of the
'White Highlands' - the 3 million hectares reserved exclusively for
European settlement. Many Kikuyu became squatters on these large
farms. It was this extensive land alienation which led to the Mau Mau,
or Kenya Land Freedom Army, guerrilla struggle of the 1950s which
presaged formal independence in 1963, when Kenya became a republic
(Kanogo 1987).

The Municipal Council of Nairobi elected its first mayor in 1923, but
refused to permit Asian representation until forced to do so by the gov-
ernor. The first Asian respresentatives came into conflict with their
European counterparts over discrimination in providing services and
the payment of rates. Both African and Asian communities engaged in
civic organizations to resist social exclusion in the 1920s and worked in
solidarity, even though they were subjected to divide-and-rule tactics
by the Europeans (Patel 1997,106-27; White, Silberman, and Anderson
1948,17).

Sanitation was initially provided by pit latrines and septic tanks,
while piped water had first been provided by the railways, with the
municipality buying the undertaking from them in 1931 (Hirst 1994,
69, 78). Electric power was developed by an independent company,
East Africa Power and Lighting, set up in 1923 (Hirst 1994, 80-1). Dur-
ing the 1930s plans were made for the expansion of the water supply
from the original Nairobi dam and for the building of a sewage system,
while the municipality also took over managing public health from the
colonial government. The Nairobi Master Plan of 1948 projected physi-
cal, social, and economic development for the coming twenty-five
years, including minimally serviced housing for African workers
(White, Silberman, and Anderson 1948; Hirst 1994, 82-102).

Development of the city centre proceeded rapidly in the 1940s and
1950s, as did the growth of racially segregated residential areas.
Despite the creation of the Nairobi African Advisory Council in 1946,
with representatives from African housing locations who nominated
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two councillors to Nairobi City Council (NCC), disaffection was
increasing in these areas due to the poor living conditions and lack of
civil and political rights. Africans were systematically being excluded
from city life at the time Nairobi received its city charter in 1950, and
their complaints were also growing (Hirst 1994,111-12).

The detentions, curfew, and repression of the African population
that accompanied the State of Emergency declared in 1952 to combat
the rural guerrilla war only exacerbated the disaffection of the urban
population. Although by 1957 there were eight provincially elected
African representatives on the Kenya Legislative Council (LEGCO),
there were still only three nominated African councillors in the NCC,
compared with thirty elected by the Europeans and Asians (Hirst 1994,
118). Things began to change as independence approached. By 1959 the
NCC agreed that four African councillors could be elected by about
13 per cent of the African population, those who were deemed to be
property owners; and Nairobi's first African mayor, Charles Rubia,
took office in 1962 (Werlin 1974; Lee-Smith 1989; Hirst 1994,129).

The Post-colonial City

The coming of political independence in 1963 can be described as the
second social transformation of Nairobi, when political control of the
nation passed from the British Crown to the Republic of Kenya, with a
parliamentary system of government, and the NCC likewise became a
forum for local representatives elected by residents of the various
neighbourhoods. This transformation was similar in social terms to the
end of apartheid in South Africa, in that racial divisions no longer had
a formal basis, and central and local state power was held by represen-
tatives of the African majority population.

However, three-quarters of the new city councillors had no previous
experience of local government while at the same time the council was
loaded with extensive new responsibilities, it had to provide services to
everybody, while the boundaries of the city were extended to encompass
six times the geographical area. Municipal finance emerged as a major
problem due to the contradictions between social expectations, physical
expansion, and the limited financial independence of the city council
from central government. In 1973, the situation further worsened with
the abolition of Graduated Personal Tax (GPT) which had been the coun-
cil's main source of revenue (Lee-Smith and Memon 1988).

As in other African countries, the removal of colonial restrictions on
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freedom of movement at independence meant a rapid increase in
rural-urban migration. Efforts were made to address the needs of the
growing population, but these were largely ineffective, faltering when
it came to policy implementation, with the result that the 'self-help
city' grew like a balloon (Hake 1977; Lee-Smith 1989,281).

As a result, Nairobi still reflects its segregationist heritage with
regard to planning, amenities, and administration. The middle-class
residential areas in which Europeans and Asians previously lived sep-
arately from one another now house a racial mix and have both
extended and densified. The old 'native' housing areas are still there,
and the city has extended further to the east, with new housing and
unauthorized settlements. The populations here are predominantly
African and low-income.

It is generally recognized that there is a class division between Wa-
Benzi (Mercedes-Benz) people, those living in suburban estates and
driving expensive cars, and the toiling Jua Kali (hot sun) or dispos-
sessed class. This entirely African dispossessed class is in fact made up
of numerous ethnic groups, commonly labelled 'tribes' in Kenya.
Members of most such groups are found among both the poor and the
rich, making for a complicated matrix of ethnic and class divisions in
Nairobi's society that is reflected in its politics.

The approximately fifty ethnic groups of Kenya, each with its own
language, can be broadly distinguished as the nomadic pastoral peo-
ples (including the Somali, Oromo, Maasai, and the various Kalenjin
peoples) and the settled agricultural peoples (including the Kikuyu,
Kamba, Luhya, and Luo) (Were and Wilson 1972). It was the numeri-
cally dominant agricultural ethnic groups who formed the bulk of the
Nairobi population both before and after independence, and among
them the Kikuyu have tended to predominate due to their historical
proximity to the city, as shown in figure 10.1. They constituted one-
third of its population in 1989 (Kenya 1994, 6-3).

Politicians from among the agricultural peoples dominated the cen-
tral government after independence, Kenya's first president, Jomo
Kenyatta, being a Kikuyu. He was succeeded in 1978 by Daniel Arap
Moi, a Kalenjin, and members of the pastoral peoples have gained
increasing political and economic power since then. Both national
leaders represented the Kenya African National Union (KANU), which
took power at independence. KANU ruled what was in effect a single-
party state from 1961. This was legalized as one-party rule for the
decade from 1982 to the end of 1991.



Figure 10.1 Proportion of Major Ethnic Groups in Nairobi
Source: Mazingira Institute, based on 1989 population census
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The Asian minority, which by 1989 constituted only 3 per cent of the
city's population, owned large amounts of land in Nairobi and con-
trolled some 80 per cent of Kenya's commerce at independence (Hirst
1994, 134-5; Kenya 1994, 6-3). Although the balance has shifted
towards African landownership, Asians still have a substantial stake in
commerce and industry. However, this community is as diverse as the
Africans, comprising numerous sects of two major religions, Islam and
Hinduism, as well as cultures of diverse origins whose members tend
to intermarry less often than do the African groups. There are also dif-
ferences between the Asian majority of small owners and the poor arti-
sans, factory employees, and construction workers, while a tiny but
visible elite is involved in big business.

Europeans are an even smaller minority, totalling 16,000, or only
1 per cent of the city's population in 1989 (Kenya 1994, 6-3). Fewer
than 2,000 of these were at that time Kenyan citizens, mainly descen-
dants of the white settler community. Less prominent in the economic
profile of Kenya than the Asians, they nevertheless retain sizable tracts
of land and have developed business partnerships with transnational
companies and agribusiness.

As the capital, Nairobi received most of the largest industrial, com-
mercial, and social-infrastructural investments in the country. The
Nairobi Stock Exchange, launched in 1989, is the fourth-largest in
Africa. These investments have made Nairobi the most important city
in the East Africa region in terms of manufacturing, transshipment,
servicing of agricultural machinery and motor vehicles, advanced
medical facilities, and regional and international airline connections.
Besides this, the city is a major tourist destination as well as housing
representatives of major financial institutions and international agen-
cies, including two United Nations agency headquarters.

Tensions between central and local government reflect the struggle
for control over the resources of the wealthiest area of the country.
Central government has maintained control of the city's administra-
tion, and various revenue-generating sources have been removed from
the council by the central government, which also has to approve any
measure increasing those still under local jurisdiction. Until 1983,
when the City Council was dissolved due to 'gross mismanagement
and poor delivery of services,' the city was largely dependent on the
government for grants to supplement its own meager resources (Bubba
and Lamba 1991).

On dissolution, the elected NCC was replaced by Nairobi City Com-
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mission, composed of commissioners appointed by central govern-
ment, but the change in name did not spell the expected magic, nor did
it root out the newly manifest trend of a self-seeking and corruptible
staff. Instead, there was continuous infighting among officials, with the
period between 1983 and 1991 seeing five chairpersons of the commis-
sion come and go. And although the number of commissioners was
increased from three to twenty-six in 1988 (compared with fifty coun-
cillors previously), subsequent commissions were plagued with the
threat of dissolution every other year, much to the chagrin of the city's
residents, whose lot grew continually worse.

Nairobi in the 1990s

The third social transformation of Nairobi is considered to have begun
with national multiparty elections in 1992. These followed a year of
intense political activity after the removal of the clause of the Constitu-
tion making Kenya a one-party state. This constitutional change was
itself the result of great political activity, mostly centred in Nairobi.

The NCC was re-established and its elections took place at the same
time as the national elections. The national elections were won by the
previous ruling party (KANU). This win was attributed to government
control of the media and public administration, as well as to the frag-
mented opposition and some vote-rigging. Nevertheless, urban sup-
port for the opposition was massive, especially in Nairobi (Throup and
Hornsby 1998).

Most of the representatives who were elected, as opposed to being
nominated, by central government were from the opposition parties.
These parties are supported, among others, by the Kikuyu people, who
form the single largest ethnic group in the city. Central government,
dominated by the minority pastoral Kalenjin people since 1978, contin-
ued to exercise political control through councillors nominated by the
minister (Stren, Halfani, and Malombe 1994).

Through a combination of coercion and manipulation, central gov-
ernment virtually paralysed the operations of the city government in
the period 1993-7. This was nowhere so evident as in the condemna-
tion of the Nairobi Action Plan emerging from the 1993 Nairobi City
Convention, preventing it from being implemented. This first-ever
mass-based consultation with the city fathers embodied professional
engagement and popular zeal (Karuga 1993).

After five years, elections were again held in December 1997; three-
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Table 10.1 Nairobi City Councillors by Political Party, Ethnicity and Gender, 1998

Elected

No.

Nominated

No.

Total

No.

Political Party
Kenya African National Union 14 25.9 4
Democratic Party 28 51.9 9
National Development Party 5 9.3 2
Social Democratic Party 3 5.5 1
Other 4 7.4 1

Ethnicity
Kikuyu 35 64.8 8
Luo 10 18.5 3
Kamba 2 3.7 —
Other 7 13.0 6

Gender
Men 52 96.3 10
Women 2 3.7 7

Total 54 100.0 17

43
13
2

13

62
9

71

25.4
52.1
9.9
5.6
7.0

60.6
18.3
2.8

18.3

87.3
12.7

100.0

Source: The authors
Note: The Nairobi provincial commissioner is an ex-officio member of NCC and is not
included in the total.

quarters of the elected councillors were from opposition parties and
almost two-thirds were Kikuyu (see table 10.1). Proportional control by
political parties of the seventeen nominated seats was also won
through intense public and political pressure in January 1998.

Sectoral Aspects of Social Transformation

Land

The availability of land, both for housing and as a means of livelihood
or a place to work, is the most basic resource in a city. It is through
restricting access to it that the Nairobi authorities have practised social
exclusion, racially in the colonial city and economically in the post-
colonial city. The servicing of land is another dimension of social exclu-
sion that was practised in both eras of Nairobi's development, through
the failure to extend services to areas inhabited by the excluded group.

18
37
7
4
5
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This dates back to the earliest days, when in 1901 African housing
inside the boundary was banned, except in a small area in the east.
People therefore settled outside the boundaries, and these are some of
today's informal settlements. African housing areas that grew up
inside the boundary were demolished and residents evicted. 'Native'
workers' housing, built by the railways with single-room accommoda-
tion for men only, was located near the industrial area and the railway
sidings. In 1919 an official African housing area was designated, but
people had to build the housing themselves and no services were pro-
vided. More such areas were designated later. And whereas Europeans
were given freehold titles to land, Africans were only allowed usufruct
rights, meaning they could not buy or sell the property (White, Silber-
man, and Anderson 1948,14-19; Hirst 1994,49-63).

The first city-council housing for Africans was built in 1921, as a
barracks-type dormitory for returning soldiers. More working-class
African housing estates continued to be built up to the time of inde-
pendence, along the railway line to the east of the town-centre.
Demand was calculated in bed spaces for workers, with 28,000 in 1946
and about 70,000 in 1957, although supply did not meet this demand.
Unauthorized settlements continued to be demolished, and peripheral
settlements to grow. Among these were Dagoretti, a Kikuyu reserve,
and Kibera, a community of Sudanese soldiers allowed to settle on
Crown land in 1912. These same areas house substantial numbers of
Nairobi residents today, and are still largely unserviced (Lamba 1994,
21; Hirst 1994, 60-5).

Access to the urban area was strictly controlled through a pass sys-
tem whereby only employed Africans were recognized, especially dur-
ing the State of Emergency in the 1950s. Employers were mainly
European, although there were increasing numbers of large and small
Asian entrepreneurs, and Asians had their designated area, which was
both commercial and residential. Licensed hawkers were also permit-
ted into the urban area; these were mainly women who sold in the
markets operated by the city council.

After independence, policy intentions to house Nairobi's population
were not implemented. A United Nations study in 1964, followed by a
government sessional paper on housing in 1966-7, outlined an
approach to providing serviced sites to meet the growing urban popu-
lation's need for affordable housing, but by the late 1970s only 6,000
units had been built, falling far short of demand (Lee-Smith and
Memon 1988). The National Housing Corporation, established in 1967,
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built only high-cost housing, and the same applied to NCC council
housing (Lee-Smith 1989, 281). As a result, the amount of informal
housing grew at an even faster rate. Mathare Valley grew in the late
1960s and early 1970s to house about 100,000 people, and similar,
smaller settlements developed all over the city. In 1971 it was esti-
mated that one-third of the city's population was living in unautho-
rized housing, and in 1972 the International Labour Organisation
stated that 30,000 jobs in the city were not officially counted and thus
constituted what they called an 'informal sector' (ILO 1972; Hake 1977;
Lee-Smith 1989,281).

Figure 10.2 shows the population densities in Nairobi in diagram-
matic form. The figures, which are approximate due to rounding, are
based on projections from the 1989 census. Although the average den-
sity is 2,200 people per square kilometre, densities are up to 40,000-
50,000 per square kilometre in some informal settlements, as shown in
the boxes on the map. Fifty-five per cent of the population lives on 5.8
per cent of the residential land in Nairobi. Furthermore, these densely
settled informal areas are virtually denied access to services (Lamba
1994, 3-6; Alder 1995, 86).

Evictions occurred in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and again in
late 1978, when many people were driven out of informal settlements
in middle-income neighbourhoods and the city-centre and dumped in
Korogocho, to the east of Mathare Valley (Hirst 1994,146-7; Lee-Smith
1990). Thus the pattern of social exclusion in the eastern unserviced
areas was repeated with a vengeance by the post-colonial city authori-
ties.

And yet the authorities are involved in the creation and manage-
ment of the informal settlements, through the local chiefs and district
administration. People are settled on public land by the administra-
tion, and representatives of the administration sit on their local com-
mittees. Because of the informal nature of the settlements, the process
has become corrupted, with officials requiring bribes - kitu kidogo,
meaning 'something small' - for each plot.

This creates its own form of business; unscrupulous people buy pub-
lic land from these officials and become slumlords, building wooden
or mud-and-wattle structures that are then rented out to the poor as
housing or business premises or both. In one settlement it was found
that 87 per cent of residents were tenants. The landlords range from
politicians to local residents (Lee-Smith 1990). The chiefs, supported by
the village committees, the administration police, and youth gangs



Figure 10.2 The Seven Most Crowded and Poorest Areas (Sub-Locations) in Nairobi
Source: Mazingira Institute, based on 1996 population census
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attached to the ruling political party, act as enforcers. A similar system
operates for informal-sector business premises, locally known as
'kiosks/ found mostly on public land, especially road reserves.

As political pressure for reform and multiparty democracy mounted
in the 1990s, forced evictions of people from their homes and places of
work have become even more prevalent, but they have also been met
with more resistance, in terms of both physical confrontation and
organization. In 1990, around 10,000 people were affected by violent
demolitions of homes and informal businesses in the city-centre and
periphery, and these were accompanied by running street battles (Maz-
ingira Institute 1991,10-11).

Further violent evictions of residents and informal-sector businesses
have occurred in 1994, 1995, and 1996, affecting tens of thousands of
people (Mazingira Institute 1995, 3; 1996a, 3; 1996b, 2-3; 1997a, 3-4).
Many evictions are precipitated by the phenomenon of 'land grab-
bing/ whereby the 'private developer' connives with city authorities
or provincial administration to clear plots, most of which are in fact on
public land. This mode of acquiring public land has come to be associ-
ated with political manipulation by the ruling party in its attempt to
buy off political opponents.

The slum dwellers are increasingly taking matters into their own
hands, battling those who attempt to encroach on their land, destroy
their shelters, and put up fencing or permanent structures. At the same
time, they are getting legal support from NGOs and organizing them-
selves into an advocacy organization, Muungano wa Wanavijiji Mas-
kini, with a membership from eighty-six communities in Nairobi and
its environs. A recent meeting of the organization was held at the City
Stadium to accommodate the attendance (Mazingira Institute 1997b, 4;
Muungano Wa Wanavijiji 1997).

Mob justice got the upper hand in the Soweto slum, located in the
upper-income neighbourhood of Spring Valley, in December 1996 and
January 1997, when three security guards from a team sent to demolish
the slum were lynched (Mazingira Institute 1997a, 3-4). A number of
cases have been taken to court, including Soweto, where the squatters
are suing a businessman for possession of the land. So far, however,
there have been no court rulings in favour of low-income people, judg-
ments always being in favour of the business people (Mazingira Insti-
tute 1995,1996b).

The community-based organizations are supported by NGOs such
as a community legal-support unit, and by Operation Firimbi (Whis-



Figure 10.3 A scene of forced eviction in Nairobi. Five thousand homes were destroyed when the Nairobi City
Commission demolished shanties in Kangemi in 1991. Source: Daily Nation
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tie), a campaign run by the Mazingira Institute, which offers advocacy,
documentation, advice, and support on cases of public land-grabbing
(Mazingira 1996b, 3; 1997a, 2-3). The Kenya Federation of Jua Kali
Associations and the Hawkers and Vendors Association are other orga-
nizations formed to protect the interests of informal-sector businesses.

Middle-income neighbourhoods have also taken the initiative to
organize associations that can deliver services or lobby with the
authorities on behalf of their members. For example, the 'Karengata'
association in an upper-income area has asserted its right to collect
rates, the Westlands Association is setting up a system of networks and
task groups to be inclusive of different interests and to negotiate with
the NCC (Westlands Association 1998). These and numerous other res-
idents' associations met to form a coalition in mid-1998.

Food

Nairobi's early food supply came largely from its surroundings. Vege-
table gardens and livestock were available from the start; it was mainly
Kikuyu women, who were already engaged in small-scale local trade
of their surplus produce in their own and adjoining communities, who
brought supplies to the railway camp and later to the town. By 1914
there were about 2,000 hawkers selling all kinds of goods, although
their numbers were later reduced through controls on the type of
goods sold, mainly restricting hawking to fruit and vegetables (Mitul-
lah 1992). In the same period, Somali families were allowed to graze
herds for slaughter in the environs of the town (Hirst 1994, 69).

This pattern is typical of urban food supply in Africa, where indige-
nous markets and food networks adapted to provisioning the new
colonial towns. Since they were dominated by women, these networks
led to women's characteristic role within the urban informal sector.
The difference in Nairobi was in the degree of development of settler
agriculture, whose producers had political power as opposed to the
indigenous suppliers (Guyer 1987).

The British settlers established experimental gardens and set up pro-
visioning farms in what are now residential suburbs close to the city,
including livestock farms for meat and dairy products. By 1909, these
were supplying customers with beef, milk, butter, cream, and a variety
of cheeses. Although the colonial government pushed for the develop-
ment of cash crops, the diversity of food production remained, though
the exclusion of African producers applied to both food and cash
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crops, with the exception of the vegetable and fruit hawkers who
formed the embryonic informal sector (Hirst 1994, 69).

The social changes accompanying independence in 1963 brought
benefits to African farmers in the environs of the city, and local elites
developed out of the windfall inheritance of large farms and control
over the government machinery of regulation and marketing (Heyer,
Maitha, and Senga 1976, 4-5). Small-scale African producers also bene-
fited, most notably from the absence of restrictions rather than from
the machinery of government support (Heyer, Maitha, and Senga 1976,
187-218).

However, access to food and food security for the urban population
is more tied to income and the capacity to buy food than to its avail-
ability. Thus, the social transformation of the 1960s brought about
greater problems of access to food for the populations of the informal
city than for their counterparts in rural areas. The urban poor began to
emerge as vulnerable in terms of nutrition in the 1970s.

One of the strategies by which the urban poor feed themselves is
urban agriculture, a phenomenon that was not documented until the
1980s. Then, it was found that 20 per cent of Nairobi's households
engaged in urban crop production and 7 per cent kept livestock in the
city, while even more engaged in farming on their rural land. Access to
urban land for food production emerged as a critical issue for those
urban residents whose incomes did not enable them to buy enough
food (Lee-Smith et al. 1987; Lee-Smith and Lamba 1991; Egziabher et
al. 1994).

But the appearance of rural activities such as the growing of maize
and beans on roadsides, and chickens and goats in urban neighbour-
hoods, upset official notions of the image of the city and were met with
harassment by city officials (Freeman 1991). Also, the haphazard
spread of unplanned activities, including informal housing and busi-
nesses, tends to quickly replace urban agriculture as a land use. This
means that the food security of the poorest is increasingly threatened
by urban densification. Among the poorest, those who lack access to
rural land are the most threatened, and this includes many female-
headed households, who lack the right to inherit rural land according
to custom (Lee-Smith 1997; RELMA/PROP/Mazingira 1998).

The history of Nairobi's food supply and its problems thus reflect
the social transformations identified and their characteristic patterns of
social exclusion. Since those most affected by the lack of land for pro-
ducing urban food are the poorest and least articulate members of
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Nairobi's society, urban farming is not one of the organized sectors of
civil society that makes its presence felt in Nairobi's third social trans-
formation. The need to address urban agriculture as an important
aspect of food security is only just beginning to be recognized and
articulated (RELMA/PROP/Mazingira 1998).

Transport

The story of Nairobi's public transport also reflects the social transfor-
mations it has gone through. The bus company established under the
colonial city government was a subsidiary of a multinational that was
given a legal monopoly which still exists on paper. After indepen-
dence, local pirate taxis (matatus) were supported by presidential
decree, giving encouragement to the growth of small-scale entrepre-
neurs, but confining them to the informal sector of operation and thus
creating chaos on the roads as different interests in the city competed
for power, economic benefits, and planning control. In the 1990s,
overt conflicts between matatu operators, police, the public, and gov-
ernment administration are a microcosm of the political forces at
work in the city.

In the colonial city, there were plans for buses as early as 1932, but
public support was insufficient and costs too high. Yet, two years later,
the Kenya Bus Service (KBS) began operation as a private concern, part
of the British multinational United Transport Overseas (UTO). Its
arrangements with the Municipal Council included its legal monopoly
over public transport, which has been rendered meaningless over time,
and a 25 per cent city stake in the company (Lee-Smith 1989,279-85).

The service expanded steadily from its original 2 buses in 1934 to 140
in 1968. However, neither the bus service nor the planning of move-
ment in the city in general was ever geared towards the needs of the
majority African population. Most workers were unable to afford bus
fares and consequently walked to work. They also could not afford
bicycles. Yet there was no provision for footpaths in the planning or
building of roads in Nairobi, in total disregard for people's needs and
safety. Roads were planned for the use of motor vehicles used by the
settlers, with drains at the side and seldom any space for walking.

President Kenyatta's decree of 1973 recognizing matatus was a
response to their popularity, both in meeting people's needs for a more
flexible and adaptive form of public transport and as a form of self-
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employment and employment for the urban workforce. For the first
decade of independence before the decree they had operated com-
pletely illegally. After another decade, the Traffic (Amendment) Act of
1984 increased recognition of the matatus, but they have never been
fully incorporated into city planning and continue to suffer harass-
ment by police. In 1982 they paid three times as much in bribes to
policemen as the public revenue they generated (Kapila, Manundu,
and Lamba 1982; Lee-Smith 1989).

The Matatu Vehicle Owners Association became a powerful force in
civil society, and government attempted to suppress it at various times
after the change from Kikuyu to Kalenjin leadership at the national
level in 1978. The size of vehicle fleets expanded in the 1980s and the
predominantly Kikuyu owners and operators became more powerful
political players as the movement for political reform mounted in the
1990s.

In 1982, KBS buses were used for 27 per cent of all trips, matatus for
23 per cent, private cars 22 per cent, bicycles or scooters 4 per cent,
while 24 per cent of trips were on foot because of the high cost of trans-
port (Lee-Smith 1989,285-6). In 1991, although the bus company's fleet
had expanded to 300 vehicles, its market share had declined. Its com-
petitors were the Nyayo Bus Corporation, a parastatal, and the mata-
tus. While the matatus had overtaken the KBS, with 57 per cent market
share in public transport compared to 40 per cent, the Nyayo Bus Cor-
poration only had 3 per cent and later collapsed (Godard and Teurnier
1992).

As a result of the political conflicts over control of city hall in 1990s,
public infrastructure, including roads, has been poorly maintained,
with some roads in the city becoming impassable. Matatu operators
have raised fares and staged strikes in protest, with passengers refus-
ing to pay the high fares. Matatu operators have also staged protests
over police harassment and extortion by youth wingers from the ruling
political party, KANU, while the provincial commissioner of Nairobi
has exhorted the police to crack down on them.

Because of police corruption and increasing lawlessness in the city,
as well as lack of planning and maintenance, the general public suffers
with long and hazardous journeys to work. The large numbers of
pedestrians who walk many kilometres a day due to low incomes still
lack footpaths, not to mention bicycle paths, demonstrating that the
NCC has not emerged from the heritage of colonial planning.
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A Governance Crisis: Nairobi's Third Social Transformation

Who Governs?

A system of governance that involves all the key players in govern-
ment and civil society is essential to resolve the current conflicts and
contradictions in Nairobi. As this historical and cross-sectoral synopsis
has shown, the conflicts and contradictions are rooted in a system that
militates against social sustainability by excluding what is now the
majority of the population of the city from civic recognition and by
pitting diverse groups against one another. This has led to a crisis of
governance.

Nairobi's institutions are currently locked in a destructive battle for
power that is eroding the capacity of its citizens to manage the
undoubted wealth concentrated in the city for the common good. The
city's history of exclusion has structured the way institutions operate
as much as, or more than, it has structured physical space. Moreover,
this social exclusion of well over half Nairobi's citizens on the basis of
wealth is now much more extensive than social exclusion in the colo-
nial city, which was based on race, simply because of the growth in the
city's size. Nairobi's population rose from 0.5 million in 1969 to 1.35
million in 1989, to 2 million in 1997, by which time social exclusion was
affecting over a million citizens (Lamba 1994, 4; Kenya 1996, 25).

The actors engaged in the struggle are not limited to those represented
in the inherited formal institutions, even in the way they have been
adapted over time. They also include, apart from formal business and
labour institutions which are typical of governance regimes anywhere,
informal-sector bodies and enterprises and a large corpus of non-
governmental civic action groups. Even these, however, hardly begin to
represent the interests of Nairobi's socially excluded population.

Figure 10.4 illustrates the complexity of the formal institutions of
central and local government as they relate to the territory of Nairobi;
the constituencies of the eight members of parliament (MPs) cover the
geographical areas of the wards of the fifty-five elected city councillors,
as shown on the diagram. The city councillors ostensibly govern as a
legislature on behalf of their constituents through the council adminis-
tration, but their powers are in fact limited by the control central gov-
ernment has over the appointments of heads of departments, as well as
other controls stipulated in the Local Government Act of 1984.

Perhaps even more important, the government structure of Nairobi



Figure 10.4 Who Governs Nairobi: Central or Local Government Structures?
Source: Mazingira Institute
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is overlaid with the alternative institutional framework of the Office of
the President, the provincial administration. This administrative appa-
ratus has a hierarchical structure headed by a provincial commissioner
(PC) appointed by the president, with district commissioners, district
officers, chiefs, and sub-chiefs answerable to him. It is an administra-
tive structure inherited from colonial times, and was challenged in
1997 by the civil society reform movement. Subsequently, the powers
of chiefs in particular were curtailed by amendments to the Chief's
Authority Act, as agreed by the Inter-Parties Parliamentary Group
(IPPG) just prior to the December 1997 elections.

More extensive reductions in the powers of the provincial adminis-
tration advocated by the civil-society reform movement and, to a lesser
extent, by the IPPG were, however, resisted and members of the admin-
istration openly worked for a KANU victory in the December elections.
The victory of KANU in national elections and the victory of the oppo-
sition (mainly the Democratic party) in most Nairobi constituencies as
well as the council elections, has further provoked the president into
placing a high-profile hard-line PC, Joseph Kaguthi, in Nairobi. Con-
flicts between the provincial adminstration and various interest groups
in the city have escalated during 1998, even though the mayor and coun-
cil have a stated policy of cooperation with central government.

The ability of residents in the informal slum areas to organize to
address their needs has been greatly restricted. Until late 1991, the
KANU offices in each area worked with village committees of commu-
nity elders and the district administration, but with the advent of mul-
tipartyism those links were weakened. The administrative structure,
however, remained in place; efforts to develop local-governance struc-
tures in one informal slum area under the government's own Social
Dimensions of Development Programme were broken up by the chief
with police reinforcement in May 1997 (NGOs Council 1997). The repeal
of the Public Order Act in December 1997 as part of the IPPG reforms
removed the legal prohibition on meetings of ten or more persons with-
out permission of the local chief, although the provincial administration
continues to break up meetings of its choice on the pretext that 'notifi-
cation/ which is now required", has not been correctly issued.

Sectoral groups have in the past been subjected to similar controls.
The Matatu Vehicle Owners Association was banned after it achieved
some degree of public profile in organizing and representing its mem-
bers interests (Lee-Smith 1989,300). The Civil Servants Union was like-
wise proscribed, as have been various NGOs. However, during the
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pressure for reforms in the mid-1990s, numerous groups have reas-
serted themselves, and the prospects for organizing formal- and infor-
mal-sector interest groups to represent their members' interests are
improving as the pressure for social reforms continues.

Kenya's machinery of government has not always acted as an agent
of law and order. Rather the reverse, as the provincial and district
administration personnel have been instrumental in structuring Nai-
robi's informal settlements, as already described, and in administering
these areas of social exclusion outside the legal framework of the for-
mal city. The divide between city- and central-government officialdom
is certainly not clear-cut in this respect, with many, if not most, city
officials colluding in these activities, which also conveniently provide
them with income in the form of bribes.

The socially excluded groups in Nairobi rely for most of their ser-
vices on assistance from NGOs. Religious organizations also play an
important role in support for these communities. The number and
range of such support activities has increased rapidly in recent years
although data are limited (Bubba and Lamba 1991; Lee-Smith and
Stren 1992; Lamba 1994; Alder 1995; KHRC 1996).

The range of actors engaged in Nairobi's haphazard governance is
thus not only broad, but also uncoordinated by any mechanisms of
negotiation, and is to a large extent unknown, or at least undocu-
mented. In summary, these actors may be classified as follows:

• elected representatives or politicians: city councillors and MPs;
• employed officials of the NCC, including professionals, supervisory

staff, labourers, and enforcement staff;
• provincial administration officers: the provincial commissioner, dis-

trict commissioners, district officers, chiefs and subchiefs, and
administration police;

• formal-sector business enterprises and their representative bodies;
• informal-sector business enterprises and their representative bodies;
• NGOs;
• religious organizations;
• citizen groups, either residential or sectoral.

Explaining the Pressure for Change

The political and civil society pressures for reform in Kenya have
mounted throughout the 1990s, with the emphasis on political reform,
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first for the abolition of the one-party state, and subsequently for a level
political playing field' through constitutional changes. However, public
support for constitutional reform is powered by underlying social
grievances and is particularly strong in urban areas, and Nairobi in par-
ticular, where the majority of those affected by social exclusion live.
Moreover, the religious and non-governmental organizations, which
have been involved in social-reform activities such as poverty allevia-
tion for much longer, and have recently become more active in advocacy
work, play a leading role in the constitutional reform movement.

Pressures for urban reform were already expressed in the prepara-
tions for the 1992 multiparty elections, when several political parties
combined to articulate a post-election platform (PEAP, the Post Elec-
tion Action Programme) that incorporated several sectors affecting
Nairobi, including housing and other aspects of social exclusion
(Friedrich-Naumann-Stiftung 1992). However, the common platform
was submerged in the scramble for power through mainly ethnic alle-
giances and alliances in the run-up to the elections. Such reforms were
next articulated in the Nairobi City Convention mentioned above,
which included inputs from a wide spectrum of urban interests as
compared with the PEAP document, which comprised expert advice to
politicians (Karuga 1993). Again, the program, which included halting
of demolitions, extension of services to informal settlements, and
reform of building codes, was submerged in political in-fighting in the
NCC, manipulated by central government. The director of the German
foundation that supported both initiatives financially was deported.

The movement for constitutional reform, which developed a high
political profile during 1997, focuses on the process of constitution-
making and who has power over that. Opposition politicians within
the movement see it largely as a way of increasing their chances of
electoral victory through legal and administrative reforms. Civil soci-
ety actors, including NGOs, religious organizations, and community-
based groups, have a range of concerns that include urban issues, and
these are articulated in the many detailed resolutions emerging from
the four national convention assemblies held in 1997 and 1998 (NCEC
1997a, 1997b, 1997c, 1998).

Apart from this national forum, and the initiatives of Muungano wa
Wanavijiji, Operation Firimbi, and the residents' associations men-
tioned above, the potential participants in a system of governance that
would make for a more socially sustainable city are not engaged in any
form of either negotiation or setting of goals that might contribute
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towards such a system. All that exists in the late 1990s is some move-
ment towards formation of more community-based and sectoral civic
organizations that might have the potential at some stage in the future
of defining their different interests and achieving strategic goals.

This makes it difficult to apply theories and models of urban politics
to analyse what is happening in Nairobi; the governing authorities are
fragmented and in conflict, and the social movements are inchoate.
Many different theories could explain the relationships between the
various actors, but not many can explain the details of how they deal
with each other. It is tentatively suggested that the lens of regime the-
ory may be useful in examining how new coalitions might emerge
from the array of formal and informal interest groups currently jostling
within the Nairobi political arena (Stoker 1995).

There are aspects of regime theory which deal with power as a
means of gaining a capacity to act and accomplish goals, rather than as
control and resistance - 'power to' rather than 'power over/ It also
addresses power relations in socially complex systems and thus pro-
vides the opportunity of exploring empirically how different actors
open up political spaces for themselves, even though it has never been
applied in a situation like Nairobi's (Stoker 1995, 59, 69-70). It may
thus help to explain how the excluded groups in Nairobi can further
their goals in relation both to the existing power structure of urban pol-
itics and to the way in which powerful interests currently enjoy sys-
temic advantage (Stoker 1995, 57). Some such explanation is needed of
how the actors engaged in the governance crisis of Nairobi's third
social transformation can deal with each other.

Conclusion: Cooperation or Conflict?

In order for Nairobi's excluded majority to participate in the city's gov-
ernance, the current social transformation must work its way through
towards greater democracy. We have explained how this is already
happening in the form of pressure for social reform, although the
nature of a new system of governance and how it will be established is
not clear. Such a system needs to be based in the dispossessed neigh-
bourhoods and to reinvigorate the NCC from below. But it is not easy
to see how this will happen.

The PEAP and the Nairobi City Convention documents called for
neighbourhood associations that have formal recognition and a
defined relationship to local government. Muungano wa Wanavijiji as
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a mass movement has representation from eighty-six Nairobi commu-
nities that are articulating their demands. These include the election of
chiefs by residents as opposed to their appointment by the state. How
are these demands going to work themselves out in relation to the
existing structures of laws and administration, including the state
apparatus and the NCC, which have their own conflicts based on com-
petition for political control?

The Operation Firimbi campaign, run by the Mazingira Institute
against the grabbing of public land by individuals for private use,
encourages residents with grievances to organize local chapters and to
campaign within the confines of the law, which is explained in public-
information materials. But violations of the law backed by the authori-
ties are so blatant that numerous communities have resorted to pulling
down illegal structures and fences. Meanwhile, attacks on informal set-
tlements and kiosks in the city have escalated. These are carried out by
city and administration police, hired security guards, or gangs of
youths, although the political leadership, at both national and city lev-
els, frequently denies responsibility, claiming that the enforcers are
simply upholding the law.

A Nairobi NGO official recently quoted a judgment of the Zimba-
bwe Court of Appeal: 'Law in a developing country cannot afford to
remain static. It must undoubtedly be stable, but at the same time if it
is to be a living force it must be dynamic and accommodating to
change. If it fails to respond to fluid economic and social norms and
values and altering views of justice and is not based on human necessi-
ties and experiences rather than philosophical notions, it will one day
be cast aside by the people because it will have ceased to serve any
useful purpose' (Weru 1998). This sums up the need for judicial as well
as administrative reform, but the case of Nairobi is special in that those
entrusted with upholding the law are as much or more prone to break-
ing it than are members of the general public. In this anarchic situation,
it appears that a trend towards violent confrontation is more likely
than that of a negotiated coalition of interests.

For a governing regime that incorporates a sufficient range of inter-
ests in the city to emerge in this context demands a considerable bal-
ancing act of the powerful forces at work. There is an opportunity for
the high- and middle-income neighbourhoods to chart the course for a
more inclusive system of governance, which could possibly provide a
model for the excluded neighbourhoods. However, this will depend,
first, on the model being socially inclusive in its own neighbourhoods,
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and, second, upon agreement by the NCC and government that such a
model is acceptable. Should this occur, social forces within the city
could have opened up the required political space for a new balance of
power and greater social inclusiveness. A more democratic system of
local governance would have the potential for social sustainability
through the inclusion and distribution of benefits to various groups.
But it will first be necessary for central government to move from
its present position of intransigence to accommodate more interests in
the city.

Notes

1 The authors are grateful to Dr Zinnat Bader Jaffer for material contributed to
an earlier version of this paper.
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11 Cape Town: Seeking Social
Sustainability in a
Fast-Growing City

JOHN ABBOTT

On 1 July 1997, a new structure of local government was formally insti-
tuted in Cape Town, bringing to an end over a century of institutional-
ized racial segregation. The new structure replaces a complex system
of multilevel and segregated racial area authorities (see figure 11.1),
each having a racial classification that defined the group permitted to
live permanently within it - a racially defined zoning policy that
resulted in what is known as the 'apartheid city.'1 The new structure
consists of a metropolitan council and six local councils (see figure
11.2). In accordance with government policy, the boundaries of the new
council were drawn to provide an equitable racial mix, and to ensure a
more even distribution of financial resources, providing thereby a basis
for the integration of the apartheid city. Such a restructuring, however,
can only provide the political framework for change; it cannot, of itself,
change the economic, social, and spatial realities.

Each major city in South Africa has experienced the urbanization
process in a different way, affected by factors such as migration trends,
levels of industrialization, and the effectiveness of application of the
1950 Group Areas Act which established the racially segregated zones.
Under apartheid, Cape Town was classified as a 'coloured labour pref-
erence area/ and the influx of people classified as 'black' was tightly
controlled. As a result, Cape Town is the only city in South Africa
where black Africans do not form a majority of the population. This
situation affects social sustainability in several ways. First, the city
experiences two distinct types of poverty. Among coloured people, the
areas of poverty tend to be in poorly maintained public-housing areas,
where many people live in tenements; here, the problems would be
similar to those associated with urban poverty in the North - high
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school drop-out rates, gang warfare, and drugs. In the black areas, the
poverty is that of the South - low levels of income and informal hous-
ing, and high informal-sector economic activity. To all of this must be
added the spatial imbalance which is the major legacy of apartheid, as
illustrated in figure 11.3.

In addressing these urban imbalances and inequalities, the primary
concern at all levels of government has been to integrate the apartheid
city. This in turn involves a heavy emphasis on physical interventions
and spatial restructuring. Mario Polese and Richard Stren (1995, 9)
point out the importance of reducing spatial fragmentation in order to
achieve social sustainability. Any discussion of social sustainability
must take into account the spatial structure of the city, particularly in
South Africa, where this has played a major role in shaping social con-
ditions. It is important, therefore, to understand the extent to which
physical intervention and spatial determinism can help to change those
social conditions and, as a consequence, affect social sustainability.

Background: Cape Town since 1982

The recent social history of Cape Town can be divided into three
phases. The first began in 1982, with the national change from a uni-
cameral to a tricameral parliament,2 which gave racial groups3 classi-
fied as 'white/ 'coloured/ and 'Indian' separate 'parliaments' to
handle their own affairs. One of the three, the House of Delegates, rep-
resented the coloured people and had its primary population centre in
Greater Cape Town. Acting within its limited powers, the House of
Delegates' major focus of activity was on housing and infrastructure.
This led to a major social-housing initiative which resulted in the con-
struction of 20,000 homes, albeit within the framework of the Group
Areas Act, and therefore segregated.

For black African people the situation in 1982 was different. They
continued to be excluded from any form of decision making at the
national level, while locally they were grouped into new 'Black Local
Authorities' (BLAs). In Cape Town, five BLAs were formed, of which
three were within the boundary of the city as it existed at that time (see
figure 11.1).

Prior to 1982, only three black townships within the city boundary
(Langa, Nyanga, and Guguletu) had formal legal status, and access to
them was tightly controlled, this control being a central feature of the
Apartheid State. However, as David Dewar, T. Rosmarin, and Vanessa



Figure 11.1 Cape Town: The Apartheid City
Source: Cape Metropolitan Council



Figure 11.2 Cape Town Metropolitan and Local Authority Boundaries
(After 1 July 1997)
Source: Cape Metropolitan Council
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Figure 11.3 Racially Based Development, Cape Town
Source: CMC 1996, p. 18

Watson point out, three factors made it particularly effective for Cape
Town. The first was the labour preference policy described earlier. 'The
second factor, linked to the first, was the cessation of the construction
of family housing for Africans in Cape Town' (Dewar, Rosmarin, and
Watson 1991,14). The third factor was the absence of homeland bound-
aries close to Cape Town. This situation meant that migrants to Cape
Town had to find accommodation, either legally or illegally, within the
boundaries of the metropolitan area, thereby increasing pressure on
the city's only 'informal' area, Old Crossroads. In an attempt to remove
this last remaining 'black spot/ the South African government estab-
lished the new area of Khayalitsha, which, however, simply filled with
new migrants, while Crossroads became a battleground of warlords
fighting for control. The period from 1982 to 1990 therefore saw the
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black population increase threefold, as well as a shift from predomi-
nantly formal housing to predominantly informal housing.

The second phase of Cape Town's social history began in 1990, with
the unbanning of the African National Congress (ANC) and the first
discussions on local-government reform. Although the exact nature of
the future local authority structure was then unclear, three features of
the urban landscape were obvious. The first was the lack of access to
economic opportunity for many of the coloured and black apartheid
townships. The second was the fact that racially defined BLAs, which
were in a state of financial and administrative chaos, would not sur-
vive the approaching political transition. Finally, the influx of black
people from the rural areas of the Eastern Cape was continuing, and
the absence of housing was leading to the growth of informal settle-
ments, a situation that needed to be dealt with. The result was a series
of initiatives around physical and spatial intervention, aimed at
redressing these specific problem areas.

Cape Town is now entering a third phase, initiated by the election of
democratic local authorities in October 1996 and the adoption of for-
mal responsibilities by these new authorities in July 1997. For the first
time in South Africa's history, all tiers of government are now demo-
cratically elected. This means that the power structure has changed
from one controlled by white politicians to a more mixed elite system.
Organizationally, the city has adopted a two-tier structure of metropol-
itan and local government, within which both the Cape Metropolitan
Council (CMC) and the Cape Town Municipality (CTM) have created
specific departments focusing on social or community development. In
both cases the extent of the lack of meaningful social data is now obvi-
ous. At the same time, there is an emerging recognition that redressing
the inequities of apartheid through specific physical interventions does
not necessarily redress social inequalities. Hence a distinction should
be drawn between, on the one hand, the need to deal with the integra-
tion of the apartheid city and the creation of a framework of social jus-
tice and, on the other, the need to address the specific issue of social
sustainability in its own right. This will require a shift in emphasis and
a change in the nature of current intervention strategies.

The Current Development Focus in Cape Town

The period between 1990 and 1995 represented a period of intense
debate within local-government circles on how best to deal with South
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Africa's apartheid cities. In Cape Town, four areas of strategic inter-
vention emerged from the local-government restructuring process as
central themes. The first two, spatial planning and transportation, gave
rise in turn to two initiatives: first, the Metropolitan Spatial Develop-
ment Framework (MSDF) with the associated implementation of the
Wetton-Lansdowne Development Corridor; and, second, the Cape
Town Transport Strategy, started by the City Council of Cape Town,
but now being implemented by the Metropolitan Transport Directorate
of the CMC.

The third area of strategic intervention was that of housing. Here,
the primary area of focus was the integrated Serviced Land Project
(iSLP), intended to house residents of the informal settlements on ser-
viced land. The fourth area, associated with the upgrading of physical
infrastructure in the formal black townships of the apartheid era, is not
discussed in this chapter since, although it does contribute to the long-
term social sustainability of the city, it deals primarily with a small,
well-defined target group and has specific objectives. The chapter
examines instead the first three of these initiatives, as they have much
wider effects and more complex cross-linkages with one another.

The Metropolitan Spatial Development Framework (MSDF)

The concept of the MSDF grew from the need for long-term and de-
velopmentally oriented planning in the Cape Town Metropolitan
Functional Region (Cape Metropolitan Council [CMC] 1996, viii).4 It
originated in 1991, when it became evident that local government
would need to be completely restructured and a serious attempt made
to integrate the different fragments of what then constituted the apart-
heid city. The process leading to the development of the framework
was intended to be an inclusive one, and involved workshops with a
number of key actors from government, business, labour, NGOs and
civic organizations.

Conceptually, the basis of MSDF is

a vision of a well-managed, integrated metropolitan region in which
development is intensified and compacted, and sprawl contained. It con-
tains a series of spatial principles and policies that guide:
(a) Where physical development should and should not occur (or occur
within constraints); and
(b) The desired form this growth should take. (CMC 1996,5)
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This vision is then translated into a series of development principles,
goals, and guidelines, the evaluation criteria for which state that

a central aim in the restructuring of the CMR [Cape Metropolitan Region]
is to reduce the high life costs for the disadvantaged - not just the price of
goods and services - but the costs of achieving routine daily tasks and
goals. Such costs include the time and travel distances necessary to buy
goods and the responsibilities and uncertainties of daily activities such as
feeding a family. The objective is to improve this situation through an
enhanced physical and social environment which offers necessary oppor-
tunities and a greater sense of personal and community control over the
arrangements and processes of daily life. (CMC 1996,32)

Finally, the document states that

the experience of rapidly urbanizing cities indicates that the challenges of
urbanization require more than a narrow focus on physical or spatial
planning. Holistic, integrated and strategic planning is needed to ensure
the coordinated provision and management of assets, services, facilities
and infrastructure. (CMC 1996,30)

This approach should provide a strong basis for integrated social
development. Several key elements are mentioned - namely, resource
management, community participation, and the interrelationship be-
tween spatial planning and economic and social policy. Unfortunately
this integrated vision is not carried through into practice. The technical
report (the detailed concept plan which acts as a reference report) itself
states that

the main purpose of the MSDF is to provide a framework to guide the
form and location of physical development in the CMR at a metropolitan
scale. This is essential in order to provide the context within which com-
munities and private sector activity (formal, informal and international)
can grow and expand. Growth and development are vital in order to
address the historical legacy of under-development and deprivation that
has contributed to leaving our cities and towns spatially (and socially)
divided, highly inefficient, reliant on subsidies (particularly for public
transport) and, in some areas, environmentally disastrous. Unless a
concerted effort is made to alter and improve land-use and transport
patterns, communities and the private sector will be unable to respond to
all development opportunities. (CMC 1996,3)
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Hence, the primary objective of the MSDF is spatial planning, and is
founded in the historical Eurocentric view that physical planning
remains the primary determinant of urban form for cities in the South.
To this end, MSDF identified four basic metropolitan structuring ele-
ments (CMC 1996,4):

• urban nodes;
• activity corridors;
• a metropolitan open space system (MOSS); and
• an urban edge.

Of these four sets of spatial interventions, it is the elements of nodes
and corridors that are given immediate priority. The MSDF identifies
three 'mature metropolitan nodes' and then designates a fourth, the
Philippi Centre, as a proposed metropolitan node (see figure 11.4). The
MSDF argues that

the development of a metropolitan node at the Philippi Centre is seen to
be an advantage for the metropolitan region as a whole because [among
other reasons] it forms the fourth, and final link, in a transportation sys-
tem linking the Cape Town CBD, Bellville CBD and Claremont/Wynberg
CBD. Given the huge daily flows of people from the Metro South East, the
development of employment opportunities in this area would reduce the
pressure on the public transport network. (CMC 1996,36)

The Cape Town Municipality has accepted this concept as the basis for
integrated spatial development within their area, and is implementing
it through the Wetton-Lansdowne Development Corridor Project.

The Wetton-Lansdowne Corridor

The Wetton-Lansdowne Development Corridor comprises a 13.3-kilo-
metre stretch of road between Wynberg and Philippi (see figure 11.4). It
is the first major development to arise from the MSDF, and will contrib-
ute significantly to a coherent and integrated city structure, by linking
the apartheid-zoned black and coloured areas, which were previously
underserviced, with commercial and industrial centres in formerly
white areas. The aim of the program is to stimulate the development of
a major corridor and, to achieve the goals, it is considered essential to
direct and prioritize initiatives in order to (among other aims):



Figure 11.4 Metropolitan Corridors and Nodes, Cape Metropolitan Region
Source: CMC 1996, p. 46
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• ensure the integration of the study area with the greater city;
• ensure efficient urban form and an appropriate land-use mix;
• ensure that development takes place at the desired densities in

order to sustain economic development and the proposed public
transport system (Cape Town Municipality [CTM] 1997).

In pursuing the concept of a development corridor, the municipality
has moved away from the 'Curitiba model'5 originally envisaged by
the CMC. Instead of high-density corridors, with dedicated high-speed
transport lanes, it is emphasizing a mixed-use corridor that is similar
in many ways to the city's existing corridors.

There is a great deal of logic to this approach. It is highly unlikely
that the Curitiba model would work in Cape Town, given the limited
regulatory power of local government in South Africa. On the other
hand, a mixed-use corridor along this route does provide access to
many areas that under apartheid were spatially isolated from the
major urban nodes. This in turn contributes to the integration of the
area into the greater city and begins to redress the imbalances in quan-
tity and quality of services and facilities. At the same time, both the
MSDF and the Wetton-Lansdowne Corridor project demonstrate that
spatial planning is inextricably linked to transport planning. Thus the
success of the former is dependent, to a large degree, on the success of
the latter.

Moving Ahead: Developing a Transport Strategy for Cape Town

In the past, the production and annual updating of a metropolitan
transport plan was a relatively mechanical exercise. It fulfilled a statu-
tory requirement for the release of government funds for planning and
implementation of metropolitan transport projects, to be approved by
the provincial government, provided only that it 'integrates infrastruc-
ture, land-use, public transport, goods movement, traffic and travel
demand management plans and programs' (CMC 1997,1-1).

In 1994, the then-Metropolitan Transport Planning Branch of the
City of Cape Town initiated a process called 'Moving Ahead,' intended
to be a more holistic approach to transport planning in order 'to pro-
vide a transportation framework for the development of the Cape Met-
ropolitan Region towards a more integrated and efficient urban en-
vironment, offering a better future for all the residents of the metropol-
itan area' (CMC 1997,1-1).
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As with many policy documents, Moving Ahead contains policy
statements and strategic objectives that are politically and socially
appealing, with an emphasis on economic and financial efficiency
(CMC 1997, 2-1). From a social perspective the primary statement is
that the goal of the transport policy should be 'meeting the basic needs
of all transport users at affordable, acceptable and equitable levels of
service' (CMC 1997, 2-5). The important issue to be debated is the
extent to which these statements translate into practice. In this case,

the principles of Moving Ahead ... are based on the following three pre-
mises:
There will be a significant degree of spatial restructuring ... where there
will be a much better match between people and jobs in all areas;
This restructuring will occur primarily through integrated spatial devel-
opment initiatives at major activity nodes and along activity corridors;
An important role will be played by the containment of urban sprawl
within a statutorily defined 'urban edge.' (CMC 1997,4-1)

The transport plan assumes that these changes will happen, then looks
at the resulting changes in terms of their spatial distribution, and then
builds a transport strategy on the basis of these assumptions. It is thus
an essentially reactive, rather than a proactive, policy.

The plan covers all modes of motorized transport. However, its main
focus is on road transport and, within that specialized modal form, on
commuter traffic. This bias is surprising for two reasons. First, because
the wide spread in the objectives of car travel is clearly recognized by
the following statement: 'It is a well known fact, both locally and inter-
nationally, that commuter trips (journeys to work) constitute only
about 20-25 per cent of the total travel market in metropolitan areas.
The majority of travel therefore takes place outside commuter peaks
and consists primarily of commercial, business, and recreational trip
purposes' (CMC 1997, 5-2). Second, at the national-government level,
'it is a national strategic objective to promote the use of public trans-
port over private transport with the goal of achieving a ratio of 80:20
between public transport and private car usage' (CMC 1997,5-14).

The current modal split for the journey to work in metropolitan
Cape Town is 49:44:7 (public:private:walk/other). The Provincial
Green Paper on the Western Cape Transport Policy proposes that 'a
suitable target for the year 2005 is 54:34:12, [with] any reduction in the
target for 'walk/other' being reflected in an increased share by public
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transport' (CMC 1997, 5-14, quoting PAWC 1996, 45-6). This policy is
broadly supported by 'Moving Ahead,' which argues that the govern-
ment's goal is unrealistic. Interestingly, 'Moving Ahead' suggests that
achieving the '80 per cent public transport target can only be reached
by focussing future transport policies and investments primarily in the
direction of the middle and higher income groups ... [which] will
almost certainly be unaffordable and politically unacceptable' (CMC
1997, 5-15).

To whom this would be unacceptable is not clear. In any case,
the argument itself is a spurious one. The transport strategy which
emerges from the document focuses primarily on road improvements
for commuters, even though the same document shows that 88 per
cent of road commuters are from those same upper- and middle-
income groups (CMC 1997, 5-13). The more important, but unstated,
point, is that a move towards public transport would require the intro-
duction of financial penalties for road commuters. This contrasts with
the policy as it is currently formulated, which proposes major addi-
tional expenditure for those same groups at little or no direct cost to
themselves.

Spatial Restructuring and Social Sustainability

Over the past five years, Cape Town has undergone political restructur-
ing, has developed a new spatial development framework, and has an
emerging transport policy. All these initiatives are crucial in laying the
foundations for social sustainability in the city. The question is to what
extent they can achieve that objective. In this regard Cape Town, and
South African cities generally, have a difficult task. Apartheid had a
major impact upon the spatial structure of cities, which led in turn to
gross inefficiencies in their spatial economies (Cameron 1995, 1). The
World Bank argues that the correction of these urban spatial distortions
through appropriate spatial and transport strategies 'will be particu-
larly significant in the design of programs of economic growth and pov-
erty alleviation' (Cameron 1995, p. 2, quoting the World Bank 1991).

The reality is that the spatial restructuring process has two distinct
objectives. The first is to integrate the apartheid city. This is an objec-
tive in its own right, and initiatives such as the MSDF and the Wetton-
Lansdowne project provide the mechanism for its achievement. The
second objective is economic and social development. Both the MSDF
and Wetton-Lansdowne have stated economic and social objectives;
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Table 11.1 Contribution of Economic Sectors to GGP,
Cape Town Metropolitan Region, 1992

% contribution
Sector to GGP

Informal sector 28
Social services 22
Manufacturing 19
Commerce 11
Construction 7
Financial services 5
Agriculture & fishing 4
Transport & communications 4

Source: WESGRO 1992

they appear to rely, however, on two key assumptions to achieve these.
The first assumes that spatial planning is the primary determinant of
urban form; the second, that the linkage among spatial, economic, and
social development will take the following form:

Spatial restructuring ->• Economic development ->• Social development

These are both questionable assumptions. On the one hand, interna-
tional experience indicates that physical planning has been singularly
unsuccessful in its attempts to determine the urban form of cities in the
South. On the other hand, the assumed linkage is neither obvious nor
automatic, particularly now that South Africa has entered the global
economy and Cape Town must compete for capital at an international
level. As Bill Cameron (1997) points out, the assumptions upon which
the spatial-development scenarios of both the MSDF and 'Moving
Ahead' are based 'are not so much predictions as "desired visions" of
future urban form. [As such] they appear to be largely underpinned by
physical planning notions in which accessibility, or proximity of peo-
ple to activities, is the dominant logic.' The result, Cameron argues, is
that 'the economic-spatial predictions are unconvincing. Political and
market factors will be paramount in governing spatial development in
the metropolitan region' (1997, 18-19). To this could be added the
ongoing influx of poor people and the growth of informal settlements.

The second area of concern relates to the potential for increased mar-
ginalization of the urban poor that could follow from the implementa-
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tion of this framework, if the specific needs of this group are not taken
into account. The MSDF states that 'a central aim in the restructuring of
the CMR is to reduce the high life-costs for the disadvantaged' (CMC
1996, 32). Yet there is no clear strategy on how this is to be done, other
than through spatial restructuring and improved access to formal job
opportunities. However, as the U.N. Centre for Human Settlements
(UNCHS) points out, 'governments often react to what appear to be spa-
tial inequalities with spatial programmes when it is the inequality in the
distribution of income or of government resources that underlies these
inequalities, [whereas] the cost to the government... may have been far
more effectively spent in working with the low-income population
there in developing their livelihood opportunities and in improving
infrastructure and service provision' (UNCHS 1996,107).

A brief examination of some basic data will give an indication of the
broad social and economic conditions in Cape Town. According to
interim 1996 census figures, the Western Cape as a whole has an urban
population of 3.7 million (CSS 1997). Subtracting from this figure the
population of the smaller towns, it would appear that Cape Town has a
total population in the order of 2.4 million. The economically active
population is estimated at 1.15 million; of these, approximately
736,000, or 64 per cent, are in formal employment (table 11.1 shows
the contribution to Gross Geographic Product [GGP] of formal and
informal-sector economic activity in the CMR). Of the 414,000 people
who are unemployed or working in the informal sector, almost 50 per
cent are black residents (WESGRO 1992).

Given a total black population of approximately 540,000, this means
that the unemployment rate among the economically active black Afri-
can population in Cape Town is in excess of 50 per cent. The majority
of the black population leave school with only a Standard 6 education
(reached at the age of fourteen) or lower, while fewer than 40 per cent
of the economically active population have a secondary school qualifi-
cation higher than Standard 4 (usually attained by age twelve) (Palmer
Development Group 1990). Only 31 per cent of the CMR's residents are
adequately housed; the majority of the population, or 69 per cent, are
evenly divided into those who are homeless (living in informal or
squatter settlements), and those who are poorly housed (including in
site and service areas) (WESGRO 1992).

This situation is central to the debate on social sustainability. The
World Bank sees the consequences of spatial and transportation strate-
gies as being of particular significance in the design of programs for
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poverty alleviation. Yet it is not clear how this will occur. As discussed
earlier, both the spatial-restructuring and transport-policy documents
rely on a tenuous linkage among spatial restructuring, economic devel-
opment, and social development, and even there the issue of poverty
alleviation is not discussed as an issue in its own right.

The social indicators outlined above provide a different interpreta-
tion, appearing to indicate that spatial planning is only one component
of a more complex development process, consistent with the UNCHS
argument mentioned above. If this is the case, it raises serious concerns
about the ability of spatial interventions to improve social conditions
directly. However, before arguing this point too strongly, it is impor-
tant to explore the extent to which the spatial intervention does in fact
tie in with other development initiatives, which are aimed specifically
at the urban poor. Here, the only initiative of major importance is cen-
tred on housing provision. The section that follows describes this ini-
tiative, and then relates it to the spatial and transportation strategies
before drawing final conclusions.

Housing and Social Sustainability in Cape Town

Forty-nine per cent of all South African families have an income in
Rand (R) of less than Rl,000 per month (equivalent to US$220 at 1997
exchange rates) (Department of Housing 1997). This is clearly a major
constraint on the extension of homeowner ship. To address this prob-
lem the government has pursued a policy of providing a capital sub-
sidy towards the cost of physical infrastructure and housing
(Department of Housing 1994). At present the subsidy can only be
granted to families who have tenure, a policy which results, effectively,
in new or greenfield developments.

The capital subsidy scheme used in South Africa is based upon con-
struction being financed by the end user, who receives a subsidy on
transfer of the property. The concept was piloted by the Independent
Development Trust, following the allocation of R750 million for hous-
ing in the 1990 Budget. This concept was developed by the de Loor
Task Group on Housing and adopted by the ANC government when it
came to power in 1994. Essentially, the subsidy comprises a once-only
capital grant of up to R15,000 for families with a monthly household
income of less than R800. The subsidy operates on a declining scale,
descending to R5,000 for those families earning between R2,501 and
R3,500 per month.
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The Integrated Serviced Land Project

By 1990, the influx of people into a restricted Cape Town housing mar-
ket had led to the creation and growth of increasing numbers of squat-
ter settlements and backyard shacks. The result was that, by May 1991,
'there were some 56,000 families without rights to serviced land, but
living in and adjacent to the formal townships of Langa, Nyanga and
Guguleru' (Cape Provincial Administration 1992,2). Using the concept
of the capital subsidy described above, the SLP (Serviced Land Project,
later renamed the 'integrated Serviced Land Project/ or iSLP) was
established in 1991 to develop a managed land-settlement policy.

The SLP identified four different implementation 'techniques' for
housing inhabitants of informal settlements: site and service, managed
land settlement, 'roll-over' upgrading, and 'in-situ' upgrading (Cape
Provincial Administration 1993, 2).6 In practice, however, in the early
years the project concentrated on the first of these and has only
recently begun to work on roll-over upgrading (which is used to com-
plement, rather than replace, site and service schemes).

The reason for this choice was based upon the project's perceptions of
'acceptable' densities. Informal settlements in Cape Town do not achieve
the levels of density experienced in Latin American cities, and densities
are also extremely variable, ranging from 40 to 120 dwelling units per
hectare (du/ha). While the SLP recognized that in-situ upgrading can
achieve densities of up to 110 du/ha, the final recommendation was that
'a minimum initial density of 30 du/ha should be achieved in all resi-
dential development projects except where precluded by servitudes that
cannot be amended or physical barriers that cannot be relocated, and
that where possible, every endeavour should be made to achieve densi-
ties of 40 du/ha' (Cape Provincial Administration 1993,4).

The result was that the vast majority of families were moved to site-
and-service schemes located on inhospitable sites on the periphery of
the city, where they were provided with box-like dwellings measuring
approximately 20 square metres. Although 'public participation in
planning processes and the ability to make choices are important cor-
nerstones of the Serviced Land Project' (Cape Provincial Administra-
tion 1992, 6), this has not happened in practice. Discussions with
community members in affected areas indicate that there is no choice.
On the contrary, people are warned that if they do not move to a site
and service scheme they will lose their right to a housing subsidy (per-
sonal communication 1997).
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The results of the iSLP are mixed. Unlike other capital subsidy
schemes elsewhere in the world, indications are that the iSLP has man-
aged to target the very poor (those earning less than R800 per month).
The process itself, however, has not been particularly effective. Under
this scheme, approximately 6,000 families have been relocated over
five years to the periphery of Cape Town, at a cost of over R750 mil-
lion. In the same period the population of those same settlements has
continued to grow, with an increase of 25 per cent in 1994-6 alone.7

Coupled with the destruction of social cohesion, the loss of social capi-
tal and the loss of economic opportunity associated with this process of
relocation, there must be serious doubts about the negative impact of
this program on social sustainability in Cape Town.

From a Housing Policy to a Shelter Strategy

If housing provision is to benefit the poor, the housing developments
must be situated close to the major areas of work opportunity, and
must create socially cohesive neighbourhoods. A 1993 study set out to
ascertain the various ways in which the 'compaction' of Cape Town
could be achieved, including the promotion of higher densities (Beh-
rens 1993). The study's review of international experience indicated
that the greatest potential for significantly more compact urban form
lies in the form of high-density infill development of well-located,
vacant, or underused land parcels. This was seen as being more effec-
tive than densification in areas of low residential and population den-
sity, which was seen to be a much slower process (Behrens 1993).

A second study focused specifically on low-income residents in the
city. Its purpose was to 'establish whether or not higher density infill
developments will offer significant costs or savings over the current
pattern of peripheralised [sic] development for lower income groups,
and determine how it will be possible to provide affordable shelter on
well-located public land' (Development Action Group 1993, 2).

The study identified five portions of 'well-located'8 public land, with
a total area available for development in excess of 1,200 hectares. Hav-
ing identified the land, the report then made two important points on
its use. The first was that higher-density infill developments would not
be significantly more expensive, and in some cases would offer sav-
ings, when compared with the current pattern of peripheral develop-
ment. The second conclusion was that, because of the cost of formal
housing, the provision of such housing on well-located sites would still
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exclude approximately 80 per cent of black households (Development
Action Group 1993,118).

To address the latter problem, the study recommended subsidizing
the land for low-income housing. However, this recommendation
failed to take account of economic realities. Although the local author-
ity paid lip-service to the concept of low-income housing close to the
city, this was overridden by economic pressure. Of the first three (and
most important) sites on the list, one was allocated to the Olympic bid
committee, and the second is being sold piecemeal to commercial
development. Only in the third is there a small allocation for low-
income families. This was achieved through the formalization of a land
invasion, and resulted in the housing of 1,000 families. Thus the experi-
ence in Cape Town to date indicates that the use of a spatial planning
approach will not succeed in achieving the redistribution of housing to
the urban poor.

From these findings, the report identified four options: a significant
increase in the subsidy; providing serviced sites without dwellings;
granting recognition to (and thereby, to a degree, encouraging) land
invasion; or subletting backyard shacks or rooms. Dealing with land
invasions was considered politically unacceptable at that time. Hence
the focus was upon the last option - the informal rental market. This in
turn resulted in a major study which is still taking place (see Gilbert et
al. 1997).

In the intervening period, the number of land invasions in Cape
Town has grown significantly. Current research indicates that, depend-
ing upon how boundaries are classified, there are 62 informal settle-
ments within the Cape Town Metropolitan area, comprising 60,200
shacks (see note 7). In addition, a significant number of shacks are situ-
ated within the backyards of formal dwellings. Further, the number of
shacks within the metropolitan boundary increased by 23 per cent
between mid-1994 and mid-1996.

The iSLP classified those people living in informal settlements as
'the homeless population' (Cape Provincial Administration 1992, 2).
This is consistent with the view that informal settlements are a 'prob-
lem/ Current international thinking recognizes that, on the contrary,
these settlements can be seen as the beginning of a solution to the crisis
of cities in the South.9 In line with this thinking, the Urban Manage-
ment Research Group at the University of Cape Town has been adapt-
ing and developing Brazilian-based methodology for the in-situ
upgrading of informal settlements. This research indicates that such
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upgrading can provide a viable alternative to relocation which would
be of immense benefit to the urban poor and would contribute signifi-
cantly towards a meaningful policy of social sustainability in Cape
Town (Abbott, Huchzermeye , and Martinez 1997).

Measuring Social Sustainability

The living conditions of the urban poor were of little interest to the pre-
vious, apartheid, government. As a result the only data to have been
collected tend to be limited in scope and sector-based. Both levels of
local government have recognized this constraint. The CMC has estab-
lished a Directorate of Economic and Community Development, and
the CTM a Directorate of Community Development, with the different
titles reflecting the different emphases of the two tiers of local govern-
ment. Both acknowledge the dearth of social information and are
attempting to rectify the situation. In the interim, however, the various
initiatives described above continue without these data, making the
measurement of social sustainability extremely difficult.

In comparison with other cities in the South, Cape Town is relatively
affluent. It has a higher-than-average mean per-capita income, and is
perceived to have a lower level of urban poverty. It is this perception
that has led to the focus among professionals on Curitiba as a develop-
ment model. However, the perception is misplaced. Over one-third of
Cape Town's population still either work in the informal sector or are
unemployed. Over one fifth of all families live in shacks, while a fur-
ther third live in overcrowded, substandard accommodation. Hence,
Cape Town is much more typical of cities in the South than many pro-
fessionals recognize. The misconception is due partly to the way in
which the apartheid city 'hid' poverty in areas that were not easily
seen or recognized, and partly by the dearth of social data, which has
masked the true situation. Coupled with these factors is the dual
nature of urban poverty, which was mentioned in the introductory sec-
tion. Without a means of measuring social sustainability, it is difficult
to see how the various developmental initiatives currently under way
and described here can meet the ambitious economic and social objec-
tives that they define for themselves.

Towards Social Sustainability for Cape Town

Four conceptual 'themes' emerge from the analysis of the current pro-
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cess of change in Cape Town, when viewed from the perspective of
social sustainability. The first of these is the strong emphasis on physi-
cal planning and physical intervention as the primary instrument of
change in the city. This intervention is crucial, and should not be
underestimated. Under apartheid, Cape Town was divided into three
racial groupings, each with its own designated areas. However, as
mentioned earlier, virtually all the economic activity was situated in
areas classified as 'white/ Breaking down these artificial barriers is
essential if the city is to move towards social sustainability. The cre-
ation of spatial linkages, such as the Landsdowne-Wetton Develop-
ment Corridor, is crucial in this regard. This type of development,
however, while it improves access to formal employment opportuni-
ties, does not necessarily lead to social equity.

Based upon the limited social and economic data available, what
appears to be happening in Cape Town is a polarizing of society - the
second theme. On one side are those with education and skills, who
are finding increasing opportunities in the formal employment sector.
On the other side are those with neither, who are living in the informal
city and the informal economy, and whose social and economic condi-
tions appear to be deteriorating. Spatial restructuring does very little to
aid this group, yet this is the fastest growing sector of the population.
With its net growth rate of 23 per cent over two years, meeting the
needs of this sector is an essential component of any attempt to achieve
social sustainability.

This leads us to the third theme, which is the failure to use transport
to influence structural change. The introduction of an effective and effi-
cient public transport system is central to the success of the MSDF and,
more critically, as a basis for long-term social sustainability. Unfortu-
nately the current transport policy gives public transport a very low
priority, as indicated by the minimalist approach to changing the pri-
vate-vehicle share of the market. There is an overriding focus on com-
muter traffic, even though the low ratio of commuter trips to total trips
is acknowledged.

Coupled with this is 'a strong anti-rail bias among transportation pro-
fessionals, the majority of whom come from a background in roads,
[illustrated by various] scathing comments about "the undesirability of
a return to the railway city era of urban development'" (Cameron 1997,
11). As Cameron points out, these are 'irresponsible in that they create
negative attitudes towards rail and oversimpify the situation' (1997,11).
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This point reflects the lack of any attempt to address the transport
needs of the urban poor. Effective transport planning could play a
major role in integrating the urban poor into the formal city. It is essen-
tial in addressing the needs of women, many of whom work in the
informal sector. Meeting the needs of children, in improving home-
school linkages, for example, would have a major long-term benefit.
There is also a need to understand how different modes of transport
are used by different sectors of the population over the entire day. And
finally, there is the need to improve the public transport system for the
poorer sections of the population. Yet none of these issues has been
considered. Instead, the city is developing a transport plan which con-
cerns itself solely with middle-class commuters, one which is geared
primarily to maintaining their privileges, presumably on the basis that
the transport needs of this group are most critical to international
competitiveness.

The fourth theme which emerges from this study is the inappropri-
ateness of the current housing delivery process. As Polese and Stren
point out,

control over patterns of land and housing is a central function of urban-
based management systems almost everywhere in the world. The manner
in which housing and land markets function is a very important determi-
nant of the capacity of households to choose where to live, and therefore
their ability to build up tangible future assets and make a commitment to
the urban area in question. Successful policies in this field will have a
strong relationship with the integration of imigrant groups into city life,
with the development of a viable approach for environmental sustainabil-
ity, and with the maintenance of viable neighbourhood life. (Polese and
Stren 1995,14)

The strategy of moving from non-tenured sites virtually all of the
city's estimated 56,000 families who lack rights to serviced land has not
worked. While only a small proportion of these families have been
moved to site-and-service schemes, the number of families living on
non-tenured sites has doubled. Neither has the move taken into
account the importance of social networks and of social capital. Simi-
larly, there has been no attempt to evaluate the living expenses of peo-
ple in these new areas, compared to their expenses in the informal
settlements.
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Conclusions

This analysis has highlighted the danger of focusing on these physical
interventions in isolation from their direct social impact. It argues that
there is a strong need to create direct linkages which seek to identify
and define the impact of (and preferably the relationship between) the
physical intervention and the social improvement. It is in moving to
this next phase that the challenge, and the hope, for a sustainable
future for Cape Town lies.

To make that transition the city needs to learn from the experiences
of other countries, in both the North and the South, for Cape Town
spans this divide perhaps more evenly than any other city in the
world. The thrust of the MSDF, and the Development Corridor Project
associated with it, seeks to improve social conditions through
improved access to employment opportunities. But this is of benefit
only to those with skills to trade. The experience of the North points to
high unemployment among the young, who never have the opportu-
nity to enter the job market. This is happening on an increasing scale
among the coloured community. The experience of the South points to
the growing informal sector that is excluded from the formal city and
increasingly marginalized. This, too, is happening in Cape Town,
among the black population.

These are the challenges that Cape Town must face in its search for
social sustainability. This means moving forward with some of the cur-
rent initiatives, but also modifying them and bringing in others. The
planning focus is still too Eurocentric. The informal sector contributes
28 per cent of the area's GGP (see table 11.1). This sector needs to be
encouraged, but it also needs to be researched. In particular there is a
need to identify the linkages between the informal sector and the infor-
mal settlements. How much do these settlements contribute to the sec-
tor? How important is the role of social capital in these areas? How can
they be upgraded, with minimum relocations, in a way which builds
local capacity, encourages individual growth, and enhances self-
respect? And how can they be integrated more fully into the formal city?

A different set of issues arises in connection with high unemploy-
ment among Cape Town's youth. Major expenditure on school build-
ings in the new area of Mitchells Plain (at the time a coloured area)
during the 1980s did not improve the education of the population to
any significant extent, nor did the provision of community halls pre-
vent the development of the social problems now emerging on the
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Cape Flats. A new urban development node at Philippi may offer
major benefits. These will be of little value, however, if they are not
being integrated into a framework of social sustainability.

In conclusion, this paper has argued that the strategic interventions
currently being initiated in Cape Town are directed towards a specific
objective - the integration of the Apartheid City. They are not directed
specifically at the achievement of social sustainability. Economic and
social development are secondary objectives, but it is extremely
unlikely that these will be achieved. The interventions need to be
refocused if they are to address the issue of social sustainability in a
meaningful way. Social objectives need to be defined, and social indi-
cators identified which measure these objectives. Only then can Cape
Town say that it is working towards social sustainability as a goal in its
own right.

Notes

1 Richard Tomlinson, quoting PLANACT (1990), defines the apartheid city in
the following way: The apartheid city has four components:

i. A spatial system that allocates populations in urban space according to
their colour ...
ii. An urban management system predicated on the notion that towns and
cities can be compartmentalised into separate units presided over by sepa-
rate local governments, with their own fiscal, legal, administrative and rep-
resentative systems.
iii. A system of urban service provision that provides land, infrastructural
services, transport and community facilities in a way that severely disad-
vantages the urban poor and subisdises the white ratepayer with surpluses
generated from black consumption.
iv. A housing delivery system that subsidises whites and relegates the black
majority to either homelessness or rental status with no security of tenure.
(Tomlinson 1994, 5).

For a more detailed explanation of this concept see Lemon 1991.

2 Derek Japha and Marie Huchzermeyer 1995, p. 5, point out that 'there is as
yet no comprehensive history of the housing policies and practices that cre-
ated townships [in South Africa]/ However, their own publication does
provide something of a history of black township development, both prior
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to and during this period. A further useful, albeit more specific, case study
is to be found in Awotono et al. 1995.

3 The South African apartheid system classified people according to their
racial origins. A total of four distinct racial groups was defined. The first
was 'white' and was reserved for people of European origin. The second
was 'African,' often referred to as 'black.' This referred to the indigenous
population of the country. The third was 'coloured.' This referred to all
people of mixed race, people of Hottentot background, or people
descended from the early Malay slaves. The fourth group was 'Indian' and
referred to people whose origins lay in the Indian subcontinent.

4 The Cape Metropolitan Area and the Winelands Region form one func-
tional region referred to as the Cape Metropolitan Region (CMR).

5 The Curitiba model is a specific approach to integrated land-use and
transportation planning, based upon the concept of development corri-
dors and a road-based public transport system. The name stems from the
town in Brazil where the model was developed. According to P. Vithlani,
these corridors promote an extension of 'downtown functions' (i.e., good
service and residential facilities, with many cultural activities in close
proximity) achieved by developing a mixed-use land concept (Vithlani
1997,1). Development in the corridor zone is strictly regulated and the
average height of buldings is set at 25 storeys, with the first two floors
being for service and commercial activity. This means that the corridors
support an average of 600 dwelling units per hectare. The maximum
walking distance to a bus stop is 3 minutes, and the maximum waiting
time for a bus is 10 minutes.

6 In a South African context, the term 'rollover' upgrading refers to the con-
dition whereby shacks are first removed from a site, after which the site is
graded, set out and pegged, and provided with services. Some of the shack
dwellers are then allowed to move back on to newly established sites, but
this is usually a much smaller number than originally occupied the site.
Those less favoured are moved to a new site, generally on the periphery of
the city. The term 'in-situ upgrading' refers to the situation where the site is
provided with infrastructure while the people stay where they are. There is
an absolute minimum of relocation, and those who have to be moved are
relocated as close to the existing site as possible.

7 This figure is drawn from a longitudinal study of shack growth in Cape
Town, obtained by a count of shacks over a two-year period. This work is
being carried out under a research project in progress.

8 The term 'well located' is used in the document to refer to land that is
situated within or close to areas where industrial and commercial activi-
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ties are concentrated, not simply land surrounding the Cape Town city-
centre.

9 In Belo Horizonte, Brazil, the Uniao dos Trabalhadores da Perifia (Union of
Peri-Urban Workers) coined the slogan that 'favelas is not a problem: it is a
solution' (AVSI1995,4).
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12 Learning from Each Other: Policy
Choices and the Social Sustainability
of Cities

MARIO POLESE

What Is New?

The ten cities examined in this volume all exhibit spatial segregation
and social segmentation in varying degrees, whether based on class,
ethnicity, or language. The reader may well ask, What is really new?
Throughout history, cities have been divided, residentially, commer-
cially, and socially. The very word 'ghetto' has its origins in renais-
sance Venice, more than 500 years ago, where it designated an
enclosed quarter restricted to Jews. In the eighteenth century, in both
Paris and London, the west of the city was already clearly fashion-
able, and the east plebeian, perhaps because the prevailing wind
blows from the west, perhaps because the courts of Versailles and
Westminster had pushed fashion westward (Hohenberg and Hollen
Lees 1995, 297). Some form of residential segregation, whether forced
or voluntary, of minority groups (however defined) has been the rule
in most large cities of North America and Western Europe since the
beginnings of social-science research on cities. A minor social-science
industry has grown up around the analysis and measurement of resi-
dential segregation in cities (Elizabeth Huttman [1991] provides an
excellent recent compendium).

Many modern students of the city, including contributors to this vol-
ume, appear to sense, if only intuitively, the emergence of a new, more
brutal, form of spatial polarization, often subsumed under the term
'exclusion/ 'Exclusion' has a much stronger connotation than 'residen-
tial segregation.' In chapter 1 we suggested that exclusion may be seen
as the polar opposite of social sustainability. The modern city offers
new possibilities for physically, politically, and socially isolating
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('excluding') certain groups, if only because of the wonders of modern
transportation technology (more on this below). Economic opportunity
and social integration ('inclusion/ in other words) in the modern city
are inextricably linked to access to 'spaces' that define one's participa-
tion in society: to land, living space, recreational space, workspace,
localized institutions, and services. The walled city is certainly not a
new phenomenon, but existed primarily for military reasons, not for
reasons of social exclusion. The rise of gated communities for the
wealthy, protected by guards, in Latin American, North American, and
African cities, however, suggests that, under certain conditions, the
strains of modern urban dynamics can lead to a breakdown in the col-
lective will (or capacity) to live together harmoniously in a common
urban polity. Those strains are visible in many of the case studies pre-
sented in this book. We may well ask: Is social exclusion a necessary
outcome of the dynamics of the modern (or postmodern) city? Is the
social sustainability of the modern city a Utopian dream?

Learning from Each Other

Based on the ten case studies contained in this book, should one be
optimistic or pessimistic? There certainly are grounds for pessimism.
The plight of the American inner city, vividly portrayed in the Balti-
more and Miami chapters, demonstrates that national economic
progress and prosperity alone are not sufficient conditions to ensure
the social sustainability of cities. The Geneva case study makes the
same point. In short, one should not expect urban exclusion in Sao
Paulo, Nairobi, Cape Town, or San Salvador (or, for that matter, in any
other developing city) to magically disappear as their respective
nations (one hopes) grow richer.

Is there something irreversible or universal in the dynamics of mod-
ern (or postmodern) society that threatens to undermine the roots of
urban social sustainability? Residential polarization, often with decay-
ing (battle) zones reserved de facto for the 'excluded,' is a sad reality in
growing number of industrialized cities, not just the United States;1 the
roots of this condition seem to grow more intractable as cities evolve.
In part, this may simply be a result of the sheer size and anonymity of
the modern city, different from the more compact walking city of yes-
teryear.2 Other factors have equally been suggested by contributors to
this book, most notably deindustrialization and globalization, specifi-
cally in the cases of Rotterdam and Geneva, with their concomitant
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impacts on labour markets, immigration, and possible weakening of
the welfare state.

Many trends underlying the dynamics of urban exclusion are almost
irreversible: trends related to innovations in transport technology, ris-
ing incomes, and the physical expansion of the city (see Policy Choice
no. 1, below). However, others are linked to policy choices that can dif-
fer from nation to nation, producing different results. We can usefully
learn from the experiences of others, both successes and failures. The
American urban experience, as noted earlier, is especially rich in this
respect. Arguably, the United States has been the least successful of all
major industrialized nations in producing safe, livable, and inclusive
cities.3 Crime rates in U.S. cities are systematically well above those for
other industrialized cities, and often even above those for Latin Ameri-
can cities. Figures for 1990 show homicide rates in Greater Miami
approximately three times higher than those in Buenos Aires or Cara-
cas, and about ten times those for metropolitan Toronto and Montreal
(Camp 1990). Not surprisingly, the issue of crime looms large in both
American case studies (Baltimore and Miami), with Jonathan Simon
(in chapter 4) going so far as to propose crime (or rather the fight
against crime) as a paradigm for urban governance, a new euphemism
for exclusionary policies to keep the 'nice' parts of the city safe and the
'others' out of sight. We shall often refer to the U.S. case, both because
of this author's familiarity with the terrain,4 and the usefulness of the
American urban experience as a warning signal to Southern cities.

However, there is equally room for optimism. The American model
is neither universal nor inevitable. European and Canadian contribu-
tors to this book are, on the whole, less pessimistic than their American
counterparts. Perhaps most surprising, it is the Canadians (Toronto
and Montreal case studies), a priori the closest in many ways to the
United States, who are the most positive about their respective cities,
in sharp contrast to the pessimism of the two American case studies. It
is difficult to argue that differences between Canadian and American
cities are explainable by fundamental differences in economic systems,
levels of development, or the impact of (universal) factors such as
deindustrialization and globalization. In other words, differences
between Canadian and American cities (and perhaps also between
European and American cities) are, it would appear, at least in part
due to policy choices and different governance systems. It is these pol-
icy choices that interest us in this closing chapter.

In the following sections, seven policy choices are identified that can
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act upon 'exclusion' in an urban setting (negatively or positively). With
the exception of the first, they largely follow from the six policy areas
set out in chapter 1, although formulated differently. The emphasis is
on learning from the experience (often mistakes) of the North. The cit-
ies of the South should be wary of blindly copying the urban models of
the North. As in the preceding city case studies, we focus on local
issues and policy choices, although reference to national policies is
made where appropriate.

Policy Choice No. 1: Fluid Housing Markets and Residential Mobility

This first point is not really a policy choice in the sense of a set of avoid-
able policy options. Rather, the purpose here is to set the stage, stress-
ing social and economic transformations that are essentially inevitable,
the result of economic growth and technological change. Policy-
makers should be aware that certain modern trends, a priori positive,
can have unintended effects and facilitate urban exclusion.

Let us begin with residential mobility. In simple terms, residential
mobility refers to the urban resident's capacity to choose 'freely' in
which neighbourhood he or she wishes to live. Thus, in principle, resi-
dential mobility should be seen as a good thing. The greater the urban
resident's geographic scope of action, the more he or she has 'real'
choices, and therefore greater mobility. The range of housing and
neighbourhood choices will largely be a function of the available
means of transport (effectiveness and cost); of the urban resident's
income level; and, lastly, of the fluidity and efficiency of the housing
market. Where housing markets are perfectly fluid (where it is easy to
buy, rent, and sell housing units) and where the means of urban trans-
port are extensive and affordable, the social and ethnic profile of neigh-
bourhoods will be largely determined by the 'free' choices of the city's
inhabitants.

Residential mobility will in general increase as a result of rising fam-
ily incomes, coupled with the effects of improvements in the means of
urban transport. Unlike in the pre-industrial city, residents are no
longer constrained to reside close to their workplace. This transforma-
tion constitutes one of the principal factors underlying the physical
expansion of cities, a universal trend, observable in the growth of sub-
urbs located ever further away from the city-centre (see Policy Choice
no. 7). Again, on the whole, this expansion of the urban perimeter may
be seen as a good thing. Today, residents of most industrialized cities
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possess far more freedom of movement and are able to consume far
more space than their grandparents, who often were born and died in
the same small house or dwelling.5 Surely, few would prefer a regime
where people are forced, by legislative fiat or police command, to live
in designated neighbourhoods against their will. The apartheid regime
in South Africa was probably the most notable post-Second World War
example of a policy restricting residential choice.

The introduction of 'free' and fluid urban housing markets is a fairly
recent occurrence. The allocation of housing remained at least partially
outside the framework of the market in most pre-industrial cities, most
notably in Europe, even in societies already largely oriented towards
market economies (Vance 1976). The emergence of a fluid housing
market required not only a sustained increase in the level of income of
the general population (property ownership was out of reach of the
majority in most pre-industrial societies), but also the introduction of
legal systems, with appropriate means of conflict resolution, defining
property rights, contracts, and sanctions. The emergence of an effi-
ciently regulated modern banking system, capable of sustaining the
growing demand for housing mortgages, was equally a precondition.
Such institutional reforms still often constitute the chief bottleneck
impeding the emergence of a fluid housing market in developing cit-
ies. Here again we must speak of progress, certainly for the cities of
western Europe and North America. Few would wish to return to a
time when property was the exclusive privilege of a moneyed elite.

However, there is a negative side to this new freedom of movement
within the city. Given the choice, human beings will generally show a
tendency to prefer their own kind as neighbours. As noted earlier, resi-
dential differentiation by class or ethnic origin has become a univer-
sally observed phenomenon in modern cities. Precursor to the
quantitative studies of segregation alluded to earlier, a new branch of
social geography and urban sociology emerged during the first
decades of the twentieth century, generally referred to as 'human ecol-
ogy' or 'urban ecology,' but also known as the 'Chicago School' in
honour of the city that was to be the object of analysis of its earliest pio-
neers (Burgess, Park, and McKenzie 1925). The term 'ecology' was well
chosen, for, as do all animals and plants, the human ecology of the
modern metropolis defines the rivalry between groups (or species)
competing for the occupation of a given territory - urban space in this
case. The occupation of space by one group means, by definition, the
exclusion of another.
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The 'exclusion' to which we are referring need not be the conse-
quence of a conscious act of rejection or discrimination of 'others'
(whoever the others may be). Exclusion within a fluid housing market
is the necessary reciprocal of the 'natural' tendency of the various sub-
categories of the human species to congregate, to prefer certain neigh-
bourhoods to others. Differences in wealth and power will necessarily
mean that certain groups end up de facto excluding others, whether
through the price mechanism or by other indirect means (see Policy
Choice no. 5). The typical modern metropolis is made up of a myriad
of neighbourhoods, each more or less defined by the social, and some-
times also by the ethnic, status of its residents. However, the degree of
fragmentation (or its opposite, integration) is very sensitive to policy, a
point to which we shall return. Unless policy choices are made to
counter the 'natural' trend to fragmentation of urban space, the
dynamics of residential mobility, rising incomes, and urban growth
can result in the relegation of groups at the bottom of the social or
racial ladder (the 'excluded') to designated less-desirable areas.

The message for Southern cities is clear, but also disquieting. The
establishment of property rights and 'equitable' access to land and
housing (issues stressed in the Nairobi and Sao Paulo case studies) are
surely preconditions for inclusion and social sustainability, but they
are not sufficient conditions. Flexible land and housing markets will
facilitate the integration of marginal populations (often located in
peripheral squatter settlements) into the urban fabric, but may in turn
result in new forms of urban exclusion, which leads us into the six pol-
icy choices discussed below.

Policy Choice no. 2: Urban Highways and the Use of Cars in Urban Space

Modern means of urban transport are perhaps the most direct facilita-
tor of the 'natural' tendency of human groups to distance themselves
from those who are dissimilar. The motorization (increased car owner-
ship) of urban populations is a universal trend. The first objective
aspired to by many inhabitants of the developing world, once ade-
quately nourished and lodged, is the purchase of a private car. Who
can blame them? Here again, as with earlier references to increased res-
idential mobility and freer housing markets, we must speak of
progress.

However, the use of the automobile (as opposed to collective trans-
port) in urban space can result in increased distance between social
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groups, as well as in reducing points of contact. The car, as a private
means of transportation, allows its user to travel without any neces-
sary direct contact with 'others/ If, in addition, the metropolis is
streaked with elevated urban highways, as is the case in Miami, Los
Angeles, and many other American urban areas, the driver can travel
from one point in the city to another without ever observing neigh-
bourhoods inhabited by other ethnic or social classes. Not only can
urban highways act as effective physical barriers between the classes
(or races), but their existence also literally allows car users to ignore the
presence of other groups and lifestyles in urban space. A resident of
Somerset West, a prosperous suburb of Cape Town, can drive into the
centre of the city without having to come into contact with the (poor,
mainly black) residents of the areas the highway crosses.

The car owner will also have a greater range of housing choices.
Contrary to the user of public transport, the car user is not dependent
upon the public transport network (bus, mini-bus, train, subway) for
his or her choice of neighbourhood, but can choose to settle in zones
accessible only by car - generally upscale suburban neighbourhoods
(see also Policy Choice no. 7). The urban resident who cannot afford a
car will very simply not have access to these areas. In many suburban
neighbourhoods in the United States, shopping, school, work, and
entertainment - in short, almost everything - is accomplished by
means of the car, and it is not unusual for families to own two or three
cars. Similar neigbourhoods are developing in many Latin American
and African cities. It is not difficult to understand why one would
rarely see the poor (or people of other races) in the shops and the
streets of such car-centred suburban neighbourhoods.

Philip Langdon (1994) is particularly critical of the socially divisive
effects of the car-oriented suburb, creating an isolated universe where
the young seldom come into contact with 'others/ In such neighbour-
hoods, children who are too young to drive have to rely on their par-
ents to get them around, thus reducing the complexity and diversity of
their social space. But parents are often too busy driving to and from
work (often over long distances) to act as chauffeurs for their children;
no wonder so many children stay glued to their television sets.

The dominance of the car in American culture and in most American
cities is not coincidental, but rather the result (perhaps unintended) of
national policies. The price of gasoline (petrol) is markedly cheaper in
the United States than it is in Europe, the result of much lower levels of
taxation. Compared to some European nations (Italy, for example),
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Figure 12.1 Petrol Consumption and Petrol Taxes, 1990

Source: Drawn from Le Devoir, Montreal, 18 July 1995; based on IMF and
International Energy Agency Sources

taxes on gasoline are almost eight times lower in the United States. It is
not surprising that average kilometres driven and average petrol con-
sumption are higher in the United States than in other industrialized
states (see figure 12.1).

More important, however, starting in the 1950s, coinciding with the
era of accelerated urban expansion, the federal government launched a
vast construction program of interstate toll-free highways, which now
criss-cross the United States. Two points need to be noted that distin-
guish American highway construction policy from many of its Euro-
pean counterparts. First, the network was and has remained largely toll-
free, constituting an implicit subsidy to car users. By some estimates,
taxes on motorists cover only 60 per cent of the real costs involved with
government-related road services (The Economist 1994). However, the
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United States is not the only culprit in this respect. Highways remain
largely toll-free in many industrialized states, including Canada.

Perhaps most important of all is the difference in the spatial configu-
ration of highway systems. In Holland and Switzerland, as well as
Germany and Italy (the latter three also impose heavy highway tolls),
the national highway systems were largely designed to provide inter-
city road connections; that is, to provide transport links between urban
areas, and not between neighbourhoods. Only rarely do highways in
most European countries criss-cross urban areas, and are therefore of
limited use for daily suburb-to-city-centre commuting. The American
highway system, on the other hand, includes intracity highways,
which allow motorists to move between city neighbourhoods. Greater
Los Angeles, perhaps the extreme example, is cross-crossed by a com-
plex web of appropriately named freeways (all toll-free) which consti-
tute the main transport links between its spread-out patchwork of
neighbourhoods.

In both Baltimore and Miami (our two American case studies), it is
possible to drive directly into the centre of downtown using an urban
highway. By contrast, no urban highways cross the centre of Geneva or
Rotterdam, our two European cases. Architectural and heritage consid-
erations aside, is it any wonder, then, that most European cities are still
relatively compact, with lively, walkable, and socially mixed city-
centres, while most American cities have long since expanded over
wide areas, often leaving downtown in a state of semi-decline (see also
Policy Choice no. 7)?

But, which road (pun intended) are Southern cities taking? The
trends are not necessarily encouraging. The authors of the Cape Town
and Sao Paulo case studies both deplore recent highway-oriented
investment choices that favour car users. As both point out, these are
implicitly subsidies to the rich (who own cars), the most telling exam-
ple being the $1.3-billion investment in a highway tunnel in Sao Paulo
reserved for cars, rather than in public transport (see chapter 8). Unfor-
tunately, Sao Paulo and Cape Town are not exceptions in the develop-
ing world. The Sao Paulo story brings home the fact that all public
expenditures necessarily involve policy choices, in this case between
alternative modes of transport, which brings us to our next point.

Policy Choice no. 3: Intermodal Competition and Public Transport6

The various modes of transport in the city are necessarily in competi-
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tion. If a resident chooses to take his or her car to go to work, this natu-
rally means that he or she has opted not to take a bus, mini-bus,
subway, or other means of collective transport. Both cannot be used at
the same time. This means that any policy that facilitates the use of cars
will necessarily weaken the demand for public transport. This lesson is
especially crucial for developing cities. Intermodal competition is not
always easy to recognize in the initial stages of urbanization and devel-
opment. In most developing cities, the demand for public transporta-
tion remains vigorous, the majority not having the means to purchase a
private vehicle. In Mexico City, where income and car ownership lev-
els remain well below those for most industrialized cities,7 the public-
transport network is highly diversified, with a combination of colecti-
vos (mini-buses), buses, and subway lines, the former two transport
modes generally being delivered by private operators. Similar diversi-
fied systems, often with an impressive array of vehicles of different
sizes, may be found in most Southern cities. This diversity reflects the
continuing strong demand for public transport.

However, rising incomes threaten to weaken this demand. Car own-
ership and income growth go hand in hand. It is at this juncture in the
development process, when demand for public transport is still strong,
that policy choices are the most critical. It is when car ownership begins
to rise sharply that the state, often without seeing the impending conse-
quences of its actions, will choose to invest public funds in urban high-
ways rather than in public transportation systems, often in answer to
the calls of car owners stuck on increasingly congested streets.8 Every
public dollar invested in urban roads or highways will increase the rel-
ative attractiveness of automobile use.9 If, in addition, as discussed ear-
lier, private car users are not charged for the true costs of public
infrastructures (roads in this case), and petrol taxes are kept low, the
state will further increase the relative attractiveness of automobile use.
The results can be anticipated. As car use increases, the demand for
public transport declines. This is what has occurred in the majority of
American cities after the Second World War (see figure 12.2).

Thus is often set in motion a vicious circle of decline (see figure 12.3):
the quality of public transport services deteriorates as demand plum-
mets; in turn, demand diminishes even further. At the same time, it
becomes more and more costly to maintain the system as the number
of users drops. Most mass transit is very sensitive to scale economies
and to fixed costs. This in turn triggers price increases, which again
will cause the number of users to fall further. Private operators (i.e.,



colectivo or bus owners) will abandon the sector for other, more lucra-
tive, business ventures. Most public transport systems in the devel-
oped world are today sustained by public subsidies.

Even public subsidies may not be sufficient to maintain the system,
however, if the process has gone too far. In extreme cases, not
unknown in the United States, the combined effect of rising motoriza-
tion, car-oriented public policies, and land-extensive suburbanization
(see Policy Choice no. 7) can mean the quasi-disappearance of public
transport. In many American metropolitan areas, especially in the
South and Southwest, public transport systems no longer exist, at least
not in the sense normally understood by Europeans or Canadians.

The consequences for urban exclusion are major. First, what remains
of the public transport system becomes the quasi-exclusive refuge of
those without cars - the poor, minority populations, adolescents, and
senior citizens (the 'excluded'). In short, two systems of urban transport
coexist: one for the owners of cars, one for everybody else. As a general
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Figure 12.2 Urban Transport by Mode, United States, 1945-1990

Source: Author's calculations on the basis of data in Mills and Hamilton 1994,
Table 13.1.
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Figure 12:3 Rising Incomes, Motorization, Public Transport, and
Urban Exclusion
Source: The author

1. City x, during the early
stages of development, has
an efficient collective trans-
port system, much of it
privately owned. Demand
for collective transport is
high because of low car
ownership.

5. City x (now richer) is left
with a two-tier transport
system: (a) one for the
'included,' based on the car;
(b) another for the 'excluded,'
based on an inferior and
subsidized public transit
system, which will largely
define where the 'excluded'
can live.

2. Incomes rise in City x. Car
ownership increases. De-
mand for collective transport
decreases as more residents
switch to cars. Firms pro-
viding collective transport
become less profitable.

3. Public investment in
roads and highways (toll-
free). Low fuel taxes and
other taxes on car use. Car
ownership and use increase
further in City x. Demand for
collective transport decreases
further as incomes rise.

4. Collective transport ceases to
be profitable. Private firms leave
the market or collapse. The
quality of collective transport
declines. Demand for collective
transport decreases futher.
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rule, the public system will be rudimentary. In a car-oriented society
where the car is an indispensable tool for mobility, the geographic iso-
lation of the less fortunate can be truly tragic. They are in essence denied
access (or at least easy access) to the public and private institutions, rec-
reational spaces, public services, and jobs located in the 'modern' city.
Two cities coexist in the same metropolitan area: the 'modern' city nur-
tured on the car; the 'other' city dependent on other, more traditional,
means of transport (including walking). The best hospitals, schools, and
public recreational facilities will seldom be located in (or even close to)
the 'other' city. This model of spatial separation, with local variations, is
observable in the United States and Southern cities presented in this
book, with the authors often using the expression 'dual city.'

The contrast with the European (and also Canadian) experience is
significant. In most European cities, Geneva being a prime example,
public investments in transit systems are a major element in the urban-
planning and urban-governance process. Indeed, in the Geneva case,
'regional' cross-border institutions of governance are in part the result
of the need to ensure the efficient management of public transport sys-
tems. Both Canadian case studies (Montreal and Toronto) establish a
link between the creation of regional (metropolitan) governance sys-
tems and the need to finance public transport collectively. In all such
cases, this implies public subsidies to mass transit, whether financed
regionally or nationally, or by some mix of the two. The Canadian
authors clearly think such subsidies to be justified. In both Canadian
case studies, the maintenance of an affordable, hub-oriented, public
transit system is deemed to be one of the chief elements explaining the
apparent success of Toronto and Montreal in building socially sustain-
able environments. Both the European and Canadian experience
underscore the importance not only of (competing) public-investment
choices, but also of appropriate local-governance structures to finance
collective goods, which brings us to our next point.

Policy Choice no. 4: Fiscal Decentralization versus Central Transfers

We refer here to the division of taxation powers and accompanying
financial responsibilities between local governments (communes in
Europe, municipalities in North America) and higher levels of govern-
ment. Public services can be financed locally or via transfers from other
levels of government, or by a combination of both. Fiscal decentraliza-
tion empowers local communities and should make them more finan-
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cially responsible and accountable. However, decentralization can
contribute to urban exclusion where it is applied to municipalities
within the same metropolitan area, specifically for the financing of basic
social services. It is essential to distinguish between 'social' services, on
the one hand, notably primary and secondary education, and health
care, and, on the other hand, 'territorial' services, such as water, street
maintenance, public security, parks and public spaces, and waste col-
lection and disposal. The former are much more important than the lat-
ter for ensuring equality of opportunity and social mobility.

We shall concentrate here on primary education for simplicity's
sake, but also because it is perhaps the principal public institution for
ensuring the future social and economic integration of the young. In
the majority of European nations, and also in most Canadian prov-
inces, the financing of primary education is not the responsibility of
municipalities. However, in most U.S. states, the financing of primary
education is local, via local school boards that have the power to tax
local residents. Most revenue is derived through local real-estate taxes.
The income of school boards, and thus also the quality of local schools,
is largely determined by the taxable wealth of their respective territo-
ries, which generally correspond to the boundaries of municipalities or
similar entities.

In a metropolitan area divided into municipalities of differing social
status, it is almost inevitable that the wealthy and the poor will attend
different public schools, simply because of location. Such differences
may be observed in the large cities of most nations. If, in addition,
however, as in the United States, schools dispose of different financial
resources, depending on the municipality's social status, then the
incentive becomes even stronger for the wealthy to congregate in cer-
tain municipalities, thereby indirectly increasing the financial disparity
between have and have-not municipalities. The differences between
municipalities within the same metropolitan area in the United States
can be impressive. Per-capita income in Baltimore city is only 64.3 per
cent that of the suburbs (chapter 5). Metropolitan Chicago has more
than 1,200 separate tax districts. In one jurisdiction, Harvey, a declin-
ing community, the local school board was able to raise $1,349 per pri-
mary school pupil in 1993, compared with $7,178 in wealthy Wilmette,
also located in Metropolitan Chicago (The Economist 1994). Some finan-
cial redistribution may occur via the state to even things, depending on
which United States state is involved, but the differences generally
remain substantial.
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Here a second vicious cycle is set in motion (see figure 12.4): as the
wealthy residents (often whites in the case of the United States) of com-
munity x move to wealthier communities (municipality y in figure 12.4)
with better-quality schools, the taxable wealth of community x declines.
This in turn weakens the quality of local schools (or increases the tax-
payers' local fiscal burden) and leads to the further flight of the wealthy
towards community y. The final result: municipality x (often the central
city in the United States) is left with an impoverished tax base, an
increasingly deprived but also highly taxed population, and a poor
school system. In the extreme case, where municipality x is chiefly com-
posed of a single racial or ethnic 'minority' group, public schools can
become veritable seedbeds of exclusion and violence. The grim picture
which Marc Levine paints of inner-city Baltimore is by no means excep-
tional. Fear of crime, in turn, helps to accelerate the exodus of the white
middle class to racially homogeneous suburbs. The percentage of met-
ropolitan Baltimore's white population living in the central city went
from 65 per cent in 1950 to 12.5 per cent in 1997 (chapter 5).

To understand the full exclusionary impact of fiscal decentralization,
we need only extrapolate the reasoning just applied to primary educa-
tion to other public services. In the extreme case where most public ser-
vices are dependent on local taxation, their quality will depend on local
wealth. In the absence of a regional system of equalization payments
between wealthier and poorer municipalities of the metropolis, differ-
ences will often be compounded, following the pattern described in fig-
ure 12.4. Endowed with a solid tax base and a wealthy population,
municipality y will have well-equipped parks, well-maintained streets
and sidewalks, superior community services (swimming pools, librar-
ies, and so on), efficient lighting and security services, hi-tech fire sta-
tions, and so the list can go on for other locally financed and managed
public services. The portrait of community x will be quite different.

This is not the end of the story. Since community x disposes of a
weaker per-capita tax base than its neighbour y, the residents of munic-
ipality x must support a proportionately higher fiscal burden in order
to receive a comparable (if not totally analogous) level of services. In
the end, the residents of x will pay relatively higher taxes than their
wealthier neighbours. In addition, the lower quality of public services
will equally affect the private sector and the cost of doing business. In
neighbourhoods with less efficient fire-prevention and law-enforce-
ment services, the cost of insurance (fire, theft, damage) will be propor-
tionately higher. The risks of theft, bodily harm, and damage to
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Figure 12:4 Fiscal Decentralization, the Quality of Public Schools, and
Residential Segregation
Source: The author

1. Primary schools in munici-
pality x are financed locally.
The quality of its schools de-
pends on its local tax base, and
thus on the wealth of its resi-
dents.

5. Disparities between mu-
nicipalities x and y widen. More
wealthy residents leave mu-
nicipality x. Municipality x is
left with a relatively poorer po-
pulation, higher tax rates, and
lower-quality schools.

2. Wealthy residents of municipality x
move out to municipality y. The tax
base of municipality x declines relative
to municipality y. Municipality x
attempts to meet the shortfall by
increasing local tax rates.

3. The quality of primary schools
declines in municipality x relative to
municipality y. Local tax rates in mu-
nicipality x increase relative to mu-
nicipality y.

4. More wealthy residents leave
municipality x due to higher local
tax rates and the declining quality
of local schools. The tax base of
municipality x declines further re-
lative to municipality y.
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property will similarly be higher. Finally, community x will undoubt-
edly find it more difficult to attract good teachers and good doctors to
its neighbourhood institutions.

Here again, the contrast with the European and Canadian cases is
significant. Although specific fiscal arrangements vary from nation to
nation and province to province, the territorial equalization of social
services is generally sought, with accompanying fiscal redistribution.
Taking the Montreal case, primary education is centrally financed by
the province on a per-pupil basis, with implicit redistribution. Thus,
the quality of primary schooling is not linked to the local tax base.
Health services, including hospitals, are equally centrally funded. In
short, the quality of social services does not significantly vary accord-
ing to neigbourhood. In the Toronto case, the current situation operates
in a similar fashion. Note that we are referring to fiscal decentralization
and not to the decentralization of decision making or management. It
is entirely possible that local school boards, for example, enjoy an
important degree of autonomy in the management of schools, even if
they are centrally financed. This basically describes the Canadian
model.

What lessons can be drawn for developing cities, besides the obvi-
ous conclusion of the need for redistributive mechanisms to finance
social services? First, the current trend in favour of decentralization,
promoted by agencies such as the World Bank, should be approached
with caution. In many cases, centralization is preferable. Second, social
sustainability at the local level requires appropriate national legisla-
tion, defining the roles and responsibilities of municipalities and/or
regional governments. In short, national governments (or state/pro-
vincial in federations) must remain important actors at the local level.
Regional urban governments will, for example, generally not come
into being without central intervention, a point stressed in both the
Toronto and Montreal case studies (see also next point). The Rotterdam
chapter equally illustrates the essential link between national redistrib-
utive policies (in this case, for housing) and local social sustainability.

This, however, is not necessarily good news for Southern cities, pre-
cisely because of the weakness, not only of local government, but also
of national governments. In all too many cases, primary social services
(education, health, etc.) will be left to local actors, including NGOs,
because the state cannot finance them, with similar socially divisive
results to those described for United States cities. Many developing
nations simply do not have the administrative apparatus or the politi-
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cal tradition of trust which are necessary preconditions for the efficient
functioning of an equitable taxing system. It is a this vital juncture that
the calls for full 'citizenship' and political inclusion, at the core of the
Nairobi, Sao Paulo, and San Salvador case studies, take on their full
meaning.

Policy Choice no. 5: Metropolitan Governance versus Local Autonomy

This policy choice is an extension of the previous point. However, as
noted in the Baltimore chapter, the issue of metropolitan government
(or its opposite, metropolitan fragmentation) is of sufficient impor-
tance to warrant separate treatment. The socially divisive effects of fis-
cal decentralization (see above) will be compounded in metropolitan
areas that are subdivided into numerous autonomous local jurisdic-
tions. David Rusk (1993) demonstrates, for the United States, that
amalgamated metropolitan areas (with metropolitan-wide govern-
ments) are on average less segregated racially and show less dramatic
income gaps between suburb and city than is the case with metropoli-
tan areas that are highly fragmented. Thus, 1989 figures show that
average income in the central city of Houston (part of an amalgamated
metropolitan area) was 11 per cent below that in the suburbs; in com-
parison, in Detroit, a fragmented metropolis, incomes in the central
city were on average 50 per cent lower than in the suburbs (Rusk 1993,
33). Both Rusk (1993) and Gregory Weiher (1991) argue that it is the
fragmentation of United States metropolitan areas and attendant local
autonomy and lack of redistributive measures that lie at the heart of
the U.S. urban dilemma.10 Along the same lines, Levine pleads in
favour of what he calls 'socially just regionalism' as the only way out
of Baltimore's urban morass.

It is not difficult to imagine the results of a regime where local auton-
omy is given primacy over redistribution. Mirroring the example of
primary education presented earlier, the metropolis becomes a collec-
tion of 'unequal' socially and ethnically homogeneous municipalities.
Municipal political boundaries become the equivalent of social and
cultural boundaries, as indeed they are in many cities in the United
States. In such a regime, citizens will vote with their feet, not only to
choose the desired bundle of services and level of local taxation (to use
the terms of Charles Tiebout's [1956] 'rational' economic model), but
also to choose the desired racial and social group with which to live.
Admittedly, this maximizes individual freedom of choice and local
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autonomy, but the long-term exclusionary consequences can be dra-
matic, as we seen.

Therein lies a powerful argument in favour of metropolitan govern-
ments or agencies encompassing the whole urban agglomeration (the
metropolis), at least for the most socially significant and costly public
services. By the same token, this is a powerful argument in favour of
cost sharing of certain basic services. In the case of the Montreal Urban
Community (MUC), which brings together two-thirds of the metropol-
itan population, police and public transit costs are the shared responsi-
bility of the twenty-odd municipalities which make up the MUC. In
the United States, highly diverse models of metropolitan cooperation
exist, with varying degrees of success (see Weiher 1991; Rusk 1993). On
the whole, however, American municipalities are more autonomous
and less prone to cooperate (or be forced to cooperate) than their Euro-
pean or Canadian counterparts. In part, this can be traced back to the
American political tradition of non-interference by senior governments
(state or national) in local affairs,11 very different from the European
and Canadian model, where municipalities remain creatures of the
central state, often jealously supervised from above. In addition, the
social and racial fragmentation of the metropolis creates its own politi-
cal logic. It is not surprising that the wealthiest communities (fre-
quently also the 'whitest' ones) will often be fiercely opposed to
projects of metropolitan integration or cost-sharing. Moving to South
Africa, it is equally not surprising that the issue of metropolitan gov-
ernment is at the heart of the political debate around future forms of
urban governance, as amply demonstrated in the Cape Town chapter.
The old white municipalities of the apartheid era are understandably
not overly eager to share their wealth with neighbouring black or so-
called coloured communities.

In most nations, local autonomy generally implies the power to reg-
ulate land use and the built environment, which can be used as a
weapon of exclusion under certain circumstances. Local governments
can no longer openly deny residence to given population classes
(blacks in the United States and South Africa, indigenous people in
Latin America). However, even without openly practising discrimina-
tion, laws and regulations conceived with enough imagination can de
facto achieve the same end. Local regulations governing architectural
design and housing styles (frontage, height, green spaces) or construc-
tion standards may be so designed as to minimize the chance that cer-
tain categories of the population will move in. Local traffic control,
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parking regulations, and street design may work in the same direction.
Finally, regulations to forbid certain undesirable land uses (heavy
industry, dumps, and so on) can similarly be used as a means of con-
serving the 'exclusive' character of the municipality. Such prohibited
land uses will thus be relegated to other municipalities whose political
power to exclude is less or which simply cannot afford to exclude such
land uses, given their weak fiscal base.

In developing cities, the fight by the 'excluded' for access to land
and housing is often a fight against unjustly regulated, bureaucratic,
and undemocratic local environments, dominated by local political
bosses and patronage (see the Nairobi and Sao Paulo chapters). Here,
again, we may ask if reform is possible without prior reform at the
national level, or without central state intervention. The challenge of
creating democratic metropolitan-wide governments, capable of regu-
lating land use in a socially just manner, is compounded in developing
nations by the rapid rates of urban expansion, with the expanding
urban fringe often left to itself, the reserve of squatter settlements. In
this case, exclusion is achieved, in essence, by keeping the 'others' out-
side the legal city, a Third World variant on the United States model of
metropolitan fragmentation.

Policy Choice no. 6: The Spatial Distribution of Social Housing

The term 'social housing,' as used here, refers to housing financed,
subsidized, or constructed by the state, generally targeted to the poor.
We shall not concern ourselves here with the mechanisms for allocat-
ing such housing, but rather concentrate on the spatial dimensions.
Social housing is not a major factor in most U.S. cities, and we shall
thus not refer to the United States case under this heading. However,
social housing, in various forms, is a major factor in many European
cities, exemplified in this book by the Rotterdam case study. In the
Dutch case, social housing accounts for approximately 50 per cent of
the housing stock in cities such as Rotterdam and Amsterdam (chapter
7). The percentages are generally lower in most other European cities,
with social housing more clearly targeted to the poor.

Social-housing policies are, by definition, founded on laudatory
social objectives. Their initial intention is certainly not to promote social
exclusion. As a general principle, social-housing programs seek to
ensure adequate access to housing for low- and/or middle-income
groups. In many cases, however, these policies have resulted in the de
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facto relegation of low-income groups to designated areas of the city.
Since access to social housing is determined by income, social-housing
estates run the risk of becoming socially homogeneous spatial units,
avoided by other social classes. In cases where access is filtered through
a political and bureaucratic process, entire social-housing estates may
end up as the quasi-exclusive 'reserves' of identifiable groups; this is
notably the case in France, where the groups are often of North Africans
and Africans. In the Dutch case, such housing equally attracts high per-
centages of 'outsiders': Surinamese, Javanese, Turks, and Africans.

The exclusionary impact of social housing is very sensitive to the
scale, architectural quality, and geography of the housing units pro-
duced. In this respect, the French experience, although not covered in
this book, is particularly devastating. French social-housing estates are
generally known by the acronym HLM, for habitations a layer modere.
After the Second World War, the French government promoted the
development of veritable HLM cities - massive housing towers cover-
ing many city blocks. Their generally low building costs resulted in
estates that were often neither aesthetically pleasing nor particularly
attractive as homes. As the French population as a whole grew wealth-
ier, such housing corresponded less and less to the needs of lower- and
lower-middle-class French people. They became occupied increasingly
by poor immigrants, especially from the former French possessions in
Africa. As the European French abandoned these estates, they have
evolved over the years, in many instances, into true neighbourhoods of
exclusion, comparable to the ghettos of U.S. inner cities. The levels of
violence, fear, and resentment are often equally intolerable. Contrary
to the U.S. model, however, HLM estates were generally built in the
suburbs. Thus, urban exclusion is largely identified with the suburbs
in France and not with the city-centre (Vieillard-Baron 1997).

The Dutch experience is far less dramatic than the French one, if only
because the Dutch did not build the same massive apartment blocks.
But, the spatial evolution of the population generally follows the same
pattern, as native middle-class Dutch families move out of social hous-
ing into private owner-occupied dwellings, leaving the initial stock to
immigrants and/or to the poor. Spatially, the Dutch model is closer to
the American model in that social housing is largely concentrated in
the central city (in chapter 7, the centre of Rotterdam).

What lessons can be drawn from the above? First, where the state
wishes to subsidize social housing, it is essential not to concentrate
units in a limited number of geographic areas. Second, the scale
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(height, number of units) should be kept small. Furthermore, in order
to facilitate social diversity and the integration of social housing into
the pre-existing fabric of a neighbourhood, it is important that such
housing units do not 'stick out/ aesthetically or otherwise. The Mont-
real experience (chapter 2) is instructive in this respect. The authors of
the Montreal case study note that the dispersal of social housing (gen-
erally small units) is one of the factors that explains the absence of
ghettos in Montreal. The message for developing cities is clear. The
subsidization of massive housing projects for the poor may answer a
social need (see specifically the Sao Paulo chapter), but unless properly
designed may later produce new forms of social exclusion.

Policy Choice no. 7: Should One Worry about Downtown,
Urban Density, and Urban Form?

This last policy choice relates to the presence (or absence) of metropoli-
tan spatial planning as a socially integrating factor. The links with pre-
vious policy options are obvious, especially intermodal competition
and metropolitan governance. The difference between the United
States and most western European nations (and Canada) is major. The
tradition of spatial urban planning (often from above), regulating land
use, fixing densities, and designing regional transport systems is
deeply entrenched in most of western Europe. The Geneva chapter is a
good example. Most such planning exercises seek to regulate metro-
politan urban form, generally designed around a strong and nodal
city-centre. In both the Toronto and Montreal cases, metropolitan
urban-planning and transport systems are explicitly core-oriented.
Both metropolitan areas have very strong (socially mixed) downtown
districts, with adjoining residential areas.

By contrast, land-use planning and controls are relatively lax if not
entirely absent in many United States urban areas, as well as in the
majority of large cities in Latin America. This laxity is particularly
apparent at the expanding urban fringes, where city and countryside
meet. Viewed in conjunction with the previous points (specifically
metropolitan fragmentation and car-oriented development), the results
are predictable: extensive modes of land use and more or less chaotic
expressions of urban form. It is for example difficult to discern any
'order/ much less a planned order, in the development of the Miami or
Los Angeles urban regions. A declining downtown, abandoned by the
middle-class, is often a corollary.
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In the United States, the lack of effective spatial planning has been
compounded by metropolitan fragmentation and tax measures that
promote the extensive use of urban land. The various incentives in
the federal tax code, including the deductibility of mortgage pay-
ments, promote the overconsumption of housing and suburban land;
taxpayers are also allowed to defer capital-gains taxes if they buy a
new home of equal or greater value, which pushes buyers towards
higher-priced houses, most of them on the edges of cities. On a
strictly economic level, land-extensive and disordered models of met-
ropolitan expansion compound the difficulty of profitably operating
public transport systems, further accentuating dependence on the pri-
vate car. Extensive and disordered models of land use increase the
costs of providing public infrastructure in general (Blais 1995). The
message for Southern cities is clear: extensive models of urban settle-
ment are expensive.

It is the social consequences that most concern us here, however.
Without any unifying metropolitan framework or incentives to con-
sume space more rationally, the ultimate outcome will often be an
urban agglomeration comprising a set of autonomous and separate
communities, isolated from one another not only by social, but also by
geographic, distance. Little may hold them together. Joel Garreau
(1991) enthusiastically heralds the emergence of what he calls 'Edge
Cities' at the periphery of major United States metropolitan areas. Gar-
reau is referring to economically autonomous suburban communities
with their own business centres, commercial areas, office towers, and
cultural institutions. In short, Edge City residents no longer have any
need to travel downtown. The four Southern cities examined in this
volume all exhibit, in various degrees, similar tendencies towards the
creation of spatially divided cities, with gated suburban communities
as the ultimate modern manifestation.

Creating a Shared Vision of the City

In a spatially divided, suburban-dominated, culture the old central city
(usually the historical core) can be abandoned and forgotten, left to the
'others.' In developing cities, the division is often between the suburbs
(or rather, a suburban elite) and a downtown abandoned to informal
street vendors and the poor. The circle is complete. There is no more
need to have any contact with the 'others/ except perhaps as gardeners
or domestics. Social life is restricted to activities by persons of the same
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neighbourhood and of the same social class. There are no more com-
mon public spaces; the city no longer has a centre. In fact, there no
longer is a city in the sense of a public city, shared by all, with parks,
squares, streets, and the symbols of a common urban destiny. Taken to
the extreme, we see an anti-city: a hodgepodge of suburban villages
jealous of their autonomy, bereft of a common centre and a spirit of
shared existence. What remains of the downtown area is purely func-
tional: a business centre defined by a line of office towers, where
employees arrive at work at 9:00 am impatiently awaiting the 5:00 pm
drive back home. Many downtown areas in the United States, but for-
tunately not all, have indeed been reduced to their most elemental
'functional' definition.12

The above is admittedly a caricature, but dangerously close to the
truth in all too many cases. The danger signals, as noted earlier, are
alarming for many African and Latin American cities, already deeply
divided socially, now engaged in the triple process of suburbanization,
motorization, and metropolitanization. The San Salvador chapter
clearly demonstrates the precarious nature of the historical core in
many developing cities. The symbolic and integrative role of the cen-
tre, as a shared space for all citizens, risks being lost without urban-
planning and urban-design policies aimed at keeping the metropolis
together. Civic identity and pride, and thus also the willingness to
share, must rely on a minimal amount of shared social space. But how
can such sentiments be nourished in the absence of shared public
spaces, in the absence of social interaction?

The Baltimore chapter demonstrates the limits of pure spatial plan-
ning and investments in physical infrastructure in the absence of a
common (metropolitan) vision of what the city should be. Let us quote
Levine's concluding sentence in chapter 5: 'Without such a common
vision, the centre cannot hold, and Baltimore's possibilities for socially
just, sustainable development will be grim indeed.' This for a city her-
alded as one of the United States success stories of downtown renais-
sance. The message is unmistakable. Little can be achieved in the
absence of a sense of common metropolitan citizenship. The need for
political inclusion, of bringing 'others' into the system, runs through
all the developing-city case studies in this book, a quasi precondition
before anything else is possible. We have returned full circle to the
issue of governance, of building a polity in which the excluded are
included.

As the case studies in this book bear witness, building such a com-
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mon polity at the metropolitan level is far from simple. Many modern
trends point in the opposite direction. Cities are constantly changing
and expanding. Once the wrong policy choices have been made (often
unintentionally), their effects are often almost impossible to reverse:
witness the continuing quagmire of the American Inner City. However,
such policy failures carry useful lessons for the future. Let us at least
attempt to learn from each other. As this first urban century draws to a
close, we know now that some things work, and some things do not.
Building socially sustainable cities is not a Utopian dream, provided
citizens and decision-makers are well informed and the political will
exists.

Notes

Parts of this chapter are based on two earlier texts: 'Les sept peches de 1'exclu-
sion urbaine: pourquoi des espaces d'exclusion surgissent-ils dans nos villes?'
(1997) and 'Learning from Our Mistakes: Thoughts on the Dynamics of Resi-
dential Segregation and Urban Exclusion' (1999). The author wishes to thank
Olivia Stren for her translation of the earlier French text.

1 The case of French social-housing estates (known by the acronym HLM)
equally springs to mind (Veillard-Baron 1997). In recent years, these zones
have often been witnesses to violent upheavals, with the police, in some
cases, refusing to intervene (see also Policy Choice no. 6, below).

2 It is well known among researchers that so-called segregation indices are
highly sensitive to city size. For an early example of the statistical analysis
of residential segregation see O.D. Duncan and B. Duncan 1955.

3 Gregory Weiher (1991,1) starts his book with the following sentence: 'I try
to convince my students in ... Urban Politics that the United States is the
most fragmented country in the world.' Weiher is referring chiefly to
municipal fragmentation, but also to its social counterpart, points to which
we shall return.

4 The author resided in the United States for seventeen years, specifically in
New York, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles.

5 Comparing the average residents of industrialized and developing cities,
those in Montreal or Toronto consume about twice as much housing space
(rooms per person) as those in Cape Town or Sao Paulo, and about eight
times as much as those in Bombay (Camp 1990).

6 By 'public transport' we do not necessarily mean publicly owned transport,
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but any means of transport that is collectively used (buses, mini-buses,
trams, and the like), whether the provider be in the private or the public
sector. Thus we shall also employ the synonym 'collective transport.'

7 As a simple benchmark, GDP per capita in Mexico in 1994 was about one-
fifth that of Canada, and car ownership per capita about one-seventh (1988
figures) that of Canada (The Economist 1990; World Bank 1996).

8 Of course, most politicians and high-level civil servants will themselves be
car owners.

9 In some cases, however, investments in roads may also help public-trans-
port modes; for example, the designation of reserved lanes for buses or
colectivos. We shall not go into such details here.

10 Their argument is convincing, as many of the other policy choice areas,
especially those linked to the use of the car (nos. 2 and 3), are also observ-
able in Canadian cities.

11 Thus, Weiher (1991,3) writes: 'The creation of units of local government [in
the United States] is, for the most part, not supervised by any central gov-
ernment unit.'

12 The author can recall having searched, without success, for a restaurant
open after 6:00 pm in downtown Dallas.
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